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Preface 

This book deals with evolution partial differential equations of both 
hyperbolic and parabolic type with particular emphasis on prob
lems that arise in nonlinear fluid mechanics. If an alternative title 
were to be given to the book, it could be 'on the passage to the 
limit within nonlinearities'. Fortunately enough, the preface is usu
ally longer than one sentence, which gives us the opportunity to 
describe briefly the contents of the book. 

After presenting some preliminary results, we devote the second 
chapter to the study of scalar hyperbolic equations of first order 
(or scalar hyperbolic conservation laws) in arbitrary spatial dimen
sions. In the first part we treat the usual Cauchy problem, following 
the presentation of GODLEWSKI AND RAVIART [1991]. The second 
part focuses on recent results of OTTO [1992] concerning the solv
ability of a scalar hyperbolic conservation law in a bounded smooth 
domain. In both cases, we prove the existence and uniqueness of the 
entropy weak solution via the method of parabolic perturbation. 
This method, together with the Galerkin method, are the basic 
means for constructing convenient approximations of the original 
problems. 

In the third chapter we introduce the concept of the Young 
measure. This is a very effective tool to describe the behaviour 
of weakly convergent sequences under superpositions of nonlinear
ities. As an application, we prove again the existence of an entropy 
weak solution to a scalar hyperbolic conservation law in one space 
dimension exploiting the reduction of the support of a correspond
ing Young measure. 

The last two chapters deal with problems where nonlinearities 
depend on gradients of the solution. In the fourth chapter we study 
the nonlinear scalar hyperbolic equation of the second order. Chap
ter 5 is devoted to a class of non-Newtonian fluids, sometimes called 
fluids with shear-dependent viscosity or generalized Newtonian flu
ids. Both compressible and incompressible models are studied here. 
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Using the fundamental theorem on Young measures, we prove the 
global-in-time existence of measure-valued solutions to the above 
problems. Although the measure-valued solution can be subject to 
further investigation we want to emphasize that more attention 
is paid to the questions of existence, uniqueness and regularity 
of weak solutions. We have addressed these questions for incom
pressible fluids with shear dependent viscosity, studied in Sections 
5.3 and 5.4. For the nonlinear hyperbolic equation of second order 
(studied in Chapter 4) as well as for the compressible fluid with 
shear dependent viscosity (studied in Section 5.5), the existence of 
weak solutions is still open. Nevertheless, the question of existence 
of a weak solution to approximating equations, shown here, is an 
interesting problem on its own. 

This monograph is one of the few attempts to carry out a de
tailed analysis for a class of evolution equations for non-linear fluids 
(essentially in Section 1.1 and Chapter 5). Although we have tried 
to provide a systematic investigation, the text should be considered 
as an introduction to the topic, since many problems remain to be 
studied and a lot of interesting questions are still unanswered. We 
feel that the reader can easily find interesting issues for further 
investigation, here. 

In order to make the book self-contained, we give in Section 1.2 
an overview of the definitions and basic properties of the function 
spaces needed. The Appendix contains some useful assertions con
cerning the linear theory. For the benefit of the reader we have 
included some references that are not cited in the main text but 
are related to the subject of the book. 

For readers interested in particular problems, we indicate the 
main topics together with the sections where they are discussed. 

• Non-Newtonian fluids: Sections 1.1.1, 1.1.4-1.1.5, Section 4.2, 
Chapter 5. 

• Hyperbolic conservation laws: Sections 1.1.1-1.1.2, Chapter 2, 
Sections 3.3-3.4. 

• Young measures: Sections 3.1-3.2 and Sections 4.1-4.2 with 
applications in Sections 3.3-3.4, 4.3, 5.2 and 5.5. 

• Hyperbolic equations of second order: Chapter 4, see also Section 
1.1.2. 

We are thankful to many people for their help, advice and time 
spent in discussions, as well as for their support and interest. First 
of all, we would like to thank Professor G.P. Galdi and Professor 
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K.R. Rajagopal. Since there are several authors to this book, the 
number of reasons for expressing gratitude is rather extensive. Nev
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CHAPTER 1 

Introd uction 

Throughout the book the usual Einstein summation convention 
is used: whenever an index appears twice in one expression, the 
summation over that index is performed. The term domain is 
reserved for an open set in a euclidean space. 

1.1 Examples of evolution systems 

Most of the equations and systems studied in this book have phys
ical origin. They can be derived from basic balance laws by taking 
particular forms for constitutive relations and/or by considering 
particular kind of materials and processes. 

Let f1 = ui=o f1t, where f1 t c jRd is a domain occupied by the 
material at an instant of time t E [0, T), T > o. Then the following 
system of equations: 

(1.1 ) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

represents the local forms of the law of conservation of mass, the 
law of balance of momentum and balance of energy, respectively. 
See for example TRUESDELL [1991] or CHADWICK [1976]. Here, pis 
the density, v is the velocity field, E is the specific internal energy 
of the material, T is the symmetric stress tensor, q is the spatial 
heat flux vector, r is the rate of external communication of heat 
to the body through radiation, f represents the specific external 
body forces and e denotes E + IvI 2 /2. All quantities are evaluated 
at (t, x) E [0, T) x f1 t . In the sequel we consider f1 t = f1 for all 
t ::::: o. 
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We note that (1.1)-(1.3) can have various forms, for example 
when the notion of material derivative is used. Let us recall that 
the material derivative of a scalar- (or vector- or tensor-) valued 
function ~ : (0, T) x n --+ JR. (or JR.d or JR.d 2 

, respectively) is defined 
by 

d~ _ fJ~ fJ~ 
-=-+Vj-' 
dt fJt fJx j 

In view of this, (1.1)-(1.3) can be rewritten as 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

Now, we define hyperbolic systems of partial differential equa
tions, an important example of a large class of evolution systems. 

Definition 1. 7 Let 0 ~ JR.S be a domain and let fj, 1 :::; j :::; d, be 
smooth functions from 0 into JR.s . The system of partial differential 
equations 

fJu + fJfj(u) = 0 
fJt fJx j 

is said to be hyperbolic if for every u E 0 and every vector 
0: = (al,"" ad), ai E lPI., the matrix 

has s real eigenvalues and is diagonalizable. Here we denote by 
J j (u) the Jacobian matrix of the function fj (u), j = 1, ... ,d, with 
the components 

1 :::; i, k :::; s. 
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1.1.1 Elller' eqllations in 2D 

3 

Let us consider an inviscid (ideal) non-heat-conductive fluid for 
which both heat sources and external forces are neglected, i.e., 

T = -pI, 

aqj _ 0 r = 0 , f = 0 , 
ax· - , 

J 

(1.8) 

respectively. 
Under the assumptions (1.8) the right-hand side of (1.2) is equal 

to _5!1!...aa ,while (1.3) takes the form of 
x, 

a(pe) a(peVj) a (pVj ) --+ =---. 
at ax) 0:1: j 

(1.9) 

In such a way the system (1.1)-(1.3) turns into the so-called Euler 
system (1 ::; i ::; d) 

ap + a(pVj) = 0 
at aXj , (1.10) 

a(pVi) + a(pViVj + pl5i }) = 0, 
at a1:J 

(1.11) 

a(pe) a((pe+p)Vj) --+ . =0, 
at a:r} 

(1.12) 

where {iij stands for the Kronecker delta. As before, all the func
tions are defined on [0, T) x n; T E (0,00], n ~ ]Rd being a domain. 

According to classical literature (PIPPARD [1957], SOMMERFELD 
[1964], COURANT AND FRIEDRICHS [1948]) only two of the quanti
ties describing the thermodynamic state of a fluid (as the pressure 
p, the temperature e, the density p, the internal energy E, the en
tropy 'r)) are independent. Considering p, 8 to be independent, one 
obtains 

p = p(p, 8), (1.13) 

E = E(p,e), (1.14) 

17 = 1/(p, e) , (1.15) 

and 

e = e(p,e,v). (1.16) 

Therefore, in general, the Euler system (1.10)-(1.12) together with 
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(1.13)-(1.16) is considered as the system of (d + 2) equations for 
(d + 2) unknown functions p, e, Vj. However, the knowledge of 
explicit relations of the type (1.13), (1.14) allows us to consider the 
Euler system as a system for another set of unknown functions. 

As an example, let us consider the state equation of a perfect 
gas 

P = Rpe, (1.17) 

where R is the universal gas constant. Further, let us consider a 
polytropic perfect gas, for which we have 

E = eve, (1.18) 

where the constant Cv is the specific heat at constant volume. Then 
we have P = .!i.pE and, setting 'Y == 1 + R/cv > 1 (usually called Cv 
the Poisson constant), we arrive at 

( / /2) p=b-1)p e- ~ . (1.19) 

Hence, in this situation, the Euler system (1.10)-(1.12) together 
with the state equation (1.19) can be viewed as a system of (d + 2) 
equations for (d + 2) unknown functions p, e, Vj' 

If we now set 

U = (p, PV1, ... , PVd, pef E lE,s, s = d + 2, 

we can rewrite (1.10)-(1.12) (under an additional assumption that 
p > 0) as a quasilinear system of partial differential equations 

(1.20) 

where 

fj(u) == (PVj,PV1Vj +OljP, ... ,pVdVj +Odjp,(pe+p)vj)T, 

j = 1, ... , d and fj E C 1(0; lE,S). 
T 

In particular, for d = 2, we have U = (p,pV1,pv2,pe) and 

(1.21 ) 
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Setting for 1 :S i, k :S s 

alIi 
[Jt{U)Lk == a(u), 

. Uk 
1 a h () [J2(U) ik == aUk U , (1.22) 

it can be easily shown that 

0 1 0 0 

,,(-3 2 1\,2 
(3 - "()Vl -I\,V2 I\, --VI + -v2 

J1 = 
2 2 

-V1 V2 V2 VI 0 

-,,(eVl + I\,Vllvl2 1\,( 2 2) 
"(e - 2 3V1 + V2 -I\,V1V2 "(VI 

and 

0 0 1 0 

-V1 V2 V2 VI 0 

J 2 = 
,,(-3 2 K,2 
-2-V2 + 2 V1 -K,V1 (3 - "()V2 K, 

-,,(eV2 + K,v21v1 2 
K, 

-K,V1 V2 "(e - 2(3v~ + vr) "(V2 

where K, == "( -1. Now, for any a = (0'1,0'2) E]R2 it can be shown 
(FERNANDEZ [1988]) that the matrix 

P(u, a) == O'1J1 (u) + O'2J 2 (u) (1.23) 

has for all physically relevant values (i.e. for p > 0) four real eigen
values, namely, 

)'1 = A2 = 0'1 VI + O'2V2 , 

A3 = Al + aJ O'i + o'~ , (1.24) 

_ j 2 2 A4 - Al - a 0'1 + 0'2 , 

where a is the local sound speed in isentropic processes defined by 

2 _ P 
a = "(- . 

P 

Then P can be shown to be a diagonalizable matrix: 

P = CAC- 1 , 

(1.25) 

(1.26) 
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where A = diag(Al' A2, A3, A4) and (see WADA ET AL. [1988]' FER

NANDEZ [1988]) 

1 0 
1 1 

2a2 2a2 

VI 1]2 
VI + arl1 VI - a1]1 

c= 2a2 2a2 

V2 -1]1 
V2 + ar]2 V2 - a1]2 

? 2 2a2 ~a 

Ivl Z H+a"1' v H -a"1'v 
2 

1]2 VI - 1]1 V2 
2a2 2a2 

while 

/';;lvl 2 /';; /';; /';; 
1--- 2"Vl -V2 

2 a 2 a a 2 a 2 

1/1 Vz - 172 VI 1]2 -171 0 

C- 1 = 
Klvl 2 

-a"1' v + -- a1]1 - /';;Vl a1]2 - /';;V2 K 
2 

Klvl 2 
a"1' v +--

2 
-a1]1 - KVl -a1]2 - KV2 K 

Here, 

(1.27) 

is the so-called enthalpy and 

Hence the system of Euler equations is a hyperbolic one (see also 
Section 2.1). The same result holds also for d = 3 (see WADA ET 

AL. [1988]). 

1.1.2 The p-system 

Consider the easiest model of one-dimensional gas dynamics for 
isentropic processes in Lagrangian coordinates t in the form of the 

Due to different coordinates, the operators It, Ix do not coincide 
with the operators denoted by the same symbols in Euler coordinates. 
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so-called p-system (see for example LANDAU AND LIFSHITZ [1959] 
and KRONER [1996]): 

aCJ _ av _ 0 
at [);r - , 

av Dp( CJ) 
-+--=(). at D.I: 

(1.29) 

Here, CJ = CJ(t, :r), CJ == 1/ p > 0, is the specific volume, v = v(t, x) 
is the velocity and Jl = p( CJ) is the pressure. 

Denoting 

(-v) f(w) = p(CJ) , 

one can write (1.29) as a system of two (~quations 

aw + af (w) = 0 . 
at a:r 

(1.30) 

(1.31) 

The system (1.31) is hyperbolic provided that p'(CJ) < O. Indeed, 

the Jacobian matrix J = (-fJ!;;) is of the form 

and therefore, under the assumption p'(CJ) < 0,+ J has two distinct 
real eigenvalues: 

Al = j -p' (CJ'), 

Hence, the system (1.31) is (strictly) hyperbolic. 
Note that under the setting (justified by (1.29)!l 

au 
CJ == ax' p(CJ) == -a(CJ) , 

the p-system (1.29) can be considered as a non-linear wave equation 

a211 a (auo) 
- - -(t - = 0 (1.32) at2 D;r a.T ' 

with a' (CJ) > O. In the next example we will show that also in d 
space dimensions there is a connection between scalar hyperbolic 
equations of second order of the type analogous to (1.32) and some 
hyperbolic systems. 

:I: For example, l'(cr) = rcr--Y for perfect isentropic gas (c > 0, I > 1). 
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1.1.3 Scalar hyperbolic equation of second order 

Let n ~ JRd, d 2': 2, be a bounded domain, on E CO,I. Let T > 0, 
I == (0, T) and QT == I x n. We consider the scalar hyperbolic 
equation of second order 

02U 0 
- - -(a (\1u)) = 0 ot2 OXi t 

in QT, (1.33) 

supposing that there exists a function {) E C2 (JRd), called poten
tial to a == (al,'" ,ad), such that 

VeE JRd , (1.34) 

for i = 1, ... ,d, and 

(1.35) 

for a certain positive constant a E JR. 

Chapter 4 is devoted to the detailed study of an initial-boundary 
value problem for the equation (1.33) (with a right-hand side f). 
Here we just show that under the assumptions (1.34)-(1.35) the 
equation (1.33) can be considered as a hyperbolic system of (d+ 1) 
equations. 

To this end, let us put Vo == ~~ and Vj == txu, We will also use 
J 

the notation v == (VI, . .. ,Vd) and v == (vo,v). Then, (1.33) can be 
written as 

OVo a ~ 
- - -a (v) = 0 at OXj) , 

OVj _ avo _ 0 1 ::; j ::; d. 
at ax) - , 

(1.36) 

Applying the chain rule to ~, one can write the system (1.36) [of 
} 

(d + 1) equations] in a matrix form: 

(1.37) 
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where 

0 -~ _Ba!> _iJ.!!:.L 
B~l BE2 BEd 

0 0 0 0 

Jk == -1 0 0 0 f-(k + l)st, (1.38) 

0 0 0 0 

k = 1, ... , d. Recall that the hyperbolicity of the system (1.37) 
will be proved as soon as we show that for any constant 11 = 
(111, ... , rJd) E ]Rd all the eigenvalues of the matrix 

are real and the matrix itself is diagonalizable. 
Denoting Si == 17k ~ we see that 

( 0 

-SI -S2 

Tl 
-1]1 0 0 

J = -~]2 0 0 

-rJd 0 0 

Now it is not difficult to see (e.g. by induction) that 

det(.U - J) = Ad+! - Ad- l (rJiSi) 

and therefore the eigenvalues Ai of J are of the form 

Al = ... = Ad-l = 0, 
2 2 Ad = Ad+l = r/iSi . 

(1.39) 

(1.40) 

(1.41) 

(1.42) 

Lemma 1.43 Under the assumptions (1.34)-(1.35) all the eigen
values Ai are real and the matrix J is cliagonalizable, i.e., the system 
(1.37) is hyperbolic. 

PROOF: IfrJi = 0 for all i = 1, ... ,d, then Al = ... = Ad+l = 0 
and J = 0, i.e. J is diagonal. 

Therefore we assume without loss of generality that 1111 > O. 
Then, using the definition of Si, (1.34) and (1.35), we get 

f.prJ 2 

l]i S i = rJi7]k 8(JJ(k ~ al111 > o. (1.44) 

Hence, all eigenvalues Ai are real, Ad = VrJiSi -I- - V1]iSi = Ad+l. 
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To prove that J is diagonalizable we recall that J is diagonaliz
able if and only if dim N>. = rn(A), where N>. == {x; Jx = AX} and 
rn(A) is an algebraic multiplicity of A as a root of the characteristic 
polynomial det(AI - J) (cf. (1.41)). Since trivially dimN>. :S rn(A) 
and dim N>. 2': 1 for any eigenvalue A, it remains to prove dim No = 
d - 1. 

Now, if x = (.TO," ., Xd) then from the form of the matrix J it is 

clear that x E No if and only if Xo = 0 and 2:~=1 XiSi = O. Since 
there is jo such that Sj() t= 0 (otherwise we get a contradiction with 
(1.44)), the latter equation reduces to 

1 
:cJIJ = -~ L TiSi, 

JIJ i¥jlJ 

giving us the possibility to choose arbitrarily (d - 1) coordinates of 
x on the right-hand side of this expression. Thus, dim No = d - 1 
and the proof is complete. _ 

1.1.4 Compressible non-Newtonian liquids undergoing isothermal 
processes 

In Section 1.1.1 the considered stress tensor T was determined by 
pressure, i.e., 

T = -p(p, B) I , 

(cf. (1.8h, (1.13)). If the viscous effects taken into consideration 
are substantial, the dependence of T on other quantities, say "Vv, 
"VB, is supposed. In this case,§ 

T = T(p, B, "VB, "Vv) . 

However, in case the motion of the material is isothermal, i.e. the 
temperature B = Bo > 0 is constant, the tensor function T does 
not depend on B and "VB. Thus, 

T = T(p, "Vv) . (1.45) 

Consequently, the equations (1.1), (1.2) are not coupled with (1.3) 
and can be considered separately. In other words: once having p, 

For simplicity, we suppose that T at each point (t, x) depends only on 
the values of p, IJ, 'VIJ and 'Vv at the same point (t, x). Consequently, 
any impact of history or non-local effects are not allowed. 
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v determined from (1.1), (1. 2), one can use (1.3) to calculate the 
remaining thermodynamical quantities. 

Now, taking into account the principle of material frame 
indifference (cf. for example TRUESDELL [1991]), one can show 
that (1.45) reduces to 

T = -p(p) I + T(p, e) , (1.46) 

where 2 e = 2 e(v) == \7v + (\7v)T is the symmetric part of the 
velocity gradient \7v. 

In this book we will study a special form of (1.46), namely 

T=-p(p)I+TE, (1.4 7) 

with TE given by 

TE = T(e). (1.48) 

H . jpld 2 jpld 2 •• • f . d jpld 2 -ere, T . ll"sym ---> ll"sym IS a given contmuous unctIOn an ll"sym = 

{M E JRd x JRd;M;j = Mji , i,j = 1, ... ,d}. 
Assuming that a liquid (gas) obeys the state equation (1.17), we 

obtain that (in the isothermal case) the pressure is a linear function 
of p, i.e., 

p(p) = (3p, (3 = RBo > o. (1.49) 

Under the assumptions (1.47)-(1.49), the system (1.1), (1.2) reads 

op + o(pVj) = 0 (1.50) 
at ax) , 

O(pVi) + O(pViVj) = -(3~ + OTij(e) + pji, (1.51) 
at ax) OXi OXj 

for i = 1, ... , d. The left-hand side of (1. 51) is equal to P'tJt + 
PVj~ due to (1.50). 

In order to develop a mathematical theory (see Section 5.5), we 
will assume that there exist constants CI , C2 > 0 and parameters 
p > 1 and q E [p - 1, p) such that for all .,., E ~~m the p-coercivity 
condition 

(1.52) 

and the q-growth condition 

IT(.,.,) I :::; C2 (1 + 1.,.,I)q (1.53 ) 

hold. As usual, 1.,.,1 = (1]ij7lij)I/2 and T·.,., = Tij1]ij for T,.,., E ~~m' 
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1.1.5 Incompressible non-Newtonian fluids undergoing isothermal 
processes 

If a material is incompressible, i.e. p( t, x) = Po > 0 for all (t, x) E 
[0, T) x fl, and undergoes an isothermal process, then 

• we get from (1.45) that 

(1.54) 

where 7r is the so-called undetermined pressure and TE is the 
extra stress tensor; 

• the system (1.50)-(1.51) reads 

(1.55) 

(1.56) 

for i = 1, ... , d. 

We will assume that the extra stress TE is given by the sum of two 
symmetric tensor functions of e = e(v). This means that we have 
for all (t, x) E [0, T) x fl, 

TE(t,x) = T(e(v(t,x))) +IT(e(v(t,x))) , (1.57) 

or equivalently 

TE = T(e) + IT(e). (1.58) 

Similarly to Section 1.1.4, the following assumptions are imposed 
on T and IT: for certain p > 1, q E [p - 1,p), G1, G2 > 0, we have 

d2 for all .,., E ~ym. 

T(.,.,) . .,., 2:: G11.,.,I P , 

IT(.,.,) . .,., 2:: 0, 

IT(.,.,) + IT(.,.,) 1 ::; G2 (1 + 1.,.,I)q 

(1.59) 

(1.60) 

(1.61) 

Notice that the tensor T + IT satisfies (1.52)-(1.53) and it might 
not be clear why the decomposition (1.58) is introduced. Actually, 
we will use (1.58) only in such parts of the mathematical theory 
where the assumptions on T and IT will be strengthened. Roughly 
speaking, we will suppose that T is well behaved and IT is controlled 
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by T. By 'well behaved' we mean the existence of a strictly convex 
potential U : ~:m ~ IK of T, such that 

aU(e) -a-- = Ti](e) , 
eij 

i,j=l, ... ,d. 

Appropriate assumptions put on U will in particular imply (1.59). 
For more details see Section 5.1. 

Some interesting examples of TE of the form (1.58) can be found 
in what follows. 

Example 1.62 (Stokes' law) If the dependence of T on e is 
linear, i.e., 

T(e) = 2ve, v> 0, (1.63) 

and (T == 0, then the system (1.55)-(1.56) turns into the well-known 
N avier-Stokes system 

divv = 0, 

aVi aVi aIr 
Po - + POV- = -- + v6.v + pof· at ] ax] aXi ' , , 

for i = 1,2, ... , d. Let us notice that in this case 

Therefore, the condition (1.59) is satisfied with p = 2. 

(1.64) 

(1.65) 

Definition 1.66 An incompressible fluid, the behaviour of which 
is characterized by Stokes' law (1.63), is called Newtonian fluid. 
Fluids that cannot be adequately described by (1.63) are usually 
called non-Newtonian fluids. 

Due to the negative character of the definition of non-Newtonian 
fluids, it would be useful: 

• to characterize main points of deviance from Newtonian be
haviour, 

• to classify the models of some non-Newtonian fluids. 

This book is not intended to be an introduction to the mechan
ics of non-Newtonian fluids. For this purpose, we refer the reader 
to SCHOWALTER [1978], HUILGOL [1975] and RAJAGOPAL [1993]. 
Nevertheless, we would like at least to specify which of the ba
sic properties of non-Newtonian behaviour can be captured by the 
model characterized by (1.58). 
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Let us recall (see e.g. RAJAGOPAL [1993]) that the main points 
of non-Newtonian behaviour are: 

1. the ability of the fluid to shear thin or shear thicken in shear 
flows; 

2. the presence of non-zero normal stress differences in shear flows; 
3. the ability of the fluid to yield stress; 
4. the ability of the fluid to exhibit stress relaxation; 
5. the ability of the fluid to creep. 

A non-Newtonian fluid can possess just one or all of the above 
listed characteristics. 

The model of fluid described by (1.58) exhibits mainly the first 
property, while it cannot predict 'elastic' phenomena 2-4. This 
means that for a fluid given by (1.58) the dominant departure from 
the Newtonian behaviour is shear thinning or shear thickening, 
while the other features are not captured. For this reason we will 
discuss just the first phenomenon in more detail. 

Consider a steady shear flow for which 

v = (VdX2), 0, 0) . 

Setting K, == 1-/<1 VI (X2) 1 we can define the so-called generalized 
( X2 

(or apparent) viscosity J-lg by 

( ) _ 712(K,) + (J12 (K,) 
J-lg K, = . 

K, 
(1.67) 

Definition 1.68 If the generalized viscosity J-lg defined in (1.67) 
is an increasing function of K" then the fluid described by (1.58) is 
called shear thickening fluid. If J-lg is a decreasing function of K" 

the fluid is called shear thinning fluid. 

Note that for Stokes' law (1.63) we have J-lg(K,) = 1/ for all K,. 

Example 1.69 (Generalized Newtonian fluids and power
law fluids) Let r be given by 

r(e) = 2J-l(leI2) e = 2ji(e) e 

and (j == O. Then, the potential U is defined by 

rlel2 
U(e) = 10 J-l(S) ds. 

If, in particular, we take 

J-l(s) = I/OS¥, I/o > 0, 

(1. 70) 

(1. 71) 

(1. 72) 
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then 

U(e) = 2vo. leI T +2 , 
1'+2 

T(Tl)' Tl = 2voITlI"1]'1] = 2volTllr+2, 
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and we see from (1.59) that p = l' + 2. Therefore p E (1, +00) if 
and only ih E (-1, +00). Further, for the shear flow f-J,g(K) = f-J,(K), 
~ < 0 if l' E (-1,0) and ~ > 0 ih > O. In other words, the model 
(1. 70) with (1.72) captures the shear thinning fluid if l' E (-1,0) 
(or P E (1,2)), and captures the shear thickening fluid if l' > 0 (or 
p > 2). The case l' = 0 (or p = 2) corresponds to the Newtonian 
fluid. 

The fluids characterized by (1.70) are called generalized New
tonian fluids (even if they are llon-Newtonian ones). The fluids 
described by (1.70) and (1.72) are called power-law fluids. 

We refer to MALEK, RAJAGOPAL AND RUZICKA [1995] for an 
exhaustive, but not complete list of literature, where the power-law 
fluids (1.70), (1.72) are used in several fields of chemistry, glaciol
ogy, biology, geology, etc. 

Example 1.73 (Various variants of power-law fluids) De
spite its simple structure, the model (1. 70) includes submodels with 
a great deal of disparity. To illustrate this fact, we will investigate 
apparently almost identical types of T in a shear flow. Let us con
sider 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

( d) 

T(l)(e) = 2voielTe, 

T(2)(e) = 2 vo(1 + lelf e, 

T(3)(e) = 2vo(1 + lel 2f/2e, 

T(3+ i ) (e) = 2 v(X)e + T(i) (e), i = 1,2,3, 

(1.74) 

where Vo and //(X) are positive constants related to the limits of 
f-J,g(K) when K -+ 0 and K -+ 00, respectively. 

Let first T E (-1, 0). Figure 1.1 depicts the graphs of fL g corre
sponding to the tensors T( i), i = 1, ... ,6, defined in (1. 74). 

It is worth observing that the value of parameter p in (1.59) 
varies for different models in (1. 74); while p = l' + 2 for the cases 
(a), (b), (c), we see that p = 2 for all cases in (d). 
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(a) (d) with (a) 

j..£g{K) 
VO+Voo 

Voo 

K 

(b) (d) with (b) 

J.l.g{K} 
vo+voo 

Voo 

K 

(c) {d} with (c) 

Figure 1.1 The graphs of /1-g for r(i), i = 1, .. . ,6, with r E (-1,0). 

We will see in Chapter 5 that some results cannot be proved 
for all values of P > 1. More often, we will get some restriction Po 
on the value of P from below such that the corresponding result 
is valid for all p > Po . It can happen that r + 2 < Po < 2. Then 
the result is valid for the fluid described by (1.74)(d), while our 
approach fails for any of the models (a)-(c). 

In fact , the model (1.74)(d) can be understood in the form of 
(1.58). For example, we can decompose r(4) (e) = r(e) + O'{e), 
where 

r(e) = 2 voce, Voc > 0, (1. 75) 
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and 

Vo > o. (1.76) 

It can be easily verified that in this case r 2 -1 can even attain 
the value -1. In particular, the case r ;. -1 is of special interest 
from the point of view of applications (see (1.82) for example). 

Let us now consider the case r > O. Then we can draw the 
pictures for the models (1.74a, b, c), see Figure 1.2. 

(a) (b) 

(c) 

Figure 1.2 The graphs of /19 for r(i), i = 1, 2, 3, with r E (0 , 1) . 

We are primarily interested in fluids that have a non-zero "zero 
shear rate viscosity". Figure 1.2 (a) reveals that the viscosity func
tion vanishes with the shear rate (when K, ~ 0) and thus we shall 
not consider this possibility any further. The particular case of (d) 
(r > 0), namely 

(1. 77) 

was introduced in the mathematical literature by LADYZHENSKAYA 
[1969) and the corresponding system (1.55), (1.56) and (1.77) is 
sometimes called the modified N avier-Stokes system. 
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Using (1.70) and (1.71) it is easy to observe that the potentials 
Uri) corresponding to the tensors r(i) defined in (1.74) for r > -1 
and i = 1, ... ,6, are as follows: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

U(1)(e) = 21/0 lelr+2, 
1'+2 

U(2)(e) = 21/0 (1 + lelr+2 _ 21/0 (1 + lelr+1 
1'+2 1'+1 

2 I/o + -;----,---
(1' + 1)(1' + 2) , 

U(3) (e) = 1'2:02 [ (1 + lel 2 ) 92 - 1] , 

U(3+i) (e) = l/oo lel 2 + U(il(e) , i = 1,2,3. 

In the last part of this section we will give three examples of 
models which are widely used in recent years as up-to-date ones 
in various fields of applied sciences. The first example presents the 
latest model for the flow of glacier; the second example has been 
proposed in blood rheology for modelling the flow of blood through 
arteries. Finally, the last model is used in geology for describing 
the dynamics of tectonic plates in the Earth's mantle. 

In connection with the introduction of these models we wish to 
emphasize one more point here. As we shall see below, all three 
models mentioned above belong to the class described by (1.55)
(1.61) only for a special choice of values of parameters. It is pre
sumed, however, that the mathematical theory developed in Chap
ter 5 could serve as a starting point of mathematical study of the 
models, presented in the following examples. 

Example 1.78 (Glacier ice in creeping flow) Based on exper
imental tests performed by KJARTANSON [1986]' KJARTANSON ET 
AL. [1988] and in agreement with experimental results of VAN DER 
VEEN AND WHILLANS [1990], Man together with his co-workers 
(see MAN AND SUN [1987] and references therein) proposed that 
the system (1.55)-(1.56) with the extra stress rE given by 

(1. 79) 

is a reasonable model for the creeping flow of ice. The tensors AI, 
A2 are the first two of the so-called Rivlin-Ericksen tensors, 1', 
tJ, aI, a2 are material constants, tJ> 0, l' ~ -~. Let us recall (see 
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for example TRUESDELL [1991]) that 

A I =2e 

and 
d T 

A2 = -AI + Al (\7v) + (\7v) AI' 
<it 

19 

Notice that on putting (VI = 0'2 = 0 in (1.79) we obtain (1.70), 
(1.72). On the other hand, (1.79) with general 001, 002 cannot be 
included into the class described by (1.58)-(1.61) due to the depen
dence of r E not only on A I but also on 1ft AI. In fact, the model 
(1.79) with T = 0 describes what is called the second grade fluid. 
We refer to DUNN AND RAJAGOPAL [1995] for an exposition on n

grade fluids and for further references. 

Example 1.80 (Blood flow) Experimental tests reveal that 
blood exhibits non-Newtonian phenomena such as shear thinning, 
creep and stress relaxation. In order to include all these features in 
the model, YELESWARAPU ET AL. [1994] proposed the so-called 
generalized Oldroyd-B model. The constitutive equation of 
that model has the form 

with 

rE + Al [!irE - (\7v) rE - r8 (\7v) T] 
rtt 

= Il(e) e + A2 (~: - (\7v) e - e (\7V)T) 

[ 1 + In(l + Aiel)] 
/l(e) = 1/00 + (I/o - I/ex:,) 1 + Aiel . 

(1.81 ) 

(1.82) 

Here A > 0 is a material constant, AI, A2 are the relaxation and 
retardation times, respectively, anel I/o > 1/00 > 0 are the limits 
of fJ.(e) when lei --* 0 and lei --* 00, respectively. (Compare with 
Figure 1.1.) The model (1.81)-(1.82) can be included into the class 
(1.55)~(1.61) only when Al = A2 = O. 

Example 1.83 (Dynamics in the Earth's mantle) The study 
of flows in the Earth's mantle consists of thermal convection in 
a highly viscous fluid. As pointed out in MALEVSKY AND YUEN 

[1991]' laboratory tests of the creep of mantle materials show a 
non-linear dependence of r8 on e. For a description of dynamics in 
the planet's mantle the so-called Boussinesq approximation for 
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the power-law fluid is used. For example, MALEVSKY AND YUEN 
[1991] investigate 

divv = 0, (1.84) 

OTi~ 01f - -- + - = Ra Bed, 1 ~ i ~ d, 
OXj OXi 

(1.85) 

oB oB 
-;- +Vj~ - t::.() = 0, 
vt vXj 

(1.86) 

where B is the temperature, Ra is the so-called non-dimensional 
Rayleigh number and ed == (0,0, ... ,1). Further, 

2 4 
A > 0 r ~ - - or - -, 3 5 

More precisely, the Boussinesq approximation reads 

divv = 0, 

OVi OVi OTi~ 01f 
p- + PVj - = -- - - - p()ed , at OXj OXj OXi 

O() ()() 
p- + pv·- - t::.B = 0 at ] ox] , 

(1.87) 

(1.88) 

(1.89) 

(1.90) 

which converts to (1.55)-(1.61) for B = const. We refer the reader 
to PADULA [1994] and HILLS AND ROBERTS [1991] for a derivation 
of Boussinesq approximation. 

In (1.85), the term ~ + Vj~ is neglected since the changes 
in velocity are substantially smaller with respect to the changes of 
temperature. 

1.2 Function spaces 

This book is devoted to the mathematical analysis of systems of 
equations described in Section 1.1. The fundamental problem of 
such analysis is to show the existence of solutions in appropriate 
function spaces. Thus, in the next section, we give a survey of their 
definitions and basic properties. 

1.2.1 Basic elements of Banach spaces 

Let X be a Banach space equipped with a norm II . Ilx. By X· 
we denote the dual space to X consisting of all linear continuous 
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functionals 

<p:X-+lE.. 

Let <p E X' and x EX. Then (<p, Xl x denotes the value of <p at 
the point X or we say that the brackets (-"/x denote the duality 
between X and X'. The natural norm on X' is defined as 

11<pllx·=: sup I(<p,x/xl· 
Ilxllx ::;1 

Let {x n} C X be a sequence of elements from X. Different types 
of convergence can be introduced. Let :r EX. 

1. A sequence {x n } converges strongly to x, 

xn -+ x in X 

if and only if 

Ilxn - xlix -+ 0 as n -+ 00. 

2. A sequence {Xn} converges weakly to x, 

Xn ~.T in X 

if and only if for all <p E X* 

(<p,xnlx -+ (<p,xlx as n -+ 00. 

3. Let Z be a predual space to X, i.e. Z is a Banach space satisfying 
Z' = X. Then a sequence {Xn} converges weakly-* to x, 

Xn ~ x in X 

if and only if for all ~ E Z 

(xn,OZ-+(x,Oz as n-+oo. 

Theorem 2.1 (Alaoglu) Let X have a separable predual Z and 
assume the sequence {xn} C X is bounded in X. Then there exists 
a subsequence {xn~} C {xn} and x E X with 

in X. 

PROOF: See, e.g., YOSIDA [1965, Appendix to Chapter 5]. • 

As far as X is a reflexive separable space, the weak and weak-* 
convergences coincide. Consequently, for a reflexive separable Ba
nach space X, ...:':.. can be replaced by ~ in the previous theorem. 
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Let us recall that a Banach space is reflexive if and only if 
J(X) = (XX)*, where J : X ----t (X*)* is the canonical isomorphism 
defined by 

(J(x), 'P)x- == ('P, x)x 'if 'P E X* . 

Theorem 2.2 Let Xn ~ x (or Xn ~ .r) in X. Then 

• {xn} is bounded in X, 
• Ilxllx ::; Iiminfn~oo Ilxnllx. 

PROOF: See for example YOSIDA [1965, Chapter 5]. • 
Let X, Y be two Banach spaces. The space X is (continuously) 

imbedded into Y, 

X '---' Y, 

if and only if 

• Xc Y, 
• there exists c > 0 such that Ilxlly ::; c Ilxllx for all x E X. 

The space X is compactly imbedded into Y, 

X,---,,---,Y, 

if and only if 

• X'---' Y, 
• the identity map J : X ----t Y is compact, i.e. J(B) is compact in 

Y for every bounded subset B of X. 

Recall that if X '---' Y then Y* '---' X* and if X '---''---' Y then 
Y* '---''---' X*. 

1.2.2 Spaces of continuous functions 

Many examples of Banach spaces will be introduced in the sequel. 
Most of them consist of functions (scalar or vector) defined on a 
domain n, i.e. on an open set in the Euclidean space IRd , dEN. 
Hereafter, we will give definitions of function spaces only for scalar 
functions, but the definitions and also all corresponding properties 
of these spaces can be easily extended to vector functions. The 
following convention for the notation of spaces of vector functions 
is used in the whole book: 

1. If X (n) denotes some space of scalar functions u : n ----t IR then 
the space of vector functions u : n ----t IRs, sEN, for which 
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each component U j, j 1, ... , oS, belongs to X (D), is denoted 
by X(D)S . 

2. Vector functions are print.ed in boldface (as u, v, w) in contrast 
to scalar functions which are print.ed in italic mode (as u, v, w) . 

In the case when a domain D is not t.he entire space Jl!!.d, some 
information about the smoothness of boundary aD is useful. Let 
us therefore recall the definition of spaces of smooth functions. 

Let D be a domain in Jl!!.d. Denote aD == "IT \ D where, as usual, 
Jl!!.d = Jl!!.d. The space of all real continuous functions u : "IT --7 JI!!. for 
which 

11'111100 = IlullC(IT) == SUE lu(x)l, 
:fEn 

is finite, is denoted by C(D). Equipped with the norm 11·1100, C("IT) 
is a Banach space. 

Let a = (aI, ... ,ad), 0i E N U {O}, be a multi-index and put 

lal = 2:1=1 ai· For a funct.ion u : D --7 JI!!., the symbol Dau denot.es 
partial derivat.ives of the order lal, 

ol(vl 'l1 

D"'7t == a " " 
X l l " .o:r/ 

For kEN we denote by ck m) the space of all functions u which 
together with their derivatives Da u , 101 ::; k, belong to Cm). The 
norm in C k ("IT) is defined by 

Let us put 

Ilullc"(IT) == L IIDaullc(IT)' 
levl:S!' 

00 

coo ("IT) == n Ck("IT). 
k=O 

The subspaces of C("IT), Ck("IT) of functions having compact sup
port in D will be denoted by Cc(D), C2.(D), respectively, except 
for the space of functions from Coo ("IT) with compact support in D 
for which we use the notation D(D). 

Let us denote all functions from Coo (JI!!.d) which are periodic in all 
directions with some period L > 0 by C~r(D), where D = (0, L)d. 

The space of distributions on D denoted by D'(D), consist.s of 
all continuous linear functionals on D(D). If G E D'(D) then the 
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distributional derivative DOiG E V' (0,) (or the derivative in the 
sense of distributions) of G is understood as 

(DOiG,ip)V(ll) = (_1)1 011 (G,DOiip)V(ll) 

Further, let 0 < /3 :S: 1. For u : D -+ JR, put 

[u]t:' == sup lu(x) - u(y)1 
- Ix - ylf3 x,YEll 

x#-y 

and 

Vip E V(n). 

IlullchiJ(fi) == lI u lb(fi) + L [D Oiu]f3 . 
1001=k 

Then the space of Holder continuous functions C k ,f3 (D) is de
fined as 

Ck ,/3(D) == {u E Ck(D); Ilullc"iJ(fi) < oo}. 

Now we can give the 'definition' of smooth domains. Let 0, C JRd be 
an open set. Roughly speaking, the boundary 80, is of class Ck ,/3, 
k+/32::1, 

80, E C k ,f3 , 

if and only if '80, is (d - I)-dimensional Ck ,/3-manifold with n ly
ing locally on one side of 8n'. Precise definition can be found in 
NECAS [1967, Chapter 1]. In WLOKA [1987], the domains possess
ing weaker regularity properties, as segment or cone property, are 
introduced and discussed. 

Theorem 2.3 (Imbeddings) Let 8n E CO,l . 

• Let m 2:: k 2:: 0 and m + /31 > k + /32 with 0 < /3i :S: 1, i = 1,2. 
Then 

(2.4) 

• Let m 2:: 1. Then 

(2.5) 

PROOF: See KUFNER, JOHN AND FUCIK [1977, Section 1.5] .• 
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1.2.3 Lebesgue spaces 
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Let 0 be a domain in lRd , d :::: 1, 1 ::; p ::; 00. We denote by £P(O) 
the space of all measurable functions u : 0 -4 lR for which the 
norm 

{ }
l/P 

Iluli p == L lu(x)IP dx , (l::;p<oo) 

or 

Ilull oo == esssup lu(x)l, (p = 00), 
xEO 

respectively, is finite. We recall that 

ess sup lu(x)1 == inf sup lu(x)l, 
xEO NCO xEO\N 

INI=O 

where INI denotes the Lebesgue measure of the set N. 

Lemma 2.6 (Holder's inequality) Assume l/p + l/q = 1, 
1 < p, q < 00 or p = 1, q = 00. Then for u E £P(O) and v E Lq(O) 

• uv E £1(0), 
• Iluvlh ::; Iluli p Ilvll q · 

PROOF: We omit trivial cases p = 1, q = 00 and Iluli p = 0 
or Ilvll q = O. Then Holder's inequality follows from Young's in
equality: for all a, b :::: 0 we have 

aP bq 

ab < - + -. (2.7) 
- P q 

Idd t · l.!::i..ill db ~ n ee ,se tmg a = liull" an = Ilvll'I' we get 

Iluvlll = r lu(x)llv(x)1 dx 
Iluli p Ilvll q io Iluli p Ilvll q 

(2.7) 110 lu(xW dx 110 Iv(x)lq dx 1 1 
< - +- =-+-=1 
- p Ilull~ q Ilvlli p q , 

which gives the assertion. • 
Let us note that an elementary proof of Young's inequality fol

lows from the concavity of the logarithmic function: if a, b > 0 
then 

log(ab) = log a + log b = llog aP + 1 log bq 
p q 

::; log (~' + ~ ) . 
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We will frequently use an c-version of (2.7), i.e., 

blJ 
ab < caP + = caT' + C(c)bq . (2.8) - q(cp)q/p 

Corollary 2.9 Let n be a bounded domain in IRd and 00 2: p 2: 
If 2: 1. Then 

• Ilullq::; InII/q-I/Pllullp, 
• £P(n) '---' £'I(n). 

Corollary 2.10 (Interpolation in p) Assume 00 2: PI 2: p 2: 
])2 2: 1 and u E £PI (n) n £P2 (n). Then 

where 1 = .£. + I-Ct 0: E [0 1]. 
l' ]Jl P2' , 

PROOF: Using Holder's inequality we have 

where i + -b = 1. The requirements ap8 = Pl and (1 - a)p8' = P2 

imply (l-alp + 'E!. = 1, and the assertion follows. • 
P2 PI 

Lemma 2.11 (Vitali) Let n be a bounded domain in md and 
fn : n -> IR be integrable for every n E N. Assume that 

• limn~CX) r(y) exists and is finite for almost all yEn; 
• for every c > 0 there exists 8 > 0 such that 

Then 

PROOF 
[1958]. 

sup r Ir(y)1 dy < c 
nENiH 

V Hen, IHI < 8. 

lim r r(y) dy = r lim r(y) dy. 
n-oc in in n---+(X) 

See ALT [1992, p. 63] or DUNFORD AND SCHWARTZ 

• 
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1.2.4 Sobolev spaces 

27 

By Wk,1'(D), kEN, 1 ::; P ::; 00, we mean the Sobolev space of 
all functions 'U : D ----+ IR having all distributional derivatives up to 
order k in L1'(D). The space Wk,1'(D), equipped with the norm 

is a Banach space. We identify WO,1'(D) with U(D). For k non
integer, we denote by [k] the integer part of k. Then Wk,1'(D) is 
a subspace of W[k]'1'(D) consisting of functions u E W[k]'1'(D) for 
which 

[D"'u]1' = r r ID"'n(:r) - DCIOU(Y) 11' dx d 
k-[k],1' - In In I;z: - yld+l'(k-[k]) ,y 

is finite for all a, lal = [k]. Then Wk,P(D) is a Banach space with 
the norm 

_ _ { P ["" ]1' }1/1' Ilullk,1' - Ilullk,1';n = Ilull[k],p + D u k-[k],1' , 

For details see NECAS [1967], WLOKA [1987] or TRIEBEL [1978, 
1992]. 

If no assumptions on D are made, it is understood that we con
sider two types of domains: either 

D C IRd is open and bounded with aD E CO,l (2.12) 

or 

D = IRd . (2.13) 

The space W;,1'(D) is defined as the closure of'D(D) with respect 
to the Wk,P(D)-norm. The dual space of W;,P(D) is denoted by 
W-k,q(D) where 1 + 1 = 1. , q P 

Let us recall, see NECAS [1967], that for D satisfying (2.12) there 
exists a linear continuous operator "'( : W 1,1'(D) ----+ L1'(aD) called a 
trace operator such that 

"'((u) = ulan 

Keq = W~'P(D), (2.14) 
l_l P 

Range"'( = Wo 1" (aD) c £P(aD) 
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and there exists C > a such that for all u E W 1 ,P(r!) 

IIr(u)llu'(EJn) ::; IIr(u)111-~,p;EJn ::; ClluI11,p' (2.15) 

If r! = (0, L)d, then 

-:-----:-:-.,-----;;---;-:------:- w! ." (n) 
Wl~~;.(r!) == {u E C~r(r!)' In u(x) dx = a} 

denotes the Sobolev space of periodic functions. 

Lemma 2.16 Assume 1 < q < 00, kEN and G E w-k,q(r!). 
Then there exist functions {g"'}I"'I::O;k C Lq(r!) such that 

G = L (-l)la ID"'g",. 

l"'I::O;k 

PROOF: See NEtAS [1967, Chapter 2] or ADAMS [1975]. Let us 
note that go: are in general not uniquely determined. -

Theorem 2.17 (Imbeddings) Let r! satisfy (2.12) and let a ::; 
j < k, 1 ::; p, q < 00. Put 

1 k - j 
1)~0 == - ---

p d 
and 

1 
171 == - if 1710:j:. O. 

1710 

• Assume 1710 > O. Then 

Wk,P(r!) '-> wj,m(r!) , 

Wk,P(r!) '->'-> Wj,m 1 (r!), 

Wk,p(IRd) '-> wj,m(IRd). 

• Assume 1710 < O. Then for a E [0,1) 

1711 <171, 

a { Wk,P(r!) '-> Cj,"'(n) , 
1710 + - = O=}. 

d Wk,p(IRd) '-> CJ''''(IRd) , 

1710 + J < a =} Wk,P(r!) '->'-> cj,o:(n) . 

• Assume 1710 = O. Then 

Wk,P(r!) '->'-> wj,q(r!) , q E [1,(0). 

PROOF: If r! satisfies (2.12) then the proofs can be found for ex
ample in NECAS [1967, Chapter 2] or KUFNER, JOHN AND FUCIK 
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[1977, Chapter 5]; if n = IE.d then the imbeddings are proved 
in NIKOLSKIJ [1975, Chapter 9] or ADAMS [1975], BERGH AND 
LOFSTROM [1976]' TRIEBEL [1978]. _ 

Lemma 2.18 (Interpolation in k) Let k1 2:: k2 > 0 with k1' 
k2 not necessarily integer. Then there exists a constant c such that 
for all u E Wk\,p(n) 

':.2. 1-':.2. 
Ilullk2 ,p ::; cllull~:,p Ilulip l\ (2.19) 

PROOF: See for example ADAMS [1975, Chapter 7], BERGH AND 
LOFSTROM [1976]. An elementary proof for p = 2 can be done by 
using Fourier transform, see for example ZEIDLER [1990a]. _ 

Lemma 2.20 (Green's theorem) Let n <;:; IE.d satisfy (2.12) 
and n == (n1' ... ,nd) be the outward normal vector. Then for u E 
W 1,1(n) we have 

l au(x) 1 --,::,-dx = unids, 
n UXi an 

i=l, ... ,d, 

where the values of u on an are understood in the sense of traces. 

PROOF: See for example NECAS [1967, Section 3.1]. -
1.2.5 Orlicz spaces 

Let I.{J : [0,(0) -> IE. be a non-negative nondecreasing right continu
ous function satisfying I.{J(O) = 0, I.{J(00) == lims-->CX) I.{J(s) = 00. Then 
the function 

rltl 
<I> (t) == } 0 I.{J (s ) ds , (2.21 ) 

usually called the Young function corresponding to I.{J, is even, 
continuous, convex, and satisfies 

lim <I>(t) = 0, 
t-->O t 

lim <I>(t) = 00. 
t-->CX) t 

Define 1jJ(t) == sUP<p(s):St s. Let I]i be the Young function correspond
ing to 1jJ. Then the functions <I> and \II are called complementary 
Young functions. 
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Let <I> and W be complementary Young functions. Let us give 
some basic definitions: 

1. The Or licz class L<1> (0) consists of all measurable functions 
'lL : 0 ~ JR such that 

d(<I>; 'lL) == L <I> (1'lL(x)1) dx (2.22) 

is finite. It is known that in general L<1>(O) is not a linear space 
(see KUFNER, JOHN AND FUCIK [1977, Section 3.1]). 

2. Let us call the number 

111I1IL'J>(11) = Ilull<1> == syP llu(x)v(x)1 dx (2.23) 
vEL,r-(l1) ill 
d(\l1;v):S;l 

the Orlicz norm of'll: 0 ~ JR. The Orlicz space L<1>(O) is 
defined as the set of all measurable functions u : 0 ~ JR for 
which the Orlicz norm (2.23) is finite. 

3. By C<1> (0), we denote the closure of all bounded measurable 
compactly supported functions u : 0 ~ JR, with respect to the 
norm 11·11<1>. If u E C<1>(O) then lIullc,~(l1) == IluIIL",(l1)' 

Example 2.24 The functions 

1. tP / p and t q / q, 
2. <I>(t) = et - t - 1 and w(t) = (1 + t) log(1 + t) - t, 
3. <I>2(t) = et2 - 1 and Wl/2 

are pairs of complementary Young functions. The explicit expres
sion for function W1/2 is not known, nevertheless its asymptotic 

behaviour can be shown to be t(ln t)! (KUFNER, JOHN AND FUCIK 

[1977, Chapter 3]). 

The Orlicz norm (2.23) requires knowledge of the complementary 
function. Sometimes, it is more convenient to use the so-called 
Luxemburg norm defined by 

Illulll<1> == inf { ~ > 0; L <I> Cu~x)l) dx ::; I} . (2.25) 

Both norms are equivalent (KUFNER, JOHN AND FUCIK [1977, 
Section 3.8]). More precisely, for all 'lL E L<1>(O) we have 
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Lemma 2.26 Let <1>, \[I be two complementary Young functions. 
Then 

• for all 'lJ, E L<1>(O) , v E Lw(O) 

• for all v E Lw(O) 

Ilnvlll ::; d(<I>;u.) + d(\[I;v); 

Ilvllw ::; 1 + /" \[1(11)(:1:)1) d.T; In 
• (Holder's inequality) for alllL E L<1>(O), v E Lw(O) 

lin vlh ::; Ilnll<1>llvllw . 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

PROOF: See KUFNER, JOHN AND Fuc~fK [1977, Chapter 3]; note 
that the second assertion is a direct consequence of the first one .• 

Lemma 2.30 Let <I> be a Young function. Then 

• L<1>(O) is a Banach space; 
• C<1>(O) is a separable Banach space and 'D(O) is dense in C<1>(O); 
• C<1>(O) <---+ L<1>(O) <---+ L<1>(O); 
• [C<1>(O)), = Lw(O) provided that \[I, <I> are complementary 

Young functions. 

PROOF: See KUFNER, JOHN AND FUClK [1977, Chapter 3]. • 

A Young function <I> satisfies the 6. 2 -condition (in brief <I> E 6.2 ) 

if and only if there exist c > 0 and to 2:: 0 such that 

<I>(2t) ::; c<l>(t) 

for every t > to. If 0 is unbounded, we require to = O. The following 
lemma shows the importance of Young functions satisfying the 6. 2 -

condition (cf. Lemma 2.30). 

Lemma 2.31 Let <I> E 6. 2 . Then 

• C<1>(O) = L<1>(O) = L<1>(O); 
• [L<1>(O)] * = Lw(O), where \[I is the complementary Young func

tion to <1>; 

• L<1>(O) is separable. 

PROOF: See KUFNER, JOHN AND FUClK [1977, Chapter 3]. • 
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Let <PI, <P2 be two Young functions. We introduce the following 
orderings: 

• <PI < <P2 if and only if there exist c > 0 and to 2 0 such that 
<PI (t) :::; <P2 (ct) for all t 2 to. If !1 is unbounded, we require 
to = O. 

• <PI « <P2 if and only if lim :l(~t» = 0 for all ,\ > o. 
t---+CXJ 2 

Lemma 2.32 Let <Pi, Wi, i = 1,2, be two pairs of complementary 
Young functions. If <PI « <P2 then W2 « WI. If <PI < <P2 then 
W2 < WI· 

PROOF: See KUFNER, JOHN AND FUCIK [1977, Chapter 3). • 

Lemma 2.33 Let <PI, <P2 be two Young functions. Then 

• L4>2(!1) c L4>l (!1) if and only if <PI < <P2; 
• L<I>2(!1) ~ L<I>l (!1) if and only if <PI < <P2; 
• If <PI « <P2 then L<I>2 (!1) ~ C<I>l (!1). 

PROOF: See KUFNER, JOHN AND FUCIK [1977, Chapter 3). • 

Remark 2.34 Let!1 C m,d satisfy (2.12) and k,p E m, be such 
that kp > d. Then due to Lemma 2.17 

(2.35) 

Since C(IT) is a subset of the set of all bounded measurable func
tions on IT, we obviously have 

(2.36) 

for any Young function <P. Further, for u E W k,P(!1) 

1 (2.28) 

IIUII<I> = sup lu(x)v(x)1 dx :::; IlullC(o) [1 + <P(l)fL(!1)] 
d(w;v):'OI r! 

== K IlullC(o) . 
By (2.35), 

Thus, for any Young function <P, 

if kp> d. (2.37) 
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We will use this imbedding in Section 5.5. 

Theorem 2.38 Let D C IE.d satisfy (2.12). Let kp = d. Then 

Wk,P(D) '---4 L<i>(D) 

where 4>(t) = exp(ltld/(d-I)) - 1. If I» « 4> then the imbedding 
Wk,P(D) into L<I>(D) is compact. 

PROOF: See for example KUFNER, JOHN AND FuCiK [1977, Sec
tion 5.7] or TRUDINGER [1967]. • 

Example 2.39 The Young functions wand WI/2 defined in Ex
ample 2.24 satisfy the ~2-condition. Thus (see Lemma 2.31) 

and 

Because I» « 1»2, we have L<I>2(D) '---4 L<I>(D). Moreover, from 
Lemma 2.30 we obtain C<I>2(D) '---4 C<I>(D) and due to Lemma 2.32 
we also have Lw(D) '---4 LW1 (2(D). 

Theorem 2.40 (Absolute continuity of the Orlicz norm) 
Let I» E ~2 and g E L<I> (D). Then for every E: > 0 there exists 
8> 0 such that IlgIIL",(o') ~ E: provided that ID'I < 8, D' c D. 
PROOF: See KRASNOSELSKII AND RUTICKII [1958, Chapter 2] or 
RAO AND REN [1991]. • 

1.2.6 Bochner spaces 

The main part of this book is devoted to evolution problems. In 
this case, one of the variables-time t-can be understood in a 
different way to the other ones, mostly denoted by x = (Xl"'" Xd), 
Y = (YI,'" ,Yd). 

Let D C IE.d and T > O. By QT we denote a time-space cylinder 
QT == I x D, where I == (0, T). For u : QT --; IE. the map 

u(t) : X f---+ u(t, x) 

is an element of some function space (for instance Lebesgue, Hol
der, Sobolev, Orlicz space). Then the function 

t f---+ u(t) 
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maps the time interval I into that function space. Spaces of func
tions which map time interval I into some Banach space are called 
Bochner spaces. 

Let X be a Banach space. The space Ck(I; X), kEN, contains 
all continuous functions u : 7 -+ X for which all (time-)derivatives, 
up to order k can be continuously extended to I. In particular, 

_ k 8 S u(t) 
Ilulb'(I;x) = 2:: sup 11~llx 

5=0 [O,T) 

is finite and II· Ilc'(J;x) defines the norm in Ck(I; X). 
Similarly, by U(I; X), 1 :::; p :::; 00, we denote the space of all 

measurable functions' u : I -+ X for which the norm 

or 

( 1 

Ilullu(I:X) == {Jo Ilu(t)ll~ dt}]., 

IluIIL=(I;X) == ess sup Ilu(t)llx 
tEl 

respectively, is finite. 

p < 00 

Let us summarize some basic properties of Bochner spaces. 

Lemma 2.41 (Holder's inequality) Let X be a Banach space 
and ~ + ~ = l. Assume u E U(I; X), v E Lq(I; X*). Then 
(v(-), u(-))x E L1(I) and 

iT I (V(8), u( 8)) x I d8 :::; Ilull V'(J;X) Ilvll L'1(I;X*) . 

PROOF: See ZEIDLER [1990b, Chapter 23]. 

Lemma 2.42 Let X, Y be Banach spaces. Then 

• X '-+ Y implies Lq (I; X) '-+ U(I; Y) if 1 :::; p :::; q :::; 00; 

• if 1 :::; p < 00 then C(I; X) is dense in U(I; X) and 

C(I; X) '-+ U(I; X) . 

PROOF: See ZEIDLER [1990b, Chapter 23]. 

• 

• 
~ A function u : I ---+ X is (strongly) measurable if and only if there 

exist step functions Un : I ---+ X such that II Un (t) - u( t) II X ---+ 0 for 
almost all tEl. 
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Now let us clarify in what way we understand the time derivative 
of a function u : 1 --+ X from a Bochner space. We consider the 
following situation: 

Let H be a Hilbert space with a scalar product (', .) H and let X 
be a Banach space such that 

X'----+ H ':::' H* '----+ X* (2.43) 

and 

X is dense in H . (2.44) 

Then, if u E LP(1; X), we denote by ~~ an element of the space 

U' (1; X*) (where lip + lip' = 1) such that 

j .T d (t) j.T 
1_'U_,v) zp(t)dt = - (u(t),v)HZP'(t)dt 

o \ dt x . 0 

for all v E X and zp E D(1). Note that the scalar product (-, .) H in 
the above formula must be appropriately chosen. For example, for 
W 2,2(n) '----+ W 1,2(n) '----+ (W2,2(n))' the appropriate one is 

(U,V)H = (u,v)p + (V'u, V'v)p. 

Lemma 2.45 Let (2.43), (2.44) he satisfied and let p E (1,00). 
Then 

• W == {u E U(1; X); ~~ E U' (1; X*)} '----+ C(1; H) ; 
• (Partial integration) for all 1l, v E Wand all s, t E 1 

(u(t), V(t))H - (u(s), V(S))H 

_ j.t (dU(T) ()) (dV(T) ()) d - d ,VT + I ,UT T. 
,5 t x ct x 

(2.46) 

In particular for U = v, 

1 2 1 2 j.t(dU(T) ()) -11v.(t)IIH - -11v.(s)IIH = -d-''ll T dT 
2 2 . s ,t x 

(2.4 7) 

for all s, t E 1. 

PROOF: See GAJEWSKI, GROGER AND ZACHARIAS [1974, Section 
4.1]. • 

The following lemma on the compact imbedding in Bochner 
spaces is very important: 
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Lemma 2.48 (Aubin-Lions) Let 1 < ct, (3 < +00. Let X be a 
Banach space, and let X o, Xl be separable and reflexive Banach 
spaces. Provided that Xo ~~ X ~ Xl we have 

{v E LC<(I; Xo); ~~ E L{3(I; XJ) } ~~ LC<(I; X). 

PROOF: See LIONS [1969, Section 1.5J or the survey paper SIMON 
[1987J. A generalized form of this lemma for locally convex spaces 
and (3 = 1 can be found in ROUBfcEK [1990J. • 

1.2.7 The space of functions with bounded variation 

Let n ELI (n). The total variation of n is defined as 

TVn(u)== sup r udivcpdx. 
'PED(n)'1 J n 
II'PII=:S1 

By BV(n) we denote the subspace of functions u E L1(n) with 
TVn(u) < 00, 

BV(n) == {u E LI(n); TVn(u) < oo} . 
Let. n E BV(n) and put 

IlnIIBV(n) == Ilulit + TVn(u). (2.49) 

Lemma 2.50 

• 11·IIBV(n) is a norm on BV(n), and BV(n) with 1I·IIBv(n) is a 
Banach space . 

• Wl,l(n) ~ BV(n) ~ LI(n). 

PROOF: It is not difficult to see that II . IIBV(n) is a norm. The 
following lower semicontinuity property plays the key role in the 
proof of completeness of BV(n): 

[nn -+ u in LI(n)] :=::} TVn(u)::; liminf TVn(un). (2.51) 
n ...... oo 

Assuming (2.51) we can prove that BV(n) is complete. Indeed, if 
Un is a Cauchy sequence in BV(n), then there exists some u E 
L1 (n) such that 

Un -+ U (2.52) 

According to (2.51), TVn(n) < 00 and u E BV(n). It remains to 
prove 

( 
n-+(X) 

TVn Un - u) -+ O. 
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However, for all E > 0 

TVn(un - Uk) < E 

Using (2.52) we get 

for n, k large enough. 

k~oo ( (Un-Uk) -+ Un-U) 

This together with (2.51) gives 
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TVn (un - u) :::; lim inf TVn (un - Uk) :::; E for n large enough, 
k~oo 

which proves the completeness of BV(!1). 
It remains to v€rify the validity of (2.51). Let c.p E V(!1)d with 

11c.plloo :::; 1. It follows from the assumption Un -+ U in £l(!1) that 

lim [Un div c.p dx = r U div c.p dx . (2.53) 
n~oo n In 

But for each n E N 

L Un div c.p dx :::; TVn (Un) . 

Passing to the lim inf in the previous inequality as n -+ (Xl and 
using (2.53) we get the assertion. 

The second statement follows from the definition of the corre-
sponding spaces. • 
Lemma 2.54 (Imbeddings) Let!1 satisfy (2.12). If d > 1 then 

d 

BV(!1) '--+ L7i=l(!1) , 

d 
BV(!1) '--+'--+ U(!1) , VI:::; q < d -1 . 

PROOF: See FEDERER [1969] or GIUSTI [1984,Chapter 1]. • 

1.2.8 Radon measures 

Let !1 be a bounded domain. We denote by M(!1) the space of the 
so-called Radon measures defined as the dual space of C(f!). 

Clearly £l(!1) '--+ M(!1) since for 1 E Ll(!1) 

F(i.p) == L 1(x)i.p(x) dx V i.p E C(f!) 

defines a continuous linear functional on C(f!) and consequently 
FE M(!1). Moreover, 

1IFIIM(n) :::; 111111 , 
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where II . IIM(n) is defined as a dual norm. Thus, the space of 
(Radon) measures represents a natural extension of the space of 
integrable functions. 

Lemma 2.55 (Imbeddings) Let D satisfy (2.12) and let {vd c 
M (D) be a bounded sequence in M (D). Then for every 1 ~ q < d~ 1 

there exist v E W- 1,q(D) and a subsequence {Vkj} C {Vk} such 
that 

in W- 1 ,Q(D) as j --+ oc. 

PROOF: (See also EVANS [1990)). Since C(IT) is separable, it 
follows from Theorem 2.1 that there exist v E M(D) and {VkJ C 
{ Vk} such that 

in M(D), 

i.e., 

\f <I> E C(IT) as j --+ 00 . (2.56) 

Let 1 ~ q < d~1 and let q' be the dual index to q, i.e. * + -? = l. 
Our aim is to show 

sup, I r <I> dVk, - r <I> dvl--+ 0 as j --+ 00 . 

1>EW,;" (n) In In 
111>111.'1' ::;1 

Since q' > d, Theorem 2.17 implies that the unit ball in w~,q' (D) 

is precompact in C(IT). Consequently, for every <I> E W~,ql (D), 
11<I>111,ql ~ I, and for all E > 0 there exists a net {<I>;};:(~) C 

1 1 

wo,q (D) such that 

min II<I> - <I>illoo ~ E. 
1::;i::;N(c) 

Thus the following calculation finishes the proof: 

I 10 <I> dVkj - 10 <I> dv I 

~ 110 (<I> - <I>i)dvkj I + 110 <I>idvkj - 10 <I>idvi 

+ 110 (<I>i - <I»dvi 

~ 2Esuplvk j l(D) + I r <I>idvkj - r <I>idvi. 
J In In 

(2.57) 
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Due to (2.56), the last term in (2.57) tends to zero as j --> 00. • 

If n = JRd (a locally compact set which is not compact) we define 

Co(JRd ) == {'II E C(JRd ); lim u.(x) = o} . 
l"'l~= 

Note that 

The space of Radon measures is defined as 

M(JRd) == {Jl: Co(JRd ) --> JR;Jllinear s. t.:3c > 0 

IJl(J)1 ::; clllll= VIE D(JRd)} . 

Let us further define 

IlpIIM(IR:") == sup Ip·(J)I· 
fEIJ(IR:") 
llfll~. :S;l 

(2.58) 

(2.59) 

If It E M(JRd), Jl(J) ;::: 0 for all 1 E D(:Rd ), 1 ;::: 0 we say that Jl is 
a non-negative bounded Radon measure. 

The space of probability measures is then defined as follows: 

Prob(JRd) == Vt E M(JRd), It non-negative, IIJlIIM(lR:oI) = I}. 
(2.60) 

Lemma 2.61 

• The space (M(JRd), II· IIM(IR:")) is a Banach space . 
• Any p. E M (JRd) can be uniquely extended to the element of dual 

space to Co (JRd ). In this sense, 

(2.62) 

PROOF: See DUNFORD AND SCHWARTZ [1958], BOURBAKI [1965] . 

• 
Remark 2.63 The functionals It E M(JRd) are called (Radon) 
measures, since there is a one-to-one correspondence between el
ements of M (JRd) and a class of (Borel) measures /1 on JRd with 
finite total mass /l(JRd) < 00, such that 

(2.64) 
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As usual, we do not distinguish between p and ji. Finally, instead 
of p(f) we use the standatd duality notation 

(p,f) == p(f) = L,/dP , P E M(JRd), f E Co(JRd). (2.65) 

For more details see B'OURBAKI [1965]. 



CHAPTER 2 

Scalar conservation laws 

2.1 Introduction 

If one looks at the basic equations of physics, one sees that a lot 
of them can be written in the form of conservation law, i.e., 

au a - + -f(u) = 0 
at aXj J 

(1.1) 

where x E jRd, t > o. Here u = (Ul, ... , us) stands for a density of 
the investigated quantities and f = (f1 , ... , fd ) is the flux vector. 
Since the equation (1.1) is the subject of many mathematical con
siderations, we will state precisely in which sense this equation is 
understood. 

Let 0 ~ jRs be a domain and let fj , 1 ~ j ~ d, be smooth 
functions mapping 0 into jRS. We look for solutions u : jR+ X 

jRd -+ 0 of the system (1.1). In the sequel we restrict ourselves 
to hyperbolic systems, which were defined in Chapter 1. For the 
sake of completeness, we repeat here the definition: for every j = 
1, ... , d we denote by J j the Jacobian matrix of the function f j , 

i.e., 

afJi 
[Jj(U)lik = ~(u), 

UUk 
i,k=l, ... ,s. 

The system (1.1) is called hyperbolic iffor every u E 0 and every 
vector a = (aI, ... , ad) E jRd the matrix 

has s real eigenvalues 

Al (u, a) ~ ... ~ As(U, a) 

and is diagonalizable. Recall that Al < ... < As implies that the 
corresponding matrix J is diagonalizable. Such systems are some
times called strictly hyperbolic. 
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In this chapter we will investigate scalar conservation laws 
i.e., the case 8 = 1. Note that in this case the equation (1.1) is triv~ 
ially hyperbolic since the Jacobian matrices Jj(u) are of dimension 
1 x 1. For scalar conservation laws we consider the Cauchy problem 

au at + div f(u) = 0 
(1.2) 

u(O,') = Uo in IE.d , 

where f = (h, ... , fd), fj E C 1 (IE.) and Uo : IE.d --4 IE. are given 
functions. To solve this problem we use the method of vanishing 
viscosity, the basic idea of which is as follows: for E > 0 we study 
the parabolic perturbation of the Cauchy problem (1.2) given by 

au c 
-;-) + div f(u E ) - E!::::.Uc = 0 
c t 

UC(O,,)=uo 
(1.3) 

After having obtained the classical solutions U C of (1.3) for E > 0, 
which turn out to be smooth for smooth data, one tries to find a 
function u solving (1.2) as a limit of U C as E --4 0+. 

Let us note that the vanishing viscosity method is not the only 
one used to study the solutions of the Cauchy problem (1.2). An
other interesting approach was presented in the recent preprint by 
COCKBURN, GRIPENBERG AND LONDEN [1995], where the evolu
tion integral equation 

:t (k * (u - uo)) + divf(u) = 0 

was studied instead of (1.2). Here, 

(k * u)(t, x) == 10 t 
k(t - s)u(s, x) ds. 

(1.4) 

Formally, for k(t) dt = bo (the Dirac measure at the origin), (1.4) 
reduces to (1.2), while for k E Lfoc(IE.+), a positive non-increasing 
function, one obtains solutions uk and tries to find a function u 
solving (1.2) as a limit of uk when k approaches bo. For more 
details see COCKBURN, GRIPENBERG AND LONDEN [1995]. 

In the first part of this chapter we want to prove the existence, 
uniqueness and also some qualitative properties of the weak solu
tion of the parabolic equation (1.3). Employing the vanishing vis
cosity method we prove existence and uniqueness of the so-called 
weak entropy solution of the Cauchy problem (1.2). All main ideas 
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and concepts presented in the first part of this chapter go back to 
the fundamental paper of KRUZKOV [1970J. However, our approach 
is very close to GODLEWSKI AND RAVIART [1991J; in only a few 
points do we differ or are more explicit. 

The second part contains an overview of analogous results for 
bounded domains proved recently by OTTO [1992, 1993J. 

2.2 Parabolic perturbation to scalar conservation laws 

The aim of this section is to study the existence, uniqueness and 
further properties of a weak solution to the Cauchy problem (1.3). 
After introducing the notion of a weak solution, we prove in Lemma 
2.3 its existence and uniqueness under the assumptions that Uo E 
L2 (m.d) and that f E C 1 (m.)d is globally Lipschitz continuous. If 
moreover Uo E LOO(m.d) then we show in Theorem 2.9 a uniform 
LOO-estimate of uE which will allow us to consider general nonlin
earities fECI (m.)d. Using then the regularity theorems for lin
ear parabolic equations, we get for smoother Uo and f in Lemma 
2.16 the corresponding regularity results for parabolic perturbation 
(1.3). This will help us to derive in Theorem 2.29 the estimates of 
uE and its spatial and time derivatives in L1 norms. These will play 
the key role in the limiting process as c -+ 0+ in Section 2.4. 

Let us start with the definition of weak solutions to the Cauchy 
problem (1.3). Define for T ::; 00 the space 

W(T) == {u E L2(O, T; W 1,2(JE.d)), ~~ E L2(O, T; W- 1,2(JE.d))} . 

Recall that by Lemma 2.45 in Chapter 1 the space W(T) is con
tinuously imbedded into the space C(O, T; L2(JE.d)). In particular, 
limt~o+ v(t) = v(O) is a well-defined element of the space L2(JE.d) 
for all v E W(T). 

Definition 2.1 Let Uo E L 2 (JE.d). A function uE : JE.+ x JE.d -+ JE. 
is called a weak solution to (1.3) if and only if uE E W(T) for all 
T < 00, ,uE (0) = Uo, and the identity 

( a~ ) 1 i' !'l(t),cp + c 'VuE(t)'Vcpdx = f(uE(t))'Vcpdx (2.2) 
ut JR" JR" 

is fulfilled for almost all t > 0 and all if! E W I ,2 (JE.d ). Here (', .) == 
(', ')W12(R") denotes the duality between W1,2(JE.d) and its dual 
space, W-1,2(JE.d). 
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Note that for general Uo E L2(m.d) and fECI (m.)d the integral 
on the right-hand side of (2.2) need not exist. However, this integral 
is finite if, e.g., f is globally Lipschitz continuous and f(O) = O. The 
following lemma shows that the assumption of global Lipschitz 
continuity of f is strong enough to ensure the existence of a unique 
weak solution u E to (1.3). 

In order to simplify the notation, we drop the superscript c in 
all remaining proofs of this section. 

Lemma 2.3 Let Uo E L 2 (m.d) and let fECI (m.) d be globally 
Lipschitz continuous, i.e., there exists M > 0 such that 

If(6) - f(6)1 ::; MI6 - 61 (2.4) 

Then there exists exactly one uE E WeT) for all T > 0, satisfying 
(2.2) and 'uE(O) = uo. 

PROOF: Without loss of generality we can assume that f(O) = 0 

(otherwise we define feu) == feu) - f(O), which gives f(O) = 0, 

cliv feu) = div feu)). We seek u E WeT) satisfying 

/au(t),'P) + c r \lu(t)\l'Pdx = r f(u(t))\l'Pdx (2.5) 
\ at JRd ~d 

for almost every t > 0 and all 'P E W 1 ,2 (m.d ). Let A > 0 be a fixed 
parameter. Then using 'P = 'ljJe- At in (2.5) and setting u = veAt we 
can rewrite (2.5) as 

(~~ (t), 'ljJ) + E kd \lv(t)\l'ljJ dx 

+ kd AV(t)'ljJ dx = ld e-Atf(v(t)eAt)\l'ljJ dx, 

(2.6) 

where we used the fact that eAt is a multiplicator in 1)' (m.+ x m.d). 
Now we want to use the Banach fixed point theorem. Thus, let 
v E L2(0, 00; L2(m.d)) be a given function and let us look for w E 
W(oo) solving the linearized problem 

(~~~(t),'ljJ ) + E k" \lw(t)\l'ljJdx 

+ kd Aw(t)'ljJdx = kd e->.tf(v(t)e>.t)\l'ljJ dx, 

w(O) = v(O) . 

(2.7) 
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We know that e- At div f(ve Al ) belongs to L2(0, 00; W- i ,2(JRd)), as 

1100 1.d e-Atf(veAt)V'1/!dxdtl 

::; Lx; 1." e-Atlf(ve At ) - f(O)IIV'1/!1 dx dt 

::; M roo { IvllV'1/!1 dxdt Jo Iil{d 

holds for all1/! E L2 (0,00; W i ,2 (JRd)). Thus we get the existence of 
awE W(oo) solving (2.7) from Theorem 2.2 in the Appendix. Let 
us define the mapping FA : L2(0, 00; L2(JRd)) --+ W(oo) by 

We want to show that there is a Ao > ° such that FAo is a contrac
tion in the space L2(0, 00; L2(JRd)). Let Vi, i = 1,2, be two elements 
of L2(0, 00; L2 (JRd)) and let Wi == FA(vi). Setting W == Wi - W2 we 
obtain for almost every t > ° and all1/! E W i ,2 (JRd) the identity 

/ ~w (t), 1/!) + E ( V'w(t)V'~) dx + A ( w(t)1/! dx 
\ ut JRd ~" 

= e- At 1." [f(eAtvi(t)) - f(eAtv2(t))] V'1/! dx. 
(2.8) 

At this point we choose 1/! = w(t) and integrate (2.8) over an 
interval (0, t). Using w(O) = ° and (2.4) we obtain 

1t it 1 2 2 2 
-llw(t)II L2 (R"l + E IIV'w(s)IIL2(R"l ds + A Ilw(s)II L2 (R"l ds 
2 0 0 

::; M 1t Ilvi(S) - v2(s)IIL2(R"lllV'w(s)IIL2(R"l ds. 

Dropping the first term and applying Young's inequality, we get 

1t Ilw(s)lli2(R"lds ::; ~: 1t Ilvi(S) - v2(s)lli2(Rdlds. 

Notice that Vi - V2 E L2 (0,00; L2 (JRd)) and the left-hand side is a 
monotonous continuous function of t. Therefore, letting t --+ 00 we 
obtain 
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We see that FAo is a contraction for Ao large enough and therefore, 
has a unique fixed point v E L2(0, 00; L2(JRd)). Consequently, v 
solves (2.6) and belongs to the space W(oo). Now, setting 

we obtain a unique weak solution to our problem (1.3) belonging 
to W(T) for all T > 0. Note that eAt ~ Loo(O, (0) and therefore in 
general 11, ~ W(oo). • 

The next theorem shows that under an additional assumption 
on 11,0, namely 11,0 E L2(JRd)nLoo(JRd), we can avoid the assumption 
of global Lipschitz continuity of f since a uniform Loo-estimate of 
11,10 will be derived. Note that also in this case the integral on the 
right-hand side of (2.2) is finite. 

Theorem 2.9 Let 11,0 E L2 (JRd) n Loo(JRd) and f E C1(JR)d. Then 
the Cauchy problem (1.3) has a unique weak solution 11,< E W(T) n 
LOO((O, T) x JRd) for every T > 0. This solution satisfies 

and for any bounded open set Q C JR+ X JRd, 

11v'EV'11,EIIU(Q) :::; c(Q), (2.11) 

where the constant c( Q) is independent oEc. 

PROOF: We will use Lemma 2.3 and therefore we cut off the 
nonlinearity f. Let ( E V(JR) be such that 

{
I, 

((r) == 
0, 

r:::; II11,oIIL=(JRd) , 

r ~ II11,oIIL=(JRd) + 1. 

Define 

gj==(!J, l:::;j:::;d, 

g == (gl, ... ,gd) . 

Thus, g is a CI-function with compact support and the assumption 
(2.4) is fulfilled for g with some constant M. Then Lemma 2.3 
gives the existence of a unique 11, E W (T) for all T > 0, satisfying 
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n(O) = no and 

a l' ( ~(t),cp) + E \7n(t)\7cpdx at IRd 

= _ r gj ( 1L (t)) ~1L cp dx 
jlRd UXJ 

(2.12) 

for almost all t > 0 and all cp E W 1,2 (JE.d ). We want to show that 
v. satisfies also (2.2). We define 

(2.13) 

and will show that v+ = O. Since v+ E W 1,2 (JE.d) due to Lemma 
1.7 in the Appendix, we can use v+ as a test function in (2.12). 
Using (1.16) from the Appendix and the fact that \7v+ = 0 on the 
set {v :::; O}, while \7v+ = \7v = \71l and v+ = v elsewhere, we 
obtain 

1 + 2 1 + 2 1t + 2 2'llv (t)IIL2(lRd) - 2'llv (0) II L2(1P"') + E 0 II\7v (s)IIL2(lRd) ds 

:::; M 1t II\7v+(s)IIL2(lRd)llv+(s)IIL2(lRd) cis. 

Further, Young's inequality and v+(O) = 0 imply 

2 t 
+ 2 Ml +.2 IIv (t)IIL2(lRdl:::; - Ilv (s)IIL2(lRd) cis. 

2E 0 

Now, Gronwall's lemma implies 

v+(t) = (ll(t) -111LoIIL=(lRd))+ = 0 (2.14) 

for almost all t E (0, T). In the same way it can also be shown that 

( - ll(t) -111l01IL~(lRd))+ = O. (2.15) 

However, (2.14) and (2.15) mean nothing other than 

a.e. in (0, T). 

Hence, the definition of g implies that for our particular 1l 

f(11) = g(v.), 

and therefore 1l satisfies (2.2) and belongs to W(T) n LOO((O, T) x 
JE.d) for all T > O. 
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Now we show that our solution is unique. Let Ul, U2 E W (T) n 
LOO((O,T) x IRd ) be two solutions satisfying (2.2) and Ui(O) = uo. 
Cutting off the nonlinearity f outside the ball 

we get a function g, which is globally Lipschitz continuous and 
therefore Ul and U2 satisfy (2.12) while Ul (0) = U2(0) = uo. 
But Lemma 2.3 gives the uniqueness of such solutions in the class 
W(T). Thus Ul = U2. 

It remains to show (2.11). Let Q be any bounded open set in 
IR+ x IRd. Define X E V(IR+ X IRd) such that X ~ 0 on IR+ x IRd, 
X = 1 on Q and X(t,x) = 0 for dist((t,x),Q) > 1. Using UX2 as a 
test function in (2.2), we get 

~dd r (uX)2dx+ r 1/EV'(ux)1 2dx = - r afai(U)ux2dx 
2 t J'll{d J'll{d JJRd Xi 

+ r U2X aaX dx + c r u21V'x12 dx. 
J'll{d t JJR<l 

Using the fact that U E W(T) n LOO((O, T) x IRd ) for all T > 0 and 
that X has compact support, one easily obtains (2.11). • 

After this general existence result we will show which qualitative 
properties the solution ue has if the data f and Uo are more regular. 
The results are based on the regularity theory for linear parabolic 
equations (see, e.g., the Appendix). 

Lemma 2.16 Let f E Cm(lR)d and let Uo E wm,2(lRd )nLOO(JRd), 
mEN. Then the weak solution ue of the problem (1.3) satisfies, 
for all T > 0, 

Further, for kEN, 2k ~ m we have 

while for 2k = m + 1 we have 

ak e 
U 2 2 d 

atk E L (0, T; L (JR )). 
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PROOF : By Theorem 2.9, a weak solution u solves for almost all 
t E (0, T) the equation 

au(t) . at - cD.u(t) = - dlVf(u(t)), (2.18) 

understood as the equation in (W 1 ,2(]Rd))*. However, since u E 
L2(0,T;W 1 ,2(]Rd)) n Loo((O,T) x ]Rd), one sees that 

divf(u) = ij(u) :: E L2(0,T;L2(]Rd)), 
J 

and the regularity theory for linear parabolic equations can be 
applied. Thus, putting m = 1 in Theorem 2.4 in the Appendix, we 
obtain 

which is the statement of Lemma 2.16 for m = 1. Moreover, u 
satisfies the equation 

au _ cD.u = - divf(u) 
at 

for almost all (t, x) E (0, T) X ]Rtf. 

(2.20) 

Let us prove (2.17) for m = 2. We differentiate formally (2.20) 
with respect to t and denote v == ~~. We get 

av . ('( ) aU) - - cD.v = - dlv f u - . at at (2.21 ) 

Since u E Loo ((0, T) X ]Rd) and ~~ E L2 ((0, T) X ]Rd), the right
hand side of (2.21) belongs to L2(0, T; W- 1,2(]Rd)). In agreement 
with (2.20), let us demand 

v(O) = cD.uo - div f( uo) . (2.22) 

Because Uo E W 2,2(]Rd) n Loo(]Rd), we see that v(O) E L2(]Rd). 
Therefore, we can use Theorem 2.2 from the Appendix on the exis
tence of a weak solution to the Cauchy problem for linear parabolic 
equations. We obtain 
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The standard argument implies that v = ~~ and we obtain from 
(2.19) and (2.23) that 

l')u E W 1,2((0, T) x JE.d), 
aXi 

i = 1, ... , d. 

The Sobolev imbedding theorem (see Theorem 2.17 in Chapter 1) 
implies 

i=l, ... ,d, (2.24) 

for d> 1 and 

Vr < 00, (2.25) 

if d = l. 
Now, we compute formally the derivative of (2.20) with respect 

to Xi and obtain 

~ ( au ) _ E ~ au = _ !" (u) au au 
at aXi aXi J aXj aXi ' 

au (0) = auo. 
aXi aXi 

(2.26) 

Again, we will use the regularity result for linear parabolic equa
tions, this time with a view to gu. The assertion will follow im-

vX, 

mediately, once we prove that the right-hand side of (2.26) belongs 
to L2((0,T) x JE.d), i.e., if 

::; E L4((0,T) x JE.d), i = 1, ... ,d. (2.27) 

Let us consider two cases. If d ::; 3, then (2.27) is a consequence 

of (2.24), (2.25). Indeed, if d = 3, then 2S":11) = 4 and if 1 < d < 3, 
2(d+l) 

we get (2.27) by interpolation between L -;r::r ((0, T) X JE.d) and 
L2 ((0, T) X JE.d). The case d = 1 is trivial. 

If d > 3, then we use the Lq-theory of linear parabolic equations 
applied to the equation (2.18). Using Theorem 2.3 in GIGA AND 

SOHR [1991] and (2.24), we obtain for Po == 2~d~11), 

U E £PO (0, T; W 2,po(JE.d)) , 
(2.28) 
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It is known (see SOLONNIKOV [1977]) that if a function 11, satisfies 
(2.28), then 

where 

Pi = 
(d + 2)po 

(d+2)-po' 

Iterating this process, we can conclude that 

with 

(d + 2)po 
Pk = . 

(d+2)-kpo 

Obviously, there exists a ko E N such that p == Pk" > 4 (if not, 
tl 4(d+2) 0" h' I . d' . ) len Po < (d+2)+4k -+ as,;; -+ 00, W lC 1 is a contra lctlOn . 

Interpolating between LJ'(O,T;LJ'(JRd)) and L2(0,T;L2(JRd)) we 
get (2.27) and consequently (2.17) for Tn = 2. 

For Tn > 2 one uses the same procedure. The proof of Lemma 
2.16 is complete. • 

Theorem 2.29 Let f E C1H(JR)d and let 11,0 E W m ,2(JRd) n 
W 2 ,1 (JRd) for some rn > max {~ + 2,3}. Put 

Then for all t > ° the sollltion 1),f of the problem (1.3) satisfies 

and for t E [0, T] we have 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 
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To prove this theorem we need some technical results. Let 'rJ : 
IE.+ -+ IE. be a non-increasing C 2 function satisfying 

17( 8) = { ~on-negative polynomial 

exp (-8) 

For R > 0 we put 

( IXI) 'rJR(X) = 17 Ii ' 

for 8 E [0,1/2] , 

for 8 E [1/2,1] , 

for 8 2: 1. 

Lemma 2.38 There is a constant c such that 
c 

1V'17R(X)1 ::; li'rJR(X) , 

c 
1~17R(X)1 ::; R217R(X). 

PROOF From (2.37) it follows that 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

Further, from (2.36) it is clear that there is some constant Co such 
that 

Thus (2.39h is proved. Since 'rJ'(lxl/ R) is non-zero only if fxT < ~, 
we get (2.39h as well. _ 

Lemma 2.41 Let 17R be defined by (2.36)-(2.37). Then we have 
for all v E W 2 ,2 (IE.d ), 

~d ~v sgn (V)'rJR dx ::; ~,' Ivl~'rJR dx. (2.42) 

PROOF: For () > 0 we put 

{
-I 

jO(8) = ~/() 

if 8 ::; -(), 

if -()::; 8::; (), 
if82:(). 

(2.43) 
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Thus we get 

and due to the fact that jh (8) 2:: 0 almost everywhere, 

The Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem enables us to pass 
with (j to 0+. Thus, 

r 6.v sgn(v)rJR d:r ~ - r sgn (V)VVVrJR dx 
J~" J~d 

= - r Vlvl V17R dx 
J~d 

= r Ivl6.1/R dx, 
J~d 

where we also used Remark 1.12 from the Appendix. • 
PROOF (of Theorem 2.29): First we note that in our situation 
W m ,2 (JRd) '-+ Loo (JRd). Therefore the assumptions of Theorem 2.9 
and Lemma 2.16 are satisfied. Thus we have the existence of a 
unique weak solution to problem (1.3) satisfying for all T > 0 

(2.44) 

and inequality (2.31). Let us differentiate (1.3) with respect to Xi. 
We obtain 

~ ( au ) + a2 fj (n) _ E 6. ~ = 0 
at aXi a:r,ax} aXi 

(2.45 ) 

almost everywhere in (0, T) x JRd. The following calculations are 
motivated by the fact that we are going to multiply (2.45) by 
sgn (g~',). Due to (2.44), Vn is an element of W 1,2((0, T) x JRd) 
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and we can use formula (1.13) from the Appendix, which givest 

a (au) (au) aiaUI 
at aXi sgn aXi = at aXi ' 

02 fJ(u) sgn (au) = j"(u) au 1 au 1 + f'(u)~1 au 1 

aXi aXj aXi J aXj aXi J aXj aXi 

= a~ j (fj (u) 1 ::i I) . 
Therefore, multiplying (2.45) by sgn (t;:,) we get 

~I au 1 + ~(f'(u)1 au I) -ell au sgn (au) = o. 
at aXi aXj J aXi aXi aXi 

This we multiply by 1JR(X), integrate over IRd and obtain 

~ r 1 au I1JRdx = r f'(u) 1 au 1 a1JR dx 
dt Jl?d aXi Jl?d J aXi aXj 

l ou (aU) 
+10 Ll~sgn ~ 1JRdx I?d uX, uX, 

~ r fj(u) 1 au 1 a1JR dx 
JI?" aXi aXj 

(2.46) 

+ 10 r 1 ~u 1 Ll1JR dx , JI?" uX, 
where we used Lemma 2.41. But Lemma 2.38 with R> 1 gives 

~ r I au I1JR dx <!:.- r I au I1JR dx. 
dt Jl?d aXi - R JR" aXi 

Using Gronwall's lemma we obtain 

l" I ::i (t, x) I1JR(X) dx ~ exp (~) l" I ~~~ (x) I1JR(X) dx. 

The function 1J( s) is non-increasing and therefore the Lebesgue 
monotone convergence theorem gives, as R -> 00, 

r I ~u( t, x) I dx ~ r I ~uo (x) I dx . JI?" uX, JR" uX, 

This proves (2.33). 

t In the following two formulae we do not sum over an index i. 
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In order to prove (2.34) we differentiate (1.3) with respect to t 
and multiply by sgn (~~) r'R. Since ~~ E W 1,2((0, T) x JE.d), we can 
proceed in a similar way as before to obtain 

(2.47) 

On the other hand the regularity result (2.44) allows us to rewrite 
equation (1.3) as 

Bu ,Buo 
-;-(0) = c6uo - fi(UO)-;:;-. 
ut UXi 

Substituting this equation into (2.47) and using the assumption 
(2.30), one gets (2.34). Finally, we multiply (1.3) by sgn (u) 17R and 
integrate over JE.d. Thus, 

dd r lul17R dx+ r fi(u)~Usgn(u)17Rdx 
t JR." Ill{d ux] 

=c r 6usgn(u)17Rdx. 
JlRd 

In the same way as before, using (2.42), (2.39) and (2.30), one 
obtains 

dd r lul17R dx ::; M r lV'ul17R dx + RC~ r lul11R dx. 
t JIRd J[{d J[{d 

Integrating the last inequality between 0 and t E (0, T], employing 
the Lebesgue monotone convergence theorem as R --* 00 and using 
(2.33), one gets (2.35). 

It remains to show (2.32). We multiply (1.3) by 17R, integrate 
over JE.d, and after partial integration we arrive at 

Now, we integrate this over (0, t) and use relation (2.40). Letting 
R --* 00 and using again the Lebesgue monotone convergence the
orem, one gets (2.32). The proof of Theorem 2.29 is complete. • 

2.3 The concept of entropy 

In the previous section we have shown that for any c > 0 there 
exists a unique solution u E E W(T)nLOO(JE.+ x JE.d) to the parabolic 
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perturbation (1.3) of the original hyperbolic problem (1.2). We are 
interested in the limiting process as E -+ 0+. 

It is well known that problem (1.2) cannot, in general, have a 
classical solution, i.e. U E C 1 (JR+ X JRd), even for infinitely smooth 
data. This is a consequence of the fact that a classical solution has 
to be constant along the characteristics (see for example SMOLLER 
[1983] or ZACHMANOGLOU AND THOE [1986]). In the nonlinear 
case, the characteristics can intersect in finite time for suitable 
chosen smooth initial data Uo. At the intersection point the solu
tion need not be continuous (for details see, e.g., SMOLLER [1983, 
Chapter 15]). In such a way, one is led to introduce the concept of 
a weak solution. 

Let us denote by Co (JR X JRd) the set of n-times continuously 
differentiable functions with compact support (note that <p(0, x) 
is in general non-zero for <p E Co (JR X JRd)). This choice of test 
functions allows us to include the initial condition Uo into the weak 
formulation of the problem (see (3.2)). 

Definition 3.1 Let Uo E L=(JRd). A function U E L~c(JR+ X JRd) 
is called a weak solution to the problem (1.2) if, for all <p E Cb(JRx 
JRd), the following integral identity is fulfilled: 

1= r (Ua<P +fj(u) a'P)dxdt+ r Uo(x) <p(0, x) dx =0. 
o J~,d at aXj JRd 

(3.2) 

Remark 3.3 

1. From Definition 3.1 it is obvious that a weak solution of (1.2) 
is the distributional solution on JR+ x JRd. 

2. We say that U : JR+ x JRd -+ JR is a piecewise C 1 function, if 
there exists a finite number of smooth oriented d-dimensional 
surfaces in lE,+ x lE,d outside of which U is a C 1 function and 
across which U has a jump discontinuity. If r is such a surface 
and n = (nt, nl , ... , nd) a normal vector to r, we define for 
(t, .7:) E f: u±(t, x) == lim6->o+ u ((t, x) ± 8n). Then, [u] == u+ -
u_ and [fj(u)] = fj(u+) - f)(u-). 

If 11, E L~c (JR+ X lE,d) is a piecewise C 1 function, then it can 
be shown using (3.2) (see SMOLLER [1983]) that the following 
two statements are equivalent: 

• 11. is a weak solution to (1.2); 
• 11 is a classical solution of (1.2) in domains where u is a C 1 
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function, and 

(3.4) 

holds for all points which lie on exactly one discontinuity sur
face. 

The condition (3.4) is often referred to as the Rankine
Hugoniot condition and can be easily obtained if one uses 
(3.2) with 'P compactly supported in a small ball centred at 
a point belonging to just one discontinuity surface. Then, em
ploying the smoothness of u, on both sides of the discontinuity 
surface, (3.4) follows from Green's theorem. 

3. Note that the validity of (3.4) is not required at points in which 
the surfaces of discontinuity intersect. However, it can be sup
posed that the (d + 1 )-dimensional Lebesgue measure of the set 
of such points is zero. 

4. Without loss of generality, one can assume that (nl' ... ,nd) -::j:. 0 
on the discontinuity surface r. Indeed, (nl,"" nd) = 0 would 
imply nt -::j:. 0 and then (3.4) would give [u,] = 0 on r, which 
contradicts the assumptions. Therefore, n can be rescaled in 
such a way that Ivl = 1 for v = ('11'1, ... ,nd). Further, denoting 
s == -nt, we have n = (-s, v), Ivl = 1 and (3.4) reads 

(3.5) 

Particularly, in one space dimension, n = (- s, 1) on the curve 
of discontinuity and the Rankine-Hugoniot condition takes the 
form of 

s[n] = [f(u,)]. (3.6) 

In this case, if r is a smooth oriented discontinuity curve pa
rametrized by (t, x( t)), we see that (1, ~~) is the tangent and 
( - ~~ , 1) the normal vector to r. By comparison, we have for s in 
(3.6) that s = ~~ = 1/ 1~. Therefore, 8 represents the reciprocal 
of the slope of the discontinuity curve r considered in the x-t 
plane rather than in the t-x one. 

Unfortunately, Definition 3.1 permits nonuniqueness of weak so
lutions even in simple cases, as shown by the following example, 

Example 3.7 (inviscid Burgers equation) 
the equation 

aU, a (v,2) -+- - =0 at ax 2 

Let us consider 

(3.8) 
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with initial condition 

{ 
Ue, 

Uo(x) = 
Ur , 

x < 0, 

x> 0, 
(3.9) 

where Ue -:J u r · The Rankine-Hugoniot condition (3.6) for s E IR 
reads 

(3.10) 

whenever U jumps from the value u_ to the value U+ over a curve 
in the x-t plane with slope 1/ s. Therefore, defining 

{ 
Ue, 

u(t, x) == 
Ur , 

x < Uf+u"t 
2 ' 

X> U,+U,' t 
2 ' 

(3.11) 

we see that U satisfies the Rankine-Hugoniot condition on the line 
of discontinuity x = u'tUy t. Outside the line, U is constant and 
therefore satisfies (1.2) in the classical sense. By Remark 3.3, U 

is a weak solution to (3.8), (3.9). On the other hand, there is a 
one-parameter family of weak solutions given by 

where 

{ 

Ue, 

-a 
ua(t, x) = ' 

a, 

Ur , 

Ue - a 
81 = -2-' 

x < sIt, 

Sl t <X<O, 
° < x < S2t, 

x> S2t, 

U r +a 
82 = --2-' 

Note that 81 < ° and S2 > ° if one chooses 

a> max (ue, -ur ) 

(3.12) 

and the whole construction makes sense. All the solutions U a satisfy 
the Rankine-Hugoniot condition on the lines of discontinuity and 
by the same argument as above, all of them are weak solutions to 
(3.8)-(3.9) in the sense of Definition 3.1. 

Further, if Ue < 'Ur , then the characteristics t = x-x" emanating 
u/ 

from (0, xo), Xo < 0, do not intersect the characteristics t = X-Xp 
u,' 

emanating from (0, xo), Xo > 0. Moreover, there is a domain G == 
{( t, x), uet < x < urt}-an angle in the x-t plane-which does not 
contain any of the characteristics. This 'gap' G can be 'filled' with 
a smooth function in such a way that the resulting function U c is a 
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weak solution to (3.8)-(3.9), which is continuous for t > o. Namely, 
defining 

{ 

U£, :r::; uet , 

11c(t,X)= T' 'lLe t <X<11rt, 

U r , :r 2': U r t , 

(3.13) 

we see that inside G, ~ +uc a~~ = - fr + T t = 0 and 11c solves 
(3.8) in a classical sense inside G. The same holds outside G, where 
U c is constant. The Rankine-Hugoniot condition on border lines of 
G is satisfied trivially, since U c exhibits no jump there. Conse
quently, U c is a weak solution to (3.8)-(3.9), continuous for t > o. 

Note that in the case U£ > Ur the characteristics carrying the 
value of u( intersect with those carrying the value of U r and no 
continuous solution exists. 

Now, it is natural to ask if there is a criterion which would, from 
the mathematical viewpoint, ensure the uniqueness of a weak solu
tion, and, from the physical viewpoint, select the 'correct' physical 
solution among all weak ones. One of the possibilities is to consider 
an additional conservation law which on the one hand would be au
tomatically satisfied by any smooth solution u of (1.2), but on the 
other would play the role of a selector for weak solutions. Hence, 
we want to find conditions for 1), q, q = (q1, ... ,qd), 1), qj E C 1 (IR), 
such that a smooth solution 11 will automatically satisfy an addi
tional conservation law 

(3.14) 

Let us multiply (1.2) by 1)' (u) and use the chain rule. We obtain 

~ 17(U) + 1/(u)fj(u) ~u = o. 
ut uXj 

(3.15) 

We see that if 17, qj E C 1 (IR) satisfy the following compatibility 
conditions 

1/ ( u) fj ( 11) = qj (u) \j u E IR, 1 ::; j ::; d, (3.16) 

then (3.14) is automatically fulfilled for any smooth solution U of 
(1.2) . 

Suppose now that U is only a piecewise C 1 solution to (1.2) in 
the weak sense. Then (3.14) is satisfied only in domains where u is 
C1. Proceeding in the same way as in Remark 3.3 it can be shown 
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that the weak form of equation (3.14) implies the corresponding 
Rankine-Hugoniot condition across discontinuities, 

(3.17) 

for all 'f}, q] E C 1 (JR) satisfying (3.16). 
However, the condition (3.17) is in general not compatible with 

(3.5). Indeed, let us consider again the problem (3.8)-(3.9) and put 
Uf = 1, U r = 0 for simplicity. Then (3.10) implies s = ~ for the 
solution of the type (3.11). On the other hand, taking 'f}(u) = uk 
and q(u) = k!l uk+1 (satisfying (3.16)), one obtains s = k!l f ~ 
for all k f 1. In this way, there is no weak solution to our problem 
of the type (3.11) satisfying an additional conservation law (3.14) 
for polynomial 'f} in a weak sense. The same conclusion can be 
drawn for solutions of the type (3.12). 

Therefore, it turns out that the demand that a solution u E 
L=(JR+ X JRd) should satisfy an additional conservation law (3.14) 
in a weak sense is too restrictive. We will see that replacing the 
equality in (3.14) by a proper inequality will result in a so-called 
entropy inequality which will play the role of a proper selector. In 
the rest of this section, we present a heuristic derivation of this 
inequality. 

Let us return to the vanishing viscosity method. If we multiply 
the parabolic perturbation (1.3) of (1.2) by 17' (u E ) and use the chain 
rule~recall that u E are smooth enough~we get 

a auE 
~'f}(UE) + l/(uE)fj(uE)-a = c'f}'(uE)CluE • at . Xj 

(3.18) 

Now, using the compatibility conditions (3.16), we obtain for 'f} E 

C2 (JR), 

i~17(UE) + divq(uE ) = cCl'f}(uE) - c'f}//(uE )IV'uE I2. 

At this point, to be able to control the sign on the right, we intro
duce the additional requirement that 'f} has to be convex, and we 
obtain 

(3.19) 

for every smooth solution u E of (1.3). Now, (3.19) can be viewed as 
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a parabolic perturbation of an additional conservation inequality 

:t11('U) + divq('U) ::; 0; (3.20) 

compare (1.2), (1.3) with (3.19), (3.20). Indeed, if we assume for a 
moment that some kind of convergence of 'UI': to 'U has already been 
proved, for example, that 

a.e. in JR.+ x JR.d , 
(3.21 ) 

ii'Ul':iiL=(IR+xlRd) ::; c, 

we will be able to show that (3.19) implies (3.20) in the sense of 
distributions (see Theorem 4.22 below). Moreover, it will turn out 
that there is just one weak solution to (1.2) in the sense of Def
inition 3.1 satisfying the conservation inequality (3.20) in a weak 
sense (see Theorem 5.1). 

Our considerations motivate the following definitions. 

Definition 3.22 Let T} E C 1 (JR.) be a convex function. If there 
exist functions qj E C 1 (JR.), 1 ::; j ::; d, such that for all 'U E JR. 

T}'(u)jj(u) = qj(u) , (3.23) 

then (T}, q) is called an entropy-entropy flux pair of the conser
vation law (1.2). 

Definition 3.24 A weak solution u to the problem (1.2) is called 
entropy solution if for every entropy-entropy flux pair T}, q of 
(1.2) the so-called entropy inequality 

a . at T}(U) + (hv q('U) ::; 0 (3.25) 

is fulfilled in the following sense: for all rp E D(JR. X JR.d), rp 2': 0, it 
holds 

100 1 arp arp (T}(U) - 17( uo)) -a + qj ('U) -a dx dt 2': o. 
o IRd t Xj 

Note that 

100 1 arp 1 100 arp - T}(V,o) -a (Lr dt = - 1)( 110) - dt dx 
o IRd t IRd 0 at 

= /' '11(no)rp(O) dx , 
.IlR d 

(3.26) 

which shows the equivalence of (3.25) ane! (3.26) for smooth n. 
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In the following sections we will show that the solution con
structed with the help of the parabolic perturbation (1.3) is a 
unique entropy solution to the problem (1.2) in the sense of Defi
nition 3.24. 

Example 3.27 Let us show that the entropy inequality (3.25) 
selects just one among all weak solutions obtained in Example 3.7. 
We have observed that if a weak solution to (1.2) is a piecewise 
C 1 function, (3.25) is satisfied with the equality sign in domains 
where u is C 1 . On a discontinuity surface r, one can use again the 
Rankine-Hugoniot approach to obtain 

(3.28) 

for all 'T}, qj E C1 (1E.) satisfying (3.16), 'T} convex. Since we are 
dealing with an inequality now, it is important to recall that on r 
the normal vector n = (-8,V) points in 'the domain of u+', i.e., 
u+(t, x) = limo-.o+ u((t, x) + on) on r. 

For the particular case of an inviscid Burgers equation in one 
space dimension (3.8), we will show the following fact: if a piecewise 
C1 solution u to (3.8) jumps from the value U L to the value U R 

over a smooth curve r for some fixed time t, as x increases, then 
(3.28) implies U L ~ U R. Indeed, considering (3.10) together with 
(3.28), and using the fact that q'(u) = u'T}'(u) in the case of the 
equation (3.8), one obtains that 

1 fUn. 
-(UL+UR)('T}(UR)-'T}(UL)) ~ A'T}'(A)dA 
2 UL 

should hold for all convex 'T} E C 1 (IE.). Now, if U L < U R, one chooses 
'T}(u) == (u - CO)2, where Co = ~ so that 'T}(UL) = 'T}(UR). On 
the other hand, the integral on the right-hand side equals ~ (U R -

U L)3 > 0 which is a contradiction. 
This fact can be formulated as follows: 'For the particular case of 

Burgers equation, (3.28) implies that no jump from U L to U R, U L < 
U R, as x increases, is allowed for piecewise C1 weak solutions.' In 
such a way we see that (3.28) selects a uniquely determined weak 
solution within the class of solutions constructed in Example 3.7. 
More precisely, for u£ > U r the proper solution is of the type (3.11), 
while for Ue < U r one gets the continuous solution U c defined in 
(3.13). This is of course by no means a uniqueness proof even in 
the case of Burgers equation, since not all possible weak solutions 
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were taken into account. Nevertheless, these considerations give us 
a hope that we are on the right track. 

Remark 3.29 If we deal only with a scalar conservation law, 
every convex function 1] E C 1 (JR) is an entropy. Indeed, if we define 
the entropy flux as 

qj(U) = l u 
1]'(>")1;(>") d>", 

relation (3.23) is trivially fulfilled. 
Another important entropy-entropy flux pair in the case of one 

equation is 

l}(U) = Iu-kl, 
qj(u) = sgn(u - k)(JJ(u) - 1j(k)). 

(3.30) 

(3.31 ) 

k E JR. Of course, in this case 1] and qj are not smooth enough, but 
one can overcome this difficulty by an appropriate smoothing-see 
Lemma 5.3. 

For a general system of conservation laws, the entropy is defined 
by compatibility conditions analogous to (3.23) (see GODLEWSKI 

AND RAVIART [1991] or SMOLLER [1983]). However, in general it 
can be difficult to fulfill these conditions and the question arises 
if there is at least one entropy flux pair for a general system of 
conservation laws. The situation becomes better if the system is 
symmetrizable, which is typical for physically motivated models. 
In that case one can always find an entropy having a physical 
interpretation, as for example in the case of Euler equations (for 
details see SCHOCHET [1989], GODLEWSKI AND RAVIART [1991]' 
ROKYTA [1992]). 

2.4 Existence of an entropy solution 

In this section we will show that an entropy solution to the Cauchy 
problem (1.2) exists under the only assumptions that Uo E £oo(JRd) 
and fECI (JR). We will use the method of vanishing viscosity, 
combined here with a regularization of the initial condition and 
the nonlinearity f. 
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Let P E V(JR1P) be a symmetric mollifier, i.e., 

Put 

p(X) ::::: 0, suppp ~ B 1 (0) , 

1"p(X)dX=1, p(-.T)=p(X). 

Po(X) == ~p(:') 
EP c 

and denote for any 9 E L~c (JR1P) 

( 4.1) 

(4.2) 

gE(X) == (g * Po)(x) == 1" g(x - y)po(y) dy. (4.3) 

In particular, we define 

'UOo == Uo * Pc , 
(4.4) 

We will study the following approximation of the problem (1.2): 

auo 
at + divfc(uE ) - c6.uo = 0 

(4.5) 
uE(O,,)=uoE 

In what follows, we give estimates of uE in various norms by 
means of nonregularized initial condition Uo. Prior to this, let us 
recall that for 9 E L1 (JR1d ), the total variation of 9 is defined as 

TV(g) == sup r 9 div if' dx. 
'P ECb(lR o1 ),' Jw:01 

II 'P II=::; 1 

Here C~; (OCd ) denotes the space of continuously differentiable func
tions with compact support in JR1d. Denote by 

BV(JR1d) == {g E L 1 (JR1d) ,TV(g) < oo}, 

the space of functions with bounded variation. See Lemma 2.50 in 
Chapter 1 for more details on these spaces. 
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Lemma 4.6 Let Uo E U(ffi.d) n LOO(ffi.d) n BV(ffi.d). Then for 
any m E 1\1 the regularization UOE == Uo * PE belongs to the space 
W m ,2(ffi.d) n LOO(ffi.d) and satisfies 

Il uof IILl(IR"l :::; Il uollL1(IR"l' 

/' UOE dx = /' Uo dx , 
JIR" JIR" 

II'lLOEIIL~(IR"l :::; IluoIIL=(IR"l ' 

11\l'lLOcIIL1(IR"l" :::; TV(uo) , 
(' 

II6.uoEIIL1(IR"l :::; - TV(uo) , 
c 

where the constant c does not depend 011 C. 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11 ) 

PROOF: The first part of the lemma (up to (4.9)) is standard (see, 
e.g., KUFNER, JOHN AND FUCIK [1977, Section 2.5]) and therefore 
we omit the proofs. We will show (4.10), (4.11). Let cP E Cb(ffi.d)d 
be such that IlcpIIL=(IR"l" :::; 1. We have for CPE == Pc * cP that 
IICPcIILOO(IR"l" :::; 1 and 

i" UOE div cP dx = i" i" Pc (y)uo(.r, - y) divx cp(x) dy dx 

= /' /' uo(x - y) divx(pE(Y)cp(x)) dy dx. 
JIR" JIR" 

Now we use the substitution x' = x - y, y' = -y, the symmetry 
property Pc ( -y') = Pc (y) and finally replace x' by x, y' by y. We 
get that the last integral is equal to 

/' /' uo(x)divx(Pc(y)cp(x-y))dydx 
JIR" JIR" 

= /' uo(x) div.c (/' PE(y)CP(:[ - Y) dY) dx 
JIR" JlRd 

= /' '1L0(:[) divc(cpE)(x) dx :::; TV(uo) , 
JIR" 

Therefore, TV (uo E ) :::; TV ('Uo), However, 

/' I \luoE I d.T = TV (ItOE ) 

JIR" 
and inequality (4,10) follows. Similarly, for 0 =1= 'ljJ E Loo(ffi.d) we 
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get 

and therefore 

IIrr~d ~UO€1/I dxl 
II~uo€IIL1(IRd) = sup 

Oi1,bELoo(JRd) 111/I1ILoo(JRd) 

= sup 
0i1,bE Loo (JR <I) 

IfJRd Uo div(V'1/I€) dxl 
111/1 II L = (JR d) 

:S TV(uo) sup 
Oi1,bE Loo (JR d) 

We know that V'1/I€ = 1/1 * V' p€ and 

which together with (4.12) implies (4.11). 

II V'1/I€ II L"" (JR d)d 

111/111 £'''' (JRd) 

(4.12) 

• 
Lemma 4.13 Let Uo E L1(JRd) n Loo(JRd) n BV(JRd). Then there 
exists a unique Coo solution u6 to the problem (4.5), which satisfies 
for all t :2: 0 

and for t E [0, T) 

Ilu€(t)IILOO(JRd) :S IluoIILoo(JRd), 

r u€(t,x)dx= r uo(x)dx, 
JJRJ ~J 

IIV'u€(t)IIL1(JRd)d :S TV(uo), 
8u€ 

118"t(t) IIL 1(JR <I) :S cTV(uo) 

where c does not depend on c. 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

PROOF: According to Lemma 4.6 and (4.4), all assumptions of 
Lemma 2.16 are satisfied. Therefore, we have the existence of a 
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unique solution uE to the problem (4.5), satisfying 

akuE E C(O T' W n ,2(ffi.d)) atk " , 

uE E C(O, T; W n ,2(ffi.d)) 

for every n, kEN. However, this means that uE E Coo ((0, T) X ffi.d). 
On the other hand, Lemma 4.6 and Theorem 2.29 imply 

IluE (t) II Loe (ll~.'l) ::; II UO E II L= (IR d) ::; II Uo II L= (IR d) , 

f uE(t,x)dx= f uoE(x)dx= f uo(x)dx, 
~d jlRJ jlRd 

II'VuE(t)II£1(IRJ)d ::; II'VuoEIILI(lRd)J ::; TV(uo) , (4.19) 

Il auE (t)11 ::; MEII'VuoEII£1(lRd)J + cllD.uoEII£1(IRJ) at LI (JRd) 

::; ME TV(uo) + cTV(uo) , 

where 

ME = sup {If;(OI, I~I ::; IluoEIIL=(lRd)} . 
We know that 

which gives 

ME ::; sup {W(~)I, I~I ::; lIuollL= + c} ::; C. 
This together with (4.19)4 implies 

Il a:E(t)11 ::;(c+C)TV(uo), (4.20) 
vt £1 (JRJ) 

which is (4.17). 
Finally, from (2.35) and Lemma 4.6 we have 

IluE(t)II£1(lRd) ::; IluoEIILI(JRJ) + METII'VuoEII£l(lRd)d 

::; IluoIILI(JRd) + ZT· TV(uo) . 

Formulae (4.19)-·(4.21) prove the lemma. 

(4.21 ) 

• 
Now we are ready to show the existence of an entropy solution 

to the Cauchy problem (1.2). The following existence theorem is 
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formulated under slightly stronger assumptions on Uo than will be 
finally needed. The general situation is studied in Theorem 4.71 
below, where the existence is obtained for Uo E Loo(IRd ) only. 

The key point in proving both theorems is to obtain an Loo_ 
estimate and almost everywhere convergence of a subsequence of 
{US} (see (4.26), (4.27), cf. the proof of Theorem 4.71). Both proofs 
then differ only in the way they establish the above-mentioned 
properties of {US}. 

Theorem 4.22 Let Uo E L1(IRd ) n L=(IRd ) n BV(IRd ) and let 
fECI (jR)d. Then the problem (1.2) has an entropy solution u, 
belonging to the space L=((O, 00) x jRd) n C(O, T; L1(jRd)) for all 
T> ° and satisfying, for almost every t > 0, 

Ilu(t)IILOO(~") ::; IluoIIL=(~d) . 

Furthermore, u( t) E BV (IRd ) for all t ?: ° and 

TV(u(t)) ::; TV(uo) , 

1" IU(tl'X) - u(t2,x)1 dx::; cTV(uo) It2 - tIl, 

for all t, t1, t2 ?: O. 

(4.23) 

( 4.24) 

(4.25) 

PROOF: Let {uE } be the sequence of solutions to the approximate 
problem (4.5). Due to Lemma 4.13 this sequence is bounded in 
the space L=((O, 00) x jRd) n WI~~l((O,oo) x jRd). Let {Kn} be an 
increasing compact smooth covering of [0,00) X jRd. Due to the 
compact imbedding of WI,l (Kn) into L1 (Kn) it is possible to select 
a subsequence, still denoted us, converging strongly in L1 (Kn) and 
almost everywhere. Using a diagonalization process we obtain a 
sequence {uc } such that 

( 4.26) 

and 

a.e. in jR+ x jRd. 
( 4.27) 

In what follows we will show that the limit function u is an entropy 
solution to the problem (1.2). We have that 

loc 
fc :::::t f in jR, 

( 4.28) 

(4.29) 
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and due to (4.26) we also get 

IlfE(UE) - f(uE)IIL=(IR+XlRd) --+ 0, 

Ilf(uE)IILI,,,(IR+XlRd) :::; C. 

Thus the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem gives 

and altogether we have 

The weak formulation of (4.5) for cp E Cb (IR x IRd ) reads 
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From (4.27), (4.28), (4.31) and (4.16), it immediately follows that 
u is a weak solution to the problem (1.2). 

Now, let 'fI be a C 2 entropy. Multiplying (4.5) by 1}'(uE ) we get 

where qE is the entropy flux corresponding to 'fI, fE' and is defined 
by the compatibility conditions (3.16). The right-hand side can be 
rewritten as 

Then, the convexity of 'fI gives 

Similarly as in (4.30) we obtain 
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Further, 

11UE 

r!'(s)ljc(s) ds -lu 1/(s)lj(s) dsl 

::; jK 11/(s)llljc(s) _ lj(s)/ ds 
-K 

+ 11uE 
1/(s)ljc(s) dsl ' 

where K = lIuoIlL=(lRd), and thus 

qj(UC
) = l uE 

r/(s)ljc(s) ds -+ l u 
r!'(s)lj(s) ds = qj(u) 

a.e. in JR+ x JRd. This implies, again by the Lebesgue dominated 
convergence theorem, 

and (4.16) holds, we see that 

l'XJ r c6.7)( U C ) <p dx dt -+ ° , io ilRd as c -+ 0+, (4.37) 

for all <p E Cb (JR x JRd). The limiting process in the weak formula
tion of (4.33) then follows from (4.34)-(4.37) in the same way as 
before. Thus, we have proved that u is an entropy solution. 

Now we want to show that for all T > 0, 

U C -+ U in C(O, T; Lfoc(JRd)). 

The estimates (4.16)-(4.18) give that 

U C is bounded in the norm of C(O,T; W1,1(JRd )) , 

auE at is bounded in the norm of C(O, T; L1(JRd)). 

(4.38) 

Let K be a bounded smooth set in JRd. For ° ::; t1 ::; t2 ::; T and 
all x E K we can write 

i t2 auc 
U c(t2'X) -Uc(t1'X) = at (s,x)ds 

tJ 
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and due to (4.17) we get 

l t2 onE 
IlnE(t2) - uE(tdIIU{T\):S; tl II at (s)IILI(K) ds 

(4.39) 

:s; cTV(nO)(t2 - td . 

Thanks to the compact imbedding of Wl,l(I() into £l(K), the 
sequence {nE} lies in a compact set of L1(K) and one can apply 
the Arzela-Ascoli theorem to obtain (4.38). Due to (4.18) we have 
for every bounded K: 

IluE(t)IILI(J() :s; Co == IluoIIL1(IR") + cT· TV(uo) 

and therefore we have n(t) E L1(JE.d). Since the right-hand side of 
(4.39) does not depend on c and K, we have 

Iln(t2) - n(tdIILI(IR"l :s; cTV('UO)(t2 - td , 

which proves on the one hand u E C(O, T; L1 (JE.d)) and on the other 
hand (4.25). 

It remains to show (4.24). Let <p E Ch{JE.d)d, 11<pIIL=(IR"l" :s; l. 
Using (4.16) we obtain 

{ uE (t) div <p d:r = - { "VUE (t)<p dx 
JIR " JIR " 

:s; TV(uo)II<pIIL=(IR"l" . 

Now (4.38) gives (4.24) and proof of the theorem is complete. _ 

Remark 4.40 In the rest of this section we want to prove the 
existence of an entropy solution u under a weaker assumption on 
the initial data, namely that Uo E L=(JE.d) only. In this case, the 
estimate (4.16) cannot be used and therefore the limiting processes 
in (4.32) and in the integral (4.36) cannot be justified. However, 
supposing that <p E D(JE. X JE.d) in (4.32) and (4.36), we can write 

-c {= { "VUE "V <p dl: dt = c {= { nE 6.<p d.T dt 
Jo JR" Jo JIR " 

and 

c {= { 6.1/(UE )<PdXdt=cj·= ( 17(uE )6.<pdxdt. 
Jo JR" 0 JIR " 

Using these formulae we see that the limiting processes as c --+ 0+ 
in both (4.32) and the weak form of (4.33) can be justified in the 
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sense of distributions under the assumptions that u" ~ u almost 
everywhere and IluEllao ::::; c. 

Our goal in the rest of this section is firstly to prove the existence 
of solutions u E of the parabolic perturbations for Uo E L 00 (jRd), 

and secondly to show that u" converge to u almost everywhere in 
jR+ x jRd. 

To do this, we need some technical results. 
Let Br == {x E jRd; Ixl < r}. For v E L1 (Br) we denote+ 

wr(h) = sup r Iv(x + z) - v(x)1 dx . 
Izl:ShlB, 

It is clear that for allr > 0 

lim wr{h) = 0 . 
h~O+ 

(4.41) 

Lemma 4.42 Let v E L 1 (B r +2>,). Then for 0 < c < h we have 

W~().) == sup 1 Iv,,(x + z) - v,,(x)1 dx ::::; Wr+h().) , (4.43) 
1=19 B, 

l, Ilvl - v(sgn v),,1 d.T ::::; 2wr (c). (4.44) 

PROOF: We have 

l, Iv,,(x + z) - v,,(x)1 dx 

= r I r (V(X-Y+Z)-v(x-Y))PE(Y)dyldX 
lB, lBc(O) 

::::; r p(y) r .Iv(x - cy + z) - v(x - cY)1 dxdy 
1 B , (O) 1 s, 

::::; r p(y) dy r Iv(x + z) - v(x)1 dx 
1 B, (0) 1 B,+h 

which immediately gives (4.43). In order to prove (4.44) we note 
that 

/ Ilvl - v(sgn v)" 1 dx 
s, 

= 1 / p,,(y)llv(x)l-v(x)sgnv(x-y)ldydx 
B, B,(O) 

:I: We define v == 0 outside B r . 
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and use 

Ilvl- vsgllwl = Ilvl-lwl- (11 - w)sgnwl 
::; 21v - 101· 

Let a = (al, ... , ad) E C([O, to] X ]Rd)rI and let us denote 

1\ == sup la(t, :r)1 + l. 
[0,1,,1 xR" 
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• 

For some smooth function q defined in [0, to] x ]Rd we can introduce 
the operator 

Dq Dq 
L(q) == - + ai- + c6.q. 

at aXi 
( 4.45) 

Then we have the following version of the maximum principie: 

Lemma 4.46 Let q E C 2([0, to] x]Rd) for which L(q) 2: O. Assume 
the existence of qo and r'O > 0 sHch that 

I q ( t, :r) I ::; qo 

q(to, :c) = 0 

all [0, to] x ]Rd , 

if Ixl 2: r'O . 

Then for 0 ::; t ::; to, I:rl 2: TO + 1\ (to - t) we have the estimate 

q(t, .r) ::; qo exp (~(1\(to - t) + TO -Ixl)) . (4.47) 

PROOF: Let us denote the right-hand side of (4.47) by qE' Then 
we have for all (t, :r) E [0, to] X ]Rd, 

and 

L(qE) = qoexp (~(1\(to - t) +TO -Ixl)) x 

[ 1\ :ri 1 ( 1 1 )] x -- - (/i-- + C ---;- - -6.1:7:1 
c 1:7:1 c c 2 c 

::; qo exp (~( 1\ (to - t) + r' 0 - I x I)) x 

x - - + -- + - - 6.1:7:[) [ -1\+1 1 1\-1 1 ] 
c E c E 

::;0 

qf(t,:r) = qo Vlxl = r'O + 1\(to - t) 

qE(tO,c) 2: 0 V I·rl 2: "0 . 
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Now the statement of the lemma follows from the usual parabolic 
maximum principle (cf. PROTTER AND WEINBERGER [1967]). • 

In the following theorem we keep E > 0 fixed and consider the 
solution u" to the parabolic perturbation (1.3) of the problem (1.2) 
under the assumptions f E Cl(JR)d, Uo E Loo(JRd) only. 

Theorem 4.48 Letuo E Loo(JRd) andletf E Cl(JR)d. Then there 
exists a solution uE E L 00 (JR+ X JRd) of (1.3), such that 

and 

( 4.50) 

PROOF: For simplicity we drop the index E. Let n E N and let Xn 
be the characteristic function of the ball Bn(O) C JRd. We regularize 
the initial data as follows: 

u~ == (uo Xn) * Pl/n . 

From Theorem 2.9 and Lemma 2.16 we now obtain the existence of 
some un E Loo(JR+ x JRd) n L2(0, T; W 2,2(JRd)) n C(O, T; W 1,2(JRd)) 
with a;:;' E L2((O, T) X JRd) for all T > 0, solving the problem 

(4.51) 

We denote w(t, x) == un(t, x) - uk(t, x), k, n E N. We see that 
w E L 00 (JR+ X JRd). For w we have the equation 

where 

ow _ E6.W + div(aw) = 0, ot ( 4.52) 
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We multiply (4.52) by 9 E C 1 (lR; cb (J1~d)) and after integration 
over lRd and between 0 and to > 0 we obtain (see (4.45)) 

r w(to)g(to) dx _ j.t ll r L(g)w dx dt 
J~d 0 J~d 

= r w(O)g(O) dx . 
J~" 

(4.53) 

Now, we will construct a particular test function g. Let r > 1 and 
o < h « 1 be arbitrary. Put 

{ 
sgn w(to, x) Ixl::; r - h, 

(3(x) == o Ixl > r - h, 

and (3h == /3 * Ph. Let qh be the solution of 

L(qh) = 0 on (O,to) x lRd , 

qh(to, x) = (3h(X). 

Let p be the mollifier in lR. Set 

).. 

17m(>\) == 1 - iCX! p(s - m) ds 

for mEN, and use 

( 4.54) 

as a test function in (4.53). After partial integration, using (4.54), 
we obtain 

(4.55 ) 

By the usual maximum principle applied to equation (4.54) we 
get that Iqh(t, x)1 ::; 1 for all (t, x) E [0, to] X lRd . Moreover, for 
Ixl > r + K(to - t) we have from Lemma 4.46 that 

Iqh(t, x)1 ::; e~(I{(tll-t)+r-lxl) ::; ce- 1xl , 
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where c is independent of E < 1. Altogether we get 

Iqh(t, x)/ ::; coe- Ixl V (t, x) E [0, toJ X JRd . (4.56) 

Now, letting m tend to infinity in (4.55) and using p(lxl - m) ---+ 

0, TJm ---+ 1, as m ---+ 00, we get 

.ld W(tO)qh(tO) dx = 1d W(O)qh(O) dx 

::; Co r e-lxllw(O)1 dx. 
llR'J 

Letting h ---+ 0+ and using (4.56) we find: 

(4.57) 

Is, Iw(to)1 dx ::; Co 1d e-lxllw(O)1 dx . (4.58) 

From the definition of un it is clear that 

Uo ---+ Uo a.e. in JRd 

which gives, together with (4.58), that for all r > 1 and to E [0, TJ, 
un (to, x) forms a Cauchy sequence in Ll (]Rd). Therefore, 

un(t, x) ---+ u(t, x) a.e. in JR+ x ]Rd. (4.59) 

Moreover, Theorem 2.9 gives 

lIun(t)IIL=(lRd) ::; lIuoIIL=(lRd) ::; lIuollL<>c(IRd) , (4.60) 

which implies (4.49). If we now multiply (4.51) by some test func
tion tp E V(JR X ]Rd), we get 

100 1 8tp un~ + cunfj.tp + f(un)'Vtpdxdt 
o IRd ut 

= - r uo(x)tp(O, x) dx . 
llR d 

(4.61) 

The limiting process in (4.61) based on (4.59) and (4.60) uses the 
same ideas as in the proof of Theorem 4.22 and is therefore left to 
the reader. • 

The following theorem gives us the desired almost everywhere 
convergence of the sequence uE under the assumption Uo E L 00 (JRd) 
only. 
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Theorem 4.62 Let Uo E Loo (JR.d), fECI (JR.)d and let uE E 

Loo(JR.+ x JR.d) be the solutions of (1.3) constructed in Theorem 
4.48. Then there is a subsequence still denoted 11° and a function 
11 E L 00 (JR.+ X JR.d) such that 

uE -+ 11 a.e. in JR.+ x JR.d as E -+ 0 + . (4.63) 

PROOF: Let T > 0 and R > 1 be arbitrary. In order to prove 
(4.63), we will use the compactness criterion for {uE } on Ll ((0, T) X 

BR(O)). By (4.49) we know that the set {UE} is uniformly bounded 
in Ll((O, T) x BR(O)). It remains to show that for any mEN there 
exists a 0 > 0 such that for all Izl s:. 0, 181 s:. 8, 

independently of E and uniformly in t E [0, T]. Due to (4.58) we 
obtain 

Letting k -+ 00 and using (4.59) we get 

r luf(t,x) -un(t,x)ldx s:. Co r e-1x1Iuo(x) -u~(x)ldx. 
1 Bn l~d (4.65) 

It is clear that the right-hand side of (4.65) tends to zero for n -+ 

00. Now, for 

W(t,l:) == u"(t,:r + z) - un(t,x) 

one obtains, in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 4.48, that 

r lun(t,x+z) -uYl(t,x)ld:r lBn 
s:. Co r e -I x 1111~ (x + z) - u~ ( x) I d.T . 

l~d ( 4.66) 
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Altogether we have 

/' InE(t,x+z)-uE(t,x)ldx 
JBn 

::; Co ~d (Iuo(:r + z) - ug(x + z)l) e- Ixl dx 

+ ~d (IUg(.T + z) - ug(x)l) e- Ixl dx 

+ ~d (Iug(x) - uo(x) I) e- Ixl dx . 

Note that due to (4.65) there is an no such that for all n 2: no the 
first and the third integral can be made less than 6!n. In order to 
treat the second one, we choose an Ro such that 

Co /' e -I x II 'U.g (x + z) - ug ( x) I dx 
JRd\Bno 

For this Ro, no it follows from (4.43) that 

Now we choose a 61 such that Izl ::; 61 implies that the right
hand side of the last inequality is less than lim' Therefore we have 
proved that for all mEN there is a 61 such that for Izl ::; 61 , 

uniformly in t E [0, T] and independently of E. 

Let to < T and s « 1 be fixed. Denote 

and put 

v(x) == un(to + S, x) - un(to, x) 

{ 
sgn v, 

(3(x) == 
0, 

Ixl::; R, 

Ixl > R. 

Clearly, the mollification (3h == (3 * Ph satisfies 
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Multiplying (4.51) by i3h we obtain 

/" vi3hdx= /" (u"(to +s,x)-n"(to,x))i3h(x)dx 
J[{d J[{d 

= j.to+s /" EU"t::..i3h + f(n")'Vf3h dxdt 
to JITII.d 

~ SCi (1IuoIIL=(ITII.d)) (~+ 1~) . 
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For Ixl < R we have vf3h = v (sgn 1I)h and it follows from (4.44) 
that 

/" Ivl dx ~ /" vi3h dx + 2WR(h) ~ /" vf3h dx + 2WR(h) 
JBn JBn JITII.d 

where 

~ SCi (~ + 1~2) + 2w R (h) , 

wR(h) = sup /" [(n"(to+s,.r+z)-un(to,x+z)) 
Izl:Sh J Bn 

- (u"(to + s,x) - n"(to,x)) [dx. 

According to (4.66), 

wR(h) ~ 2 Co sup /" In~(x + z) - n~(x)le-lxl dx, 
IzlSh JITII.d 

(4.68) 

and therefore wR(h) can be made arbitrarily small for small enough 
h uniformly in to and s. Thus we have 

/" luC(to+S,X)-1{(to,x)ldx JBn 

~ /" InC(to+s,x)-u"(to+s,x)ldx JBn 

+ /" lu"(to, :r) - nC(to, x)1 dx 
JBn 

+ /" In"(to + 8, :r) - un(to, X)I dx. 
JBn 

(4.69) 

The first two integrals can be made smaller than 6~ due to (4.65) 
for all n ;::: no. For this no we find an ho such that 2WR(ho) ~ lim. 
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Further, for this 11,0 we find a b2 such that for all lsi < b2 , 

8CO(~ +~) < _1_. 
ho h6 - 12m 

Therefore we get that for all lsi:::; b2 , 

/ 11{ (to + s, x) - 1{ (to, 3;) I dx :::; -::l- (4.70) lBn .,m 

uniformly in c and to. Now for b = min(b1 ,b2 ) we immediately 
get (4.64) from (4.67) and (4.70). Thus, {u E } is uniformly I-mean 
equicontinuous and a uniformly bounded set in L1 ((0, T) x B R(O)), 
and (4.63) on (0, T) x BR(O) follows at least for a subsequence. 
Now, since T and R were arbitrary, (4.63) follows. Finally, the 
limit function u belongs to Loo(JR+ x JRd) due to (4.49), (4.63) .• 

Theorem 4.71 Let Uo E L 00 (JRd) and f E C 1 (JR) d. Then the 
problem (1.2) has an entropy solution u E Loo(JR+ x JRd) such 
that, for ctlmost all t > 0, 

(4.72) 

PROOF: Theorem 4.48 and Theorem 4.62 imply the existence 
of weak solutions uE E Loo(JR+ x JRd) of the problem (1.3) and a 
function 'U E L 00 (JR+ X JRd) such that 

/IuE(t)/IL=(IR'I) :::; /Iuo/lL=(lRoI) for a.a. t E JR+ , 

uE(t,x) -> u(t,x) for a.a. (t,x) E JR+ x JRd. 

Using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.22 togethe,: 
with Remark 4.40, we get that u is an entropy weak solution to 
(1.2). • 

2.5 Uniqueness of the entropy solution 

The aim of this section is to prove the following uniqueness theo
rem: 

Theorem 5.1 Let Uo E Loo(JRd) and f E C1 (JRd). Then there 
exists exactly one entropy solution to the problem (1.2). 

We will prove this theorem in several steps. Firstly, we will show 
that the validity of the entropy inequality (3.26) for all smooth 
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entropy-entropy flux pairs TI, q is equivalent to the validity of (3.26) 
for the following family of non-smooth entropy-entropy flux pairs: 

17(11.) = Iv. - kl , 
k E JR, (5.2) 

q)(v.) = sgn(u - k)(fj(u) - f)(k)) , 

see Lemma 5.3 and Remark 5.7. In Lemma 5.9 the local version of 
eutropy inequality for these non-smooth entropy-entropy flux pairs 
is derived. 

Secondly, having in mind the aim to prove the uniqueness, we will 
find an inequality (5.22) for the difference of two entropy solutions 
u, v, corresponding to the initial data 11.0, Vo, respectively. This 
and Lemma 5.12 will help us to obtain in Theorem 5.38 the crucial 
Ll-contraction inequality 

r 111. (t, :1:) - V (t, x) I d:r:::; r I no (x) - Vo (x) I dx , JBn JB R+M , 

holding for all B R , R > 0 and for almost every t > O. Here, M 
denotes the constant of Lipschitz continuity of f. The uniqueness 
result will then follow almost immediately using 11.0 = Vo in the last 
inequality and can be found at the very end of this section. 

Let us start with the following lemma. 

Lemma 5.3 The entropy solution v. of (1.2) satisfies for all k E JR 
and for all cp 2: 0, cp E Cb(lR+ x JRei ), the inequality 

100 r Iv. - kl fJ
fJ

CP + sgn(v. - k)(f7(U) - fj(k))fJfJCP dxdt 2: 0, 
o J[{d t x) (5.4) 

and for all cP 2: 0, cP E Cb (JR x JRei) the inequality 

100 1 Dcp (111. - kl-Iuo - kl)-
o [{ d fJt 

+ sgn(v. - k)(f7(U) - fj(k)) :: dxdt 2: o. 
) 

PROOF: Let G E C=(JR) be such that 

G(:r) = Ixl V Ixl 2: 1, 

G'(O) = 0, Gil 2: o. 
For k E JR fixed we put 

G E (x) == c G ( :c ~ k) 

(5.5) 
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which immediately implies that 

aSE->O+. 

The function G f is convex and smooth and therefore (G c' qc) is 
an entropy-entropy flux pair provided that qc == (qlc,"" qdc) is 
defined by 

qjf(U) == iu G~(v)f;(v) dv. 

Since U is an entropy solution of (1.2) in the sense of distributions 
on ffi.+ x ffi.d, we have for all cp 2': 0, cp E V(ffi. X ffi.d), 

(5.6) 

It is a simple matter to check that for E -> 0+ we get the pointwise 
convergences 

G~(v) -> sgn(v - k), 

qf(V) -> f(k) - f(v) 

qf(V) -> f(v) - f(k) 

if v 2': k , 

ifv~k. 

Since cp has compact support, we obtain (5.5) from the limiting 
process as E -> 0+ in (5.6). Note that for cp E V(ffi.+ X ffi.d) the 
term obtaining G f (uo) vanishes, which immediately gives (5.4) .• 

Remark 5.7 Let us notice that a weak solution u satisfying (5.5) 
for all k E ffi. is an entropy solution. This follows from the fact that 
every convex function belongs to the convex hull of the set of all 
affine functions and all functions of the form 

X f--+ Ix - kl, k E ffi. . 

For the proof of uniqueness we will need a local version of (5.5), 
valid on the characteristic 'cone' of equation (1.2). 

Let ME ffi.+ be fixed.§ For R > 0, to > 0 we define 

GR == {(t,x) E [0,00) x ffi.d, Ixl + Mt ~ R}, 

GR,t ll == {(t, x) E G R , t < to}. (5.8) 

In what follows, M will usually denote the constant of Lipschitz con
tinuity of f, restricted to an appropriate ball, d. (2.30). 
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Lemma 5.9 Let T > ° and k E JR. Letuo E L<Xl(JRd), f E C1(JR)d 
and M be given by (2.30). Then for all to E (0, T), R > 0, the 
entropy solution u, of (1.2) satisfies 

r I)' orp Jf lu(to)-klrp(to)d:r::; , 1u,- k l8i dxdt 
Bn-MIlI . CR.l lI 

+ f)' sgn(u, - k)(fl(lL) - f}(k)) orp dx dt 
C nlll OXj (5.10) 

+ r Ina - klrp(O) dx JBn 

for all rp ;::: 0, rp E D(CR ). 

PROOF: Let Ph be the mollifier defined for p = 1 in (4.1). Put 

Hence, 

For given rp ;::: 0, rp E D(CR ), we define 

Therefore, we have 

A> 0, 

A < 0. 

Orph orp (t-tO)l -;:;-(t, x) = -;:;-(t, :r) V'h(t - to) - rp(t, x) P -- -, 
ut ut h h 

Orph orp 
OXj (t, :r) = o:rj (t, :r) V!,,(t - to) , 

rph(O, x) = rp(O, x) for h ::; to. 

If we use rph instead of rp in (5.5), we get 

(5.11) 
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Note that 

- J" r luo - kl aa'Ph dx dt = r luo - kl't/(O) dx . 
lCn t lEn 

Letting h --+ 0+ and using the fact that k p ( t"tl!) is an approxi
mation of the Dirac distribution, we obtain 

ff' at{ a'P 
lu - kiF + sgn(u - k)(Jj(u) - !;(k))-. dxdt 

CR/" t ax) 

+ 1 luo - kl'P(O) dx 2: 1 lu(to) - kl<p(to) dx , 
lin En-MIll 

which is (5.10). • 
Let us now give a further characterization in which the initial 

condition is fulfilled. 

Lemma 5.12 Let u E LCXl(JR+ X JRd) be an entropy solution 
to the problem (1.2) corresponding to initial data Uo E LCXl(JRd), 
f E C1(JR)d. Then for all R > 0, 

lim r I U ( t) - Uo I dx = 0 , 
t-->O+ 1 En-MI 

where M is given by (2.30). 

PROOF: Let Xo E JRd, £ > 0 be such that Ixol + 2£ < R. Further 
let w E CCXl (JR) be such that 

Wi:::; 0, 

w = 1 on (-00, C], 

w = 0 on [2£,00). 

Now we define 'P E C(CR), 'P 2: 0 by 

'P(t,x) == w(Mt + Ix - xol) , 

where M is given by (2.30). Thus, we have 

~~ (t, x) = w'(Mt + Ix - xol)M, 

a'P I (X-XO)i 
-a (t,x)=w(Mt+lx-xol) I I 

Xi X - Xo 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 
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and therefore it holds 

o<p 
-(t, x) + MIV<p(t,r)1 = o. ot 

Due to (5.10) and (5.15) we obtain for k = u.o(:co) 

I" Iu.(fo) - u.o(:co)I<p(fo) d:r 
. Bn-M'II 
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(5.15) 

:::; {' Iu.o - lLo(xo)I<p(O) d:r + f1 In - no(xo)I°<P JBn . Jen .!11 ot 

+ sgn(lL - 'uo(XO))(fl(U) - f,(v.o(xo))) :~ dxdt 

:::; {' I'uo - lLo(xo)1 d:r (5.16) 
J B2p(xlI) 

+ .Iin," 11L - no(xo)1 ~~ + Min - lLo(xo)IIV<p1 dx dt 

= {' 11Lo(x) - no(xo)1 dx. 
JB2f (xlI) 

But for the left-hand side of (5.16) we have 

J Iu.(to) - lLo(.'Co)I<p(to) d:c 
Bn-M'II 

2 {' 11L(to) - lLo(xo)1 dx , 
J Bf-MI II (";II) (5.17) 

where we used (5.13), Thus, 

J 11L(to, x) - lLo(:c)1 dx 
B'_MIII(XII) 

+ f luo(x) - uo(xo)1 dx 
Bp_M'II(xlI) 

(5,18) 

:::; 2 {' luo ( :r) - no (:c 0) I dx . 
JB2P(xlI) 
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We will integrate the last inequality over BR-2e(0) with respect to 
.TO. Then Fubini's theorem applied to the left-hand side implies 

t t lu(to,x)-uo(x)ldxdxo 
J Bn_2f(0) J Bf-MtO (XO) 

(5.19) 

2: t t lu(to, xo) - uo(xo)1 dxo dx 
J Bf-MfO(O) J Bn-3f+Mf o(O) 

= meas(Be-MtoCO)) 1 lu(to) - uol dx , 
Bn-3 f +Mf o (O) 

where we used the fact that Ixl :::; e - M to, Ixo - xl :::; R - 2£ implies 
Ixol :::; R - 3£ + Mto for all x. Further we have 

= t t luo(xo) - uo(xo + x)1 dxo dx (5.20) 
J B 2i(0) J Bn_u(O) 

:::; meas(B2£(0)) sup ( luo(x) - uo(x + z)1 dx 
Izl::;2£ J Bn_2f(O) 

and therefore we obtain 

~ ( lu(to) - uol dx:::; sUP!, luo(x) - uo(x + z)1 dx 
2 J Bn-3f+ Mto Izl::;2e Bn-2f 

for c = e-i1 to t Putting £ :::::: 2Mto we get 

!, lu(to) - uol dx 
BR-SMt.o 

:::; 22d+1 sup ( luo(X) - uo(X + z)1 dx . 
Izl::;4Mto J Bn- 4Mto 
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But this implies 

r I'U( to, :1:) - 'Uo (:r) I (i:I; 
lBn-Mlo 

:::;22d+1 sup r luo(x)-no(x+z)ldx 
Izl:'04M t o lB n - 4MI O 

+ j' In ( to, :r) - 'Uo ( X ) I dx , 
Bn-Mlo \Bn-sMlo 
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Note that the first integral converges to 0 for to ----+ 0+ because of 
(4.41) and the second integral converges to 0, because the integrand 
is bounded in Loo and meas(BR-Mto \BR-;,Mt,,) ----+ 0 for to ----+ 0+, 

• 
The following lemma is of great importance for the proof of 

uniqueness of an entropy solution, 

Lemma 5.21 Let f E C 1 (JR)d, Let 'U,V E Loo(JR+ x JRd) be two 
entropy solutions of (1 ,2) corresponding to the initial data 'Uo, Vo E 
L 00 (JRd), respectively, Then we have 

a at I'U - vi + div (sgn(n - v)(f(n) - f(v))) :::; 0 (5,22) 

in the sense of distributions on IR+ x IRd , 

PROOF: From (5.4) we get for k, £ E IR and all <p = <p(s, x), 'l/J = 
'l/J(t, y) E D((O, 00) X IRd ), 'ljJ, <p 2: 0, 

1001 ~ ~ I'U - kl-;- + sgn(n - k)(JJ(n) - fi(k))~ dxds 2: 0 
o IR" uS uXj (5,23) 

and 

1001 ~ ~ Iv - £1-;- + sgn(v - £)(J) (v) - fJ(R))~ dydt 2: 0 , 
o IR" ut uYj (5,24) 

Put 

k = v(t,y) , f = 'U(s, x) (5,25) 

and choose <p, 'l/J in the following way. Let ¢ = ¢( B,.\) E D(IR+ X IRd ), 
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¢ ~ 0, and let PE E Co (IE. X IE.d ) be a symmetric mollifier. Put 

'P(8,.T) = 'P1,y(8, x) = 'IjJ(t, y) = 'ljJs,x(t, y) 

=~(s+t x+Y) (~x-Y). 
<f' 2 ' 2 Pc 2' 2 

(5.26) 

For this special choice of 'P,'IjJ we integrate (5.23) with respect to 
t, y and (5.24) with respect to 8, x and add up the results. Thus 
we obtain 

0:::; ;.00 100 r r IU(8,1:) - v(t, y)1 
o 0 .IrK" .IrK" 

( a'Pt,y ( ) a'IjJs,x ( )) 
x ----a;- 8, X + at t, Y 

(5.27) 

+ 8gn (U(8, x) - v(t, y)) (Jj(u(s, x)) - fJ(v(t, y)) 

x (a'Pt,y(S,X) + a:s,X(t,y)) dxdydsdt. 
aXj UYi 

From (5.26) it follows that 

a a. 
as 'Pt,y(S, x) + at 1/Js,x(t, y) 

_ a¢(~ x+y) (~X-y) - ae 2' 2 Pc 2' 2 ' 

a a 
-;::;-'Pt,y(s, x) + ~'l/)s,x(t, y) 
uXj uYl 

_ a¢. (~x+y) (~~) - aA 2' 2 Pc 2' 2 
] 

Let us introduce new coordinates 

x+y 
~=-2-' 

s+t 
(J = -2-' 

x-y 
17=-2-' 

.5 - t 
T = -2-' 

and therefore, we now integrate in (5.27) over 
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If we denote 
8dJ 

G(a, T,~, 17) == lu(a + T, ~ + 1/) - v((J - T, ~ - 17) I 8e (a, 0 
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+ sgn(u(a + T, ~ + 1/) - v(a - T, ~ - 1/)) (5.28) 

. 8 
x (Jj(u(a + T, ~ + 1/)) - fj(v(a - T, ~ -1/))) 8>" ¢(~, a), 

] 

we can write (5.27) as 

JE == L G((J,T,~,11)PE(T,'II)d~d17dadT 2: O. (5.29) 

To prove (5.22), it is enough to show 

JE -+ Jo == roo ( G(a, o,~, 0) d~ da (5.30) 
10 1rK " 

for c -+ 0+. Indeed, if (5.30) holds, then one has for all '1/) E 
1)((0,00) X JRd), 'Ij; 2: 0, 

10= roo { lu-vl~'Ij;e+sgn(u-v)(fj(u)-f](v))~'Ij;d~da2:o, 10 1rK " U UA] 

which is exactly (5.22). Let us show that (5.30) is true. Denote 

( ) {
I if a + T 2: 0, a - T 2: 0, 

X (J, T = o elsewhere. 

Then (5.29) can be rewritten as 

1E = ( G(a,T,~,1/)x(a,T)pE(T,17)d~d17dadT. 1rK 2d+2 

But PE(T,11) is a mollifier (see (4.1)) and therefore we have 

10 = { G(a,O,~,O)x(a,O)pE(T,17)d~d17dadT. 1rK 2"+2 

Let us denote K = supp r/J, CE = sUPP PE' Note that 

CE <:;;: {(T,ll) , ITI::; c, 1111::; c} . 

Thus, we have that 11E - 10 I is less than or equal to 

X PE (T, 17) cil] dT } d~ da::; AE + BE , 

(5.31 ) 
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where AE and BE are defined by 

and 

respectively. 

Let us recall that, for TO == max(lluolloo, Ilvoll=), f satisfies the 
Lipschitz condition 

If(u) - f(v)1 ~ Mlu - vi, Vlul, Ivl ~ TO' 

Then we have for any IUil, IVil ~ TO, i = 1,2, and j = 1, ... , d, 

I sgn(ul - vd(Jj(ud - iJ(vI)) - sgn(u2 - V2)(!j(U2) - !j(v2))1 

~ M(lul - u21 + IVI - v21) . 

Indeed, defining 

g((,w) == sgn(( - w)(JJ(() - iJ(w)) , 

one gets for almost all 1(1, Iwl < TO 

:(9((,W) = sgn(( - w) !j(O, 

:w 9((,w) = - sgn(( - w) !j(w) 

(5.32) 

and the statement (5.32) follows. In particular, putting fJ == Id we 
obtain (for all Ui, Vi E JR) 

IIUl - vII-lu2 - v211 ~ lUI - U21 + IVI - v21· (5.33) 

Using (5.28), (5.32) and (5.33) we conclude that 

IG(O",T,~,1]) -G(O",O,~,O)I ~ cl(M,4>)(lu(o"+T,~+1]) -u(O",OI 

+ Iv(O" - T, ~ -1]) - v(O",~)I). (5.34) 

Note that 

(5.35) 
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which together with (5.34) gives 

AE :SC:J1O-(d+l) J,.{ f IU(O'+T,~+ry) -u(O',OI 
k le, 

+ Iv(O' - T, ~ - 17) - v(O', 01 dry dT} d~ dO' . 
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But u E L~oc ((0,00) X IE.ri ), and thus for almost every (0',0 E 
(0,00) X IE.d we have 

and therefore also 

lim 1O-(d+l) f. f IU(0'+T,~+11)-1/.(0',0IdrydTd~dO'=0. 
E-->O+ If( le, 

In the same way we obtain 

lim 1O-(d+l) f f Iv(O' - T, ~ - 1/) - v(O', 01 dry dT d~ dO' = 0 . 
E-->O+ If( le, 

Therefore we proved 

(5.36) 

Due to (5.35) we have 

[, Ix( 0', T) - X( 0',0) 1 PE (T, 71) dry dT :S C4 ~ LEE Ix( 0', T) - x( 0',0) 1 dT 

and therefore 

l·/E c5 
BE :S ~ Ix(O', T) - X(O', 0)1 dT dO'. 

10 R _£ 

From the properties of the function X it follows that 

L LEE Ix(O', T) - X(O', 0)1 dT dO' = LEE lTI dO'dT = 10 2 

and thus 

( 5.37) 

The statement of the lemma follows from (5.31), (5.36), (5.37) .• 

The following theorem is due to KRUZKOV [1970]. 
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Theorem 5.38 (Kruzkov) Let f E C1(ffi.)d. Let u and v E 
Loo(ffi.+ X ffi.d) be two entropy solutions of the problem (1.2) for 
initial conditions Uo and Vo E Loo(ffi.d), respectively. Put 

M == max{Jf/(~)J, J~J ~ max{JJuoJJoo, JJvolloo}}. (5.39) 

Then for all R > 0 and almost every t > 0 

r Ju(t,:r) -v(t,.x)Jd.x ~ r Juo(x) -vo(x)Jdx. (5.40) JB n JS U +M1 

PROOF: We define for a given R, T > 0 

DR,T == {(t,x) E [O,T] x ffi.d,JxJ ~ R+M(T-t)}. 

Let us start with an approximation of the characteristic function 
of the set DR,T. Again we use the following approximation of the 
Heaviside function: 

YE(.\) == [~PE(S) ds , 

where PE is a mollifier with support in [-E, E]. For arbitrary but 
fixed 15 > E > 0, () > 0, T > 15, we put 

'P(t,x) == (YE(t - (5) - YE(t - T»)(l- Ye(JxJ- R - M(T - t») . 

It is obvious that 'P E D((O, 00) x ffi.d), 'P 2:: 0, and 

{ 

1 for JxJ ~ R + M(T - t) - () 

and E + 15 < t < T - E , 

'P(t, x) = 0 for JxJ 2:: R +-M(T - t) + () 
or t ~ 15 - E or t 2:: T + E . 

For such a 'P the weak form of the inequality (5.22) reads 

100 r Ju - VJ(PE(t - (5) - PE(t - T» 
o IFI..J 

x (1 - Ye(JxJ- R - M(T - t») dxdt 

-100 r (YE(t-15)-YE(t-T» 
o JIFI..J 

(5.41) 

x {MJu - vJ + sgn(u - v)(fj(U) - fJ(v» ~J} 

x Pe(JxJ- R - M(T - t» dxdt 2:: o. 
(5.42) 
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We have 

for t 2: band 

isgn(n - v)(jj(n) - fJ(v)) il;~li :::; Min - vi . 
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Thus the second integral in (5.42) is non-negative and therefore we 
get 

; '00 t I'll _ vl(pf(t - is) - PE(t - T)) 
o lrK,] 

X (1 - Yo ( I:r I - R - M (T - t))) dx dt 2: 0 . 

We now let () tend to 0+. From the Lebesgue dominated conver
gence theorem it follows that (see (5.41)) 

where 

D~,T == {(t, x), Ixl :::; R + M(T - t), b - E < t :::; T + E} . 

Denoting for fixed to E [0, T] 

St() == {(to, x), Ixl :::; R + M (T - to)} = {( t, x) E D R,T, t = to}, 

we can rewrite (5.43) as 

rOO(PE(t-b)-PE(t-T)) t 1'Il(t,x)-v(t,x)ldxdt2:0. 
10 1St (5.44) 

Introducing the function w : lR+ -+ lR by 

w(t)== t 1u.(t,:r)-v(t,x)ldx, ls, 
we see that (5.44) is nothing else than 

Now, w belongs to LOO (lR+) and therefore WE -+ W in all Lebesgue 
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points, i.e. almost everywhere in IE.+. Thus we get in Lebesgue 
points 8, T:' 

r lu(8,.x)-v(8,x)ldx2: r lu(T,x)-v(T,x)ldx. 
l~ lBn 

The triangle inequality and Lemma 5.12 imply 

r lu(T, x) - v(T, x)1 dx:S r luo(x) - vo(x)1 dx 
lBn lBn+MT 

for all Lebesgue points. • 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 5.1. 

PROOF (of Theorem 5.1): By applying (5.40) to uo(x) = vo(x) 
one gets u(t, x) = v(t, x) for all Lebesgue points t E IE.+, which 
gives u = v almost everywhere. • 

Remark 5.45 Uniqueness of the entropy solution to scalar con
servation law (1.2) can be shown under weaker assumptions on f. 
Namely, suppose that Uo E £oo(JRd) and that f satisfies the follow
ing generalized Lipschitz continuity condition: 

Ifi(U) - li(v)1 :S wi(lu - vi) i = 1, ... ,d, (5.46) 

for all u, v E [-J(,J(], where J( == Iluolioo and U.li E C([0,2J(]) are 
convex functions, Wi(O) = 0, such that 

d 

II Wi(U) :S cw Ud - 1 . 

i=l 

Then it is shown in KRUZKOV AND PANOV [1991] that there exists 
a unique entropy solution to scalar conservation law (1.2). Easily, 
any f E CO,l (IE.)d satisfies (5.46). 

Moreover, the condition (5.46) is sharp in the following sense: 
there exist h, h E C(JR) which do not satisfy (5.46) and a function 
Uo E £0<' (JR2 ) such that there exists a one-parameter family of weak 
entropy solutions to corresponding scalar conservation law (1.2) in 
two space dimensions. Such an example is explicitly constructed in 
KRUZKOV AND PANOV [1991, Example 2]. 

~ Note that Sy = BR X {t = T}. 
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2.6 Conservation laws in bounded domains 
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In the following sections we would like to show similar results con
cerning the existence and uniqueness of solutions to the hyperbolic 
conservation law as in the sections before, but now for bounded 
smooth domains. Namely, we show that even when boundary and 
initial data u D and uo, respectively, are only in the space Loo, it is 
possible to define a well-posed initial-boundary value problem for 
the scalar hyperbolic conservation law which admits a unique (en
tropy) solution u E L 00. More precisely, uniqueness is established 
for fECI (see Theorem 7.28), whereas existence is obtained for 
f E C 2 (see Theorem 8.20). 

Moreover, here we will also use the vanishing viscosity method 
to obtain the desired result. Our aim is to search for a solution 
u E Loo even in the case of bounded domains, i.e. in the same class 
as for the Cauchy problem in the whole space. The main problem 
in this approach is that in general an Loo-function does not admit a 
trace at the boundary. This difficulty was overcome in the elegant 
paper by OTTO [1992]' who introduced the so-called boundary 
entropy-entropy flux pairs, which turned out to be a proper 
tool to establish the well-posedness of the problem. In a sense, the 
remainder of this chapter is nothing other than a treatment of a 
special case from the unpublished PhD thesis of OTTO [1993]. In 
particular, a part of the exposition and all proofs we give here 
follow the lines of Otto's thesis. 

Let us note that all previous results concerning bounded do
mains need, to the knowledge of the authors, the solution u of the 
problem to admit a trace in some sense. For more details we refer 
to LE Roux [1977] (he obtained a unique solution u E BV n Loo, 
under the assumptions d = 1, uo, u D E BV, fECI), BARDOS, 
LE Roux AND NEDELEC [1979] (they obtained a unique solution 
'U E BV, under the assumptions uO,uD,f E C 2 for d ~ 1), LE 
FLOCH [1988] (he obtained a solution u which is piecewise continu
ous, under the assumptions uO, u D E Loo, fECI, f strictly convex, 
for u D depending on f and d = 1. This solution was proved to be 
unique in the class of piecewise C J functions). 

In the rest of this chapter, f! ~ lE.d will always be a bounded 
smooth domain. Let us denote by af! the boundary of f! and by 
v(x) the outer normal vector to af! at a point x E af!. As before, 
we denote QT == (0, T) x f! and r == (0, T) x af!. 
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To denote the closed interval between points a and b, the follow
ing notation will be used throughout the rest of this chapter: 

I[a, bJ == [min(a, b), max(a, b)). 

In what follows we will look for solutions u E LOO(QT) of the 
initial-boundary value problem for the scalar conservation law 

ou ot + divf(u) = 0 in QT, 

u(O,·) = Uo in 11 , (6.1) 

Let f E C1(ffi.)d. We say that (17,q), q = (Ql, ... ,qd), T/, Qj E 
C2 (ffi.), is a convex entropy-entropy fl. ux pair, if 

1/'(Z) :2: 0 and qj(z) = 1/(Z) fj(z) 

for all z E ffi., j = 1, ... , d. By an entropy-entropy flux pair we will 
always mean the convex one, at least in the rest of this chapter. 

We will consider weak entropy solutions u E L 00 (QT) of the 
scalar conservation law, i.e., bounded measurable functions u sat
isfying both the integral identity 

j. T j' o1jJ o1jJ 
u---;- + fj(u)~ dxdt = 0 ° n ut uXJ 

(6.2) 

for all '1/) E D( QT ), and the entropy inequality 

( r 17(U) ~'P + qJ(u) ~'P dxdt :2: 0 
.fo.fn ut u.rJ 

(6.3) 

for all 'P E V(QT), 'P:2: 0, and all entropy-entropy flux pairs (ry,q). 
Before we formulate the sense in which boundary data on r for 

solutions of (6.2) and (6.3) will be assumed, let us recall some 
specific difficulties occurring in the boundary-value problem for 
hyperbolic conservation laws. 

Consider for a moment the parabolic perturbation of (6.1) given 
by 

ouE 

ot + divf(uE ) - EtlUE = 0 in QT, 

uE(O,·) = Uo in 11 , (6.4) 

E > O. It is well known that for sufficiently smooth f there exists a 
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unique smooth solution nE to given sufficiently smooth initial and 
boundary value data uO ane! uD , respectively, satisfying suitable 
compatibility conditions at an --see Section 2.8 or the Appendix 
for more details. 

The situation drastically changes for c = O. Let us consider for 
a moment that there exists some smooth solution 11, of an equation 

an . () - + (hvf 1L = 0 at in QT. (6.5) 

This solution automatically satisfies hoth (6.2) and (6.3). Let u 
have the value u(p) at the point p = (t, ;1:) E QT. It is well known 
(from the method of characteristics) that u is constant along the 
maximal segment of the characteristic line in QT containing point 
p, i.e., along the segment 

(T f---+ (t + 0',:1: + (T f' (/L(p))) . (6.6) 

Now, if this segment intersects both {O} x nand r, the solution 
11, would in general he overdetermined if both (independently pre
scribed) initial and boundary conditions were expected to be as
sumed in a classical sense. In connection with this observation, we 
note that since the slope of the segment (6.6) depends on f, it 
would be appropriate to require a formulation of boundary condi
tions involving in some sense a function f. 

Let us therefore modify the notion of a boundary value prob
lem for (6.1) starting again with smooth solutions to (6.5). Let 
(to, xo) E r be a boundary point for which all the characteristics 

0' f---+ (to + 0', .TO + 0' f' (k)) 

emanating from (to,1:0) enter into QT, as 0' increases, indepen
dently of the value k they transport, i.e., where 

f/(k) . v(:1:o) < 0 V k E JR. (6.7) 

In such a point the prescribed boundary data should be assumed, 
i.e., 

u(to, ;1:0) = 'IlD(to, ;co) . 

If, on the other hand, the opposite takes place, i.e., 

f/(k) . v(xo) 2: 0 V k E IR, (6.8) 

the prescribed boundary data should be ignored. Of course, for 
nonlinear f there can be boundary points (to, Xo) E r for which 
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neither (6.7) nor (6.8) happens. At these points we would like the 
following condition to hold: if the prescribed value uD (to, xo) is not 
assumed, then the characteristic line, carrying the actual boundary 
value u(to, xo), should emerge from the interior of QT, i.e., 

u(to, xo) =P uD(to, xo) should imply ['cueto, xo)) . v(xo) 2: O. 

Unfortunately, the above listed set of 'boundary conditions', de
rived from the behaviour of a smooth solution to (6.5), is not suit
able for the generally non-smooth solutions. (In fact, with these 
conditions, the uniqueness of, in general, non-smooth solutions, 
would not be guaranteed~cf. OTTO [1993].) 

Let us therefore consider the one-dimensional Riemann prob
lem as a model problem for non-smooth solutions. That is, let 
1l E L = ( (0, 00) x JR) satisfy both 

1= j~ u ~~ + feu) ~~ dxdt + i uo~(O) = 0 (6.9) 

for all ~ E V((-oo,oo) x JR), and 

1= i7)(u)~~ +q(u)~~dxdt2:0 (6.10) 

for all ~ E V((O, 00) x JR), ~ 2: 0, and all entropy-entropy flux pairs 
1}, q E C 2 (JR). Here, the Riemann initial data Uo are defined as 

{ 
uO for x < 0, 

uo(x) = ~ 
u+ for x> 0, 

(6.11) 

u~, u~ being given constants. Therefore, Uo E L=(JR), and there is 
a unique u E L= ((0, +00) x JR) satisfying (6.9)-(6.11), cf. Theorem 
5.1. 

Now, consider a function 'l/J(t, x) == ~(at, ax) for fixed a > O. We 
see that 'l/J is a test function for (6.9) (or (6.10)) if and only if ~ is 
a test function, too. Thanks to this and the particular structure of 
initial data (6.11) it follows that the weak formulation (6.9)-(6.10) 
is invariant under transformations of the form 

(t, x) f--> (at, ax), a> O. 

Therefore, if u is a weak entropy solution to (6.9)-(6.11), so is 
vet, x) == u(at, ax), a > O. Then, the uniqueness result gives us for 
a> 0, 

u(at, ax) = u(t,x) for a.e. (t,x) E (0,00) x JR. 
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In other words, u depends on the ratio :r/t only. Thus, there exists 
a J.1. E L 00 (IR) such that 

n(t,:r) = lL(~). (6.12) 

Relation (6.12) allows us to construct explicitly a uniquely deter
mined weak entropy solution to the Riemann problem (6.9)-(6.11). 
We will outline this only for given 'u~ < 'u~ and f E C 2 (IE.) with 
finitely many inflection points. For more general discussion we refer 
to GODLEWSKI AND RAVIART [1991]. 

Let us consider J : [u~, 'u~] -* IE., the lower convex envelope of 
f on [u~, u~]. Then the interval ['U~, 'lL~] splits into finitely many 
subintervals on which either 

1. [= f and f is ~onvex; or 
2. f is affine and f < f in the interior of such an interval. 

We can number the subintervals in such a way that [U2i,7L2i+1] 
always corresponds to an interval of the first type and [U2i+1' 7L2i+2] 
always corresponds to an interval of the second type. 

Consider the interval [U2i, U2i+1]' In the interior of this interval 
we have f" > O. Hence, (f')-1 is well-defined and we can put 

(6.13) 

In such a way, J.1. is defined on the whole interval (I' (u~), f' (u~) ) 
except for the points ai = f'(U2i+d = f'(U2i+2) (to which the 
remaining intervals [f' ('U2i+1), f' (U2i+2)] reduce). At those points 
the function J.1. has a jump discontinuity such that 

J.1.(ai-) = U2i+1, 

J.1.(ai+) = U2i+2· 
(6.14) 

Since J is affine on the intervals [U2i+1, U2i+2] of the second type, 

. _ f'( . ) - f(U2i+2) - f(U2i+d a, - U2,+1 - , 
U2i+2 - U2i+1 

which means that for the jump (6.14) the Rankine-Hugoniot con
dition is fulfilled as the solution u(t, x) jumps across {xlt = ad. 

Finally, we define on the remainder of the real axis 

J.1.(a) = u~ 

J.1.(a) = u~ 

Va E (-00, f'(u~)], 

Va E [f'(u~), 00). 

These are the only intervals on which J.1. is constant. 

(6.15) 
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Now, (6.13) and (6.15) imply that on (j'(U2;) , f'(U2i+d) we 
have the equality f'(f.L(a)) - a = 0, while on (-00, f'(u?.J) and 
(J'(u~), 00) we have f.L'(a) = O. Combining both, we obtain that 
on JE. \ {ai} it holds 

f'(f.L(a))f.L'(a) - af.L'(a) = O. (6.16) 

From (6.12) we deduce that (taking into account a = x/t) 

'() au -af.L a = t at (t,x), 

f.L'(a) = t~~(t,x), 
which converts (6.16) into 

au , au 
-:oj + f (u)-;- = o. 
ut uX 

This means that u, defined by (6.12), (6.13), (6.15), is a classical 
solution on (JE.+ x JE.) \ {t = aix}. Since the Rankine-Hugoniot 
condition is satisfied on all jumps, we get that u is a weak solution 
to our Riemann problem. 

We show that u is also an entropy solution. Since u is a piecewise 
C 1 function, the entropy inequality is trivially satisfied in domains 
where u E C 1 . If u jumps from the value UL to the value UR, 
UL < UR, as x increases, the Rankine-Hugoniot condition 

(6.17) 

is fulfilled. Moreover, our construction ensures that the graph of f 
lies above the chord connecting the values f(ud and f(UR), i.e., 

f(>"UL + (1 - A)UR) 2': Af(ud + (1 - A)f(UR) , (6.18) 

for A E [0,1]. Setting k == AUL + (1 - A)UR we obtain 

(6.18) 
f(UR) + f(UL) - 2f(k) :::; (2A -l)(j(uR) - f(ud) 

(6.17) 
= 8 (2A - l)(UR - UL) 

8(UL + UR - 2k) 

8 (IUR - kl - IUL - kl) . 

Since UL :::; k :::; UR, the left-hand side can be written as 

sgn(UR - k)(j(UR) - f(k)) - sgn(uL - k)(j(ud - f(k)). 
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Altogether we have shown that 
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S(Tj(UR) - Tj(ud) ;::: q(UR) - q(ud (6.19) 

for a non-smooth entropy-entropy flux pair (cf. (5.2)) 

if(n) = In-kl, 

q(u) = sgn(u - k)(J(u) - J(k)) , 
(6.20) 

with UL :::; k :::; UR. Further, for k :::; UL or UR :::; k, the equality in 
(6.19) follows trivially from (6.17). Therefore, the entropy inequal
ity is satisfied for all Tj( u) = In - kl, k E IR, and corresponding ijs. As 
we have already observed (see e.g. Remark 5.7), this implies that U 

is an entropy solution. We conclude that we have constructed the 
only weak entropy solution of the problem (6.9)-(6.11). 

From the construction one easily deduces that /-l is a monotone 
function, so that lima~O-/-l(a) exists. Moreover, this limit is equal 
to the lowest point at which a global minimum of f on the interval 
[u~, u~l is achieved. In other words, in the case of u~ :::; 'u~ 

/-l(0-) == lim /-l(a) 
0-+0-

= min{z E I[u~, u~] : J(z) :::; J(k) \:j k E I[u~, u~]}. 

Similarly, in the case of u~ ;::: u~ it can be shown that 

/-l(O-) = max{ z E I[u~, n~] : J(k) :::; J(z) \:j k E I[u~, u~]}. 

In both cases we particularly have that for all k E I [/-l(0- ), u~], 

sgn(/-l(O-) - u~)(f(/-l(O-)) - J(k)) ;::: O. (6.21) 

Let u be the solution of the Riemann problem above, but now 
with initial data given by u~, u~. Let us assume that also in this 
situation a condition analogous to (6.21) is fulfilled, namely that 

sgn(ji(O-) - u~)(J(ji(O-)) - J(k)) ;::: 0 (6.22) 

for all k E I [ji(O- ), u~], where 

ji(~) =u(t,x). (6.23) 

From the definition of /-l(0-) and ji(O-) and assumption (6.22) it 
can be seen that 

ji(O-) = /-l(0-) . (6.24) 

Let us show this equality in the case of u~ < u~ < u~. 
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Suppose that (6.24) does not hold. Since ji(O-) E [u~ UO ] and 
o 0 . ' + p(O-) E [u_, u+l are the lowest pomts (of the respective intervals) 

at which a global minimum of f is achieved, the inequality in (6.24) 
would imply that p(O-) ~ [u~,u~]. Consequently, u~ ~ ji(O-) ~ 
u~ ~ p(O-) ~ u~ and f(p(O-)) < f(ji(O-)). On the other hand, 
(6.22) implies f(ji(O-)) ~ f(k) for all k E [ji(O-),u~], which is a 
contradiction for k = p(O-). All remaining cases can be discussed 
similarly. 

Now, since p and ji are constructed using the same nonlinearity 
f (cf. (6.13)-(6.15)), and achieving the same value both in -00 
and 0-, we conclude that 

ji(a) = p(a) I;j a E (-00,0) 

independently on the difference between u~ and u~. 
It follows that the solution u of the Riemann problem corre

sponding to the initial data u~, u~ coincides in (0,00) x (-00,0) 
with the solution u of the Riemann problem with initial data 
u~, u~ if and only if 

sgn(u(t,O-)-u~)(f(u(t,O-))-f(k)) 2:0 (6.25) 

holds for all k E I[u(t, 0-), u~] and t E (0,00) (cf. (6.23)). 
Thus we see that for the 'Riemann' initial-boundary problem 

au + a f (u) = 0 . ( ) ( 0) at ax m 0,00 x -00, , 

u(O, x) = U O on (-00,0) , (6.26) 

u(t,O)=u D on (0,00), 

uO = const., uD = const., the boundary condition u(t,O) = uD 

considered in the sense of (6.25) ensures the uniqueness of the 
entropy solution. In this special case there are only two possibilities: 
if u( t, 0) = u D for all t E (0,00), (6.25) is satisfied trivially. On the 
other hand, if u(t,O) -I uD , our construction ensures that u(t,O) 
is determined by (6.25) uniquely, independently of the prescribed 
value u D (cf. Lemma 7.24). 

The aim of this section was to convince the reader that the 
heuristically developed condition (6.25) plays a crucial role in the 
problem of uniqueness. We will see that in the general situation 
the formulation of a well-posed boundary value problem will be an 
infinitesimal copy of the one above. 
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As it turns out, the problem of uniqueness is more important 
than the problem of existence in the context of bounded domains. 
Therefore, we will study the problem of uniqueness in the following 
section. After that, an existence result will be presented. 

2.7 Uniqueness in bounded domains 

First of all we need a new notion, namely that of a so-called bound
ary entropy-entropy flux pair. 

Definition 7.1 The pair (H, Q), Q = (Ql,"" Qd), H, Qj E 
C2 (lR2 ) is called a boundary entropy-entropy flux pair if and 
only if for all w E lR, (H (', w), Q (', w)) is an entropy-entropy flux 
pair in the sense of Definition 3.22 and H, Q satisfy 

H(w,w) =0, Q(w,w) =0, chH(w,w) =0. 

Here, ch H denotes the partial derivative with respect to the first 
variable. 

Next we will give a definition of a weak solution to the initial
boundary value problem (6.1). This definition as well as the inter
pretation of boundary entropy-entropy flux pairs will be discussed 
later. In particular, Lemma 7.24 will show that Definition 7.2 is 
really motivated by the considerations from the previous section. 

Definition 7.2 Let uO E LOO(fl), u D E LOO(r), fECi (lR)d. We 
say that u is a weak solution of the initial-boundary value problem 
(6.1) if and only if 

u E LOO(QT) ' (7.3) 

and satisfies: 

• the conservation law and the entropy condition in the sense 

J a~ a~ 
7)(u)-a + qi(U)-a . dxdt ;::: 0 

Qr t x, 
(7.4) 

for all ~ E Do (QT), ~ ;::: 0 and all entropy-flux pairs (7), q); 
• the boundary condition u D E LOO(f) in the sense 

esslim r Q(u(r+sv(r)),uD (r))·v(r)(3(r)dr;:::O (7.5) 
s~o- ir 

for all (3 E U (r), (3 ;::: 0 almost everywhere, and all boundary 
entropy-entropy flux pairs (H, Q); 
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• the initial condition '110 E L=(0,) in the sense 

esslim f1u(t,x)-U,0(.T)ldx=0. (7.6) 
t---->o+ in 

Remark 7.7 Note that the weak formulation (6.2) of the conser
vation law (6,lh is included in (7.4), Indeed, for a special choice 
of 'fI = ± Id one obtains (6.2) for all non-negative test functions. 
Equation (6.2) then follows by the usual method of splitting any 
test function into its positive and negative parts which are molli
fied appropriately. For further details see also Remark 7.22. The 
condition (7.6) is quite usual (see for example KRUZKOV [1970, Def
inition 1]). On the other hand, the boundary condition (7.5) was 
introduced by OTTO [1992]. The formulation of (7.5) is motivated 
heuristically (see previous section). However, we will see that it has 
a precise mathematical interpretation, which corresponds to our 
understanding of boundary conditions (see Lemma 7.24, Lemma 
7.26), 

Remark 7.8 

• Let k E lR be arbitrary but fixed, Define, for e E N, the entropy
entropy flux pair ('fie, qe) by 

'fIe(z) == ((z - k)2 + (~r) 1/2 
1 

e' 

qe(z) == 1z 'fI~(r)f'(r)dr, 
Obviously, ('fie, qe) converges uniformly, as e ---.. 00, to a non
smooth entropy-entropy flux pair 

where 

(lz - kl, F(z, k)), 

{ 
f(k) - f(z) 

F z k = ( , ) - f(z) - f(k) 
for z :::::: k, 

for z 2: k, 

Define a boundary entropy-entropy flux pair (He, Qe) by 

He(z, w) == (( dist(z, I[w, k]))2 + G rr/2 
- ~ , 

Qe(z, w) == LZ fh He ().., W)fl ()..) d)" , 

(7.9) 

(7,10) 
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where I[w, k] is the closed interval with end points w, k. Obvi
ously, this sequence converges uniformly, as £ --+ 00, to 

(dist (z, I [w, k]), F(z, w, k)) 

where FE C(JR3 )<I is given by 

F(z, w, k) == 

f(w) - f(z) 

o 
f(z) - f(k) 

f(k) - f(z) 

o 
f(z) - f(w) 

for z < w } 
for w :S z :S k 

for k :S z 

for z < k } 
for k :S z :S w 

for w ~ z 

• Assume 9 E LOO(O, 6). Then we have 

and w :S k, 

and w 2:: k. 

(7.11) 

11/ n 

liminf 17, g(t) dt 2:: essliminf g(t), 
n~oo 0 t~O+ 

where essliminft~o+ g(t) == limn~ooessinf{o,l/n) g(t). Indeed, 
we have for almost every t E (0, lin) 

and thus 

9 ( t) 2:: ess inf 9 ( t ) 
(O,l/n) 

11/ n 

17, g(t) dt 2:: essinf g(t) 
o (O,l/n) 

and the assertion follows. 
• Similarly we get 

limsup nl1/ng(t)dt:S ess lim sup g(t). 
n~oo 0 t~O+ 

Therefore, combining the above results, we obtain the following 
assertion: if for 9 E L=(0,6) there exists esslimt~o+ g(t), we 
have 

i1/ n 

lim n g(t)dt = esslim g(t). 
n----+CXJ • 0 t---+O+ 

Some interesting consequences of (7.4)-(7.6) are collected in the 
following lemma. 
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Lemma 7.12 Let F and :F be deEned by (7.9) and (7.11), re
spectively. 

• Let u E £,X) (QT) satisfy (7.4); then 

i T orp orp r lu - kl-;::;- + Fi (u, k) -;:;- dx dt 2: 0 o in ut uXi 
(7.13) 

for all rp E D(QT), rp 2: 0, and all k E JR. 

• Let u E LOO(QT) satisfy (7.4), (7.6); then 

rT r orp orp r - io in lu - klFt + Fi(u, k) OXi dx dt :::; in luo - klrp(O) dx 

- ess lim inf r F(u(r + sv), k) . v(r)rp(r) dr 
8-->0- ir 

(7.14) 
for all rp E D(JR x JRd), rp 2: 0, and all k E JR. 

• Let u E LOO(QT) satisfy (7.5); then 

ess lim r :F ( u (r + s v (r) ), u D (r), k) . v (r) (3 (r) dr 2: 0 
8-0- ir (7.15) 

for all (3 E U (r), (3 2: 0 almost everywhere, and all k E JR. 

PROOF: The proofs of the first and the third assertion follow 
from the first part of Remark 7.S. 

It remains to show the second statement. In order to make the 
argument simpler, we restrict ourselves to the case of a half-space, 
i.e., 

f! = {x = (X',Xd) E JRd-l X JR;xd < O}, 

v = (0, ... ,0,1) , 

f = (O,T) X JRd- 1, r = (t,x') E f, 

QT = {p = (r,xd);r E f,Xd < O}. 

The general case can be obtained by the usual covering argument, 
i.e., by considering that of! can be locally replaced by the border 
of a half-space. Notice that in this case we get an additional depen
dence of the nonlinearity on the space variable x, but this implies 
no additional substantial difficulties and the argument follows the 
same lines. 
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Let (17, q) be an entropy-entropy flux pair and let us define 
/In,n E N, by 

for t 2': -Xd, Xd E (-l/n,O), 

for Xd ::; -t, t E (0, lin) , 

for Xd = 0, t 2': 0 or t = 0, Xd::; 0, 

for Xd ::; -lin, t 2': lin. 

Let cP E V(IR X IRd), cP 2': 0 and use CPn == cpf3n as a test function in 
(7.4). We obtain: 

{T ( [acp af3n] [ acp af3n] 
0::; Jo Jo1](u) atf3n+CP7Jt +qi(U) ax/n+CPaXi dxdt 

== 11 + ... + 14 . 

(7.16) 
Note that f3n is not smooth enough to be a test function in a 
classical sense. Nevertheless, (7.16) is meaningful, as the derivatives 
of f3n are defined almost everywhere on QT. 

loe 
Since f3n =4 1 (uniformly on compact sets, as n -. 00) and cP has 

compact support, we have, for the first and third integral in (7.16), 

. lTi acp iT] acp hm 1](u)-a f3n dx dt = 1](u)-a dx dt, 
n-+oo 0 0 too t 

lTi acp lTi acp lim qi(U)-a f3n dxdt = qi(U)-a . dxdt. 
n-+oo 0 0 x, 0 0 x, 

From the definition of f3n it is clear that we can consider 

af3n = { n 
at 0 

and therefore 

for Xd ::; -t, t E (0, lin), 

elsewhere, 

{lin J-t { 
12 =n Jo -00 JRd-l1](U(t,X)) cp(t,X) dx'dXddt 

tin JO ( 
=n Jo _ooJ~"_l1](U(t,x))cp(t,x)dx'dxddt 

- n 1l/n i~ Ld-l 17(U(t, X)) cp(t, X) dx' dXd dt 

== h + 16 . 

(7.17) 
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We show that the integral 16 tends to zero for n -+ 00. Indeed, 

Ihl :::; n l l
/

n l:/n i,,-, 11](u(t, x)) <p(t, x)1 dx' dXd dt 
(7.18) 

1 
:::; n 2cO -+ 0 as n -+ 00, 

n 

where 

Co == cO(1],<p, Ilull oo ) < 00. 

Further we have 

Is =n l l
/

n in 1](u(t,x)) <p(t,x) dxdt 

(lin 
== n Jo g(t) dt. 

Note that esslimt~o+ g(t) = 10, 1](UO) <p(0) dx exists thanks to (7.6) 
and therefore due to the third part of Remark 7.8 we have 

lim n {lin ( 1]( u( t, x)) <p( t, x) dx dt = ( 1]( uO)<p(O) dx. (7.19) 
n~oo Jo J0, J0, 

The integral 14 can be treated in a similar way. Using 

of3n = { -nv; 
ox; 0 

for t ~ -Xd, Xd E (-I/n,O), 

elsewhere, 

we find 

14 = -n 1° 1T { v;q;(u(t, x)) <p(t,x) dx' dtdxd 
-lin -x" JW!.,,-, 

= -n 1° {T { v;q;(u(t, x)) <p(t,x)dx' dtdxd 
-lin Jo JW!.,,-, 

- n 1° rXd ( v;q;(u(t, x)) <p(t, x) dx' dt dXd 
-lin Jo JW!.d-' 

Again we can show that (cf. (7.18)) 

lim 18 = 0 (7.20) 
n~oo 
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and rewrite h as 
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From the second part of Remark 7.8 and r = (0, T) X lE,d-l it 
follows that 

liminfjO iT /' nViqi(1l(t,x',Xd))cp(t,x',Xd)dx'dtdxd 
n-oo -lin 0 '/[11.,/-1 

2: esslim inf /' qi(1l(r + SV))ViCP(r) dr (7.21) 
8-0- ./r 

+essliminf /' Qi(1l(r+811))Vi(cp(r+811)-cp(r))dr, 
8-0- Jr 

where the last term is zero due to the smoothness of cp. Hence, 
from (7.16)-(7.21) we have 

0::; iT /' 17(1l)aaCP +Qi(1l)aacp dxdt o./n t x, 

+ ( 17( 1l0)cp(0) dx - ess lim inf /' Qi (1l(r + sv) )ViCP(r) dr , ./n 8-0- ./r 
which is (7.14) for smooth entropy flux pairs. Using now the ap
proximation of (Iz - kl,F(z,k)) defined in Remark 7.8, we easily 
obtain the assertion. _ 

Remark 7.22 Note that also in the case of a bounded domain, 
(7.13) together with 1l E LOO (QT) imply the integral identity 

iT 1 a1jJ a1jJ 'u- + Ji(1l)- dxdt = 0 
o n at aXi 

(7.23) 

for all 1jJ E D( QT ). Indeed, since the smooth function cp 2: 0 in 
(7.13) can be chosen arbitrarily, it is obvious that (7.13) for k = 
±/I1lll oo implies (7.23). 

The following lemma connects our understanding of the bound
ary conditions in the sense of (7.5) with the condition (6.21), cf. 
assertion no. 5 of the following lemma. 

Lemma 7.24 Let 1lD E LOO(r) and 1l E LOO(QT) be given. Fur
ther, let u assume some boundary value 1l TEL 00 (r) in the sense 

ess lim /' lu (r + S 1I ( T )) - U T ( r ) I dT = 0 . 
s--->o- ./r 
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Then the following statements are equivalent: 

1. (U,U D) sa,tisfy (7,5); 
2. (u, u D) satisfy (7.15); 
3. for 1-(d-almost a11 11 rEf and all entropy-entropy flux pairs (77, q) 

we have 

q(uT(r)) . v(r) 2: 0 

provided that r/(uD(r)) = 0 and q(uD(r)) = 0; 
4. for 7-{d-almost all rEf we have 

:F(uT(r), uD(r), k) . v(r) 2: 0 

for all k E IR; 
5. for 7-{d-aJmost all rEf we have 

sgn(uT(r) - uD(r))(f(uT(r))· v(r) - f(k)· v(r)) 2: 0 

for all k E I [ U T ( r ) , u D (r ) ] . 

PROOF: 

The implication '1 =} 2' was proved in Lemma 7.12. 
'2 =} 4': From the assumptions and (7.15) it follows for fixed 

k E IR that 

1r :F ( U T , U D (r), k) . v (r) (3 (r) dr 

= e;~g~ 1r :F (u (r + s v (r) ), u D (r), k) . v (r) (3 (r) dr 2: 0 

for all (3 E Ll (f), (3 2: 0 almost everywhere. Therefore, there is a 
set E, 7-{d(E) = 0, such that 

:F(uT(r),uD(r),k),v(r)2:O 'VkEQ, 'VrEf\E. 

This and properties of :F imply 4. 
The implication '4 =} 5' follows immediately from the definition 

ofF. 
'5 =} 3': For an entropy-entropy flux pair (77, q) with 77'(w) = 0, 

q(w) = 0 we get 

q(z) = i Z 

77" (>.)(f(z) - f(>')) d>.. 

This formula shows that 5 implies 3. 

II By Hd we denote the d-dimensional Hausdorff measure. 
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'3 ~ 1': For all boundary entropy fluxes Q and f3 E L1 (r), f3 2: 0 
almost everywhere, we obviously get 

0:::; 1r Q(uT(r),uD(r))' v(r) f3(r) dr 

=esslim r Q(u(r+sv(r)),uD(r)) ·v(r)f3(r)dr, 
8-->0- lr 

which is (7.5). • 
Remark 7.25 The formulation of statement no. 5 of the previ
ous lemma corresponds to the formulation of the boundary value 
problem in BARDOS, LE Roux AND NEDELEC [1979]; compare it 
also to (6.21). Statement no. 3 is a special case of the 'boundary 
entropy condition' due to DUBOIS AND LE FLOCH [1988, Theorem 
1.1]. Note that both 3 and 5 need the existence of a trace uT • 

All statements of the previous lemma are equivalent only in the 
case that the existence of a trace uT is assumed, despite the fact 
that some of the statements do not involve uT • In the following 
two lemmas we will see that there is a subset f D C f, depending 
on f, on which the existence of u T = llD can be deduced from 
(7.5). Moreover, there is a subset fN C f, depending on f, on 
which the boundary condition (7.5) is trivially satisfied (see Lemma 
7.27). Compare also the definition of fD and fN to (6.7), (6.8), 
respecti vely. 

Let fECI (lR)d. Define the Borel sets f D, f N C f by 

fN = {r E f, the function 'x f-+ f(x)· v(r)' is non-decreasing}, 

fD = {r E f, the function 'x f-+ f(x)· v(r)' is decreasing}. 

Lemma 7.26 For every u E LOO(QT), llD E LOO(f) satisfying 
(7.5), we have 

esslim r 11l(r+sv(r))-·uD(r)ldr=O, 
8-->0- lrv 

with f D defined above. 

PROOF: Let us use (7.5) with the boundary entropy-entropy flux 
pair (He, Qel defined by 

He(z,w) == ((Z - w)2 + G)2y/2 ~, 

Qe(z,w) == lZ 81 He(>",w) f'(>..) d>... 
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Letting e -7 00 we obtain 

e;~y~n i F(u(r + S v(r)), uD(r)) . v(r) /3(r) dr ~ 0 

for all /3 E Ll(r), /3 ~ 0 almost everywhere. Using the characteris
tic function of the set f D as a test function /3 we obtain 

F(z,w)· v(r) = -If(z)· v(r) - f(w)· v(r)1 

for all (z,w) E IR2 and all r E fD. Therefore, there is an HI-null 
set E such that 

s~W~ t If(u(r + s v(r))) . v(r) - f(uD(r)) . v(r)1 dr = 0 
srt E D 

and for a subsequence of {se}t C (-00,0) \ E, still denoted St, 

lim f(u(r + St v(r))) . v(r) = f(l1D(r)) . v(r) for a.a. r E fD . 
C-4OO 

Due to the monotonicity of f· v(r) on fD we get 

lim u(r + Sf v(r)) = uD(r) for a.a. r E fD. 
t-400 

Using the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem we conclude 
that 

lim r lu(r + S£ v(r)) - uD(r)1 dr = O. 
£-400 liD 

• 
Lemma 7.27 For every u E LOO(QT) and u D E LOO(f) we have 

ess lim r Q (u (r + S v ( r ) ) , U D ( r )) . v ( r) /3 ( r) dr ~ 0 
S-40~ liN 

for all /3 E LI (r), /3 ~ 0 almost everywhere, and all bound
ary entropy-entropy flux pairs (H, Q). Here, fN is defined before 
Lemma 7.26. 

PROOF: Due to the definition of a boundary entropy-entropy flux 
pair we have 

Q(w,w) = 0, 8I H(w,w) = 0, 

and therefore 

Q(z, w) = LZ 81H()", w) f'()..) d)", 

sgn().. - w) 81H()", w) ~ O. 
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Finally, if r ErN, we have f' (>.) . v(r) for all >. E IE.. Hence, 

Q(z,w)· v(r) = 1z 
a1 H(>',w) f/(>.). v(r) d>' 2: 0, 

tv 

which implies the assertion. • 
Now we will formulate two theorems which we will prove in the 

remainder of this section. The £I-contraction property, proved in 
the first theorem, implies uniqueness of weak solutions and the 
second theorem gives an equivalent formulation of (7.4)-(7.6). 

Theorem 7.28 (Uniqueness) Let fECI (IE.)d and let F be 
defined by (7.9). Let (U,i'U,P,U,~) E (L=(QT) x Loo(r) x L=(n)), 
·i = 1,2, satisfy (7.3)-(7.6). Then 

-iT r 1U,1 - u,2Iaa/3 + F;(U,I,U2 )aa/3 dxdt ° 10 t x, 

:S LIu,?-nglf3(0)dX+ 1r diam(f.v,I[np,n?]);3dr 

(7.29) 

holds for all;3 E D((-oo,T) x IE.d), where 

cliam (f· v(r),I[u,p(r), u,?(r)]) 

= sup{lf(zd . v(r) - f(Z2) . v(r)l; ZI,':2 E I[u,p(r), n?(r)]} . 

Moreover, for almost all t E (0, T) we have 

L 1U,I(t) - u,2(t)1 dx :s L Iu,? -ugl dx 

+ M t j' Iu,P - u,? I dr ds , 
.J ° 80 

(7.30) 

where M is the constant of Lipschitz continuity of f, restricted on 
the ball with radius max{llu,ill=, IluPlloo, 11u,~1100}. 

Theorem 7.31 Provided that (u,uD,nO) E (Loo(QT) x Loo(r) x 
Loo (n)), the formulation (7.4)-(7.6) is equivalent to the statement 
that 

j 'T i 3(3 a;3 
- H(u" k)-a + Qi(U, k)-a . dxdt ° . 0 t x, 

:s LH(U,O,k);3(O)dX+M t H (u,D,k);3dr 

(7.32) 
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holds for all;3 E V(( -00, T) x JRd), (3 2: 0, k E JR, and all boundary 
entropy-entropy flux pairs (H, Q). 

Again, M is the constant of Lipschitz continuity of f, restricted 
on the ball with radius max{llull oo , IluDlloo, IluOll oo }. 

Remark 7.33 

• Let us emphasize that due to Theorem 7.31, the statements 
(7.4)-(7.6) are formulated weakly enough to be stable under L1_ 
convergence. That is, if (ue, up, u~) is a sequence of solutions 
which converges in L1 as e -+ 00, then the limit (u,uD,uO) also 
satisfies (7.4)-(7.6). On the other hand, the formulation (7.4)
(7.6) is strong enough to ensure uniqueness and even more, con
tinuous dependence on the data (see Theorem 7.28) . 

• Theorem 7.31 implies the following maximum principle: 

supu:::; max(supuD, supuo), 
QT r 0 

inf u 2: min(inf uD, inf uo) . 
QT r 0 

Indeed, using (7.32) with the boundary entropy-entropy flux pair 

where 

He(z,k)=== ((maX(Z-k,0))2+G)2r/2 -~, 
Qe(z,k) === l z 81 He()..., k) f'()...) d)'" 

k = max (supuD,supUO) 
r 0 

and letting e -+ 00, we obtain 

iTl ~ ~ max(u - k, 0)-;- + Ft(u, k)-~--dxdt 2: 0, ° 0 vt VX t 

where 
+ _ {f(Z) -f(k) for z 2: k, 

F (z,k)= f k o or z:::; . 

In particular, for (3(t, x) = a(th(x), "( = 1 on n, we have 

faT L max(u(t, x) - k, 0) dx a' (t) dt 2: 0 
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for all a E '0(( -00, T)), a ~ 0, and thus 

l max(u(t, x) - k, 0) dx = 0 for a.a. t E (0, T) . 

• If the existence of a weak solution to (7.4)--(7.6) for smooth 
boundary and initial data has already been proved, we will be 
able to show that the problem is solvable under only the assump
tion that 11. D , 11.0 are L 00 - functions. Let us sketch the proof ofthis 
statement: for given u D E Loo(r), 'uo E L=([2), let up E Co(r), 
u~ E CO'([2) be such that 

lim up = ltD 
£->00 

lim u~ = 11.0 
£->00 

in L1 (f) , 

in L1 ([2) . 

Knowing that our problem is solvable for smooth data, we also 
know that due to the second part of Theorem 7.28, the solutions 
{ue} form a Cauchy sequence in £1 (QT ). Moreover, due to the 
maximum principle, they are bounded in L 00 (QT ). Therefore, 
there is a 7l E Loo (QT) such that 

limu£=u inL1(QT)' 
£->= 

Due to the first part of Remark 7.33, this u solves (7.4)-(7.6). 

In order to prove Theorems 7.28 and 7.31, we need some lemmas. 

Lemma 7.34 Let (H, Q) be a boundary entropy-entropy flux 
pair and let u E Loo (QT) satisfy 

iT 1 a'Y a'Y 
H(u, k)-a + Qi(U, k)-a dxdt ~ 0 

o 0 t Xi 
(7.35) 

for all 'Y E 'O( QT ), 'Y ~ 0 and all k E lit Then there is a set E of 
Lebesgue measure zero, such that 

sl!.rr!- i Q(1l(T + .5 v(r)), v D (r)) . v(r) (3(1') dr 
sf{: E 

exists for all (3 E L1 (r), f3 ~ 0 almost everywhere, and all v D E 
Loo(r). 

Moreover, ifu additionally satisfies for some 1lD E LCXJ(f) 

i T I a'Y a'Y l - H(1l, k)-a + Qi(l1, k)-a .. dxdt :S M H(1lD, khdr 
o . 0 t .I,. , r (7.36) 
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for all 'I E V((O, T) x ffi.d), 'I 2 ° and all k E ffi., where M is constant 
of Lipschitz continuity of f, then 

e;,~g~ i Q(u(1' + s v(1')), uD(r)) . v(1') 13(1') d1' 2 ° 
for all 13 E L1 (r), 13 2 ° almost everywhere. 

PROOF: In order to simplify the argument, we again restrict 
ourselves to the case of half-space, i.e., 

n = {x = (x', s) E ffi.d-1 X ffi.; s == Xd < O} . 

Then we have (cf. the proof of Lemma 7.12): 

v=(O, ... ,O,l)Effi.d , 

an = ffi.d-1 x {O}, r = (O,T) x ffi.d - 1 , l' = (t,x') E r, 
Qr = {p = (1', s); r E r , s < O}. 

Let w E Q and cp E V(r), cp 2 0, be arbitrary but fixed. We 
denote 

17(Z) == H(z, w), q(z) == Q(z, w) . 

Then for '1(1',05) = 13(1') 0:(05) we obtain from (7.35): 

_jO r q(u(r,05)).v f3 (1')d1'O:'(S)do5::;cjO o:(s)ds 
-00 1, -00 (7.37) 

for all 0: E V( (-00,0)), 0: 2: 0, where 

C = ess sup [17(u)[ r I ~ I d1' + esssup [q(u)[ r [\7 x,f3[ dr. 
QT 1, t QT 1, 

Using partial integration of the left-hand side of (7.37) and 0: 2 ° 
we see that the function 

05 I--> t q(u(1', s)) . v 13(1') d1' - Cs, (7.38) 

after a possible modification on a set of zero measure, is non
increasing on (-00,0). On the other hand we have 

essliminf r q(u(1', 05)) ·vf3(r)d1' 2: -esssup[q(u)[ r f3(1')d1'. 
s~o- 1, QT 1, 
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From the monotonicity and the boundedness from below we infer 
that 

esslim r q(u(r,s)) ·v{3(r)dr 
HO- Jr 

exists. Provided that (7.36) is fulfilled, we get 

-[Oool q(u(r,s)) ·v{3(r)dra'(s)ds 

::; C [°
00 

a(s)ds+M lr7(U D(r)) (3(r) dra(O) 

(7.39) 

for all a E V(JR), a ~ O. Now the special choice of an(s) = (ns + 
l)X(1/n,O) (mollified properly) and (7.39) imply for n -* 00 that 

e~:~~ l q(u(r, s)) . v (3(r) dr ~ -M l 7](u D (r)) (3(r) dr . 

In what follows the consequences of this inequality will appear in 
parentheses. 

Let J C V(r) be a countable set of non-negative functions such 
that for all {3 E £1 (r), {3 ~ 0 almost everywhere, there is a sequence 
{{3e}i C J such that 

lim {3£ = (3 in U(r). 
£-00 

Thus 

lim r q(u(r, 8)) . V (3£(r) dr = r q(u(r, 8)) . V (3(r) dr-i-oo Jr Jr 

uniformly in s E (-00,0) and 

Due to (7.39) there is a set Ew of measure zero (recall that 7] and 
q depend on w), such that for all (3 E J 

s~W- 1, q(u(r-, s)) . v f3(r-) dr (2: -M 1, 7](u D (r)) (3(r) dr) 
sf/:.E,,, 

exists. Of course, this can be extended to functions f3 E £ 1 (r), 
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{3 2: 0 almost everywhere, and therefore 

Ew-i Q(u(r, S), w) . v {3(1") dr 
srt E 

( 2: -M i H(uD(1"), w) {3(r) dr) 

(7.40) 

exists for all {3 E L1 (r), {3 2: 0 almost everywhere, and all w E Q. 
Now let v D E LOO(r) and {3 E L1 (r), {3 2: 0 be given. Further, 

let {vP} be a sequence of simple functions with values in Q such 
that 

1· D D . r 1m ve = v a.e. III . 
e~oo 

Thus (7.40) holds for all w = vp. On the other hand we have 

lim r Q(u(r, s), vp(1")) . v {3(1") dr 
£~oo ir 

= l Q(u(r, s), vD(r)) . v (3(1") dr 

uniformly in s E (-00,0) and 

lim r H(uD(r),vp(r)) (3(r) dr = r H(uD(r),vD(r))(3(r)dr. 
£~oo ir ir 

Altogether we get that 

s~w-1r Q(u(1", s), vD(r)) . v (3(r) d1" 
srf;E 

( 2: -M 1r H(uD(1"), vD(r))(3(r) dr) 

exists, which implies the assertions of Lemma 7.34. 

iT[ a(3 a{3 [ - lu - kl- + Fi(u, k)-a dxdt::; luO - kl {3(0) dx 
° n at Xi n 

for all (3 E V(( -00, T) x r2), (3 2: 0, and all k E JR. Then we have 

ess lim r lu(t, x) - uO(x)1 dx = O. 
t~O+ in 

• 
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PROOF: With the same methods as in the previous lemma we 
show 

ess lim sup f lu(t, x) - kl;3(x) dx::; f luo(x) - kl;3(x) dx 
t~O+ In In 

for all ;3 E £1 (f!), ;3 :2: 0 almost everywhere, and all k E Q. Thus, 
we conclude that 

esslimsup f lu(t,x) -vO(x)ldx::; f luO(x) -vo(x)ldx 
t~O+ In In 

for all VO E L=(f!) and the assertion follows. • 
Now we are ready to prove both main theorems of this section. 

PROOF (of Theorem 7.28): Again we will show the theorem only 
in the case of a half-space, where v == v(r) for all rEf. We use 
the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 7.34. 

Let u be a solution of (7.4) and let 

( 
1 ) 1/2 1 

He(z,w) = (z - W)2 + fi2 e' 

Qe(z,w) = iZ 31He()..,w) f'()..) d)" 

be a boundary entropy-entropy flux pair. Lemma 7.34 now implies 
that there is a set E of measure zero such that the limit 

lim f F (u(r,s),vD(r)).v;3(r)dr (7.42) 
s~O- Jr 
sr£E 

exists for all ;3 E £1 (f), ;3 :2: 0 almost everywhere, and all vD E 
L=(r). Now let (u, uD ) satisfy (7.4), (7.5) and therefore, due to 
Lemma 7.12, also (7.13), (7.15). From the obvious relation 

2:F ( Z , w, k) = F ( Z, w) - F ( k, w) + F ( z, k) , (7.43) 

and (7.42), (7.15) we get 

-esslim f F (u(r,s),k).v;3(r)dr 
s~O- Jr 

::; ~~~~~ 1 F(u(r, s), uD(r)) . v ;3(r) dr 

-I F (k,u D(r)),v(3(r)dr 
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for all 13 E L1(r), 13 2 0 almost everywhere, and all k E JR. This 
and (7.13) give 

-- rT r lu _ kl 8f3 + Fi(u, k) 813 dx dt io ill 8t 8Xi 

:::; esslim r F(u(r,s),uD(r)). v/3(r)dr (7.44) 
8-+0- i, 

-l F(k, uD(r)) . vf3(r) dr 

for all 13 E V((O, T) x JRd), 13 2 0 and all k E JR. 
Now let (Ui,UP,U~)i=1,2 be two solutions of (7.3)-(7.6). From 

(7.42) we infer that there exist Bi,j E LOO(r), such that for all 
13 E L1 (r), 13 2 0 almost everywhere, 

esslim f F(ui(r,s),uf(r)),vf3(r)dr= r Bi,j(r)f3(r)dr. 
8-+0- i, i, 

Note that we are using the convention f3 (r) = 13 (r, 0) on r (see also 
(7.44)). Let p E V(JRd+1 ) be a symmetric mollifier and set 

f3c(p,p) = f3(P; P)Pc(p - p) Vp,p E QT 

for given f3 E V((O, T) x JRd), 13 2 O. Hold P E QT fixed and replace 
in (7.44) (u, uD) by (U1' un, k by U2(P) and 13 by f3c(-,p), After 
integration over p E QT we get 
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Changing the role of '1h and U2, and of p and p, we get 

-~ ( ( {1'U2(P)-Ul(P)I°!:3(P+P) 
2 JQTJQT ot 2 

+ Fi (U2 (p), Ul (p)) ::i (P ; P) } PE (p - p) dp dp 

+ ( ( {I U2(P) _'ul(p)lo~C(p_p) 
JQTJQT 

o -
+ Fi (U2(p), Ul (p)) o~: (p - p) }!:3(P; P) dpdp 

:S ( ( B2,2(f)!:3(P;f)Pc(p-f)dfdp 
JQTJr 

- ( ( F(udp),u?(f)) ,v!:3(P+f)pe:(P-f)dfdP' JQTJr 2 

Adding these two inequalities we note that the integrals obtaining 
~ and ~ vanish. Now, we are about to show that 

Denote 

Further, denote 

6.p == p - p 

and 

Qtlp == {p E QT : p - 6.p E QT} . 
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Then 

Therefore we get the estimate 

- 11 8 (3 1 8(3 I 111 I :::; ess sup IUl (p) - U2(p)1 sup -8 (p - -/lp) - -8 (p) 
(p,p)EQ~ l~pl<c Q t 2 t 

+ MI\7(3(p - ~/lp) - \7(3(p) I dp 

+ sup r IU2 (p - /lp) - U2 (p) I {I 88(3 (P) I + MI\7 (3(p) I } dp 
l~pl<c JQ L>.l' t 

+ es~~up IUl - u21.£J~~ (p)1 + MI\7(31 dxdt , 

where 

Qf: = {(r,s) E QT: -c < s < O}. 

This gives (7.45). 
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The same argument implies that 

Next, we have that 

. 1 (r + P) - - 1 hm (3 -- PE(r - p) dp = - (3(r) , 
E-+O+ QT 2 2 
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uniformly in r E r. Note that the factor 1/2 on the right-hand side 
occurs since r E r are boundary points of a half-space. 

Using this result, we can calculate the following two limits: 

and 

lim { { (}1,dr)(3(r+2P)pc(r-p)drdP 
E-+O+ JQT Jr 

= ~ 1 (}l,l (r) (3(r) dr 

lim { { (}2,2(r)(3(p+r)PE(p-r)drdp 
0-+0+ JQT Jr 2 

= ~ 1 (}2,2(r) (3(r) dr . 

Further, we show that 

lim { { F(U I (P),uf(r))·v(3(p+r)PE(p-r)drdP 
E-+O+ JQT Jr 2 

1 /. = 2" (}1,2(r) (3(r) dr . 
. r 

(7.4 7) 

(7.48) 

(7.49) 
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Indeed, we can write 

~ == loT l F(Ul (p), u!j(f)) . v (3(P; f) PE(P - f) dfdp 

-~ l (h,2(r) (3(r) dr 

= lOX) L,/E(S, 6.r) l F(Ul(r, S), u!j(r - 6.r)) . v 

x {(3(r - ~6.r, ~S) - (3(r, O)} dr d6.r ds 

+ 1° r PE(s,6.r) r {F(Ul(r,s),u!j(r - 6.r)) 
-CXJ J1JI. d Jr 

-F(Ul(r,s),u!j(r))} ·v(3(r,O)drd6.rds 

+1°. r PE(s,6.r)d6.r{ r F(Ul(r,s),u!j(r))·v 
-CXJ J1JI.d Jr 

x (3(r, 0) dr -l e1,2(r)(3(r) dr} ds 

and thus we get that I~I is less than or equal to 

M esssup IU1(p)-u!j(r)1 sup rl(3(r-~6.r)-(3(r)ldr 
2 pEQT,rEr Itlrl<E Jr 2 

+ M sup r lu!j(r - 6.r) - u!j(r)1 (3(r) dr 
2 Itlrl<E Jr 

+sup r p(s,6.r)d6.r~JO I r F(ul(r,s),u!j(r))'v 
8<0 J1JI. d E -E Jr 

x (3(r, 0) dr - l e1,2(r) (3(r) drl ds 

which proves (7.49). 

Similarly, we get 

lim r r F(U2(P), up(r)).v (3(1' +2 P)p(r - p) dr dp 
0-.0+ JQT Jr 

= ~ Ir e2,1 (r) (3(r) dr . 

(7.50) 
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Altogether from (7.45)-(7.50) we obtain 

125 

If one discusses the cases, one easily sees that for all Zl, Z2, WI, W2 E 
IR the inequality 

2 II: (-l)i+ jF(zi, Wj) . vi ::; 2 diam (f . V,I[Wl' W2]) 
t,)=l 

holds and thus we have for all s E (-00,0) 

2 

li~l (_l)i+ j l F(Ui(r, s), uf(r)) v /1(r) drl 

::; 2l diam (f . v, I [UP, U?]) /3 dr . 

Letting s ---- 0- we get 

2 I I: (_l)i+ j 1 Bi,j(r) /3(r) dr\ ::; 21 diam (f. v,I[uf, u?]) /3 dr, 
i,j=l r r 

and therefore we have 

-iT r lUI -1t2Iaa/3 + Fi(Ul,U2)aa/3 dxdt o in t X t 

::; l diam(f.v,I[uP,u?])/3(r)dr 

for all /3 E V( (0, T) X IRd ), /3 ;::: O. Assertion (7.29) is obtained by 
this inequality and (7.6). Note that the integral term with /3(0) is 
obtained by the same procedure as in Lemma 7.12. 

If we now restrict ourselves in (7.29) to test functions IX which 
are functions of t only and if we US{~ 

cliam (f(r)· v,I[up(r),u?(r)]) ::; Mluf(r) -u?(r)1 Vr E r, 
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we obtain 

-iT i lUI (t, x) - U2(t, x)1 dx a' (t) dt 

::; i Iu?(x) - u~(x)1 dxa(O) 

+M fT f lup(t,y)-uf(t,y)ldya(t)dt Jo Jao 

for all a E D((-oo,T)), a ~ O. This obviously gives (7.30), if 
one uses the sequence of test functions an(O) = an(t + lin) = 
O,an(s) == 1 on [l/n,t], an piecewise linear, appropriately molli
fied. _ 

PROOF (of Theorem 7.31): 
The implication '(7.32) => (7.4)-(7.6) ': Let (1], q) be an entropy

entropy flux pair. The function u is bounded and therefore we can 
assume that 1] attains a minimum at some ko E lIt Then of course 

H(z, k) = 1](z - k + ko) -1](ko) , 

Q(z, k) = q(z - k + ko) - q(ko) , 

is a boundary entropy-entropy flux pair and thus we get 

i T 1 a'Y a'Y - 1](U)-a + qi(U)-a . dx dt ° 0 t x, 

iT 1 a'Y a'Y = - H(u, k)-a + Qi(U, k)-a . dxdt::; 0 ° 0 t x, 

for all 'Y E D(QT), 'Y ~ O. Therefore u satisfies (7.4). Due to 
Lemma 7.34, (u,u D ) satisfy (7.5). In order to show (7.6) we use 

( 1)1/2 1 
Hf(z, k) == (z - k)2 + £2 - e' 
Qf(Z, k) = l z a1Hf(>l, k) f' ()..) d)" 

in (7.32) and obtain 

iTl a{3 a{3 1 - He(u, k)-a + Qfi(U, k)-a . dxdt ::; Hf(uO, k) (3(0) dx ° 0 t x, 0 

for all (3 E D((-oo,T) x f2), {3 ~ 0 and all k E JR. Letting £ -t 00 
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we obtain 

iT j o~ o~ j - lu - kl-;- + Fi (u, k) ~ dx dt S; luo - kl ~(O) dx . ° rl ut uX, rl 

This enables us to use Lemma 7.41, which gives that (u,uO) satisfy 
(7.6). 

The implication '(7.4)-(7.6) => (7.32)': Let (u,uD,UO) satisfy 
(7.4)-(7.6). Let (H, Q) be a boundary entropy-entropy flux pair 
and k E Ilt We put 

TJ(Z) == H(z, k), q(z) == Q(z, k) . 

Let us define (notice that TJ (k) = 0) 

TJ(Z) - TJ(w) ifz<w } 
0 if W S; Z S; k and w S; k, 

H(z, w) == 
17(Z) if k S; z 

TJ(z) ifz<k } 
0 ifkS;zS;w and w ~ k 

r/(z) - TJ(w) if w S; z 

and 

q(z) - q(w) ifz<w } 
0 if w S; z S; k and w S; k, 

Q(z, w) == 
q(z) if k S; z 

q(z) ifz<k } 
0 if k S; z S; w and w ~ k. 

q(z) - q(w) if w S; z 

Thus (H,Q) E C(JR2 ) x C(JR2 )d and (H,Q) can be locally uni
formly approximated by (Hl , Qf) which are defined as 

He(z,w) == l Hl(>\,W)Pl/e(Z - )")d)", 

Ql(Z, w) == r 01 He(z, w) f' ()..) d)", 
ltv 
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where PIle is a usual mollifier, and He(z, w) is defined as 

7)(z) -7)(w - t) 
o 
7)(z) - 7)(k + t) 
7)(z) - 7)(k - t) 
o 
7)(z) -7)(w + t) 

It follows from (7.5) that 

~; : ~ t ~ ~ ~ k + t} and W ~ k, 

ifk+t~z 

if z < k - 1 } - e 
if k - t ~ z ~ W + t and W ~ k. 

if w + t ~ z 

e~~g~ 1r Qe(u(1' + s v(1')), uD(1')) . v(1') (3(1') d1' ~ 0 

for all (3 E U (r), (3 ~ 0 almost everywhere. For e ---+ 00 we have 

e~~+g~ 1r Q(u(1' + s v(1')), uD(1')) . v(1') (3(1') d1' ~ 0 . 

Discussing the cases in the definition of Q and using the properties 
of 7) we obtain 

IQ(z, w) - q(z)1 ~ M7)(w) 

and therefore for all /3 E C 1 (r), (3 ~ 0, 

es~~wjnf Ir q(u(1' + s v(1'))) . v(1') (3(1') d1' 

~ -M Ir 7)(uD(1')) (3(1') d1' . 

Because of (7.6), we have for all (3 E £1(0), (3 ~ 0 almost every
where, 

esslim r 7)(u(t, x)) (3(x) dx = r 7)(UO(x)) (3(x) dx. 
t~O+ 10 10 

It follows from (7.4) that 

- 7)(U) ~r + qi(U) ~ , dxdt ~ 0 j.T j. a a 
o 0 ut uX, 

for all , E D( QT), , ~ O. Altogether we have (cf. again proof of 
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Lemma 7.12) 

-iT 117 ( u) a{3 + qi( u) aa{3 ell; dt ~ 11]( uO) jJ(O) dx 
° 0 at .Ti 0 

+M 1r 1](uD ) jJ(r) dr 

for all jJ E '0(( -00, T) x ]E.d), jJ 2: 0, which is (7.32). 

2.8 Existence in bounded domains via parabolic 
approximation 

• 

In order to show the existence of the solution u E Loo (QT) satis
fying (7.4)-(7.6), we again use the parabolic perturbation 

auE 

at + divf(uE) - E tluE = 0 in QT, 

uE(O,.) = uEO in D, (8.1) 

UE=UED onf. 

For smooth uEO , uED , satisfying compatibility conditions on r n IT, 
and E > 0 fixed, there exists a unique smooth solution uE of (8.1) (to 
prove this, we can use the same method as in the proof of Lemma 
2.3, namely, apply Theorems 2.7 and 2.10 from the Appendix and 
then proceed to the nonlinear case using v = ue- At ). The main goal 
of this section is to show that if uED , UEO approximate u D E Loo(r), 
UO E Loo(D), respectively, then the sequence of solutions u E of (8.1) 
approaches a function u E Loo(QT), satisfying (7.4)-(7.6). 

Let us start with the following construction: for 8 > 0 sufficiently 
small we define 

s(x) == { 
min(dist(x,aD),8) for XED, 

- min(dist(x, aD), 8) for x E ]E.d \ D. 

This function is Lipschitz continuous in ]E.d and smooth on the 
closure of {x E ]E.d : Is(x)1 < 8}. For E > 0 we define ~E by 

( M+EL ) 
~E ( x) == 1 - exp - E S ( X ) , (8.2) 

where L == sUPo<s(x)<6Itls(x)1 and M > O. This function satisfies 
the weak differential inequality 

M r IV~EljJ:::; E r V~E V(3+ (M +LE) r jJdr (8.3) 
./0./0 ./ ao 
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for all 13 E V(JRd ), 13 2: O. Indeed, define for /'i, > 0 

WI«x) = 1 - exp ( -~s(x)) . 

Since for x E IT, 

and 

\7 W I< ( x) = ~ exp ( - ~ s ( x) ) \7 s ( x) , 

l\7s(x)1 = {I for 0 :::; s(x) < 8, 
o for s(x) = 8 

~WI< = -~ exp(-.!.s(x)) + .!. exp(-.!.s(x))~s(x), 
/'i,2 /'i, /'i, /'i, 

we obtain WI< E W1,OO(rl) n C2( {O < s < 8}). Moreover, for 13 E 
V(JRd ), 13 2: 0 we have 

r \7wK \713 dx = r \7WI< \713 dx 
In J{O<s<8} 

= - r ~WI< f3dx - r \7WI< \7s 13 dr 
J{O<s<8} J{s=o+} 

+ r \7WI< \7 s 13 dr 
J{s=8- } 

:=~ r exp ( -.!.s(x)) 13 dx 
/'i, J{O<s<8} /'i, 

-.!. r exp ( -.!.s(x)) ~sf3dx 
/'i, J{O<s<8} /'i, 

-.!. r 13 dr + .!. exp ( -.!. 8) r 13 dr 
/'i, J{s=o+} /'i, /'i, J{s=8-} 

2:~ r exp ( -.!.s(x)) f3(x)dx 
/'i, J{O<s<8} /'i, 

- ~ r exp ( -.!.s(x)) f3(x) dx 
/'i, J{O<s<8} /'i, 

-.!. r 13 dr 
/'i, J{s=o+} 

and therefore we obtain 

/'i, r \7WI< \713 + r f3dr 2: (1 - /'i,L) r I \7 WI< I f3dx 
In hn k 
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and if 1 - ",L > 0, 

M { 1\7 W I< I /3 dx ::; ( M", L) {\7 W I< \7/3 + 1 M L { /3 dr 
Jr! 1 - '" Jr! - '" Jar! 

For '" = M~o L we obtain (8.3). 
The following theorem investigates the properties of the solution 

n° to the problem (8.1) for fixed c: > O. For simplicity we drop the 
superscript c: in uo, uoo , n0 D . 

Theorem 8.4 Let u, Ul, U2 be solutions of (8.1) corresponding 
to the smooth initial data uo, n?, ug, and boundary data n D, up, 
nf, respectively. Let M be a constant of Lipschitz continuity off E 
C 1 (lR)d , restricted to the ball with radius defined as the maximum 
of {lluOll oo , Ilu?lloo, IluDlloo, IluPlloo}. Let ~o, L be defined by (8.2). 
Then we have: 

• 

_faT l {H(u,k): + Qi(u,k)::i +c:H(u,k)~/3}~odxdt 

::; InH(uO,k)/3(O)~odX+(M+LC:) tH(uD,k)/3dr 
(8.5) 

iT 1 8/3 8~0 +2c: H(u,k)~~dxdt ° r! uX, uX, 

holds for all /3 E V( (-00, T) X lRd ), /3 2: 0, all k E lR and all 
boundary entropy-entropy flux pairs (H, Q) ; 

• 
In ludt) - u2(t)1 ~o dx ::; In lu~ - ugl ~o dx 

+ (M + Lc:) t luP - ufl dr 
(8.6) 

holds for all t E (0, T) ; 

• 
supu::; max (supuo, supuD), 
QT r! r 

inf u 2: min (inf u,o, inf u D ) . 
QT S1 r 

(8.7) 

In particular, 

sup lui::; max (sup luol, sup IuD!). (8.8) 
QT S1 r 
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• Moreover, if f E C2 (lR)d, we have 

sup r I ~u (t)1 + IVu(t)1 dx ~ A, (8.9) 
tE(O,T) in ut 

where A = A(lluOlb, IluDIIr, T, fl, f) does not depend on c E (0,1). 
Here, we use the notation 

IluOlln == ll6UOI + IVuol + luOI dx, 

IluDllr = S~;{16UDI + IO;tD 1+ IVuDI + luDI} 

+ loT lIV20;tD 1+ IV3U DI + la;~2D I 
+ IVO;tD 1+ IV2uDI dxdt, 

where uD is identified with its smooth extension to QT. 

PROOF: • Let (H, Q) be a boundary entropy-entropy flux pair 
and let k E IE. be fixed. We again use the abbreviation 

T](Z) == H(z, k), q(z) == Q(z, k) . 

Multiplying (8.1) by T]'(u) and using the same argument as in Sec
tion 2.3, we obtain 

O~~u) + divq(u) ~ c 6.T](u). (8.10) 

Now we multiply (8.10) by ~E {3, integrate over QT, and after partial 
integration we obtain 
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where we used the fact that 

lq(z)l ::; M l](Z). 
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Using (8.3) with 17(1L)f3 instead of (3 in the last but one inequality, 
we obtain (8.5). 

• Let us denote 

Multiplying the equation 

~~ + div(f( lLd - f( 1L2)) - c ~w = 0 

by ip~(w)~c, where ip6(Z) == (z2+62)1/2, and integrating over (0, t) x 
n we obtain 

l ip6(W(t)) ~c dx -l ip6(Wo)~c d.r 

- (1 (fi( lLd - fi( 1L2)) ip~ (w) aaw ~c dx dT 
io n x, 

- ( r (fi(lLd -fi(1L2))ip~(W)aa~C dxdT 
io in x, 

+ c !at !o1V'w 12 ip~(w) ~c dxdT 

+ c ( r aip6 (w) a~c dx = 0 . 
io in aXi aXi 

Using the Lipschitz continuity of f, Young's inequality and the fact 
that Z2ip~(z) = z262(z2 + 62)-3/2 < 6, we get 

- (f;(lLd - fi(1L2)) ;~ ip~ (w) ~f: + c lV'wl2 ip~ (w)~f: 
2:{ -M IwllV'wl + c lV'wI2}ip~(w) ~f: 

M2 2 " 2: - ~w ip6(w)~f: 

M 2 6 
2: - ~~E' 

Moreover, observing that lzllip~(z)l ::; ip6(Z), we obtain 

-(f;(lLd- fi(1L2)) ;~: ip~(w) 2: - M Iwllip~(w)IIV'~f:1 
2: - M ip6(W) 1V'~EI· 
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Finally, 

and therefore, taking f3 = <Po in (8.3), 

L <po(w(t)) ~f: dx ::; L <Po(wo) ~£ dx 

+ (M + Lc:) t r <po(w D ) dr dr (8.11) Jo Jan 
M2T 

+ --8 r ~f:dx. 
4c: In 

Letting 8 ~ 0+ in (8.11) we obtain (8.6) . 

• Let us multiply (8.1) by <p~(u), where 

{ 
((z - m)2 + 82)1/2 - 8 

<Po(z) = o 
1n =max{supuD,supuO} . 

r S1 

U sing the properties of <Po, we obtain 

Now, t.he estimate 

for z 2: m, 

for z ::; m, 

- (J;(u) - !i(1II,)) ::i <p~(u) + c:IV'uI2<p~(u) 
2: { - M lu - mllV'ul + c: IV'uI2}<p~(u) 

M2 2 /I 

2: -4;(U - m) <Po(u) 

M 28 
>---- 4c: 

follows by an analogous argument as above, and the limit 8 ~ 0+ 
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gives 

10 max (u(t) - In, 0) dx ::; 0 

which is (8.7h. Similarly, we get (8.7h and therefore we have (8.8) . 

• Let u D be the smooth extension of u D onto QT. Denoting for 
f E C2(JR)d, 

we have 

~~ + div(f'(u)v) - c ~v = -e. (8.12) 

Multiplying (8.12) by <p~(v), where <P8(Z) == (z2 +82 )1/2, and inte
grating over (0, t) x 0, we obtain 

10 <P8(V(t)) dx -l <P8(V(0)) dx -It l f'(u) . 'Vvv <p~(v) dxdT 

+c lt ll'VvI2<p~(v)dXdT = -lot l e<p~(v)dxdT, (8.13) 

where we used <p~ (v) = 0 on r. Further we have 

-f' (u) . 'Vv v <p~ (v) + c l'VvI2<p~ (v) ;::: - 41c If' (uW v2 <p~ (v) 

M 2 8 
>---
- 4c 

and thus if we let 8 -+ 0+ in (8.13), we obtain 

llv(t)1 dx ::; llv(O)1 dx + lt lle l dx dT . 

Using 

au auD auD 
v(O) = at (0) - &(0) = - divf(uD) + c ~uD - &(0) 

we obtain 
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for all t E [0, TJ, with A depending on T, n, f, I/uol/n, l/uDl/r. 
Further we have 

ow at + div(f(u) - f(u D )) - c fiw = -g, (8.15) 

where 

w='u-uD , 

Now we multiply (8.15) by 'P~(w) (3, where (3 E V(JE.d) , (3 2: 0, 
depends only on the space variable and where 

'P6(Z) == (Z2 + 82)1/2 - 8 . 

After integration over (0, t) x n, partial integration and using the 
fact that on r 

'P~(w) = 0, 

we arrive at 

l'P6(w(t))(3dx-l'P6(w(0))/3dx-c lot l'P6(W)fi(3dxdT 

1t j 0(3 
- 'P~(W)(fi(U) - li(u D ))-o . dxdT ° 0 x, 

- r r (fi ( u) - Ii (u D) ) oOw 'P~ ( w) (3 dx dT Jo Jo x, 

+c 1t ll"'vwI2'P~(w)(3dxdT = -1t 
l 'P~(w)g(3dxdT. 

Now we let 8 --+ 0+ and obtain (Fi are as in Remark 7.8) 

rlw(t)ldx- r Iw(O)ldx- rt r Fi(u,u D )o°(3dxdT Jo Jo Jo Jo x, 

- c lot llwl fi(3 dx dT :S -lot l sgn(w) 9 (3 dx dT . 

We put 

_ (s(x)) (3(x) = (3p(x) =, p , 
where s(x) is as before and, E COO(JE.) is a fixed non-negative 
function such that 

,(a) = 0, ,(a) = 1 for a 2: 1. 
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Due to fJ p = 0 on r we have 

lim j.t {F(u,lID)\l/3p d:rriT 
1'--->0+ 0 10 
= lim {~,'(O') t { F(U(T,T + P(J),1P(T,T + pO')) 

1'--->0+ 10 10 1 an 
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. V(T) dT dT dO' 

= (XJ,'(O')dO' t {F(u,uD).vdTdT 
10 10 lan 

= t { F(u,u D). VdTdT = 0, 
10 lao 

and if T (x) is the nearest boundary point to x, then similarly. 

lim r { Iwl6.{3p dx dT 
1'--->0+ 10 ln 

= lim r { Iw(t, x) - w(t, T(x))I6./3p (:r) (11; dT 
1'--->0+ 10 ln 

Thus we get 

= {(Xl 0',1/(0') dO' r { l\lw'vldTdT 
10 10 lan 

= - r j' I\lW· vi dT dT . 10 an 

{ Iw(t)1 dX+E r { l\lw· vi dT dT 
ln 10 lan 

~ 10 Iw(O)1 dx + it j~ Igl dxdr . 

(8.16) 

Let us denote Wi == g:;, i = 1, ... ,d, W == (Wl, ... ,Wd). Then we 

have (again note that f E C 2 (lR)d) 

8w; . ( , () ) - + dlv f u W - E 6.w = -h 
8t " " 

(8.17) 

i = 1, ... ,d, where 

82u D ( an D ) au D 
hi = -a .8 + div f'(1I)-a ". - E 6.-a .. x, t :1'" x, 

Let us multiply the ith equation of (8.17) by a~i¢Ii(W), where 
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¢5(~) = (1~12 + 82)1/2, add it up and integrate over (0, t) x n. Let 
us investigate the resulting terms: 

t /' OWi O¢5 (w) dx dT 
lo In at O~i 

= L ¢5(W(t)) dx - L ¢5(W(0)) dx, 

-c /::"Wi ",Cf>5(w)dxdT J.ti a 
o n u~, 

t 2 
= c r r OWi ~(w) OWk dxdT 

lo In ax] O~iO~k OXj 

i t lOw, O¢6 
- c -. Vj-. (w) drdT, 

o an ax] o~, 

t r div(f'(u)wi) ~¢6 (w) dxdT 
lo In u~, 

t r, 02¢5 OWk 
= - lo In fi(U)WiO~iO~k OXj dxdT 

t r o¢ 
+ lo lan fj(u) v] Wi O~: (w) dr dT . 

Due to the estimate 

we obtain for 8 --+ 0+ 

j~ Iw(t)1 dx 5: i Iw(O)1 dx + !at i Ihl dx dT 

+ lim sup t r !f'(u), v Wj ~~5 (w) (8.18) 
5~O+ lo lan ~J 

-C'VWi' VO¢6(w)!drdT. 
O~i 
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Due to w = 0 on r, we have on r 
w = 'Vw = ('Vw . v)v, t:.w = D 2w(v, v) + t:.s 'Vw . v , 

where D 2w is the bilinear form of the second differential of w. 
Therefore, the integrand can be rewritten as 

, 8¢6 8¢6 
f (u)· VWj 8~j (w) - c'VWi' v 8~i (w) 

_ f'( ). V l'Vwl2 _ 2 ( 'Vw ) 
- U (l'VwI2 + 82)1/2 cD W v, (I'VW12 + 82)1/2 

_ (f'( ). 'V _ D2 ( )) 'Vw . v 
- u W c W V,V (l'VwI 2 + 82)1/2 

(~~ + div(f(u) - f(u D )) - c t:.w 

) 'Vw·v 
+ c t:.s 'Vw· V (I'VW12 + (2)1/2 

'Vw·v 
= (-g + c t:.s 'Vw . v) (l'VwI 2 + 82)1/2 ' 

where g is defined after (8.15). From this and (8.18) we get 

In l'Vw(t)1 dx :s In l'Vw(O)1 dx + fat In Ihl dx dT 

+ ( r Igl + c L l'Vw . vi dr dT , Jo Jao. 
which, together with (8.16), gives 

In l'Vw(t)1 dx + L In Iw(t)1 dx :s In l'Vw(O)1 dx + L In Iw(O)1 dx 

+ rt r Igl drdT 
Jo Jao. 

+ 1t In (Ihl + Llgl) dx dT . 

This implies 

In l'Vu(t)1 dx :S A (1 + fat In l'Vul dx dT) (8.19) 

for all t E [0, TJ, where A depends on T, 0, f, IluOllo., IluDllr. 
Assertion (8.9) now follows from Gronwall's lemma, (8.19) and 

(8.14). • 
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Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section. 
We note that since the existence result uses the last assertion of 
Theorem 8.4, we need the nonlinearity f to be in the class C2, 
whereas the uniqueness can be established for fECI (see Theorem 
7.31). 

Theorem 8.20 (Existence) Let f E C2(JR)d. Let uo , c > 0, be 
the solutions of (8.1) corresponding to the smooth boundary and 
initial data U O D, uoo , satisfying suitable compatibility conditions 
on oD. Let uoD , uoo be uniformly bounded in the respective Loo 
norms and let 

lim uoD = u D in L1 (r) , 
o~o+ 

lim uoo = UO in £1(D), 
o~o+ 

where uD E LOO(r) , uO E LOO(D). Then the sequence {uo } is 
also uniformly bounded and converges in CO([O, T], L1(D)) to some 
function u E LOO(QT) which solves (7.4) and satisfies (7.5), (7.6). 

PROOF: Let C£ > 0 be an arbitrary sequence which converges to 
zero as £ ----t 00. Denote 

In order to use Theorem 8.4 we need a smooth extension of up 
- DO 

and u~ to QT. We define u£' by 

uf,O(t, r + 8 v(r)) == up(t, r) 

D,O(t ') - 0 u£ ,x = 

t E (0, T), r E oD, 

181 < min(t, 8) , 

-8 < t < min(dist(x, oD), 8), 

xED, 

elsewhere 

and then we mollify for h > 0 to get 

UfhO (p) == r uf'o (p) (Ph (p - p) dp, 
, JRd+l 

where (Ph is the usual mollifier. Let us now denote by uPh and u~ h 
the restriction of Uf,hO to rand {O} x D, respectively. Let Ue,h be 
the solution of (8.1) with c = c£ and initial and boundary data u~ h 

and UPh' respectively. The uniform boundedness of u~, up impli~s 
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the uniform boundedness of u~ It, v.Ph' which (see (8.8)) gives the 
uniform boundedness of 'ltc, 'uc,;,. Ob'viously, we also get 

in £1 (f) , 

in LI (0) , 

uniformly with respect to e. This, together with (8.6), implies 

uniformly in e E N. On the other hand, it follows from the bound
edness of v.p E LI(r) and v.~ E £1(0), that 

respectively. For fixed h > a it follows from (8.9) that the sequences 

{ av.e h} {} ° I --&:- ' \1v.C,h are bounded in C ([0, T], L (0)). (8.22) 

Let a: > a be given. From (8.21) we get the existence of some h > a 
such that 

2 In Iv.e,h(t) - uc(t)1 dx < ~ V t E [0, T], e E N 

and due to (8.22) there is some 8 > a such that 

8 r [DUe,h(t)[dx < ~ 
in at 2 

V t E [0, T], e EN. 

Thus for all e E N and all t l , t2 E [0, T] such that It I - t21 :S 8, we 
have 

2 In lue(td - ue(t2 )1 dx :S ~ In Iue,h(fi ) - ue(ti)1 &c 

2 

+ In IUe,h(td - U£,h(t2)1 dx :S ~ In l'Ue,h(t;) - ue(ti)1 dx (8.23) 

This means that He is uniformly continuous in CO ([0, T]; £1 (0)), 
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On the other hand, it follows from (8.22) that there is a {) > Osuch 
that 

'if t E [0, TJ, £ EN. 

Therefore, we get uniformly in t E [0, TJ and £ E N, 

i"", IUf(t,.1: + ~x) - Uf(t, x)1 dx :::; 2 i IUf,h(t, x) - Uf(t, x)1 dx 

+ I~xl i l'VUf,h(t, x)1 dx < a, 

for I~xl < {) and 

DD-x == {x E D; x + ~x E D}. 

This, together with the uniform boundedness of Uf, gives that 

{Uf(t )}tE[O,T],fEN is precompact in LI (D). 

This and (8.23) imply, according to the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem, 
that 

{Udf is precompact in CO([O,TJ;Ll(D)) 

and therefore (for a subsequence) 

lim Uf = U in CO([O, TJ; LI(D)). 
f~oo 

Finally, 'U E LOO(QT) (see (8.8)), 
Let us now show that U satisfies (7.4)-(7.6). From (8.5) we have 

for all boundary entropy-entropy flux pairs (H, Q), all k E ffi. and 
/3 E D((-oo,T) x ffi.d), (3 ~ 0, 

( r { 8(3 8(3, } - Jo Jll H(Uf,k)7it+Qi(Uf,k)8xi +cfHtUf,k)~(3 ~etdxdt 

:::; i H(u~,k)(3(O)dx + (M +Lcf) i H(uf,k)(3dr 

i T j' 8(3 8~e, 
+2cf H(Uf,k)~~dxdt ° II uX, uX, 

for all e E N, Due to 

lim r 11 - ~e, I dx = ° , 
f~oo Jll 
lim Cf r 1'V~e, I dx = ° , e~oo Jll 

(8.24) 
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where in the last limit (8.3) is used, we can let € ~ 00 in (8.24) 
and obtain 

-r ( H(u, k) c:f + Qi(U, k) ~~. dx dt:S ( H(uo, k) (3(O) dx Jo Jo vt Vl, Jo 
+ M lr H (u D , k) {3 dr . 

Now from Theorem 7.31 it follows that (u, u D , uO) satisfy (7.4)
(7.6). From Theorem 7.28 it follows that there is only one such 
'11, E £OO(Qr) and therefore 

lim U O = u in CO([O, T]; £l(f!)). 
0-+0+ 

• 



CHAPTER 3 

Young measures and scalar 
conservation laws 

3.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter we have seen how the general strategy of 
vanishing viscosity method (introduced in the 1950s by LAX [1954] 
and HOPF [1950]) was successfully applied to obtain a unique weak 
entropy solution to the Cauchy problem 

ou 0 
ot + ox fj (u) = 0 , 

J (1.1) 

u(O,·) = Uo, 

for Uo E Loo(JR.d), fj E C1(JR.), j = 1, ... ,d, (see Theorem 5.1 in 
Chapter 2). In this chapter we want to have a closer look at the 
Young measure technique in the vanishing viscosity method. 

Recall that assuming Uo E L 00 (lRd ), fJ E C1 (IR), j = 1, ... , d, 
one knows that there are u E E L 00 (JR.+ X IE.d ) solutions to the 
parabolic perturbation of (1.1), 

OUE 0 
- + -f(u E ) = ci::.'uc 
at OXj J , 

c > 0, 
(1.2) 

uE(O,·) = Uo, 

satisfying 

(1.3) 

(see Theorem 4.48 in Chapter 2). 
This uniform estimate implies that for a subsequence (here we 

use Uk == U EI., ck -40+ as k -4 (0), 

(1.4) 

It is not difficult to show that a weak convergence of the type (1.4) 
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is enough to ensure that 

8uk 8u 
-""""""*-8t 8t in V' (JR+ X JRd) . 

EktJ.U k """"""* 0 

Thus, there is the second (nonlinear) term in (1.2) which remains 
to be studied as Ek """"""* 0+. 

Typically, there are no a priori estimates independent of E on 
derivatives of uE • Hence, the classical compactness argument can
not be applied and one must deal with the weak convergence (1.4). 
In our situation, we have fJ E C 1 (JR), therefore (1.3) implies 

Ilfj(uE)IIL=(IR.+xlR.<l) ::; c, 

and consequently, for a subsequence, 

k *-fj(u ) ~ fj 

Unfortunately, for a nonlinear (smooth) function fj (1.4) is in 
general not enough to ensure the desired equality 

fJ = fJ(u). (1.5) 

To see this, let us consider the following example. 

Example 1.6 Let un(x) = sin nx, x E [0,27r], f(y) = y2. In this 
situation we use the following lemma. 

Lemma 1.7 Letv E L2 (0,27r) be 27r-periodic. Letvn(x) == v(nx). 

Then v n ~ a20 in L2(0, 27r), where ao = ~ J;" v(x) dx. 

PROOF: We use the Fourier series expansion for v to express vn 

as 
00 

vn(x) = a20 + L (ak cos(knx) + bk sin(knx)) . 
k=l 

Then for 0 ::; a < b ::; 27r, 
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as n -4 00 and the same holds when replacing cos by sin. Therefore 

(1.8) 

as n -4 00. The proof now follows by approximating cp E £2(0, 27f) 
by step-functions and using (1.8). • 

Applying this lemma to both un and f 0 un, we get: 

1 1211" 
U n ~ - sin x dx = ° 

27f 0 

. 1 1 211". 1 (U")2 = f(u n ) ~ - sin2 xdx = -
27f 0 2 

Note that also in £=(0,27f) we have ,un ~ 0, (un? ~ 1/2 (at 
least for some subsequence), since bounded functions on bounded 
domains are taken into account. Thus we see that 

f(weak-* lim un) < weak-* lim f(u n). (1.9) 
n---+oo 11-"00 

This example shows that the lack of strong convergence (here es
pecially the oscillation of the bounded sequence {sin nx } ~=l) can 
cause undesired results even in the case of smooth nonlinear f. 

In what follows we will see that the composite limits fj can be 
described by a family of compactly supported probability measures 
{lIt,x}(t,X)EIR+xlR<I, called Young measures. Namely, we will see that 

fJ(t, x) = (IIt,x, fj) for a.e. (t, x) E IE.+ X IE.d , 

where (-,.) denotes the duality between continuous functions and 
measures (to be discussed later). 

In this way, the desired equality (1.5) can be obtained by showing 
that the support of Young measures reduces to a point: 

IIt,x = ou(t,x) for a.e. (t, x) E IE.+ X IE.d . (1.10) 

In this chapter we will follow the described strategy to prove the 
existence of a weak entropy solution to scalar conservation laws in 
one space dimension. 

Even if the existence result proved in this chapter (see Theo
rem 4.15) is weaker than that obtained in the previous chapter 
(see Theorem 5.1 in Chapter 2), we present it here, since it nicely 
describes the Young measure approach. Also, in the following chap
ters the concept of Young measures will be used in a slightly more 
complicated situation. 
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3.2 Young measures 

Before we formulate the main theorem on the existence of Young 
measures, we recall some basic notions (see Chapter 1 for more 
details) . 

By Cc(IRS) we denote the space of continuous functions with 

compact support in IRs and put Co (IRs ) == Cc(IRS) 11'11=. Further, 
M (IRS) denotes the space of bounded Radon measures on IRs and 

(JL, j) == JL(f) = .~, f dJL, f1 E M(IRS), f E Co(IRS). (2.1) 

The space of probability measures is then defined as follows: 

Prob(IRS) == {JL E M(IRS), JL non-negative, JL(IRS) = I}. (2.2) 

The following theorem introduces the concept of Young measures 
which turns out to be an appropriate tool for describing composite 
limits of smooth nonlinearities with weakly convergent sequences. 

Note that Theorem 2.3 will be proved in a more general setting 
than will in fact be needed in this chapter. Thus, this theorem in
dicates that the concept of Young measures as a technical tool for 
describing the above-mentioned weak composite limits would also 
make sense in the system case (8 > 1), if of course L= a priori esti
mates of the type (1.3) were available for solutions of the perturbed 
parabolic problem. Unfortunately, as far as the authors know, in 
the general case of systems it is still an open problem to estab
lish uniform control on the amplitude of viscous approximations 
u e (see for example DIPERNA [1985, p.247]). 

Theorem 2.3 (Existence of the Young measures) Let un : 
IRm -+ IRs be an arbitrary sequence of measurable functions for 
which 

(2.4) 

Then there exists a (weakly-* convergent) subsequence u nk of un 
and a family of probability measures {VY}YEIR"" called Young 
measures, supported uniformly in a compact set K c IRs: 

for a.e. y E IRm , 

which represents the subsequence un! in the following sense: 
For any g E C(IRS)P we have 

(2.5) 
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and 

g(y) = l~ g(>.) dvy(>.) = (vy, g) for a.e. y E IR1n . (2.6) 

The proof we give is based on the duality Theorem 2.11. First, 
we have to introduce some useful notions. 

Definition 2.7 Let Q ~ IRm be all open set. The mapping 
v : Q --+ M (IRS) is said to be weak-* measurable, if for all F E 
L1 (Q; CO (IRS)) the function t 

x f-+ (lJx,F(x,·)) = j~. F(:c,>')dvx(>') (2.8) 

is measurable. Further, let us denne+ 

Il v IIL3"(Q;M(1R 1)) = esssup IllJxIIM(IR~). (2.9) 
:rEQ 

Finally, let 

L~(Q;M(IRS)) = {IJ: Q --+ M(IRS);// weak-* measurable, 

IlvIIL3"(Q;M(1R1)) < oo} . 
(2.10) 

Then the following theorem holds. 

Theorem 2.11 Let Q ~ IRm be open. Let <I> E (U(Q; Co (IRS)))' 
be a linear bounded functional. Then there exists a unique // E 
L,:)(Q; M(IRS)) such that 

<I>(F) = 10 (vx,F(x)) dx YFE L 1(Q;CO (IRS )) , 

11<I>11(L1(Q;Co(1R 1 )))* = I/IJI/L3"(Q;M(1R 1 )) • 

PROOF: Throughout this proof we will use the notation 

X = L1(Q;Co (IRS)) , 

Y = L':)(Q; M(IRS)). 

Uniqueness: Let there exist //1, //2 E Y, both representing the 
functional <I> E X *. Define v == 1)1 - //2. Let R > 0 and g E Co (IRS). 

t Here and in the sequel we use the standard notation Vx == v(x), as if 
measures Vx were 'parametrized' by x. 

t Note that since IIvx IlM(1R1) = sUPllfll~:Sl I (vx , f) I, the function x f-+ 

IIvxIIM(R~) is measurable. 
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Let tp E D(IR1H) be such that tp = 1 on BR(O), tp = 0 outside 
BR+l (0), tp ::; 1 on IR1H. Then, from the inequality 

10 I (vx. g) tp(x)1 dx ::; meas (supp(tp)) Ilvlly Iiglico(lR') < 00, 

it follows that the function 

X f--+ (vx, g) tp(x) 

is an element of the space Ll(Q). Hence, according to the theorem 
on Lebesgue points, we conclude that for almost all Xo E BR(O)nQ 
we have 

lim I t )1 r (vx,g) tp(x)dx = (vx" , g) . (2.12) 
r~O Br Xo } B,(xo) 

Note that the null set of xos for which (2.12) does not hold depends 
on g, and that for r small enough Br(xo) C BR(O) and hence tp = 1 
on Br(xo). Now, for such Xo and r we define Fr(x) == 9 whenever 
x E Br(xo) and Fr(x) == 0 otherwise. We have 

r (Vx,g)tp(x)dx= 1 (v;-v;,Fr(x))dx 
) B,(xo) Q 

= l1>(Fr) - I1>(Fr) = O. 

This together with (2.12) gives us for 9 E Co (IRS) fixed, that 

(vxo,g) = 0 (2.13) 

for almost all Xo E BR(O)nQ. At this point, we use the separability 
of the function space Co (IRS). Namely, we choose a countable dense 
set 5 C Co (IRS). Using the same argument as before we obtain 
(2.13) for every 9 E 5 and for almost all Xo E BR(O)nQ. Now, since 
vxo E M (IRS), as an element of dual space to Co (IRS) is uniquely 
determined by the values on the dense set 5 C Co (IRS), we have 
vxo = 0 E M(IRS) for almost all Xo E BR(O)nQ. Now take R --+ 00 

to get VX () = 0 E M (IRS) for almost all Xo E Q and so v = 0 as an 
element of the space Y, which proves uniqueness. 

Existence: As before, we will work with a countable dense set 
5 C Co(IRS). Let 11> E X*. Choose 9 E 5, h E Ll(Q) and define 

Fhg : Q --+ Co (IRS) , 
(2.14) 

Fhg : x f--+ h(x)g for a.e. x E Q. 

We show that F hg EX. Indeed, for all /-l E M (IRS) the function 

x f--+ (/-l, Fhg(X)) = hex) (/-l, g) (2.15) 
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is measurable, which means Fhg is weakly measurable and hence, 
since Co (IRS) is separable, we conclude, according to the Pettis 
theorem on weak and strong measurability (see YOSIDA [1965, p. 
130]) that Fhg is measurable. Moreover, 

IIFhgllx = fo Ilh(x) gllco(~') dx = Ilgllc.,(~,) fo Ih(x)1 dx < 00. 

Consequently, Fhg EX. Now, 

1<I>(Fhg)1 ::; 11<I>llx·llFhgllx 

::; II <I> II x·llgllco(~,) II hll Ll (Q) (2.16) 

::; c(g) IlhllL1(Q) . 

Hence, defining the mapping 

'!/Jg : h 1---+ <I>(Fhg), 

we have from (2.16) that 'I/)g E (£1(Q))*. SO, there exists a l1g E 
£OO(Q) such that 

<I>(Fhg) = '!/Jg(h) = fo ug(x) h(x) dx 'V hE £l(Q). (2.17) 

Since ug E £OO(Q) and S is a countable set, there is a null set N 
such that for all x E Q \ N and all 9 E S it makes sense to consider 
the value ug(x) at a point x. For any :c E Q \ N, the mapping 

9 1---+ ug(x) 

is linear and continuous on Co(IRS): indeed, using (2.16) and (2.17) 
it follows that 

lug(x)1 ::; IlugIlLOO(Q) = sup I ( ug(x) h(x) dxl 
IlhIIL1(Q)::;1 i Q 

< sup 1<I>(Fhg) I ::; 11<I>llx* Ilgllco(~·) . 
IIhIILl«i)::;l 

Hence, for any x E Q \ N there exists a Vx E M (IRS) = (Co (IRS)) * 
such that 

'Vg E S. 

This gives us the family of measures {IJx } xEQ. Now, employing the 
countability of the set S we conclude that 

'VgECo(IRS ), fora.a.xEQ. (2.18) 
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It follows that cp(Fhg ) equals 

k ug(x:) h(x) dx = k (vx , g) h(x) dx = k (vx , Fhg(X)) dx, 

(2.19) 
which is the desired representation formula for all functions of the 
type Fhg = hg E X, h E L1(Q), 9 E Co(lRS). But, finite sums of 
the type 

m 

L higi , 
i=1 

are dense in X and consequently the representation formula (2.19) 
holds true for all F EX. 

It remains to verify that the mapping 

is an element of the space Y. For Fhg E X of the type (2.14) the 
function 

is measurable and the same holds if we use any F EX, because of 
the density mentioned above. Consequently, v is weak-* measur
able. Moreover, 

Ilvlly = esssup IlvxIIM(R') = esssup sup I (vx,g) I 
xEQ xEQ Ilgllco(lP,):'01 

and 

This implies 

(2.20) 

Therefore, v E Y. Finally, 

Ilcpllx* = sup { I (vx, F(x)) I dx 
1IFllx9 JQ 

:::; sup ( IlvxIIM(R,)IIF(x)llco(R') dx:::; IIVlly, 
!lFllx:'01 JQ 

which together with (2.20) finishes the proof. • 
Now we are ready to prove the existence of the Young measure. 
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PROOF (of Theorem 2.3): 

153 

First note that since g is continuous and the sequence {un} is 
uniformly bounded in LCXl(]E.7n)', a uniform bound in LCXl(]E.7n)P 
holds for the sequence {g 0 un}. Therefore, for any g we always 
have a subsequence un, of un such that (2.5) holds. In fact, we 
show that there is a subsequence un, of un such that (2.5) holds 
for all g E C(]E.S)p. 

Note also that (2.6) is equivalent to 

j = 1, ... ,po Therefore we can prove (2.6) componentwise, i.e., 
consider p = 1 and 9 E C(]E.S) without loss of generality. 

Note finally that since Ilunlluxc ::; c uniformly in n, we can con
sider 9 E Co(l~S) (instead of 9 E C(]E.S)) without loss of generality. 

Now, define the sequence of probability measures 

where 8a stands for the Dirac measure at the point a E ]E.s. Then, 
for any FEU (]E.m ; Co (]E.S)), we find that 

(v~"F(y)) = l< F(y,)")dv~()") = F(y,un(y)) 

is a measurable function of y. Moreover, if we define 

we obtain 

IlvnIIL;;:'(IR"';M(IR<)) = esssup 118u "(y)IIM(IR<) = 1. 
yEIR'" 

Therefore, {vn} is uniformly bounded in L;:(]E.m; M(]E.S)). Hence, 
there exists a subsequence still labelled vn , such that 

vn~v inL;:(]E.m;M(]E.S)). 

This means that for all FELl (]E.m; Co (]E.S)) 

l", (v~, F(y)) dy ---* l", (Vy, F(y)) dy, as n ---* 00. (2.22) 

Let us now for 1> E L1 (]E.m) and 9 E Co (]E.S) define the function F 
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by F(y) == ¢(y)g. Then F E L1(JR.m;co (JR.S)). Using this particular 
F we obtain from (2.22) 

~'H ¢(y) g(un(y)) dy ~ ~'" ¢(y) (vy,g) dy, as n ~ 00. 

(2.23) 
But since the function 'y f-+ (vy, g)' is an element of the space 
Loo(JR.m) for any 9 E Co(lR,S), (2.23) means nothing other than 

Furthermore, for 9 E Co(lR,S), 9 2: 0, ¢ E Ll(lR,m), ¢ 2: 0 we have, 
according to (2.23), 

o ~ ~'" ¢(y) g(un(y)) dy ~ ~'" ¢(y) (vy, g) dy, as n ~ 00 

(2.24) 
and consequently Vy 2: 0 for almost all y E lR,m. 

Moreover, thanks to the estimate IlunllL= ~ c, we have (vy, g) = 

o for all 9 such that supp 9 n Bc+1 (0) = 0. Hence, supp Vy ~ 

Bc+1 (0) == K (uniformly) for almost all y E lR,m. 
Finally, choosing go == 1 on Bc+2(0), go continuous with compact 

support, Igol ~ 1, we obtain from (2.6) 

go(y) = 1 = (vy,go) for a.e. y E lR,m . 

Since Ilvy II M(IR') is a supremum of expressions of this kind, we see 
that lilly II M(IR'l 2: 1. On the other hand, the weak-* lower semicon
tinuity of the norm implies that 

IlllyIIM(IR'l ~ liminf Ilv~IIM(IR') = 1. 

In such a way, lly is a probability measure on lR,s, for almost all 
y E ]Rm, and thus the proof concludes. • 

Remark 2.25 The Young measure Vy can intuitively be thought 
of as giving the limit probability distribution of the values un in 
the neighbourhood of y as n ~ 00. More precisely, if B6(y) is a 
ball centred at y with radius () > 0, we can define v;,6 as 

1l~,O(A) == meas (Bo(Y)) -1 meas{x E Bo(Y) , un(x) E A}, 

i.e., 'v~,8 is the probability distribution of values un(x) for x E 
Bo(Y)'. Then it can be shown (see BALL [1989]) that 

Vy = lim lim lJ~ 0 , 
6-0n-oo ' 
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where the convergence is weak-* in the sense of measures. We em
phasize the word 'neighbourhood' above: the Young measure is not 
obtained when limiting {j ---7 0 first and then (not taking 'neigh
bourhood' into account) 11, ---7 00. 

Example 2.26 In the case of the sequence {sin 11,x} (see Example 
1.6) it can be shown that the corresponding Young measure can 
be expressed explicitly as (see DIPERNA [1985] for details): 

1 d)" 
dvy()..) = - ~X(-I 1)()"). 

7r 1 - )..2 ' 

Then for all 9 E C(JR), (2.6) gives 

g(sin 11,x) ~ 9 in LOO(JR), where 

_ 1 /1 g()..) 
9 = const. = - ~d)". 

7r -I vI - )..2 

In fact, a simple calculation shows that the integral on the right
hand side is equal to 

~ 12rr 
g(sinx) dx, 

27r 0 

which corresponds to the result of Lemma 1.7. 

Further, we have seen in Example 1.6 that the lack of strong 
convergence of the sequence {sin 11,x} implies the inequality (1.9) 
to occur for f(u) = u2 instead of the desired equality. The fol
lowing lemma shows that this result holds for any strictly convex 
function g. Moreover, Lemma 2.27 shows that the inequality of the 
type (1.9) is typical when strictly convex nonlinearities are super
posed to a weak-* converging sequence un E Loo(JRm)s which does 
not converge strongly. More precisely, it will be proved that the 
equality in (1.9) occurs if and only if the Young measure repre
senting the sequence {un} is the family of Dirac ones. As we will 
see in Theorem 2.31, the latter statement holds if and only if un 
converges strongly in Lfoc (JR7n ) S • 

Lemma 2.27 (generalized Jensen's inequality) Let 9 be a 
strictly convex function, 9 : JRS ---7 lR. Let fL be a probability meas
ure on JRS with compact support. Then 

(fL, g) 2 g( (tt, Id)) , (2.28) 
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with equality occurring if and only if f-l is a Dirac measure. 

PROOF: Note that in our notation (fl., g) is a scalar 

l, g().,) df-l().,) , 

while (f-l, lel) denotes a vector 

(l, ).,1 df-l()"), l, ).,2 df-l()"), ... , l, ).,s df-l().,)) E IRs . 

We start the proof by recalling that for any strictly convex 9 : 
IRs -+ lit there exists a constant f3 E IIts such that 

g().,) > g(y) + f3i ()" - Y)i \::f)., i- y. (2.29) 

Putting 

Y == (f-l, ld) = r )., dlL E IIts 
JIR' 

we get (since f-l is a probability measure): 

l, [g(y) + f3i().,i - Yi)] df-l().,) 

= g(y) + f3i l, ().,i - Yi) df-l().,) (2.30) 

= g(y) = g((f-l,ld)). 

Hence, if sUppf-l i- {y}, (2.29) and (2.30) give 

(f-l,g) > g((f-l,ld)). 

Otherwise, if f-l = by then 

(f-l,g) = l, g()")df-l().,) = g(y) = g((f-l,ld)) 

and equality in (2.28) occurs. • 
We will see in the following theorem that Young measures turn 

out to be a proper tool in distinguishing between strong and weak 
convergences of the sequences they represent. 

Before the theorem is formulated, let us recall the following fact: 
if un ~ u weak-* in LOO(fl), where fl ~ IItm is a bounded domain, 
then clearly un ~ u weakly in LP(fl), p E [1,00). Moreover, if 
there exists r E [1,00) such that un -+ V in LT(fl), then necessarily 
u = v and un -+ u in all U(fl), p E [1,00), cf. EVANS [1990). We 
conclude that for uniformly bounded sequences in LOO(fl) there 
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are just two possibilities: either un ~ 11 weakly in LP(n) for all 
p E [1, (0), or un ---7 u strongly in these spaces. Similarly, if \1 <:;;; JE.1n 
is an unbounded domain and 1/," is a sequence bounded uniformly 
in LCXJ(\1) then a strong convergence of un in LfoJ\1) for some 
q E [1, (0) is equivalent to a strong convergence of un in Lioc(n) 
for all p E [1, (0). See for example DIPEHNA [1985, p. 233] or 
EVANS [1990]. 

The two cases just mentioned are fully characterized by the prop
erties of the corresponding family of Young measures: 

Theorem 2.31 Let IlunIIL~(IlI."')< ::; c, suppose (without loss 

of generality) that un ~ u weak-* in L<Xl(JE.7n)s. Let a family 
{VY}YEIR'" C Prob(JE.S) correspond to this weak-* convergent se
quence. Then un converges strongly in Lt)c(JE.7n)S if and only if /Jy 
reduces to a Dirac measure concentrated at u(y), i.e., 

Vy = ()u(y) for a.e. y E JE.7n . (2.32) 

PROOF: Assume that (2.32) holds. Then (2.5) and (2.6) give 

9 == weak-* lim g(u") = g(u), 
n~CXl 

for any 9 E C (JE.S). Choosing auxiliary functions gi (x) 
1, ... , s, one can write for any compact subset K C JE.m: 

(2.33) 

2 . 
:C , ' 1, 

(2.34) 

Now, the first integral in the sum converges to JK(U;)2 dy, since 

(2.33) gives (ut)2 ~ (uy in L<Xl(I{). The second integral con
verges to zero, since Ui E L CXl (K) '----+ L 1 (K) can be viewed as a test 
function for the sequence (ui' - Ui). Hence un ---7 u in Lroc (JE.ffi ) S • 

Conversely, if {un} converges strongly in Lroc (JE.m)s and at the 
same time is bounded in L CXJ (JE.m ) s, one can pass to the limit in 
the superposition go un for arbitrary 9 E C (JE.s ). Hence, we obtain 
from (2.5) and (2.6) that for almost all y E JE.m it holds 

(Du(y),g) = g(u(y)) = g(y) = (/Jy,g) . (2.35) 

Repeating this process for all 9 E S, where S is a countable dense 
set in C(JE.S), we find that for almost all y E JE.m measures Du(y) 
and Vy coincide on Sand (2.32) follows. • 
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Hence, as we have. claimed (see (1.10) and earlier claims), the 
existence proof for hyperbolic equations via the vanishing viscos
ity method and the Young measure technique consists in showing 
that the support of the Young measure, representing a weak-* con
vergent sequence in Loo, is a point. 

At the end of this chapter we show how to prove such a statement 
using the so-called Murat-Tartar relation, to which we devote the 
following section. 

3.3 The Murat-Tartar relation for non-convex entropies 

Up to this point, the systems in more than one space dimension 
were also permitted. From now on, we restrict ourselves to the case 
of a scalar equation in one space dimension (s = d = 1). We start 
by proving the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.1 (Murat-Tartar relation) Let Uo E LOO(IR), IE 
C 2 (ffi,). Let U C E LOO(IR+ x ffi,) be solutions to (1.2), satisfying a 
uniform estimate (1.3). Further, let {lIt,x} be the family of Young 
measures, corresponding to some weak-* converging subsequence 
uk of u c , Uk == UC~, Ek -+ 0+ as k -+ 00. Finally, let T}, q E C2(1R) 
be any (not necessarily convex) entropy-entropy flux pair, i.e. q' = 
/,17' pointwise. Then the Murat-Tartar relation: 

(lIt,~, Id q - IT}) = (lIt,x, Id) (lIt,x, q) - (lIt,x, f) (lIt,x, T}), (3.2) 

holds for almost all (t, x) E ffi,+ X R 

To prove this theorem, we will need two auxiliary technicallem
mas. 

Lemma 3.3 (div-curl) Let Q C ffi,2 be a bounded domain, Q E 
Cl,l. Let 

k -
WI ~ WI, 

k -
W 2 ~ W2, 

k -
VI ~ VI , V~ ~ V2, 

weakly in L2(Q), as k -+ 00. Suppose that§ 

{div(v~, v~), curl(w~, w~)} c E, 

(3.4) 

where E is a compact set in W- l ,2(Q). Then, for a subsequence, 

v~ w~ + v~ w~ -+ VI uh + V2 uh in D'(Q) as k -+ 00. (3.5) 
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PROOF: Since we have wf E L2(Q), it follows from the theory 
of linear elliptic equations that there are uniquely determined so
lutions uf E W 2 ,2(Q) n W~,2(Q) of Dirichlet problems, 

-flu k = w k , , 
uk = 0 

1 

in Q, 

on 8Q , i = 1, 2 . 
(3.6) 

Moreover, uf are bounded in W 2 ,2(Q), since weakly convergent 
sequences wf are bounded in L2 (Q). Consequently, 

;) k ;) k 
fk == ~ + uU2 

8x] 8X2 

is bounded in W],2(Q) and therefore 

(3.7) 

for a subsequence still denoted fk. 

Further we set 

k _ k 8 fk k a . k k 
9i = Wi + -;::;- = -flu; + ~ dlv( u], u2 ) (3.8) 

uX; UXi 

to obtain, after straightforward calculation, 

for 

k _ 8u~ But k k 
r = -;:;-- - -;:;-- = curl(u], u 2 ). 

uX] UX2 

Now, from (3.6) one can see that rk E W],2(Q) solve 

-flr k = curl(w~, w~) 
rk = sk 

in Q, 

on 8Q, 
(3.9) 

where sk can be expressed in terms of traces of partial deriva
tives of uf. Consequently, due to W 1 ,2(Q) '--7'--7 L2(8Q), sk lie 
in a compact set of L2(8Q). But, according to our assumptions, 
curl(w~, w~) lie in a compact set of W- 1 ,2(Q). Hence, the linearity 
of the problem (3.9) together with the continuous dependence on 
the data 
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gives us that rk lie in a compact set of W I,2(Q). Finally, it follows 
that gf lie in a compact set in £2(Q) and consequently 

(3.10) 

for a subsequence. It is worth noting at this point that uniqueness 
of the weak limit in £2(Q) gives us, together with (3.4), (3.7), (3.8), 
(3.10), that 

_ af 
Wi = gi - -a ' 

Xi 
i = 1,2. (3.11) 

Now we are ready to prove the convergence (3.5). For 'P E V(Q) 
we have 

1 k k 1 k( k afk Vi Wi 'P dx = Vi gi - -a .)'P dx == h - 12 , 
Q Q x, 

where due to (3.10), (3.4), 

II = 10 vfgf'P dx ---4 10 Vigi'P dx . 

F\lrther, because of (3.4), (3.7) together with Rellich's compact
ness theorem, and the fact that div( vf, v~) converges strongly in 
W- 1,2(Q) necessarily to div(vl,V2) (which follows from the as
sumptions of the theorem), we have 

1 kafk 
lz = Vi -'P dx 

Q aXi 

= - \ div( v~, v~), fk'P )W1.2(Q) - r vf fk aa'P dx " JQ Xi 

---4 - (div(Vl, V2), f'P)w1.2(Q) - r vdaa'P dx () JQ Xi 

= r Vi af 'P dx . 
JQ aXi 

Thus, due to (3.11) we have 

1 k k 1-( af ) d -1-- d Vi Wi 'P dx ---4 Vi gi - -a . 'P X - ViWi'P x, 
Q Q X, Q 

which proves the assertion. • 
Lemma 3.12 (Murat) Let Q C ]R2 be a bounded domain, Q E 
C1,1. Let A be a compact set in W- 1,2(Q), B be a bounded set in 
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M (Q) and C be a bounded set in W-1,p (Q) for some 2 < p ::; 00. 

Further, let D e 'V' (Q) be such that 

De(A+B)nC. 

Then there exists E, a compact set in W- 1,2(Q) such that 

DeE. 

Here M (Q) denotes the space of bounded Radon measures on Q. 

PROOF: Let fk ED, then fk = g"+hk, gk E A, hk E B, r E C. 
Firstly, solving the equations 

-.6.v k = l 
v k = 0 

in Q, 

Oil DQ, 
(3.13) 

we get from gk E A that vk lie in a compact set of W~,2(Q). Then, 
using the compactness theorem for measures (cf. Lemma 2.55 in 
Chapter 1), we deduce from hk E B that hk lie in a compact set 
of w-1,q(Q) for 1 ::; q < 2. This, and the LP-theory of elliptic 
equations (SIMADER [1972, Section 7]), implies that solutions wk 

of the equations 

in Q, 

on DQ 
(3.14) 

lie in a compact set of w~,q(Q) for 1 ::; q < 2. In such a way, 

uk == v k + wk 

lie in a compact set of w~,q(Q) for 1 ::; q < 2. Now, since -.6.uk = 
fk, we have 

Ilfkll-l,q = sup {I (Ik,((!) I; ((! E w~,q' (Q), 11((!lll,q' ::; I} ::; Ilvklll,q 
and consequently fk lie in a compact set ofW-1,q(Q) for 1::; q < 2. 
But general interpolation theory provides us with an inequality 
(TRIEBEL [1978, Section 1.11]) 

for 
1 1- e e 
----+-2 - pi q" 

which together with fk E C (a bounded set in W-1,P(Q)) proves 
the lemma. _ 

Now we are ready to prove the Murat-Tartar relation (3.2). 
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PROOF (of Theorem 3.1): Recall that by Uk '= Uek , Ck --+ 0+ as 
k --+ 00, we denoted some weak-* converging subsequence of uc . 

Multiplying (1.2) by T)'(uk), we obtain 

017(Uk) oq(uk) _ 02T)(Uk) _ "( k) ( ~OUk)2 
at + ax -Ck ox2 17 U YCk ax (3.15) 

At this point we use the results on parabolic equations of type (1.2) 
(cf. LADYZHENSKAYA, SOLONNIKOV AND URALTZEVA [1968], see 
Theorem 2.9 in Chapter 2). Namely, we know that for any open 
bounded set. Q C ffi.+ X ffi. there exists constant c, independent of 
k such that 

aUk 
11vf€k aX 11£2(Q) ::; c(Q). (3.16) 

Now, since T) E C2, (1.3) implies 11T)"(uk)IILOC(Q) ::; c, which to
gether with (3.16) yields 

111J"(Uk ) ( Vik 00:) 2 1IU (Q) ::; c. 

But the same estimate also holds for the M(Q)-norm, since L1(Q) 
is imbedded into M (Q) isometrically. Hence, 

(3.17) 

where B is a bounded set in M(Q). 
Further, (3.16) gives 

OT)(uk) , k aUk 
11vf€k ~1I£2(Q) = 11vf€k 17 (u ) aX 11£2(Q) 

aUk 
::; c II vf€k aX II £2(Q) ::; c. 

(3.18) 

Consequently, ck OT)~~k) --+ 0 in L2(Q) and therefore we have 

In particular, 

(3.19) 
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where A is a compact set in W- 1,2(Q). Note that for TJ == Id we 
immediately obtain from (3.19) that 

{ 02Uk } 
Ek~ cE, 

uX kEN 

(3.20) 

where E is a compact set in W- 1 ,2(Q). 
Finally, since (1.3) implies IITJ(uk)IICXl :s: c, Ilq(uk)ilcXJ :s: c, the 

left-hand side of (3.15) lies in a bounded set of W-1,CXl(Q). But 
this is nothing other than 

{ 02 k} 
E k TJ' ( 11, k) <:l 11,2 C C , 

uX kEN 
(3.21 ) 

where C is a bounded set in W-1'(X)(Q). 

SO, from (3.17), (3.19), (3.21) it follows that we can apply Lemma 
3.12 to (3.15). This gives us 

{ '( k)02Uk } _ {OTJ(Uk) Oq(Uk)} EkTJ 11, -- - --+--
ox2 kEN ot OX kEN 

= {curl(t,x) (-q(uk),TJ(Uk))}kEN c E, 
(3.22) 

where E is some compact set in W- 1 ,2(Q). Eventually we obtain, 
directly from (3.20), without using Lemma 3.12, that 

{ Ek 02Uk } = {ouk + OJ(uk)} 
ox2 kEN ot OX kEN (3.23) 

= {div(t,x) (uk,j(uk))}kEN C E, 

where E can be considered to be the same as above. Applying 
Lemma 3.3 to wk = (uk,j(uk)) , and vk = (-q(uk),TJ(uk)) we 
obtain: 

ukq(uk) - j(Uk)TJ(uk) --+ U q -1 rj, (3.24) 

as k --+ 00, in the sense of distributions. (Overlines denote the 
weak limits in L 2 (Q).) Since we work with bounded sequences on 
bounded sets, the left-hand side of (3.24) (at least a subsequence) 
also converges weak-* in L=(Q) and then necessarily to the right
hand side of (3.24). Using Young measures, this can be expressed 
as 

which is exactly the Murat-Tartar identity (3.2). • 
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In the next section we will see how (3.25) can help us to reduce 
the support of IJt,x to a point in the case of scalar equations in one 
space dimension. 

3.4 Scalar hyperbolic equations in one space dimension 

In this particular case (8 = d = 1) we have for f E Cl(JR), Uo E 
LOO(JR) ane! E: > 0 a viscous perturbation 

auE af(uE ) a2uE 

at + a;- = E: ax2 

uE(O,·) = Uo 

of the scalar hyperbolic equation 

au + af(u) = 0 
at ax 

u(O, .) = no 

in JR+ x JR , 
( 4.1) 

in JR, 

( 4.2) 
in JR . 

Recall that if we prove the Young measure /Jt,x corresponding to 
the sequence { n k} C {no}, uk ....":.. n in L 00 (JR+ X JR) to be a Dirac one 
supported at u(t, x) for almost all (t, x) E JR+ X JR, we obtain two 
pieces of additional information: firstly, according to Theorem 2.31, 
Uk converges strongly in Lroc(JR+ x JR) and secondly, due to (2.5) 
and (2.6), f(u k) ....":.. f(u) for any f E C1(JR). This in fact implies 
the existence result for the scalar equation in one space dimension, 
which is formulated and proved at the end of this section. 

Note that, since subsequences of UO were taken into account, 
we do not obtain the uniqueness result via the Young measure 
technique. 

Now we show how to use the Murat-Tartar identity (3.2) to 
obtain the desired result 

IJI,x = bu(t,x) for a.e. (t, x) E JR+ X JR. (4.3) 

There are various approaches how to prove (4.3) using (3.2). In 
TARTAR [1983] and VECCHI [1989] it is shown that if there is no 
interval [a, b], a < b, on which f' is constant (we say that f is 
genuinely nonlinear), (4.3) holds. This is done by applying (3.2) 
to an infinite family of smooth, strictly convex entropy-entropy flux 
pairs, which in the scalar 1D case can be expressed explicitly. 

Moreover, in TARTAR [1983] it is shown that if the scalar flux is 
a strictly convex function, then it is sufficient to apply (3.2) to a 
single smooth strictly convex entropy to obtain (4.3). 
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Another proof is given by Vecchi--see VECCHI [1989, 1990]. He 
was able to show that even if a genuinely nonlinear function f is 
not convex, (4.3) holds. This was done by using just one smooth 
entropy-entropy flux pair. We will follow this approach to obtain 
the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.4 Let f E C2 (lR) be a genuinely nonlinear function. 
Let T/, q E C2 (lR) satisfy q' = r/ l' pointwise. Let v E Prob(lR) be a 
probability measure with compact support K c lR, such that the 
Murat- Tartar relation 

(v, '\q(,\) - f('\)T/('\)) = (v,,\) (v, q('\)) - (v, f('\)) (v, T/('\)) (4.5) 

holds. Then the support of v is a point. 

PROOF (Vecchi): The basic idea of the proof is as follows: Suppose 
we have a compactly supported probability measure v E Prob(lR) 
such that supp v = K. Then we define an auxiliary product mea
sure v C"'J v on lR x lR (points in IE. x IE. being denoted by ('\, T)), 
supp(v @ v) = K x K, a rectangle. Then, if we find an integrable 
function F('\, T) such that 

F('\,T) > 0 (,\ =I T), F(A,'\) = 0, 

.LxK F('\, T) d(v(,\) @ V(T)) = 0, 
(4.6) 

clearly the support of v @ v must lie on the line {A = T}. Now, if 
supp v consists of more than one point, then in the set supp( v@v) = 
supp v x supp v there are points outside the line {A = T}, which 
is a contradiction. Hence, supp v is a point. The rigorous proof of 
this idea (slightly generalized) will be given in Lemma 4.13. Now 
we prove the theorem by constructing the function F, satisfying 
( 4.6). 

The right-hand side of (4.5) can be written (using Fubini's the
orem-note that v 17) v is a product measure) as 

![ r Tdv(T) /. q()..)dv()..) + r )"dv()") r q(T)dv(T) 
2 iK . K iK iK 
-.L 1)(T) dV(T) .I~ f('\) dv()..) - .L T/()..) dv()..) 1K f(T) dV(T)] 

= ~ 1 (Tq(,\) + )..q(T) -T/(T)f()..) -T/(,\)f(T)) d(v()..) @ V(T)). 
[{xK 

(4.7) 
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On the other hand, since J K dv()..) = 1, the left-hand side is equal 
to 

~ r (Tq(T) + )..q()..) -17(T)f(T) -17()..)f()..)) d(v()..) ® V(T)). JKXK 

(4.8) 
Denote lag == aCT) - a()..). Subtracting (4.7) from (4.8) we can 
write (4.5) as 

r ((T-)..)[qE-[17]UfE) d(v()..)C9V(T)) =0. (4.9) JKXK 

Now, we can choose 17 == f and q(u) == Ju~, [1'(s)]2 ds. Denoting 
the integrand in (4.9) by F()", T), we obtain: 

F()", T) = (T -)..) (iT [1'(s)] 2 dS) - (J(T) - f()..))2 . (4.10) 

Clearly, F()",)..) = 0, while for)" -I T 

F()..,T) = (T-)..) (iT [!'(s)]2 ds ) - (iT !'(S)dSr (4.11) 

We recall the classical Jensen's inequality (see e.g. RUDIN [1974]): 
for any strictly convex function g and hE £l((>.,T)) there is: 

T~>.lT g(h(S))dS2g(T~>.lT h(S)dS) , 

with equality occurring if and only if h(s) = const on (>', T). There
fore, for g(s) = S2, h(s) = 1'(s) t const on ().,T), one gets 
F(>', T) > 0 (>. t T). In such a way, the function F satisfies the 
properties (4.6) and the proof will be finished by proving Lemma 
4.13. • 

Remark 4.12 If 1'(s) = const on [a, b], it follows from (4.11) that 
F(>', T) = 0 on [a, b] x [a, b]. Consequently, v can be concentrated 
either at a point or on the interval, where 1'(s) = 0, which is in 
correspondence with the result of TARTAR [1983]. 

Now we generalize the basic idea used in the proof of Theorem 4.4 
for the case of more than one dimension. Note that the expression 
'more than one dimension' in this context refers to the dimension 
S of the space on which the measure J.L is defined. Hence, Lemma 
4.13 would help to reduce the support of the Young measure to a 
point in the case of system of s hyperbolic equations, if, of course, 
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there was a function F, satisfying (4.14). However, the problem 
of finding such a function in general seems to be as difficult as 
solving the corresponding system of equations. In view of this, the 
following lemma, even if it holds generally, is of some use only for 
s = l. 

Lemma 4.13 Let p, E M(JRS) be a non-negative bounded Radon 
measure, supp p, = K, a compact set. Let FEU (p, Q9 p,) satisfy: 

F ( x, x) = 0 \:I x E JRs , 

F ( x, y) > 0 \:I x, Y E JRs , x i- y , 

l2< F(>.,T)d(p,(>.) Q9/J,(T)) = o. 
(4.14) 

Then supp p, is at most a point. 

PROOF: Let us assume that there exist x i- y, x E K, y E 
K such that {x, y} C supp p,. Then there exist compact disjoint 
neighbourhoods U(x) and V(y) of x and y, respectively. It follows 
that F(>', T) > 0 on U(x) x V(y). But then we get 

0< J F(>', T) d(p,(>.) Q9p,(T)) 
U(x)xV(y) 

~ L2< F()", T) d(p,()..) (9 t1(T)) = 0, 

which is a contradiction. • 
Finally, we formulate the main theorem of this section. 

Theorem 4.15 Let f E C 2 (JR) be genuinely nonlinear, Uo E 
LOO (JR). Then there exists a weak entropy solution u E Loo (JR+ x JR) 
to the scalar conservation law (4.2). 

PROOF: Let U c be solutions to the parabolic perturbations (4.1) 

of (4.2), uk ~ u in LOO(JR+ x JR), uk = u C', Ek ---> 0+ as k ---> +00. 
Denote by {Vt,x} the family of Young measures corresponding to 
uk, which exists according to Theorem 2.3. Then we have for all 
9 E C(JR): 

gouk ~g, g(t,x) = (Vt,x,g) for a.e. (t,x) E JR+ x JR. 
(4.16) 

According to Theorem 3.1, the measures Vt,x satisfy for almost all 
(t,x) E JR+ x JR the Murat-Tartar relation (3.2) for some entropy
entropy flux pair 7), q E C2 (JR) and therefore, according to Theorem 
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4.4 there exists a = a( t, x) such that 

But (2.5) for 9 = ld implies 

ll(t, x) = (Da, ld) 

and therefore 

Vt,x = Du(t,x) 

for a.e. (t,x) E IR+ x IR. 

for a.e. (t,x) E IR+ x IR, 

for a.e. (t,x) E IR+ x IR. 

Thus, using (2.5) again, we have 

which gives that u is a weak solution to (4.2). 

( 4.17) 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

Finally, for a convex entropy-entropy flux pair 'f/, q E C2 (1R) we 
deduce from (3.15) that 

O'f/(u k ) oq(vk ) 02'f/(U k ) 
---at + a;;- ::; ck ox2 . (4.20) 

Similarly to (4.19), (4.18) now implies 

'f/(u k ) -.:. 'f/(u) , 

q(uk ) -.:. q(u). 

Therefore, passing to the limit in (4.20) one finds that u is an 
entropy solution. Moreover, due to (4.18) and Theorem 2.31, uk --+ 

u strongly in Lioe (IR) for all p E [1, (0). • 

Remark 4.21 Young measures were given their name after L.C. 
Young, who in his pioneering works (YOUNG [1937, 1938, 1942]) 
studied nonlinear problems developing oscillations of solutions. Sin
ce the fundamental papers of TARTAR [1979, 1983]' see also TAR
TAR [1990], the theory of measure-valued solutions became impor
tant in the context of partial differential equations. For an exten
sive study of the Young measure technique we also refer to the 
monograph by ROUBicEK [1996]. 

The Young measure approach can also be successfully used in 
numerical analysis, namely to prove the convergence of so-called fi
nite volume methods for scalar conservation laws in d space dimen
sions-for details see, e.g., COCKBURN, COQUEL, LEFLOCH AND 
SHU [1991] and KRONER AND ROKYTA [1994]. 



CHAPTER 4 

Measure-valued solutions and 
nonlinear hyperbolic equations 

4.1 Introduction 

Let Q C ffi.d be a measurable set, on which a sequence of measurable 
functions zj : Q ----+ ffi.s , j = 1,2, ... , is defined. Let T : ffi.s ----+ ffi. 
be a continuous function. We are interested in describing the be
haviour of T(Zj) as j ~ 00. As already pointed out in Theorem 
3.2.3, the behaviour of T(Zj) can be represented by a measure
valued function v : Q ----+ Prob(ffi.S) provided that the sequence 
{Zj}~l is uniformly bounded in L=(Q)s. More precisely, since 
T(Zj) is also uniformly bounded in LCO(Q), there exists a subse
quence still denoted by zj and a function r E L co ( Q) such that 

weakly-* in LOO(Q) , 

and, according to Theorem 2.3 in Chapter 3, we have 

r(y) = (Vy, T) = ~< T(.\) dvy(.\) , 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

for almost all y E Q. Here we use the notation Vy == v(y). Moreover, 
the measures Vy are uniformly compactly supported. Note that 
since the values of zj belong to some compact set of ffi.s , we could 
suppose, without loss of generality, that T E Cc (ffi.S). 

In this chapter we extend the characterization (1.2) to a broader 
class offunctions T and zj. Following BALL [1989], we prove a more 
general version of Theorem 2.3 in Chapter 3. As a consequence of 
this generalization, we obtain the following result: If Q is a bounded 
set and zl are uniformly bounded in LP ( Q) S for some p E (1, 00 ), 

then there exists a subsequence still denoted by zJ and a function 
1/ : Q ----+ Prob(ffi.S) such that for all T E C (ffi.s ), 

T(ZJ) ~ r weakly in L~(Q), 

r(y) = (l/y, T) for a.a. y E Q, 
(1.3) 
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whenever T satisfies the growth condition 

e E IRs . (1.4) 

As we will see, mainly in the next chapter, the nonlinearities sat
isfying (1.4) occur naturally in problems of continuum mechanics. 
However, we will use the above-mentioned theorem later in this 
chapter (see Section 4.3). Using again the method of vanishing vis
cosity, we prove the global in time existence of a measure-valued 
solution to the scalar hyperbolic equation of second order: 

inlx!1, (1.5) 

where!1 c IRd is a bounded open set and I = (0, T). The equation 
(1.5) is considered together with Dirichlet boundary conditions and 
initial conditions for u and ~~. From the physical point of view, 
the unknown function u : Qr -+ IR can be interpreted as a dis
placement of a vibrating membrane. The functions ai : IRd --+ IR 
are considered to have linear growth, i.e., p = 2 in (1.4). More 
precisely, we assume that ai are represented by a scalar quadratic 
potential. 

Recall that equation (1.5) can be rewritten as a hyperbolic sys
tem of (d + 1) equations. Indeed, putting va == ~~ and Vj == %xU , 

J 

we obtain for v == (VI"'" Vd), v == (Va, v), 

aVo _ ~a(v) = f 
at aXj J , 

aVi _ avo = 0 , i = 1, ... , d . 
at aXi 

(1.6) 

See Section 1.1.3 in Chapter 1 for details. 

Finally, let us emphasize that, to the knowledge of the authors, 
(global in time) existence of a weak solution to (1.5) is still an open 
problem. This is one of the reasons why the concept of a measure
valued solution to problem (1.5) is introduced. Within this class we 
obtain an existence result (see Theorem 3.34) and thus the question 
of the existence of a weak solution to (1.5) can be reformulated as 
a question of whether the measures /Jy are Dirac ones (compare 
with Chapter 3). 
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4.2 A version of the fundamental theorem on Young 
measures 

Following BALL [1989]' we prove in this section a version of the 
theorem about Young measures. This theorem will playa key 
role in the construction of measure-valued solutions not only in 
the next section, but also in the following chapter. Let us re
call that the symbol L::(Q;M(IRS)) represents the space of all 
weakly measurable functions v : Q ~ M(IRS), for which the norm 
ess SUPYEQ Ilvy II M(R') is finite (see Chapter 1 and Definition 2.7 in 
Chapter 3 for more details). 

Theorem 2.1 Let Q C IRd be a measurable set and let zj : 
Q -+ IRs, j = 1,2, ... , be a sequence of measurable functions. Then 
there exists a subsequence still denoted by zj and a measure-valued 
function v with the following properties: 

1. The function v satisfies 

v E £';:(Q; M(IRS)), 

for a.e. y E Q , 

and we have for every 'P E Co (IRS), as j -+ 00, 

'P(zj) .-":,. (j5 weakly-* in Loo(Q), 

2. Moreover, if 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

lim sup meas {y E Q n B R ; Iz j (y)1 2: k} = ° (2.5) 
k--->oo j=1,2, ... 

for every R > 0, where BR == {y E Q; Iyl ::; R}, then 

Ilvy II M(IR') = 1 for a.e. y E Q. (2.6) 

3. Let III : [0, 00) ~ IR be a Young function satisfying the ~2-
condition. t If condition (2.5) holds and if we have for some con
tinuous function T : IRs ~ IR 

(2.7) 

t Definitions and properties of Young functions as well as Orlicz spaces 
can be found in Chapter 1. 
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then 

r(zj) .-:.. T weakly-* in Lw(Q), T(y) a~. (Vy, r). (2.8) 

Before proving Theorem 2.1 let us make the following remarks. 

Remark 2.9 If zj are uniformly bounded in LP(Q)S for some 

p E [I, (0), the condition (2.5) is satisfied. Indeed, denoting A{ == 
{y E Q n B R ; Izj(y)1 :::: k}, we have 

IA~lkP:::; j .. lzj(y)IPdY :::; llzj(y)IPdy:::; c. 
Ai Q 

Since c is independent of both j and k we obtain 
. c 

. sup IAil:::; kp , 
)=1,2, ... 

which implies (2.5). 

Corollary 2.10 Let Q C IRd be a bounded open set. Let zj be 
uniformly bounded in LP (Q) s. Then there exists a subsequence still 
denoted by zj and a measure-valued function v, such that for all 
r : IRS -7 IR satisfying for some q > 0 the growth condition 

we have 

provided that 

ve E IRd , 

r(zj) ~ T weakly in U(Q), 

'F(y) a~ (Vy, r) , 

l<r<E. - q 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

PROOF: Due to Remark 2.9 the condition (2.5) of Theorem 2.1 
is satisfied. Let us verify (2.7). We have (for the Young function 
ll1(u) = uT ) 

k 1l1(lr(zj)l) dy = k Ir(zjW dy (2~1) cT k (1 + IZjl)QT dy 

and the last integral is uniformly bounded (with respect to j) if 
qr :::; p. The lower bound r > 1 follows from the properties of Orlicz 
functions, namely from lims~= Wis ) = 00. • 
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We immediately see from (2.13) that we can easily find an r E 
(1, ~] if p > q. The case p = q is not covered by the above result. 
The investigation of this situation can be found in KINDERLEHRER 

AND PEDREGAL [1992b]. 

PROOF (of Theorem 2.1): 
Ad 1: With zj we associate the mapping IJJ Q -----+ M (IRS) 

defined for almost all y E Q by 

v~ = bz/(y) , (2.14) 

where (}z is a Dirac measure supported at z E IRs. Hence, 

Ilv~IIM(IR<) = 1 for a.e. y E Q. (2.15) 

Since Co (IRS) and consequently also L1 (Q; CO (IRS)) are separable, 
we obtain from Theorem 2.11 in Chapter 3 the existence of a sub
sequence still denoted by IJj and an element v E L':(Q; M(IRS)) 
such that 

weakly-* in L':(Q; M(IRS)). (2.16) 

Therefore, taking in (2.16) test functions h E L 1 ( Q; CO (IRS)) in the 
form of h(y,>..) = g(y)!.p(>") with 9 E L1(Q) and!.p E Co(IRS), we 
see that 

weakly-* in LOO(Q) (2.17) 

for every !.p E Co (IRS). Hence, (2.4) is proved, and (2.3) follows from 
the weak-* lower semi continuity of the norm II'IIM(IR<) and (2.15). 

Ad 2: We prove that v is almost everywhere a probability mea
sure, provided that (2.5) holds. Let us define, for>.. E IRs, 

1>"1::; k, 

k::; 1>"1 ::; k + 1, 

1>"12: k + 1. 

(2.18) 

Let E c Q be an arbitrary bounded measurable set and let lEI 
denote its Lebesgue measure in IRd. Then, for fixed kEN, we 
denote 

(2.19) 
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o:s I~I Ie (1 - 19k(zi(y))) dy 

< IA~I < sup IA~I = 10 
- lEI - . lEI - k, J=1,2, ... 

(2.20) 

where 10k ~ 0 if k ~ 00 due to (2.5). Therefore 

1- 10k :S I~I Ie 19k(zi(y)) dy. (2.21 ) 

Then, letting j ~ 00 in (2.21) and using (2.17), we obtain 

1 r k 1 r (2.3) 
l- ck:S lET JE(vy,19 )dy:S lET JE"vYIM(IR<)dy :S 1. (2.22) 

Thus, 

(2.23) 

which implies that IIvyIlM(IR<) = 1 for almost all y E Q and (2.6) is 
proved. 

Ad 3: It remains to prove (2.8). Let T : IRs ~ IR be a continuous 
function satisfying (2.7). We can suppose without loss of generality 
that T 2: o. Taking 19 k as in (2.18), we put 

(2.24) 

Choose <I> such that <I> and Ware complementary Young func
tions. According to Lemma 2.30 in Chapter 1 we have (C<I>(D))* = 
Lw(D). In order to prove (2.8) one must show that 

(2.25) 

and verify the following limiting processes for an arbitrary 9 E 
C<I>(Q): 

k9(Y)Tk(Zi(Y))dyk~ k9(Y)T(Zj(Y))dY , (2.26) 

k9(Y)Tk(zj(Y))dyj~ kg(y) (Vy,Tk)dy, (2.27) 

kg(Y)(VY'Tk)dyk~ kg(Y)(Vy,T)dY , (2.28) 
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where the convergence in (2.26) is meant to be uniform with respect 
to j. Thus, using the triangle inequality, one can see 

k9(Y)T(Zj(Y))dyj~ kg(Y)(Vy,T)dY for all 9 E C1>(Q) , 

which is exactly (2.8). Let us show (2.25)-(2.28). The fact that the 
convergence in (2.26) is uniform (with respect to j) can be proved 
directly. Indeed, for A~ as in (2.19), 

k Ig(y)IITk(zj (y)) - T(zj (y))1 dy 

::; i:.. Ig(y)1 (1 - f)k(zj (Y)))T(Zj (y)) dy 

(2.29), Ch.1 . 

::; Ilgll L~(AU IIT(zJ) II L,dAi) 
(2.29) 

(2.28), Ch.1 ({ ) 
::; IlgIIL~(AD 1 + i

Q 
'l1(IT(Zj)l) dy 

By virtue of (2.5) and the absolute continuity of the Orlicz norm 
IlgIIL,~(QI) with respect to Q' (see Theorem 2.40 in Chapter 1), one 
finds that for every c > 0 there exists a ko such that for k > ko 
the right-hand side of (2.29) is less than c. Thus (2.26) is proved. 

The limiting process in (2.27) follows immediately from (2.4) 
and the imbedding C1> (Q) ~ L1 (Q). 

To verify (2.28), note that Tk+1 ~ Tk ~ O. Due to the monotone 
convergence theorem we have for almost all y E Q, as k --t 00, 

(Vy,Tk) = L, Tkdvy -----+ L, Tdvy = (Vy,T). (2.30) 

For 9 ~ 0 we have 

g(y) (Vy, Tk+1) > g(y) (Vy,Tk) ~ 0 (2.31) 

and from (2.30) 

lim g(y)(vy, Tk) = g(y)(vy, T) for a.e. y E Q. (2.32) 
k--->oo 

Again, due to the monotone convergence theorem, we obtain (2.28). 
Note that JQ g(y)(vy, T) dy can still be infinite. Its boundedness 

is a consequence of (2.25), which will be proved in what follows. 
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Since rk ~ rk+l ~ r, we have for fixed k, 

j=sl~f...k IJ!(lrk(zj)/)dy ~ j:l~f...k IJ!(lr(zj)l)dy ~ c, (2.33) 

or 
k . . k 

IIr (zJ)IIL'1'(Q) = lI(vJ , r )IIL'1'(Q) ~ c, (2.34) 

where c depends neither on k nor on j. Thus there exist ak E LiJ! (Q) 
such that, for j ----*'00, 

. k * (vJ,r ) ~ ak weakly-* in LiJ!(Q). (2.35) 

The comparison of (2.35) with (2.27) gives ak(y) = (Vy, rk) for 
almost every y E Q. Moreover, ak = (v, rk) belongs to the ball in 
LiJ! (Q) given by (2.34), independently of k. Consequently, 

lI(v,rk)IIL'dQ)~ c. (2.36) 

Then there exists a E LiJ! ( Q) such that 

k g(y) (Vy, rk) dy -+ fo g(y)a(y) dy (2.37) 

for every 9 E C<I>(Q), as k ----* 00. Comparing (2.37) with (2.28) for 
smooth test functions g, we obtain 

for a.e. y E Q (2.38) 

and (2.25) is proved. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete. _ 

Remark 2.39 In BALL [1989] the author claims that the theorem 
can be regarded as a consequence of a general lower semicontinuity 
theorem proved by BALDER [1984]. 

The original statement of Theorem 2.1 in BALL [1989] is a bit 
different. Instead of (2.7) it is assumed that {r(zjn;:1 is sequen

tially weakly relatively compact in L1(Q). In fact, this condition 
is equivalent to (2.7) if Q is bounded and IJ! : [0,(0) -+ IR is a 
continuous function such that limlEI~DO iJ!~E) = 00. In our case, II! 
is moreover a Young function, i.e., a convex one. If we omit this 
assumption, we only have 

weakly in £1 (Q) , 

which corresponds to the assertion of the theorem in BALL [1989]. 
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4.3 Measure-valued solutions to a hyperbolic equation of 
second order 

The subject of this section is to prove the existence of measure
valued solutions (global in time) to the following problem. 

Let n c IE.d , d 2': 2, be a bounded domain with a smooth bound
aryan. Let T E (0, (0), 1== (0, T) and QT == I x n. Given func
tions f : QT ----t IE., UO, Ul : n ----t IE., we look for a function 
u : QT ----t IE., solving 

a2 U a 
a 2 - -a aj("'vu) = f 

t Xj 

au 
u(O,·)=uo, at(O,.)=Ul 

u=O 

in QT, 

in n, 

on I x an, 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

provided that there exists a function () E C2 (lE.d ), called potential 
to a = (al, ... , ad), and positive constants Ct, (3 E IE. such that for 
all i,j = 1, ... ,d, 

a{) 
a~. = a" (3.4) 

. t 

()(O) = :~ (0) = 0, (3.5) 

a2 {) 

I a~ia~J I ~ (3 , (3.6) 

and 

Ct 2 < a2{)(~) 
1111 - a~ka~f 17k17f (3.7) 

for all ~, 11 E IE.d . 

A simple calculation (see also Section 5.1) shows that (3.4)-(3.7) 
imply 

lai(e)1 ~ m~l, 

~ 1~12 ~ 19(~) ~ % 1~12 , 
lai(e) - ai(11)1 ~ me - 111 , 

for all e, 11 E IE.d and i = 1, ... , d. 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 
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Let us suppose, for a moment, that u E are some approximations 
of the problem (3.1)-(3.7) having the following properties: 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

Due to (3.11) we can use Theorem 2.1 or rather its Corollary 2.10 
with p = 2, q = 1 and r = 2 (for s = d) and we obtain the existence 
of a measure-valued function v : QT --+ Prob(~d) such that for 
each i = 1, ... ,d, 

ai(\7uE ) ~ ai weakly in L2(QT) 

with 
_( ) a.e. ( ) ai t,x = Vt,x,ai , 

at least for a subsequence. We see that under assumptions (3.11), 
(3.12) there is a hope that we will be able to find a limiting process 
for solutions US of a suitable approximate problem to a measure
valued solution-a couple (u, v)-of the original problem (3.1)
(3.7). 

Now we are in a position to define the notion of a measure-valued 
solution to the problem (3.1 )-(3. 7). 

Definition 3.13 Let 

f E L2(QT) , Uo E W~,2(O), Ul E L2(O) (3.14) 

be given. A couple (u, v) such that 

u E L2(I; w~,2(o)), 

au ~ 2 
at t: L (QT) , 

a2u 
- E L2 (J. W- 1,2(O)) 
at2 ' , 

VEL;: (QT; Prob (~d)) , 

(3.15) 

is called a measure-valued solution to the problem (3.1)-(3.7) 
if and only if 

u(O) = Uo, (3.16) 

and the following identities are fulfilled: 

(3.17) 
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for almost all (t, x) E QT, and 

i T (a2~ (t), zp(t)) dt + 1 azp. (t, x) (Vt,x, ai) dx dt 
o at QT ax, 

179 

= foT (j(t), zp(t)) dt (3.18) 

2 ( 1 2 ) for all zp ELI; W o' (n) . 

Remark 3.19 

• We have u E C(I; L2(n)) and ~~ E C(I; W- l ,2(n)) due to 
Lemma 2.45 in Chapter 1. Hence, the initial conditions (3.16) 
are understood in the sense of the spaces L 2 (n), W-l ,2(n), re
spectively, for example 

lim Ilu(t) - uol12 = O. 
t.~o+ 

• In this section we will denote by (".) not only the usual L2 
scalar product, but also the duality between the spaces W~,2(n) 
and W-1,2(n). The reason is that (.,.) denotes here the duality 
between M(JE.d) and Co(JE.d) (see (3.18)). 

In order to prove the existence of a measure-valued solution, we 
need to find convenient approximations, denoted by u E , having (at 
least) the properties (3.11) and (3.12). For this purpose we perturb 
the equation (3.1) by the term -cD. ~~' and we will investigate the 
following problem. 

Find, for each c > 0, a function u E : QT ~ JE. satisfying 

a2 U E a auf: 
-- - -aj(\1uE ) - cD.- = f in QT, (3.20) 
at2 ax] at 

auE 

uE(O,·) = uo, at (0,,) = Ul in n, (3.21) 

u E = 0 on I x an. (3.22) 

Definition 3.23 Let f, Uo, Ul fulfill (3.14). A function u E , defin
C!d on QT, is called a weak solution to the problem (3.20)-(3.22), 
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(3.4)-(3.7), if and only if 

u E E L2(I; W01,2(O)), 

ouE 

- E L2 (I' w:1,2(O)) at ' 0 , 

02UE 

- E L2 (I' W- 1,2(O)) ot2 ' , 

and the following equality 

rT 02 E ( a Jo (-ot~ (T),<P(T))dT+ Jo (ai(VuE(T)), ~;~))dT 

rT 
( a ouE 0<P) rT 

+c Jo at OXi (T), OXi (T) dT = Jo (J(T),<p(T)) dT 

is fulfilled for all <P E L2 (I; W~,2(O)). 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

Remark 3.28 The initial conditions (3.21) with assumptions 
(3.14) are meaningful because of Lemma 2.45 in Chapter 1. In 
fact, uE E C(I;W~,2(O)) and aa~£ E C(I;L2(O)). 

Theorem 3.29 Let j, Uo and Ul satisfy (3.14). Then for every 
C > 0 there exists just one weak solution uE to the problem (3.20)
(3.22), (3.4)-(3.7). Moreover, uE satisfies the following uniform 
estimates: 

IluE II L=(I;w,;·2(0)) :S C, 

ouE 

II at IIL=(I;£2(O)) :S c, 

rT ouE 2 
C Jo IIVTt (T)112 dT :S C, 

02uE 

II ot2 11£2(1;W-12(O)) :S c. 

(3.30) 

(3.31 ) 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

Although we use the standard Galerkin method to solve the 
parabolic problem (3.20)-(3.22), we present a detailed proof here, 
since it shows another method of obtaining the almost everywhere 
convergence of VUE, needed for the limiting process in the nonlin
earities ai ,i = 1, ... , d. However, in order to concentrate on our 
main goal, i.e., to prove the existence of a measure-valued solution 
to our hyperbolic problem, we postpone the proof of Theorem 3.29 
to the end of this section. 
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Theorem 3.34 Let j', Uo, Ul satisfy (3.14). Then there exists a 

measure-valued solution to the problem (3.1)-(3.7). 

PROOF: Due to the uniform estimates (3.30)-(3.33), we can 
choose a subsequence {uc~} C {uc} such that 

uE ,. ~ u weakly in L2(1; W~,2(n)), (3.35) 

auE ' au 
weakly in L2(QT) ' (3.36) --~-

at at 
a2uEk a2u 

weakly in L2(1; W-l,2(n)) , (3.37) --~-

at2 at2 

as k ---+ 00. 

Furthermore, u Ck are weak solutions to the approximate problem 
(3.20)-(3.22), (3.4)-(3.7), i.e., they satisfy the equality (3.27) for 
all 'P E L2(0, T; W~,2(n)). Let us investigate the limiting process 
in (3.27). 

Due to (3.37), 

rT a2uE ' rT a2u io (-at2(T), 'P(T)) dT ---+ io (at 2 (T), 'P(T)) dT (3.38) 

and according to (3.32), 

rT (aU E
'- ) VZk io VZk "Vat' "V'P dT ---+ 0, (3.39) 

as ck ---+ 0+. Considering the limit of It (ai("Vuc'(t), a;j~)) dxdt, 
we apply Corollary 2.10. Since II"VuEkll£2(Qr) ::; c due to (3.30), we 
take zj = "VUE), P = 2, q = 1 and r = 2, s = d in the above cited 
corollary. Thus we get the existence of a measure-valued function 
v E L':(QT; Prob(JRd)) such that for T = ai, 

where 

ai(t, x) ~ r ai(u) dVt,x (u), i = 1, ... , d. 
I~" 

Therefore, 

r ai("Vl1/')aa'P dxdt ---+ r aa'P (Vt,x,ai) dxdt. (3.40) iQr x, iQr x, 

Using (3.38)-(3.40) in (3.27), we can conclude that the couple (u, v) 
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satisfies (3.18) for all i.p E L2(0, T; W~,2(n)). It remains to verify 
(3.17). Due to (3.35), 

1 k->oo 1 VUEki.pdxdt ~ VUi.pdxdt 
QT QT 

(3.41 ) 

for all i.p E V(QT). Using again Corollary 2.10 for r equal to com
ponents of Id, (the other parameters are the same as above), we 
obtain 

1 VUEli.pdxdt-.l i.p(Vt,x,Id)dxdt (3.42) 
QT QT 

for all i.p E V( QT ). Hence, 

1 i.p(t,X)(Vt,x,Id)dxdt = 1 i.p(t,x)Vu(t,x)dxdt 
QT QT 

for all i.p E V(QT), which implies (3.17). • 
In the rest of this section we will prove Theorem 3.29. For sim

plicity we drop the superscript E. 

PROOF (of Theorem 3.29): 
Uniqueness: Let v, w be two weak solutions of the problem 

(3.20)-(3.22), (3.4)-(3.7). Putting u == v - w, we have for all 
t E (0, T) the identity 

1t 'J2 
a (~t~ (r), i.p( r)) dr 

1t ( Oi.p(r)) + a ai(Vv(r)) - ai(V'w(r)), ~ dr (3.43) 

1t ( 0 ou Oi.p(r)) + E ~-;:)(r), -"'-. dr = 0 
a uX, ut uX, 

for all i.p E L2 (0, t; W~,2(n)). Taking ~~ as a test function in (3.43), 
we obtain 

~11~~'(t)ll~ - ~II~~(O)II~ +E 1t IIV~~(r)ll~dr 
1t( 0 ou ) 

= a ai(Vw(r)) - ai(V'v(r)), OXi ot (r) dr == h , 

or (since ~7t (0) = 0), 

E 1t IIV'~~ (r)ll~ dr::; Ihl· (3.44) 
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Because of (3.10), the right-hand side of (3.44) is estimated by 
Holder's and Young's inequalities as follows: 

c it au 112 f3 2 1t 2 \h\::; - 11\7-a (T) 2dT+-2 \\\7U(T)\\2dT, 
2 0 teo 

(3.45) 

which gives 

1t a f3 2 1t 
11\7 aU (T)II~ dT::; 2" II\7U(T)\\~ dT. 

o teo 
(3.46) 

Relation u( T) = J; ~~ (s )ds allows us to rewrite (3.46) in the form 

1t 11\7~~(T)II~dT::; f3;; 1t (1T 11\7~~(s)ll~dS) dT. (3.4 7) 

If we define y(t) == J~ \\\7~~(T)\\~ dT then (3.47) reads 

f32T it y(t) ::; -2 y(T) dT, 
c 0 

and Gronwall's lemma 3.5 in the Appendix finishes the proof. In 
fact, we obtain 

1tll\7~~(T)II~dT=0 VtE (O,T]. 

If we again use the relation u(t) = J~ ~~(s) ds, we obtain 

\\\7U(t)\\2 = ° Vt E (0, TJ, (3.48) 

which implies v(t) = w(t) for all t E [0, T]. 

Existence: Let {w k } be a basis in W~,2(n) consisting of eigenvec
tors of the Laplace operator+ for which Ak are the corresponding 
eigenvalues. This means that 

If v(t) is an element of W~,2(n) then there exist ij(t) E lE. such 

~ See Remark 4.14 in the Appendix for some comments on the exis
tence of such a basis. Let us recall two advantages of this construction. 
Firstly, {w k } are orthogonal both in L2(0,) and in W~,2(0,) and they 

can be orthonormalized either in W~,2(0,) or in L2(0,). In our case, we 

assume that the basis is orthonormal in L 2 (0,). Secondly, w k E COO (TI) 
if 80, is smooth enough, which is a consequence of the regularity theory 
for elliptic equations. 
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that v(t) = L~l ''''/j(t)w j . Denoting vm(t) = L;:l "/j(t)w j , we can 
define the mapping lP'm by 

Then due to the properties of {w k }, lP'm is a continuous orthogonal 
projector both in 

W~,2(n) -+ span{wI,w2 , ... ,wm}, 

and in 

Moreover, 

IIlP'mvI11,2:S Ilv111,2 and lIlP'mvI12:S Ilv112. 

Let us look for coefficients "(j : I -+ lR such that the so-called 
Galerkin approximations u m in the form 

m 

um(t, x) = L "(j(t)w j (x) 
j=l 

solve the system of ordinary differential equations 

(3.50) 

Then the system (3.49), called the Galerkin system, can be 
rewritten in the form (we write "(j = "(j for simplicity) 

d2 d. . i awj 
-d 2 "(j(t) +cAj-d "(j(t) = (J,wJ ) + ai('Vum)-a dx, 

t t 11 Xi (3.51) 
d 

"(j(O) = (lP'm(UO))j, dt "(J(O) = (lP'm(U1))j, 

where j = 1, ... , m. If we put Zj(t) == -!i"(j(t) and denote z 
(Zl, ... ,Zm), oX == (A1, ... ,Arn ) and 'Y == (--Y1, ... ,"(m), then (3.51) 
takes the form 

d 
-z + coX· z = F(" j, a) , 
dt 

d 
dt'Y = z, 

(3.52) 
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or for y == (z"f and H == (F - E.\· z, zf, 

d 
dt Y = H(y), (3.53) 

y(O) = Yo. 

Since the right-hand side of (3.53) satisfies the Caratheodory con
ditions, the existence of a solution is ensured due to Theorem 3.4 
in the Appendix. 

The global existence then follows from the following a priori 
estimates, namely from (3.54) and (3.55). These estimates give 
uniform bounds on y on the interval of local existence and allow 
to prolong the local solution onto the whole interval [. 

For all t E (0, T] we have: 

where C is independent of m and E. 

(3.54) 

(3.55) 

(3.56) 

(3.57) 

Let us first derive (3.54)-(3.56). Multiplying the jth equation of 
(3.49) by ft'Yj(t) and adding the resulting equations, we obtain 

(3.58) 

Using (3.4), we obtain 

(3.59) 

Let us integrate (3.59) over (0, t), where t E (0, T]. Applying 
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Holder's inequality to the right-hand side, we obtain 

Using (3.9), Young's inequality and the properties of lP'm' we obtain 

(3.60) 

where c(uo, Ul, f) ::::::: Ilulll§ + !3I1V'uoll~ + J~ Ilf(T) II§ dT. In particular 
we have 

(3.61) 

Applying Gronwall's lemma 3.5 from the Appendix to (3.61), we 
obtain 

"ItsT, (3.62) 

which is (3.55). Using again the inequality (3.60) together with 
(3.62) we immediately obtain (3.56) and (3.54), where C depends 
only on f, Un, Ul and T. 

In order to obtain (3.57), it is enough to verify that 

(3.63) 
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Using (3.8), (3.63) and Holder's inequality we obtain 

i!at (a;~2m, 'P) dsi ~ c !at II\7a~; II~ ds + IIfll£2(QT) 
(3.64) 

+ cllumll~2(O,t;w{~2(O)) , 

where we used the continuity of the projector lP'm. Since all terms on 
the right-hand side of (3.64) are bounded (uniformly with respect 
to Tn and c) due to (3.54)-(3.56), we obtain (3.57). 

Therefore, there exists a subsequence {u l'} C {u m} such that 

2 1 2 weakly in L (I; Wo' (n)), (3.65) 

au!" * 
- ~ Z2 weakly-* in L=(I; L2 (n)), (3.66) 
at 

au!" 2 1 2 at ~ Zl weakly in L (I; Wo' (n)), (3.67) 

azu!" 
at2 ~ w weakly in L2(I; W-1,2(n)). (3.68) 

Since COO(n) is dense both in W1,2(n) and in L 2 (n), we have 

Zl = Z2 == Z. Now, from the formula (2.46) in Chapter 1 we obtain 
for all 'P E Cc(I; W~,2(n)) 

rt (au!") t ( a'P 10 at (s ), 'P ds = - lou!", at ) dt . (3.69) 

Letting J1, --7 00 in (3.69), we obtain 

t t a'P 10 (z,'P)ds = - 10 (u, at) dt, (3.70) 

and therefore, Z = ~~'. Analogously, w = ~:;'. 
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Next, we want to prove that u is a weak solution to the problem 
(3.20)-(3.22), (3.4)-(3.7). Immediately from the definition of weak 
convergence it follows that for rp E L2(£; W~,2(n)) 

t (02UI") t (02U ) 
10 ot2 ' rp ds ~ 10 ot2 ,rp ds (3.71) 

and 

(3.72) 

t orp t a 
10 (ai(Vul"), OXi) ds ~ 10 (ai(Vu), o~) ds (3.73) 

for all rp E L2(£; W~,2(n)). For this purpose we will prove the 
strong convergence 

VuI" ~ Vu in L 2(QT)' 

In fact, we will show that 

oul" au. 2 
Vat ~ V at III L (QT), 

which implies (3.74) due to (2.47) in Chapter 1. Indeed, 

IIV(ul" - u)(t)ll~ = IIV(ul" - u)(O)II~ 

+ 2 fat (V (a;; - ~~), V (ul" - u) ) ds , 

(3.74) 

(3.75) 

(3.76) 

and the right-hand side of (3.76) tends to 0 because of assumptions 
(3.75) and (3.65). 

Let ILm : L2(£; W 1,2(n)) --+ L2(£; span{w1 , ... , wm }) be a con
tinuous projector. Then for rp E L2(£; W~,2(n)) 

j.T 

o IllLmrp - rplli,2 ds ~ 0 as rn~oo, (3.77) 

and the following equality holds (compare with (3.49)): 

(3.78) 
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We will use tp = 8;:' - ~~ as a test function in (3.78). To make 
the argument more transparent, let us consider each term in (3.78) 
separately, starting with the third one. 

We have 

(( aull au lL aU) E Jo vTt ' V Tt - VlLlL at ds 

= E v- - v- v- - v- ds i t (aU IL au au lL aU) 
o at at' at at 
+ E ( (va'll V aull _ va'll) ds (3.79) 

Jo at' at at 
(( au lL au aU) 

+ E Jo V Tt' v at - VlLlL at ds 

( (aU IL aU) 2 
= E Jo Ilv Tt - at 112 ds + 81~ + 8~. 

We see from (3.67) that 8~ -+ 0 as JL -+ 00. Also, 8~ -+ 0, since 

~~ E £2(1; W~,2(n)) and (3.77) and (3.56) hold. 

Similarly we will handle the first integral in (3.78). We obtain 

where 8! -+ 0 due to (3.67) and 8~ -+ 0 due to (3.77) and (3.57). 
Putting 

85 == ~ II auIL(O) _ 0'11(0) II~ ,t 2 at at 2, 

we see that 8~ -+ 0 as It -+ 00. 
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Further, the second term in (3.78) can be rewritten as follows: 

fat (ai(\7U~)'a~i(a;; -LIL~~))ds 
= fat (a,(\7u~) - ai(\7U), a~i (a;; - ~~)) ds 

+ t (ai(\7u), ~ (au~ _ au)) ds 
10 aXi at at 
t ( ~ a (au au)) + 10 ai(\7u), aXi at - L~ at ds 

== Iz + 8~ + 8:. 

From condition (3.8) it follows that ai(\7u) E L2(QT)' This to
gether with (3.67) implies that 8t --; O. Similarly, 8: --; 0 because 
of (3.8), (3.54) and (3.77). 

We will estimate Iz by means of (3.10), Holder's and Young's 
inequalities. We obtain 

IIzI ~K(c) lot 11\7(u~ - u)ll~ ds 

+ ~ t 11\7(au~ _ aU)1I 2 ds. 210 at at 2 

(3.80) 

U sing the formula 

we obtain 

11\7(u~ - u)(s)ll~ ~ 211\7u~(0) - \7u(O)II~ 

+2T los 11\7 (a;; - ~~)(T)II~dT. 

Denoting 8~ == 2T K(c)ll\7u~(O) - \7u(O) II~, which clearly converges 
to 0 as fJ --; 00, we obtain from (3.80) 
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Finally, 

{t (aUIL au) 
8;' == 10 j, at - lLil at ds 

also converges to zero due to (3.77). 

191 

Let us put 81, == L~=l 8i,· Collecting the previous calculations, 
we obtain from (3.78) 

~ (11'V(au l
' _ au) 112 ds 

2 10 at at 2 

~ 81, +c 1t (1t 1I'V(aa~' - ~~)II~dS) dT. 

Since 81, ---+ 0 when f..L ---+ 00, the assertion (3.75) is a consequence 
of Gronwall's lemma 3.5 in the Appendix. 

Thus (3.75) and consequently (3.74) is proved. This means that 
'Vuil ---+ 'Vu almost everywhere and also ai('Vuil ) ---+ ai('Vu) almost 
everywhere, at least for a subsequence. Further, we know that for 
all measurable H C QT, 

i lai('Vuil)ldxdt (3~) c iH l'Vuilldxdt ~ cll'Vuil ll£2(QT)/IHI, 

which implies the continuity of ai('Vuil ) with respect to the Lebes
gue measure. Thus we are in position to apply Vitali's lemma 2.11 
in Chapter 1 and we obtain (3.73) for all r.p E L2(0, T; W~,2(n)). In 
this way, u satisfies (3.27). Moreover, since u is a weak limit of the 
sequence uil which fulfills the estimates (3.54)-(3.57), u satisfies 
the same estimates. Therefore, (3.30)-(3.33) hold and the proof of 
Theorem 3.29 is complete. • 



CHAPTER 5 

Mathematical theory for a class of 
non-Newtonian fluids 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we will study solutions (global in time) to systems 
describing the motion of both incompressible liquids and compress
ible isothermal gases in a bounded domain n c IRd , d 2: 2. The 
equations in question have already been formulated in Section 1.1.4 
and Section 1.1.5 in Chapter 1. It is worth recalling the assump
tions put on the stress TE for both compressible and incompressible 
models. As before, ~:m represents the set of all symmetric d x d 
matrices, i.e., 

~:m == {M E IRd 2 ;Mi) = M ji , i,j = 1, .. . ,d}. 

For u : (0, T) x n ---t IRd we denote, as usual, by e = e(u) 

IRd ---t ~:m the symmetric part of the gradient of u. That is, the 
components of e are defined by 

aUi au) 
2eij == - + -', i,j = 1, ... ,d. 

aXj aXi 

2 2 
F\lrther, let T, U : ~ym ---t ~ym be given continuous functions. 

Considering a flow of a compressible fluid described by (1.50)
(1.51) in Chapter I, when TE = T(e), we assume that for a certain 
p > 1 and q E [p - l,p) there exist a, /3 > 0 such that for all 

rn>d 2 

11 E ""sym' 

T(11) '11 2: al11I P , 

IT(11)1 ::; (3(1 + 1111)'1 . 

(l.l) 

(1.2) 

Considering a flow of an incompressible fluid described by sys
tem (1.55)-(1.56) in Chapter I, when TE = T(e)+u(e), we assume 
that there exist p > 1, q E [p - 1, p) and a, /3 > 0 (usually different 
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from 0:, /3 above) such that for all '" E ~:m' 

T(",) . '" ~ o:/",/P , 

(1'(",) . '" ~ 0, 

/T(",) + (1'(",)/ ::; ;3(1 + /",/)q . 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

Notice that if T, (1' fulfil (1.3)-(1.5), T + (1' satisfies (1.1)-(1.2). 
Unless additional assumptions are imposed on T and (1', the de
composition of TE into T and (1' is not useful. In such cases we will 
assume that (1' == 0 and T satisfies (1.1 )-(1.2). 

Our aim is to find global solutions to equations of motion for 
models of both incompressible and compressible fluids. In this 
chapter we will try to answer the following questions. 

1. For 'Which p do measure-valued solutions exist? 

Let us emphasize that measure-valued functions are expected 
to appear only as a tool to describe the behaviour of a sequence 
TO ( e( uk) ), where T is as above and uk are some approximate solu
tions to our problem. t In other words, the limits of the other non
linearities appearing in the equations will be characterized by in
tegrable functions and will be obtained in the classical weak sense. 
The restriction on p comes in fact from these limits and not from 
the limit of T 0 (e(u k )). 

Assumption (1.1) ensures uniform boundedness of the sequence 
e(uk) in U(QT)d 2

• Using the Korn inequality (see Theorem 1.10 
below), a uniform bound on 'Vuk in LP(QT)d2 can be found. Be
cause T satisfies (1.2), we can apply Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 
2.10 from Chapter 4 directly in order to obtain the existence of a 
measure-valued function characterizing the limit of TO (e(uk)), cf. 
Chapter 4. 

The existence of measure-valued solutions will be proved in Sec
tion 5.2 (incompressible case) and in Section 5.5 (compressible 
case). 

2. For 'Which p are measure-valued solutions Dirac ones?-or equi
valently-For 'Which p do 'Weak solutions exist? 

3. For 'Which p, if any, do 'Weak solutions have some qualitative 
properties such as higher regularity, uniqueness, etc.? 

Let us remark that in this chapter uk will denote Galerkin approxima
tions, in contrast to Chapter 4, where uk were solutions to perturbed 
problems. 
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Satisfactory answers to these questions will be given only in the 
case of models for incompressible fluids, see Sections 5.3 and 5.4. A 
complete overview of known results is presented in Section 5.2.3. 
As will be seen, the most interesting results require some addi
tional assumptions on the tensor function T. More precisely, for 
the incompressible model we will assume the existence of a scalar 
function U E C2 (~d2 ), called potential of T, such that for some 

p E (1,00), C l , C2 > 0 we have for allT/, ~ E ~:m and i, j, k, 
e = 1, ... ,d, 

oU(T/) 
-~- = Tij(T/) , 

V7]ij 

U(O) = oU(O) = 0, 
07]ii 

02U(T/) > C { 1T/IP-21~12, 
07]mn 0 7]rs ~mn~rs - 1 (1 + 1T/I)P-21~12, 

1
02 U(T/) I :::; C2(1 + 1T/l)p-2 . 

0"7ij 07]kf 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

Let us recall that examples of functions T for which a potential U 
can be found were presented in Chapter 1, Example 1.69. 

Notice that (1.8h implies (1.8h if P ;::: 2. We understand (1.8) 
(and the cases in it) in the sense that only one of the two conditions 
is considered. Let us remark that the typical example of the tensor 
T whose potential satisfies the condition (1.8h is 

T(e(u)) = le(u)IP- 2e(u), 

while the tensors 

T(e(u)) = (1 + le(u)I)P-2e(u), 
J.:.::2 

T(e(u)) = (1 + le(u)21) 2 e(u), 

are standard examples of TS whose potentials satisfy (1.8h. Com
pare with Example 1.73 in Chapter 1. 

The properties of T which follow from (1.6)-(1.9) are derived at 
the end of this section. In particular, it will be shown that (1.6)
(1.8h imply (1.3), see Lemma 1.19 below. 

Finally, let us note that to the knowledge of the authors nothing 
is known about the existence of weak solutions to the compressible 
isothermal model even for very large p. This remains, similarly to 
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the case of the nonlinear hyperbolic equation of second order, an 
interesting open problem (for d 2': 2). 

Before finishing this section, we first prove the Korn inequality 
which turns out to be an important mathematical tool in the se
quel, and then we will study the properties of T which follow from 
(1.6)-(1.9) . 

5.1.1 Korn's inequality 

Theorem 1.10 Let 1 < p < 00. Then there exists a constant 
Kp = Kp(n) such that the inequality 

(1.11) 

is fulfilled for all v satisfying either 

• v E W~,p(n)d, where 0, c m,d is open and bounded, an E CO,l, 

or+ 

• v E W~~~(n)d, where 0, = (O,L)d, L > O. 

Remark 1.12 There are several proofs of this theorem if p = 2, 
see for example HLAVACEK AND NECAS [1970]' NITSCHE [1981], 
KONDRATIEV AND OLEINIK [1989]' covering more general bound
ary conditions. For general p E (1, (0) see GOBERT [1962, 1971], 
NECAS [1966]' TEMAM [1985] or FUCHS [1994]. The case of p = 1 
must be excluded because of the counterexample due to ORNSTEIN 
[1962]. For p = 1 it holds only 

KlIIVII_<l ~ Ile(v)lll' 
d-l 

(1.13) 

For the proof of (1.13) see ANZELOTTI AND GIAQUINTA [1980]. 

In order to prove Theorem 1.10 we need one general result con
cerning distributions with derivatives in (W~,p(n))*, (W;~~(n))*, 
respectively. We restrict ourselves to the first case of Theorem 1.10; 
the second case is easier. 

Theorem 1.14 Let 0, be an open bounded subset of m,d with 
an E CO,l. Let T E '0'(0,). IfT, g~ E (W~,q(n))* for some q E 

t By w~~~ (Sl)d for Sl = (0, L)d, L > 0, we understand the space of 

space-periodic functions from Wl,p (Sl)d with mean value zero (see 
also Section 1.2.4 in Chapter 1). 
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(1, 00), and all i = 1, ... ,d, then there exists a function u E L q' (D), 
q' = ~, such that 

(T,tp;= lutpd:r 
In 

'i tp E D(D) . 

Moreover, there exists C > 0 such that 

PROOF: See NECAS [1966], where a more general statement is 
proved. In fact, if Tn. E Z, T E wm-1,q' (D) and aaT E wm-1,q' (D) 

x, 

then T E wm,q' (D) and an inequality corresponding to (l.15) 
holds. • 

PROOF (of Theorem l.10): Let us define the space 

E(D)d == {u E £p(D)d; e(u) E £p(D)d 2
} 

with IluIIE(O)" == Iluli p + Ile(u)llp. Then E(D)d is a Banach space. 
Let 

be the identity mapping. Clearly I is a continuous map. We want 
to prove the surjectivity of I. Taking v E E(D)d we have, in the 
sense of distributions, for all i, j, k = 1, ... , d, 

cJ2v; = oe;dv) + Oeij(v) _ oejdv ) . (1.16) 
OXjOXk O.Tj O.Tk OX; 

d2 a2 (1') * Since e(v) E U(D) ,(1.16) implies aXj~~' E Wo'P (D) ,where 

p' is the dual exponent to p. Further, we obtain from v E LP(D)d 
ai' * that ~ E (Wo'P (D)) . Due to Theorem 1.14 we obtain ~ E 

LP(D) for i, j = 1, ... , d, therefore v E W1,P(D)d and I is surjec
tive. Hence W1,P(D)d coincides with E(D)d and the Open Mapping 
Theorem (see YOSIDA [1965]) gives the inequality 

IlvliI,p :S c(p, D) (1lvllp + Ile(v) lip) . (l.17) 

It remains to show that for all v E W ~,p (D) d, 

Ilvll p :S Z(p, D) Ile(v) lip' (1.18) 

To obtain a mntradiction, we will assume that there is a sequence 
{V"}~=l C W~'P(D)d such that Ilv"llp = 1 and nlle(vn)llp < l. 
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Thus e(vn ) ---+ 0 in U(f2)d2 for n ---+ 00. Using (1.17), we can choose 
a subsequence of {vn} still labelled {vn} such that v n -'- v weakly 
in W 1,p(f2)d and strongly in U(f2)d. Then IIvllp = 1, viall = 0 and 
e(v) = o. A vector field v satisfying e(v) = 0 has an equivalent 
form v = a + b x x, see NECAS AND HLAVACEK (1981). Due to 
the homogeneous boundary conditions v has to be identically zero, 
which contradicts IIvilp = 1. 

Therefore, inequality (1.18) holds and the proof of Theorem 1.10 
is complete. • 

5.1.2 Two algebraic lemmas 

In this section we will derive some inequalities which are conse
quences of assumptions (1.6)-(1.9). 

The cases in (1.20) and (1.25) below are understood to be in 
agreement with (1.8). This means that (1.8h implies (1.20h and 
(1.25h, and (1.8)z implies (1.20)z and (1.25b-

Lemma 1.19 Let p > 1 and T : ~;m .......-, ~;m' U: ~;m .......-, lR 
satisfy (1.6)-(1.9). Then there exist positive constants C3 , C4 , C5 

such that for all e E ~;m' 

(1.20) 

(1.21) 

Further, the inequality (1.20h can be replaced by 

Tij(e)eij :::: C3 min(leI 2, leIP). (1.23) 

Moreover, if p :::: 2 then 

Tij(e)eij :::: C3(1 + leIP-2)leI2 , (1.24) 

and there also exists C6 such that 

(1.25) 

If p E (1,2) and lei, lei:::; R then there exists C7 = C7 (R) such 
that 

(Tij(e) - Tij(e))(eij - eij) :::: C7 1e - e1 2 . (1.26) 
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PROOF: Due to (1.6) and (1.7), we have 

Tij(e) = 8U(e) _ 8U(O) = t ~ 8U(se) ds 
8eij 8e,] io ds 8ei] 

11 82U(se) 
= ekf ds. 

o 8eij8ekf 

(1.27) 

Using (1.9) we obtain 

1 C 2 

ITij(e)1 ::; C2 d2 r (1 + slel)P-2Iel ds = ~ [(1 + slel)P-1]~ io p-1 

C d2 
::; ~1 (1 + lel)p-1 , 

p-

which is (1.21) with C5 = ;=-d12 • From (1.27) and (1.8) we also have 

{ 
fo1 sp-2 ds lelP = p~llelP , 

Tij(e)eij 2: C1 1 .. (1.28) 
fo (1 + slel)P-2 ds lel2. 

Since (1. 28 h proves (1. 20 h, we henceforth pay attention to an 
estimate of (1.28h from below. 

Let a: > 0 be arbitrary. Then 

1 + xC< 
max < 2. 

xE[O,oo) (1 + x)C\' 

This implies 

(1 + slely-2 2: ~(1 + (slel)p-2) , 
(1 + lely- 1 2: ~(1 + leIP-1), 

Therefore, for p 2: 2, 

if p 2: 2, 

if p > 1. 
(1.29) 

C1 11 2 2 C1 2 2 Tij(e)eij 2: - (l+(sleI)P-) ds lei 2: ( ) (1+leIP- ) lei , 
2 0 2p-1 

which proves (1.24) with C3 = 2(;~1) and also trivially (1.23) for 
p 2: 2. 

If p > 1, then it follows from (1.28h that 

Tij(e)ei] 2: ~Iel [(1 + slel)P-1g 
p-1 

= ~lel((1 + lel)P-l -1). 
p-1 

(1.30 ) 
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Using (1.29h we obtain 

T (e)e. > C1 ~ (1 + lel p- 1 - 2) = C1 1el (leIP- 1 - 1) 
'J 'J - 2 P - 1 2(p - 1) , 

which is the first inequality in (1.20h. The second inequality in 
(1.20h then follows from the fact that 

1 A' 
lei = 11el :::; 2'l e lP + C3 1P • 

In order to prove (1.23) for p E (1,2) we start with (1.30) and 
we will show that 

(1 + lej)p-l - 1 2 clel for 0 :::; lei:::; 1, 

(1 + lel)P-l - 1 2 clelp- 1 for 1 :::; lei < 00. 
(1.31 ) 

Looking for the minimum of the function f(y) = (1+y)"-1_ 1 on the 
y 

interval [0,1]' we find f(l) = 2P- 1 -1 > 0, f(O) = p -1> 0 and 
f(y) > 0 on (0,1). Thus (1.31h is proved. Seeking the minimum of 

(1+ )1.- 1 1 
the function g(y) = ~i. 1 - on the interval [1, (0), we see that 

( l)P-l (l)P-l 
min g(y) = min 1 + - --

yE[I.(X)) yE[I,(X)) Y Y 

= min (1 + Z)p-l - Zp-l == min h(z). 
zE(a,l] zE(a,l] 

We find h(O) = 1, h(l) = 2P- 1 - 1 and h'(z) < 0 on [0,1]. Hence 
we have ming(y) = g(l) > 0, which shows (1.31h and therefore 
also (1.23). 

Next, 

(Tij (e) - Tij (e))( eij - eij) 

(~) t ~(ou(e+s(e-e)))ds(eij -eij) 
Jo ds Oeij 

11 o2U(e+s(e-e)) ~ ~ 
= . (eij - eij )(eke - eke) ds 

o OeijOekf 
(1.32) 

(1.8) ~ 2 { fa1 Ie + s(e - eW-2 ds, 
2 C1 1e - el 1 p-2 

fa (1 + Ie + s(e - e) I) ds, 

which gives (1.22) for general p > 1. If p E (1,2) and lei:::; Rand 
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and 

~ 2 
/

.1 1 
Ise + (1 - s)eI P- ds 2: R2-p , 

.0 

j'1 ~ 1'-2 1 
Jo (1 + Ise + (1 - s)el) ds 2: (1 + R)2-p , 

and the strong monotonicity condition (1.26) holds. 
If p 2: 2, then according to (1.29h, 

11 (1 + Ie + s(e - e)I)P-2 ds 

2:~(1+ 11Ie+s(e-eW-2ds). 

If we show the existence of a constant C such that 

201 

(1.33) 

11 Ie + s(e - eW-2 ds 2: C Ie - e1P- 2 , (1.34) 

then assertion (1.25) follows from (1.32)-(1.34). 
In order to prove (1.34), let 11S consider two cases. If lei 2: Ie - el 

then Ie + s(e - e)1 2: Ilel - sle - ell 2: (1 - s)le - el and (1.34) 
holds. 

If lei < Ie - el then 
1.'. 11 ~ ~ 1'-2 -11 (Ie + s(e - e)12) 2 . 

Ie + s(e - e)1 ds - I~'( ~)12 ds o 0 e+se-e 

~ 2 2 
1 11 1.'. 

2: 2Ie-eI2( 0 Ise+(1-s)el dS) 
_ 1 1 (2 ~ ~ 2) ~ 
- 21 ~121!: lei + (e,e) + lei e - e 32 

> 1 1 ( 2 ~2)~ 
- 21 ~12 1!: lei + lei . e - e 62 

However, Ie - el 2 :::; 2(le12 + lel2) and (1.34) follows. The proof of 
Lemma 1.19 is complete. • 

Lemma 1.35 Let p > 1 and the assumptions (1.6)-(1.9) br, sat
isfied. Then there exist Cs , Cg , C lO such that 

{ lelP 
Cg (l + lel)P 2: U(e) 2: Cs '1 

lel(leIP- - p). 
(1.36) 
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Ifp 22 then 

C1O(1 + leIP-2)leI2 :::; U(e). 

PROOF: Starting from 

U( ) (1.7) 11 d U( ) d 11 aU(se) e = -d se s = a eij ds 
o s 0 eij 

= (1 ~Tij(se) Seij ds, 
10 s 

(1.37) 

we use the previous lemma directly and obtain (1.36), (1.37) with 
C8 = C3 /p, C9 = d2C.5 /p and C10 = C3 /p. • 

5.2 Incompressible non-Newtonian fluids and 
measure-valued solutions 

The introductory part of this section contains the formulation of 
the basic problem called (NS)p. We have striven for having Sections 
5.2-5.4 consistent in the sense that the existence of measure-valued 
solutions, the existence of weak solutions and further properties 
of solutions are studied basically for the same problem under the 
same assumptions. Later on, the possibilities for how to extend the 
validity of the results to more general situations are discussed in 
remarks and theorems and some of the assertions are proved un
der weaker assumptions or in more general settings in comparison 
with the basic version. Section 5.2.3 of this section provides an 
exposition of all the results related to the subject, at least to the 
knowledge of the authors. 

Before presenting this summary, the existence of a measure
valued solution to the problem (NS)p is demonstrated with the 
aim of illustrating some basic techniques and methods used in the 
evolution theory of incompressible fluids, see Section 5.2.2. 

5.2.1 F07'mulation of the problem 

In the following three sections we will study the initial-boundary 
value problem, called shortly the problem (NS)p. 

Let n = (0, L)d, L E (0,00), be a cube in ~d. Let us denote 
r j = an n {x j = O} and r j+d = an n {x j = L} for j = 1, ... , d. 
For T E (0,00), we denote by QT the time-space cylinder I x n, 
where I = (0, T) is a time interval. We assume that d 2 2. 
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Let f : QT -t lRd and Uo : Q -t lRd be given and assume that 
some tensor function r : ~:m -t ~:m satisfies for some p E 
(1,00) the assumptions (1.6), (1.7), (1.8h and (1.9). We seek u = 
(Ul' ... ,Ud) : QT -t lRd and Ir : QT -t lR solving the system of 
d + 1 equations in QT, 

divu = 0, (2.1) 

au au . 
- + Uk-::;- = -'VIr + dlvr(e(u)) + f, (2.2) at UXk 

satisfying the initial condition 

u(O,,)=uo inQ (2.3) 

and the space-periodicity requirements 

ul = ul rj r j +d , 

(2.4) 

for j = 1, ... , d. 

5.2.2 Measure-valued solutions 

The goal of this section is to define the notion of a measure-valued 
solution to the problem (NS)p and to prove its existence. For that 
purpose, the reader will easily find that (except for the definition 
of function spaces) no changes in the proof are needed if: 

1. we replace the space-periodicity condition (2.4) by the Dirichlet 
condition 

u=o on I x oQ; (2.5) 

2. instead of assuming the existence of the potential U for r, see 
(1.6), we use the inequalities 

r(ry) . ry 2:: C4 (lry1P -1), 

ITij(ry)1 ::::; C5 (1 + Iryl)P-l , 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

which are (due to Lemma 1.19) consequences of (1.6), (1.7), 
(1.8)2 and (1.9). 
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Due to the constraint (2.1) we introduce spaces of divergence
free functions. Let us denote for q E (1, 00 ) § 

v == {4> E C;';r ( n ) d; di v 4> = a , 14> dx = o}; 
n 

H == closure of V in the L2(n)d-norm ; (2.8) 

Vq == closure of V in the U(n)d2 -norm of gradients. 

The dual space of Vq is denoted by Vq* and (', ')q denotes the duality 
between Vq and Vq*. 

The use of spaces of divergence-free functions has some special 
consequences; these are summarized in the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.9 Let Jr : n -+ lR and cp, U, v : n -+ lRd be periodic 
functions. If cp, u are divergence-free, then 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

whenever the integrals in (2.10)-(2.12) are well defined. 

PROOF: The proof is based on the use of Green's Theorem 2.20 
in Chapter 1 and the fact that u, cp are divergence-free. Thus (the 
boundary terms vanish due to periodicity), 

1 aaJri.pidX = -1 Jrdivcpdx = 0, 
n Xt n 

1 aVi 1 1 alvl 2 
Uj-Vidx = - Uj--dx 

n aXj 2 n aXj 

=-- (dlVU)l v I2 dx=0, 11 . 
2 n 

§ For the definition of C~r (D) see Chapter 1. 
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and 

1 aUi j' a<Pi l' U J -<Pi dx = - U{U,. ~ d:r - dlV u Ui<Pi d:r 
11 OX J n uXJ 11 

j. a<Pi 
= - u]ui~dx, 

nux] 
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• 
From identity (2.10) it follows that the pressure 7r disappears 

from the weak formulation of (2.1), (2.2) if divergence-free test 
functions are used. Consequently, we end up with a formulation of 
(2.1), (2.2) where the only unknown is the velocity u. In this way, 
we will consider only the function u to be the solution of our prob
lem and will not be interested in the pressure 7r. However, having 
solved the problem for u, it is a standard matter to determine the 
pressure 7r from the velocity field u and the weak formulation of 
(2.1), (2.2) at least in the sense of distributions. For more details we 
refer to TEMAM [1977], GALDI [1994a, 1994b] and GIRAULT AND 

RAVIART [1986]. We will not discuss the regularity of the pressure 
7r in this book. 

Definition 2.13 Let p > 1, Uo E H, fEU' (1; (W~~~(n)d) *), 
where p' = ~. Then a couple (u, /J) is called a measure-valued 

solution to the problem (NS)p if 

and if (u, v) satisfy 

u E L=(1; H) n U'(1; Vp ) , 

VEL':;' (QT; Prob (IRd 2
)) , 

r [_ Ui a<Pi _ UjUi a<Pi 

JQT at aXj 

+ ei) (r.p) .i ,,2 Tij ( )..+2).. T ) dVt,x (A)] dx dt 

- r fi<Pi dx dt = r UOi<Pi dx JQT Jn 

for all r.p E V(( -00, T); V), and 

Vu(t, :r) = r A dVt,x(A) JIR ,,2 
a.e. in QT. 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 
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Theorem 2.17 Let Uo E Hand f E £P' (I; (W~~{'(fl)dr). Then 
there exists a measure-valued solution to the problem (NS)p pro
vided that 

2d 
p> d+2' 

PROOF: The proof is split into several smaller parts. 

• The choice of basis 

(2.18) 

We will show the existence of a measure-valued solution to the 
system (2.1)-(2.4) via Galerkin approximations. For this purpose 
we can take the set {w r} ~ 1 formed by the eigenvectors w r, r = 
1,2, ... , of the Stokes operator. However, as shown in Lemma 4.26 
in the Appendix, the projectors pN u == 2:~=l(U,Wr)wr are uni
formly continuous at most in the norm of W 2,2(fl)d. Due to imbed
ding, it follows that, e.g. in three dimensions, we have an upper 
bound for p, p < 6. On the other hand, the use of {wr} allows us 
to exploit the Stokes operator as a test function in an easy way 
in order to get the so-called second energy estimate. This will be 
needed in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. 

Nevertheless, the second energy estimate is not needed for prov
ing the existence of measure valued solutions. Therefore, a more 
convenient set {wr}~l is chosen here. For 

d 
s> "2 + 1, (2.19) 

we denote by (V is defined in (2.8)) 

V S == the closure of V with respect to the WS,2(fl)d_norm. 

Let us denote the scalar product in VS by ((., ·))s and let {Wr}~l 
be the set of eigenvectors to the problem 

V'P E V S , (2.20) 

which are orthonormal in H and orthogonal in VS, see Theorem 
4.11 in the Appendix. The reason why we choose s satisfying (2.19) 
is the following: if v E WS,2(fl)d then \7v E ws-1,2(fl)d2 and 

1 s - 1 ws - 1,2(fl) ~ LOO(fl) if "2 - -d- < 0, 

which is just (2.19). Consequently, for all p > 1 we have \7v E 
LP(fl)d2 and VS ~ Vp. 
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• Galerkin system and a prior'i estimates 

Let us define uN (t, x) == 2:~=1 c;' (t)wT(x), where the coefficients 
c;' (t) solve the so-called Galerkin system 

( ~uN'WT) + r Tlj(e(uN))ei}(wT)dx+ r uf 8
8
uf wrdx 

& k k ~ 
=(f,wT), l::;r::;N, (2.21) 

uN (0) = pN Uo . 

Here, pN is the orthogonal continuous projector of H (resp. VS) 
onto the linear hull of the first N eigenvectors w T, r = 1, ... , N, 
see (4.12)-(4.13) in the Appendix. Due to the orthonormality of 
{WT} in H, the system (2.21) can be rewritten as 

d N N N 
dt cT = FT (c1 , ... , C N , t) , 

C;' (0) = (uo, W T) , (2.22) 

where 

:F ( N N t) - (f T) N N i £ 8wf T d TC1,,,,,cN' = ,w -cecs Wj-8 Wi x 
n Xj 

- r Ti](e(c~wk))eij(wr)dx, .In 
r = 1, ... , N. Before discussing the solvability (local and global) of 
(2.21), let us derive the following a priori estimates: 

There is a constant C depending on T, D, Ilfllu'(I;(w1:,.!:(0),z)*) 
and Iluol12 such that for all N = 1,2, ... , 

Ilu N IIL00(I;H) ::; C, (2.23) 

IluNllv'(I;,"",,) ::; C, (2.24) 

8uN 

IITtIIV"(I;(V 8 )*) ::; C. (2.25) 

In order to prove (2.23), (2.24) we multiply the rth equation of the 
Galerkin system (2.21) by C;' (t) and add the equations. The result 
can be written in the form 

1d N2 1 N N N --d Ilu 112+ Tij(e(u ))eij(u )dx=(f,u ), 
2 t 0 

(2.26) 

because of Jo uf ~:~ uf dx = 0 (see (2.12)). 
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Due to assumption (1.8h and its consequence (1.20b 

Using Korn's inequality (1.11) we obtain from (2.26), 

~ ~ IluNII~ + J{;C411V'uNII~ 
::::; I(f, uN)1 + C4101 
::::; Ilfll-l,p' lIV'uNllp + C4101 

Young J{PC4 ' 
in~q. TIIV'uNII~ + c Ilfll~l,p' + C4101 

or finally, 

Integrating (2.27) between 0 and t, tEl, we get 

IIUN (t)ll~ + J{;C41ot IIV'uN (T)II~ dT 

T 

::::; c 10 Ilf(T)II~l,P' dT + IluN (O)II~ + C4T 101 
(2.28) 

::::;C. 

Thus (2.23) and (2.24) are proved. 

The a priori estimate (2.23) implies 

for all tEl. (2.29) 

Since Fr, r = 1, ... , N, in (2.22) satisfy the Caratheodory con
ditions (see Appendix, Definition 3.2), we obtain by Theorem 3.4 
in the Appendix the local existence of a continuous function eN : 

(0, t*) -----+ ]RN solving (2.22), having d~; defined almost every
where. But due to the continuity of eN on [0, to) and the uni
form boundedness (2.29) we can shift t* to T. See ZEIDLER [1990b, 
Chapter 30] for more details. 
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To prove (2.25), let us take 'P E U(I; VS), 11'Pllv'(I;v<) < 1. 
Then 

By (4.12) in the Appendix, IlpN 'Plls,2 ::; 11'Plls,2. Thus, 

11T j~ Tij (e(uN) )eij (pN 'P) d:r dtl 

(1.21) j.T r 
::; C5 d2 0 in (1 + le(uN)I)P-1Ie(pN'P)ldxdt 

Ho~tr c rT Ile(pN 'P)llpll(l + le(uN)I)II~-l dt 
lIleg. io 

::; c IT Ile(pN'P)llp(l + IIV'uN llp)p-1 dt 

(2.19) rT 

::; C io IlpN 'Plls,2(1 + IIV'uNllp)P-1 dt 

Ho~er C ( t'II'PII~'2 elt) lip ( rT (1 + IIV'uN IIp)P elt) 7 
lIleg. io io 

(2.24) 

::; C, 
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faT I (f, pN cp) I dt ~ Ilfll £1,1 (I;(WI;:~'(r!)<l)') IlpN cpll £1'(1; ~'i,) ~ c. 

Since 

auN 
117)t II £1" (I;(V')*) = sup I {aT (aaUtN 

,cp) dtl ' 
'PEL"(I;V') in 

II'PIILI'(LV') :;1 

the uniform estimate (2.25) is proved. 

• Limiting process 
From (2.23), (2.24) follows the existence of u satisfying for all 

r> 1 that 

UN ~u weakly in U(I; H) n LP(I; Vp ) (2.30) 

at least for a subsequence. In order to prove 

iT J N aut . d d (2~1) -iT J N N acpi d d UJ a CPt x t UJ U, a x t 
O!l Xj a n Xj 

--+ _ {T ( UjUi acpi dx dt 
io in aXj 

(2.31 ) 

for all cp E D( -00, T: V), we need the strong convergence 

in LP(I; H) . (2.32) 

Let us first show (2.32) and then we will prove (2.31). By virtue 
of the compact imbedding W l ,p(!1)d '--+'--+ L2(!1)d if P > l-t.2 (here 
the lower bound (2.18) for the parameter p appears!), we can apply 
the Aubin-Lions Lemma 1.2.48 with Xo = Vp , X = H, Xl = (VS)*, 
a = p and f3 = p'. As a conclusion we obtain (2.32) at least for 
some subsequence still denoted by uN.' 

~ Notice'that due to (2.23) and (2.32), uN - u in Lr(I; H) for arbitrary 
r E (1, exo). Indeed, for the interesting case r > p we have 

and the last integral vanishes due to (2.32). 
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Let us now prove (2.31). First, for all w T , r E N, 

iT i ~ r iT i ~ r N N UWi N NuWi 
(U j Ui - UjUi) -;::;-- dx dt = (Uj - Uj )Ui ~ dx dt ° [1 ux] ° n ux] 

iTi ~ r N UWi + Uj(Ui -ui)~dxdt 
.0 [1 UX] 

== h + 12 . 

Then, 

T 

1111 ::; IIV'wrII CXJ 10 IluN - ul1211uNI12 dt 

(2.23) r 
::; CIIV'wTIICXJ Jo IluN - ul12 dt, 

which tends to zero due to (2.32). On the other hand the weak con
vergence (2.30) implies Ihl ~ 0 when N ~ 00. Since the functions 
of the type g(t)wT(x), 9 E D(-oo,T), are dense in D(-oo,T;V), 
we obtain 

iT 1 N N O~)i iT I O'l/Ji Uj Ui ~ dx dt ~ UjUi~ dx dt ° [1 ux] 0 . [1 UXJ 

for all1jJ E D( -00, T; V). Next, 

iT ouN (t) iT d ( a ,wr)g(t)dt = - (uN(t),WT)_g(t)dt 
° t . ° dt 

- (uN(O),WT)g(O) 

for 9 E D( -00, T), r = 1,2, .... Due to the weak convergence 
(2.30) and uN (0) = pN Uo ~ Uo in H, we obtain 

loT (aU;, (t), cp(t)) dt ~ _ loT (u(t), o~~t)) dt 

- (uo, cp(O)) (2.33) 

for all cp E D( -00, T; V). 

• Limiting process in • 
It remains to find the limit of the nonlinear term given by •. 

According to (2.24) the sequence {V'uN } is bounded in U( QT )d2
• 

Because the components of the nonlinear continuous function • 
have the (p-1)-growth due to (1.9) and (1.21), we can use Corollary 
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2.10 from Chapter 4 with zJ = V'uJ , T = Tij, q = P - 1, s = d2 and 
Q = QT. We obtain 

where 

- ~'l ( AtA r ) d ( ~) Tij - Tij 2 Vt,x " . 
• ]R ,,2 

This means that 

/' Tij(e(uN))eij(cp) dxdt JQr 

----) 1 eij(cp) /' Tij(At2Ar)dVt,x(A)dxdt 
Qr J]Rd2 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

for all cp E D( -00, T; V). Taking into account (2.31), (2.33) and 
(2.35), equation (2.15) is derived. 

Using Corollary 2.10 from Chapter 4 with T = Id, r = p and 
q = 1 (the other parameters are as above) we obtain for all 1/1 E 
LP'(QT), i, j = 1, ... ,d, 

/' ~uf 1/1 dx dt ----) 11/1 /'2AijdVt,x(A)dxdt. 
J Qr UX) Qr J]Rd 

Since V'u N ~ V'u weakly in U(QT), 

aUi ( ) a.e·l d (~) -;::;-- t, x = Aij Vt,x" , 
uXj ]Rd2 

which is (2.16) and the proof of the theorem is complete. • 

Remark 2.36 The measure-valued function v satisfies besides 
(2.16) more restrictive conditions. It can be found in KINDER

LEHRER AND PEDREGAL [1992b] that for arbitrary quasiconvex 

and bounded below i.p such that limlAI~oo I~\!l" exists, we have 

for a.a. x E !1 , 

whenever v is generated by gradients V'Uj of a sequence Uj bound
ed in WI ,p (!1) d, P > 1. Let us recall a function i.p : lRd2 ----) lR is 
quasiconvex provided that for all e E lRd2 and U E WJ,OO(!1)d, 
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Remark 2.37 (to the proof of Theorem 2.17) As can be 
seen from the proof of Theorem 2.17, we can weaken some of the 
assumptions immediately. We formulate this in the following two 
theorems. 

Theorem 2.38 Let p > t:'2' Uo E H, f E £P' (1; (W;~f(n)d)*), 
pi = ~. Assume that for certain positive constants C4 , C5 and 

q E [p - 1,p) we have for all"., E ~~m' 

T(".,) ."., :::: C4 (1".,IP - 1), 

ITij(".,)1 ::; C5 (1 + 1".,I)q . 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

Then there exists a measure-valued solution to the problem (2.1)
(2.4). 

PROOF: If q = p - 1 then the proof coincides with the proof 
of Theorem 2.17. For q E (p - 1, p) two insignificant changes take 
place. Firstly, instead of (2.25), we obtain 

ouN 

118tIIL~(J;(V')*) ::; C. 

Secondly, (2.34) is replaced by 

The rest of the proof remains as before. _ 

Let us now consider the problem (2.1)-(2.3), where T fulfills 
(2.39)-(2.40). Let us study the Dirichlet boundary problem. It 
means that n c ]Rd is a bounded domain with an E CO,l, and 
(2.4) is replaced by (2.5). Then we modify the definition of the 
space V in (2.8) to 

V == {cP E D(H)d;divcP = o}. 

Following the proofs of previous theorems, we get 

Theorem 2.41 Let p > }';2' Uo E H, f E £P' (1; (Wl,p(n)d)*), 
pi = ~. Then there exists a measure-valued solution to the prob
lem (2.1)-(2.3), (2.5), (2.39)-(2.40). 

5.2.3 Survey of known results related to the problem (NS)p 

We will now summarize the results connected with the problem 
(NS)p from the points of view of 
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1. existence theory, 
2. uniqueness and its consequences, 
3. extensions to other problems. 

This survey will be completed by some bibliographical remarks. 

1. The existence theory includes the discussion on the values of p 
for which one obtains 

• the existence of a measure-valued solution, 
• the existence of a weak solution, 
• the existence of a strong solution, 
• the existence of a strong solution for small data, 
• the local existence of a strong solution for arbitrary data. 

See Figures 5.1 and 5.2 for the graphic presentation of the results 
in three and two dimensions, respectively. 

The existence mentioned in the first four items above is under
stood globally in time, i.e., for arbitrary T E (0, +(0) the solution 
of a given type is constructed. A measure-valued solution has been 
defined in Definition 2.13. A function u E Loo(1; H) n LP(1; Vp ) 

will be called a weak solution if, besides the limiting processes 
(2.31) and (2.33), the limit 

iT 17ij(e(uN))eij(cp)dxdt --> iT 17ij(e(u))eij(cp)dxdt 
o non (2.42) 

can be justified also for all cp E V( -00, T; V). By a strong solu
tion (or semiregular one), we mean a function 

u E L2 (1; w;~;(n)d) n L OO (1; Vp n V2) n U(1; V3p ), 

au L2(Q) at E T , 

satisfying the weak formulation (3.7) at least for all cp E LP(1; Vp). 
• The existence of a measure-valued solution has been proved 

both for the space-periodic problem (NS)p and for the Dirichlet 
problem in Theorems 2.17, 2.38 and 2.41 for 

2d 
P>d+2' 

The nonlinear tensor function T is assumed to satisfy the p
coercivity condition (2.39) and the polynomial growth condition of 
order q, q < p, see (2.40). This result was first obtained in MALEK, 
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NECAS AND NOVOTNY [1992] and NECAS [1991]' where uN were 
not Galerkin approximations but solutions of the so-called bipolar 
model problem. Let us recall that the bound p > d~2 is due to 
the strong convergence uN -4 u in LP (I, H) needed to pass to the 
limit in the convective term, cf. (2.31). 

measure-valued solution 

global strong solution for small data 

local strong solution for arbitrary data 

(global) weak solution 

, 

uniqueness of strong solution, lio E Vp 

(global) strong solution 
, 

uniqueness, lio E H 

.-0----0-0-.--.--.-----.-----.-----
1 6 

5" 
5 9 
3" 5" 2 11 

5 
5 
2" 3 6 

Figure 5.1 Existence, semiregularity and uniqueness results 

for problem (NS)p in three dimensions. 

global strong solution 

uniqueness 

0---------------.---------------
1 2 

Figure 5.2 Existence, semiregularity and uniqueness results 

for problem (NS)p in two dimensions. 
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• The existence of a weak solution requires in addition (2.42). 
The first results were obtained at the end of sixties by LADYZHEN
SKAYA [1969, 1970a, 1970b] and LIONS [1969], and in a different set
ting by KANIEL [1970]. While Ladyzhenskaya derived the nonlinear 
r '" e dependence by kinetic theory argument, Lions used the non
linear p-Laplace operator. II Combining the methods of monotone 
operators and compactness, they both showed the existence of a 
weak solution for 

2d 3d + 2 
p?:.l+ d+2 = d+2 . 

This result holds both for space-periodic and Dirichlet problems, 
provided that the p-coercivity, the (p-1 )-growth condition and the 
monotonicity of nonlinear operator hold. 

For the particular case d = 3, the results of Ladyzhenskaya and 
Lions are valid for p ?:. 151 . Thus, the special subcase of p = 2, 
the Navier-Stokes system (1.64)-(1.65) in Chapter 1, is not cover
ed by these results, although the existence of a weak solution to 
the Navier-Stokes system is well-known due to LERAY [1934] and 
many others. Moreover, even in two dimensions, no existence proof 
follows from the results of Ladyzhenskaya and Lions if p < 2, but 
this case in particular has a lot of applications as shown, e.g., in 
Examples 1. 78, 1.80 and 1.83 in Chapter l. 

This fact has motivated an effort to extend the results of La
dyzhenskaya and Lions. Thus, first the notion of a measure-valued 
solution to (NS)p was defined and after proving its existence, atten
tion was paid to the question of when the measure-valued function 
reduces to a Dirac one. Note that this is equivalent to (2.42) or to 
the construction of a weak solution. 

For space-periodic problem (NS)p BELLOUT, BLOOM AND NE
CAS [1994] and MALEK, NECAS AND RUZICKA [1993] have proved 
the existence of a weak solution whenever 

3d 
p> d+2' 

However, then the stress 

(2.43) 

does not satisfy the principle of frame indifference. Nevertheless, a 
modification of (2.43), namely, 

rE = le(u)I P - 2e(u) 

brings no deeper change into Lions' mathematical approach. 
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Thus the particular case 'p = 2 if d = 3' is captured. This existence 
proof is presented in detail in Section 5.3. 

Regarding the Dirichlet boundary value problem, the first at
tempt in MALEK, NECAS AND RlJZICKA [1996] gives a proof of 
the existence of a weak solution for p 2: 2 in three space dimen
sions. 

• The existence of a strong solution to the problem (NS)p is 
demonstrated also in BELLOUT, BLOOM AND NECAS [1994] as well 
as in MALEK, NECAS AND RUZICKA [1993], whenever 

2d 
P >l+--. 

- d+2 

One of the key points in getting the above-mentioned results on 
weak and strong solutions lies in estimating the term 

i T 1 auN a NaN lC=iI: -) ~~dxdti· 
.. 0 11 aXk ax) aXk 
',),k 

In two dimensions, however, the term lC vanishes due to the con

dition div uN = ° (or, o"uf = - ~1Lr). This almost immediately 
UXI UX2 

implies the existence of a strong solution for p > 1 (if d = 2). 

• The existence of a strong solution for small data was first 
proved in MALEK, RAJAGOPAL AND RUZICKA [1995]. It is shown 
(see also Section 5.4.2) that whenever 

3d - 4 
p>-

d ( and p < 1 + d ~ 2) , 
strong solutions exist provided that the Wl,2-norm of the initial 
value Uo is small enough. 

The global existence of a strong solution for small data belonging 
to C(Ii w2,Q(f2)d), q > d, can be found in AMANN [1994] under the 
sole assumption that the stress T does not differ too much from 
that one of the Newtonian fluid (given by (1.1.63)) for small values 
of e. 

All of the results mentioned above are global in time, i.e., they 
remain valid for arbitrarily large finite time interval (0, T) . 

• As regards the local existence of a strong solution, the results 
are similar to the previous item. Whenever 

3d - 4 
P>-d-' 
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we can find for arbitrary data a t* such that a strong solution exists 
on time interval (0, t*). See Section 5.4.2 for details. 

2. Uniqueness and its consequences 

In the works of LADYZHENSKAYA [1969] and LIONS [1969], the 
existence of the unique weak solution is proved if 

d+2 
p ? -2 - and Uo E H , 

see also Theorem 4.29. 
Let u and v be a weak and a strong solution, respectively, corre

sponding to the same data Uo E V2 and f. Then they must coincide 
if p ? 2. Since the strong solution exists globally for 

2d 
p ? 1 + d + 2 and Uo E V2 , 

we also get 'global' uniqueness for these ps, see Theorem 4.37. 
For p E [2,1 + d~2) the uniqueness result holds only locally or for 
sufficiently small data. Note that if d = 2 all limit bounds coincide. 

As a consequence of uniqueness, we see that for p ? ~ the 
operators 

St : Uo E H f-> u(t) E H 

form a semigroup. This allows us, following the approach devel
oped by LADYZHENSKAYA [1972]' CONSTANTIN AND FOIAS [1985], 
TEMAM [1988] and others, to study the existence of a global at
tractor and to investigate its properties (e.g. finite Hausdorff or 
fractal dimensions). See MALEK AND NECAS [1994] and MALEK, 
RUZICKA AND THATER [1994] for results in this direction. 

Considering asymptotic behaviour, there are also results con
cerning the stability of the rest state. In MALEK, RAJAGOPAL AND 
RUZICKA [1995], the exponential stability is proved for 

2d 
p> d+2' 

Thus, in three space dimensions, for p E (d~2' 3di 4], the rest state 
is exponentially stable without any hypothesis about the local ex
istence of the solution. 

The exponential stability of the rest state is also studied in 
AMANN [1994] within the framework of his setting mentioned earl
ier. 
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3. Extensions of the results to other problems 

Until now, we have discussed mostly the results related to the 
space-periodic problem (NS)p. These results can be extended in 
many directions. 

Firstly, it is possible to weaken the assumptions on Uo and to 
perturb conveniently the potential tensor function T by (j in the 
sense of decomposition (1.58) in Chapter 1. Then existence results 
also hold, and they are discussed in Section 5.3.3. Compare with 
MALEK, RAJAGOPAL AND RUZICKA [1995]. 

Secondly, we can modify the domain. As already mentioned, 
some (but not all) results have been extended from the space
periodic case to the Dirichlet problem. Except for the paper of 
POKORNY [1996] (!l = IE.d ), no research has been done for the case 
of unbounded domains. 

Thirdly, the presented approach can be applied to other systems. 
Thus, for example, MALEK, RUZICKA AND THATER [1994] studied 
the properties of solutions of the modified Boussinesq approxima
tion (1.88)-(1.90) in Chapter 1. Since the temperature equation 
obeys a sort of maximum principle, many of the results are valid 
for the same range of p as in the problem (NS)p' An analogous 
procedure can also be used for simple turbulence models, compare 
with PARES [1992]. 

As for fluids of rate type (such as Oldroyd-B fluid, described by 
(1.81)-(1.82) in Chapter 1) or n-grade fluids with shear-dependent 
viscosity, see for example (1.79) in Chapter 1, rigorous mathemati
cal results are rare. We are aware only of the paper of MAN [1992]' 
where a one-dimensional channel flow for a second grade fluid with 
power-law viscosity is studied, and of the paper of HAKIM [1994] 
considering the system of type (1.81) in Chapter 1 in two dimen
sions. We hope, however, that the theory developed here and in 
the above-mentioned papers could playa positive role in studying 
questions of existence, uniqueness and regularity of solutions for 
more complicated problems. 

The following lemma shows that the obtained bounds 

3d 

d+2 
and 

2d 
1+-

d+2 

are natural and come from the convective term. 
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Lemma 2.44 

1. Let u, v E Vp be arbitrary. Then 

l oU 
Uj-' Vi dx 

o ax) 

. fi 't 'f > 3d 1S 111 e 1 p _ d+2' 

2. Let u E U(1; Vp) n L=(1; H) and v E Vp be arbitrary. Then 

iT] aUi 
Uj-Vidxdt 

o 0 ax) 

is finite ifp > max(d+~ ~) 
- d+2' d+2 . 

3. Let u E U(1; Vp ) n L=(1; H) be arbitrary. Then 

i T r Uj aUi Vi dx dt 
o io aXj 

is finite for all v E U(1; Vp ) if p ~ 1 + l:'2' 
Remark 2.45 From the third assertion of the previous lemma it 
follows that Uj ~ E U' (QT) just for p ~ 1 + d~2' which implies 

~~ E U' (1, U' (f!')d). This is a crucial point in applying the theory 
of monotone operators to the problem (NS)p, see LIONS [1969]. 

PROOF (of Lemma 2.44): 

Ad 1. Due to the imbedding W~~~(f!)d '--+ LtJt (f!), we get by 
Holder's inequality 

110 Uj ::; Vi dxl ~ Ilull £,; II\7ull p llvll ~ , 
provided that 

! + 2(d-p) < l. 
p dp-

However, the last inequality is equivalent to p ~ d~2' 
Ad 2. Again by Holder's inequality 

I rT r Uj ~U, Vi dx dtl ~ Ilvll 3L rT II\7ull p llull q dt , (2.46) io in ux) d-l' io 
where 

1 1 d-p (d+1)p-2d 
-=1-----= . 
q p dp dp 
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If p 2: t;2 then q :::; 2 and the assertion follows immediately from 

the assumptions on u. Whenever]) E [d~2' d::2) we can use the 
interpolation inequality 

. h 4d - (d + 2)]) Ilvll q :::; IIvll~-a Ilvll~ WIt a = ----'---'-'--
"-I' (d + 2)p - 2d 

and together with (2.46) we obtain 

However, 

2d 
l+a= <p 

(d + 2)]) - 2d -

whenever 

d + V3d2 + 4d 
1»-----

- d+2 
( 3d ) > d + 2 for d < 4 . 

Ad 3. Similarly to before we obtain 

However, 

(1 + a)-])- :::; p 
p-1 

if 

(2.47) 

• 
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5.3 Incompressible non-Newtonian fluids and weak 
solutions 

5.3.1 Basic theorem and idea of the proof 

In the previous section we have introduced the notion of measure
valued solutions in order to describe 

lim {T ( Tij(e(uN))eij(c.p)dxdt. 
N~ooJo In (3.1) 

Here, c.p is a smooth function and uN are Galerkin approximations. 
As was shown, (3.1) can be described by means of a measure

valued function if p > }:2' In this section, we show that whenever 

p> d~2' the limit of (3.1) can be characterized classically, i.e., for 
some u E £P(I, Vp ) the limiting process (for all c.p E D( -00, T; V)) 

faT 10 Tij (e(uN))eij(c.p) dxdt ----+ faT 10 Tij(e(u))eij(c.p)dxdt 

(3.2) 
can be justified and we consequently prove the existence of a weak 
solution. 

In order to focus in the proof of the first theorem only on ver
ifying (3.2), we will use the definition of a weak solution which 
coincides with the definition of a measure-valued one, of course, 
except for the nonlinear term given by T. We will show the exis
tence of such weak solutions in Theorem 3.4. 

Let us now assume that 

Uo E V2 and 
fEL2(QT)d ifp~2, 

f E £P' (QT)d if P < 2. 

The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.4 Let uo, f satisfy (3.3). Let 

3d 2d 
d+2<P<d-2 ifd:S4, 

3d - 4 2d 
-d-<P<d-2 if5:Sd:S9. 

(3.3) 

(3.5) 

Then tt there exists a weak solution u : QT ---+ ]Rd to the problem 

tt Note that for d > 9 the interval (3dd-4, ~) is an empty set. 
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(NS)p. This means 

(3.6) 

and the integral identity 

(1 (8'P' 8'P, (() ( ) Jo 0 -Ui 8t -UjUi8Xj+T1Jeu)eij<.p)-fi'Pi dxdt 

= (uo,<.p) (3.7) 

holds for all <.p E V( -00, T; V). 

Remark 3.8 In Remark 3.66 we show that weak solutions in fact 
satisfy stronger versions of weak formulations. In Section 5.3.3 we 
will also extend the existence proof to initial values Uo E H and to 
broader classes of stress tensors. 

Section 5.3.2 will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.4, but 
an idea of the proof together with some preliminaries are given 
immediately. As pointed out already, the key point is to justify the 
limiting process in the nonlinearity T, see (3.2). The basic scheme 
of our approach is the following: 

1. We define for some set {Wr}~l C Vp the Galerkin approxima

tions uN (t, x) = 2:~=1 cr;' (t)wT(x). Because of the independence 
of the first a priori estimates on the choice of {w r} ~l' we have 
(compare with (2.23), (2.24)) 

IluN IILOG(1;H) :::; c, 
II uN II £1'(1; 11,,) :::; C. 

2. Assume that for some p :::: 1, in general less than p, 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

Then \7uN --+ \7u almost everywhere in Qr and also (since 

Tij E C 1 (I~~;m)) 

a.e. in Qr. (3.12) 

As the growth parameter is less than the coercivity parameter 
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(p - 1 < p), we obtain for all measurable M C QT, 

1M hj(e(uN))ldxdt 

(1.21) r 
~ Cs } M (1 + le(uN)I)P-1 dx dt 

~ Cs (faT i (1 + le(uN)I)P dxdt) 71MI; 

(3.10) 1 

~ eIMI;;· 

(3.13) 

Taking into account Lemma 2.11 from Chapter 1, we see that 
(3.12) and (3.13) imply that 

faT i Tij(e(uN))eij(cp)dxdt ----+ faT i Tij(e(u))eij(cp)dxdt 

(3.14) 
for all cp E V( -00, Tj V), which is just (3.2). 

3. In order to verify (3.11), it is sufficient to find uniform bounds 
of {\7uN } in some fractional Sobolev space, namely, for some (f 
positive 

IluNII£1'(I;W,;,t""'(f!)<l) ~ e, 

Provided that for 'Y 2: 1, 

jj < p. (3.15) 

ouN 
lIatIlL-Y(I;(W,~,:~(O)dnv,,).) ~ C, (3.16) 

we can use Lemma 2.48 from Chapter 1 with Xl = (W;~;(O)dn 
V:)* X = Wl,j'(O)d Xo = W 1+0',p(O)d Q = p- and f3 = "V and P , per' per' I , 

we obtain (3.11) at least for some subsequence of uN. 
Notice that (3.16), (3.9), (3.10) are sufficient for the limiting 

process in the terms not containing Tij (similarly to the existence 
prooffor measure-valued solutions). Moreover, (3.15) and (3.16) 
imply (3.11) which is enough for the limiting process in (3.14). 
Thus the existence of weak solutions is demonstrated as soon 
as the assumptions (3.15), (3.16) are fulfilled. 

For the proof of (3.16) see Lemma 3.30 below. 
4. To get (3.15), we will use the second energy estimate. For this 

purpose we choose a special set of {w T } consisting of eigen
vectors of the Stokes operator denoted by A. Define pN u == 
L~=l (u, w T ) w T • By Lemma 4.26 in the Appendix, we know 
that pN are continuous uniformly with respect to the norm of 
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W2,2(f1)d. Because of the imbedding W2,2(f1)d '-+ Wl,p(f1)d, 
valid for p :::; d~2' we consider henceforth the problem (NS)p 
only for such p. 

If we use the set {wr}~l in the Galerkin system (2.21), we 
can multiply the rth equation by ArC;! (t), where Ar are the 
corresponding eigenvalues. Using 

(see (4.22) in the Appendix) and summing over r = 1, ... , N, 
we obtain 

1 d N 2 1 NouN N --IIVu II + u -' (Au ) dx 2 dt 2 0] ax] , 

+ r Tij(e(uN))eij(AuN)dx = (f,AuN ) . 
./0 

Because of the periodicity of w r , 

AuN = -6.uN . 

8 2 N 8 N 

Hence, using fro uN). ".~, . "u'. = 0, we have J~(, . UX:J uX/,. UXJ.. 

1 Nouf (A N) d - j' auf auf auf d u -- u . x ------ x 
o J OX.i ,- 0 OXk OXj OXk ' 

(3.17) 

10 Tij(e(uN))eij(AuN) d,T (3.18) 

(1~~i) r o2U(e(uN)) oeke(UN) Oeij(uN) dx . 
./0 oekeOeij oXs oXs 

Using (3.18) together with (1.8h, we obtain 

~dd IIVuNII~ + C1 /' (1 + le(uN)I)p-20e~(uN) oe~(uN) dx 
2 t ./0 Xk Xk 

:::; IIVuNII~ + l(f,6.uN)I· 
(3.19) 

It may be worth commenting, at this moment, on the nice be
haviour of the 'convective' term (3.18h in the two-dimensional 
space-periodic setting. Namely, if d = 2 then 

1 Nouf N 
u] --;:;--(Au )i dx = o. 

o UXj 
(3.20) 
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Let us verify this. As above, we have 

1 N auf ( N) 1 N aut' N u] -a . Au i dx = - u j -a . !:lUi dx 
Il x] Il x] 

a NN N 1 Uj au au 
- ----'- --'- dx 
- Il aXk aXj aXk ' 

where we sum over all indices from 1 to 2. By a simple compar

ison, we see that the relation aauf = - aauf implies 
Xl X2 

(3.21 ) 

Consequently, the term II\7uNII~ does not enter into (3.19). This 
almost straightforwardly implies the existence of a strong solu
tion for p > 1 in two dimensions with space-periodic boundary 
conditions, as shown in Theorem 4.21 below. 

However, mainly for the historical reasons, in the proof of 
Theorem 3.4 we will not use the fact that the convective term 
in (3.18h vanishes for d = 2. 

Let us denote by 

Ip(u) == { (1 + le(u)I)P-2a~j(U) a~j(u) dx. JIl Xk Xk 
(3.22) 

The main part of the proof of Theorem 3.4, see Section 5.3.2, 
will be devoted to the following implication: if p > 3di 4 then it 
is possible to find a ). > 0 such that 

iT Ip(uN) d C 
----~--~~A t~ . 

o (1 + II\7uNII~) 
(3.23) 

Thus, roughly speaking, (3.23) provides a uniform estimate for 
the time integral of the ratio of W 2 ,p_ and W 1•2-norms of uN. 
Having (3.23), we will prove for p > d~2 that some U-normH of 
the second derivatives of uN is uniformly summable with some 
fractional exponent (which vanishes for p approaching d~2 +). 
Nevertheless, it reveals that this fractional information is suffi
cient for proving (3.15). 

In order to handle the right-hand side of (3.19), we need estimates 

U Namely,s = 2 if p 2 2 and 5 = P if p < 2. 
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from below of the integral Ip (u) by means of some norms of the first 
and second derivatives. This is provided by the following result. 

Lemma 3.24 Let u E C~er(n)d. Then there exists a constant c 
depending only on n, p and d such that 

1 

IID2ulb ::::; c(Ip(u)) '2 ifp ~ 2. (3.26) 

For 1 ::::; q ::::; 2, q =J- d, 

..!L 3..=.!L 
IIVull~ ::::; c(Ip(u)) 2" (1 + IIVullp) 2 ifp> 1. (3.27) 

!I-II 

PROOF: Simple calculations imply 

::::; c (Ip(u)) ¥ (1 + IIVullp)P9 . 

Assertion (3.25) then follows from (1.16). 

If p ~ 2 then (1 + le(u)lr-2 ~ 1, and (3.26) is a direct conse
quence of Korn's inequality (1.11) and the definition of Ip(u). 

Let 1 ::::; q ::::; 2. From the equality 

a 1'. P =-'1. ei(Ureij{u) 
oXs (1 + le(u)l) 'I = q (1 + le(u)l) 'I J le(u)lx , 

it follows that 
1'. 

IIV(l + le(u)l) 'I II~ 

::::; c (~) q l (1 + le(u)I)P-Qle(VuW dx 

::::; c l (1 + le(u)l) 9'1le(VuW (1 + le(u)l) YP dx 

H6~tr C (Ip(u)) ~ ( { (1 + le(u)I)P dX) Y 
meq. Jll 
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Hence 

~ 1 ~ 

IIV(l + le(u)l) '111q ~ c (Ip(u)) 2 (1 + IIVullp) 2'1 p. (3.28) 

Since W1,q(D) '-+ L~(D) if q < d (this implies that q < 2 for 
el = 2), we obtain from (3.28) that 

~ 1 ~ 

11(1 + le(u)l) 'III~ ~ c (Ip(u))'i (1 + IIVullp) 2'1 p. 
rl-r} 

On the other hand, 

~ ~ ~ 

II (1 + le(u)l) 'III~ 2: Ille(u)1 'III~ = Ile(u)II~. 

Using again Korn's inequality (1.11) we obtain 

which is (3.27). • 
Remark 3.29 Let us use Lemma 3.24 in order to estimate the 
term JoT I(f, D.uN)1 dt, which appears on the right-hand side of 
(3.19) after integrating it with respect to time. 
If p < 2, 

IoTI(f, D.uN)1 dt 

~ loT Ilfllp' IID2uN lip dt 

(3~5) cloT Ilfllp' (1 + IIVuNllp) ~ (Ip(uN)) ~ dt 

~ ~l loT Ip(uN) dt 

T 

+ c 10 Ilfll;, (1 + IIVuNllp)2-p dt 

~ ~l loT Ip(uN) elt 

+ c( loT Ilfll~: elt)?r (loT (1 + IIVuNllp)P dt) ~ 
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If P 22, 

In both cases the term ~ JoT Ip(uN) dt can be moved to the left
hand side of (3.19) integrated with respect to time. The remaining 

terms coming from the estimate of JoT I (f, D. uN) I dt are uniformly 
bounded due to (3.10) and (3.3). 

Since in this section we work with a different basis in Vp than be

fore, the estimate of 8~tN is slightly different. In fact, the following 
lemma holds (compare with (2.25)). 

Lemma 3.30 Let uN (t, x) = L~=l c;V (t)wT(x) be solutions to 
the Galerkin systems (2.21), where w T are eigenvectors of the 
Stokes operator. Let us denote 

Then for arbitrary p E (~;t;}, d~12) there exist a constant C and a 
parameter 'Y E (1, 00) sHch that 

(3.31) 

PROOF: We proceed similarly to the derivation of (2.25). We look 
for an appropriate 'Y E (1, 00) such that t.he estimate 

'Y' 'Y 
'Y- 1 
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holds. Now, 

I (a;; , ~ ) I = I (a;; , pN ~ ) I 
:::; I r UN auf (PN~).dxl 10 J aXj , 

+ ILTij(e(uN))eij(pN~)dxl 
+ I (f, pN~) 1== h + 12 + h. 

Due to our choice of basis, compare with (4.27) in the Appendix, 

V~E Y, (3.32) 

where C is independent of N. 
Let us estimate h, h, h separately starting with 12 . It holds 

that 

Since W 2,2(n)d '--4 W 1,p(n)d if p < d'2c}2' we get not only the upper 
bound on p but also 

Since the estimate of Is is trivial, we can focus on estimating II. 
We will distinguish four cases: 

• d > 2 and p < d, 
• d > 2 and p 2: d, 
• d = 2 and p 2: 2, 
• d = 2 and p < 2. 
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• The case d > 2 and p < d: Having 

we use the interpolation inequality 

with ,\= (d-2)p 
2(dp - 2d + 2p) , 

and we obtain 

iT iT (d-2)" 

o h dt:S C 0 IluNII;(1->-)II\7uNII~I' 2<1+21' IlpN cp112,2 dt 

:S C IluNII~~(/k) foT (11\7uNII~) d" <l2d~21' Ilcp1l2,2 dt 

Ho~er C IluN 11 2(1->-) IluN II dl~d;,;~~" (iT II 116 1 dt) fr 
. - L~(J;H) L1'(I;V,) cp 2,2 
1I1eq. 1 0 

(3.9) 
:S C, 

(3.10) 

where 8' = 6~1 and 8 = dp~~i2p. Note that 8 > 1 if p > 3tt22. 
• The case d > 2 and p ~ d: With help of (3.33) and since 
W 1 ,d(D)d '---+ U(D)d, for all q < 00, we get 

now with 8 = ~. 
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• The case d = 2 and p ::::: 2: We estimate II as follows: 

lT It dt ::; lT In luNIIV'uNllpN <pI dxdt 

Ho~er rT IlpN<plloolIV'uNII21IuNI12 dt 
meq. Jo 
(3.9) rT 

::; C Jo lIV'uNllpll<p112,2 dt 

Holder N (3.10) 

.::; C II u II £7' (I; 11,,) II <P II £7" (/; Y) ::; C. 
meq. 

Put 8 = p in this case. 

• The case d = 2 and p < 2: Similarly to the previous case we 
obtain 

lT It dt::; lT IlpN <plloollV'uNllpliuNII~ dt. 

Due to the interpolation inequality 

6' where (j = 6'-1 = 2(p - 1). 

Therefore, JoT It dt ::; C in all cases. Putting 

'I = min(p, 8) , 

we obtain from previous calculations the required estimate (3.31). 
The proof of Lemma 3.30 is finished. _ 

5.3.2 Proof of the basic theorem 

PROOF (of Theorem 3.4): First, let us summarize the situation: 
taking the basis {w r} ~ 1 consisting of eigenvectors of the Stokes 
operator, we have derived not only the first a priori estimates (3.9), 
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(3.10) and (3.31), but also the inequality (3.19), from which we 
want to find the estimate of the type (3.15): to establish (J > 0 and 
C > 0 such that 

for some p < p . (3.34) 

Let us recall that the estimate (3.34) is the only one which remains 
to be proved in order to get the existence of a weak solution to the 
problem (NS)p. 

Finally, it has been also shown in Remark 3.29 that the term 
I(f, .6.uN ) 1 can be handled easily. Therefore, we put f == 0 to sim
plify the following calculations. 

Thus, our starting inequality (3.19) has the form of 

(3.35) 

(see (3.22) for the definition of Ip(u)). 
From now on we keep d ~ 2 and p > 1 arbitrary but fixed. Of 

2d course, p < d-2' 

Let us consider two cases: 

1. p ~ 3, 
2. P < 3. 

Ad 1. The first case is trivial. Indeed, after integrating (3.35) 
with respect to time between 0 and t, t ::; T, we obtain 

1 N 2 j.t N 1 2 N 3 211\7u (t)112 + C1 0 Ip(u ) dt ::; 211\7uo11 2 + II\7u IIL3(QT) 

1 2 N 3 ::; 211\7uo112 + cll\7u IIV'(QT) 

::;C, 

due to (3.3) and (3.10). Particularly, 

faT Ip(uN) dt ::; C 

and we use (3.26) to obtain immediately (3.34) with is = 2 and 
(J=1. 

Ad 2. Let us consider p < 3 in the sequel. In order to estimate 
the right-hand side of (3.35), we will have to include into the con
sideration all possible norms of \7uN ; it means 

• the L2-norm, appearing in the first term of (3.35), 
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• the LP-norm, for which a priori estimates of \7uN are available, 
see (3.10), 

• the L~-norm, estimating from below the elliptic term Ip(uN ), 

see (3.27). 

To combine all norms mentioned above we use the following two 
interpolation inequalities which are correct for q ~ d(3;P): 

dl1±3q-3(1 d(3-1J) 

Ilvlb ::; Ilvllp 3'1 Ilvll ~ 
d-(l 

Since for 0 E (0,1) we have 

II\7uNII~ = lI\7uNII;(1-")+3,, , 

we obtain from (3.36)-(3.38) 

Set 

II \7uN II~ ::; II\7uN 11~(l-") ~:;t~~-~;: lI\7uN II; dz.±3r3d 

d{3-1J) (l-u)dlJ 

11 '("7 Nil" '1 +.1z.±2q 2.1 x vu ~ . 
d-q 

dp + 3q - 3d 
Ql ::= (1 - a) dp + 2q _ 2d ' 

dp + 3q - 3d 
Q2::=a , 

q 

_ d(3-p) (l-a)dp 
Q3 = a + d 2 2d q p+ q-

Then, combining (3.35) and (3.39), we have 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

~~II\7uNII~ + C1Ip(u N ) 
2 dt (3.40) 

::; (11\7uNII~)Ql (1 + II\7uNllp)Q211\7uNII~. 
d-q 

By the inequality (3.27) we obtain from (3.40) that 

~dd II\7uNII~ + C1Ip(u N ) (3.41) 
2 t 

::; C (11\7uNII~)Ql (1 + II\7uNllp)Q2+9Q3 (Ip(u N )) *Q3 . 
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By Young's inequality we obtain 

:tllV'uNII~ + C1Ip(u N ) 

~ C (11V'uNII~)Ql.61 (1 + IIV'uNllp) (Q2+~Q3)·61 , 
provided that 

1 1 -+ - = 1 
fJ fJ' 

Requiring 

and 2qp Q3 fJ = 1 , fJ, fJ' > 1 . 

(3.42) 

(3.43) 

(3.44) 

we can easily compute a, fJ and fJ'. Indeed, we have from (3.43) 
and (3.44), 

1 = ~ + ..!. = Q2 + Q3 = 3a + (1 - a)d . 
fJ fJ' p p p dp + 2q - 2d 

Therefore, 

p(dp + 2q - 3d) a - :.....:-,:..-----.:----'-
- 2(dp + 3q - 3d) , 

1 _ a _ (3 - p)(dp + 2q - 2d) 
- 2(dp+3q-3d) , 

and 

fJ' = 4 
dp - 3d + 4 

Notice that the necessary condition for a to be from (0,1) and fJ' 
to be defined, reads 

3d - 4 
P>-d-; (3.45) 

compare with (3.5). Notice also that fJ' does not depend on the 
choice of q. 

Inserting a, 1 - a and fJ' into the inequality (3.42), we obtain 

d ~ 
dt IIV'uNII~ + C1Ip(u N ) ~ C (11V'uN II~) <1,,-3<1+4 (1 + lIV'uNllp)P 

or 

~ (1 + IIV'uN II~) + C1Ip(u N ) ~ C (1 + IIV'uN II~)'\ (1 + IIV'uNllp)P , 
(3.46) 
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where 

A = 2(3 - p) . 
dp- 3d+4 

Dividing (3.46) by (1 + lI\7uN II~) '\ we obtain for A ::J. 1 

1 ~ A! (1 + II\7uNII~)l-A + 0 1 (1 + II\7uNII~rAIp(uN) 
::; 0 (1 + II\7uNllp)P . 

If A = 1 then the first term in (3.46) is replaced by 

1 d 
2 dt In (1 + II\7uNII~) . 

(3.47) 

(3.48) 

(3.49) 

Let us keep in mind that one should always replace the term with 
power 1 - A by the logarithm term whenever A = 1. 

Integrating (3.48) between 0 and t, t E (0, TJ, we get 

1 ( N 112)1-A (1 _ A) 1 + II\7u (t) 2 

+ 0 1 it Ip(uN (T)) (1 + II\7uN (T) II~) -A dT 

(3.3) 
::; 0 = O(uo) . 

(3.10) 
(3.50) 

We are interested in getting 'global' estimates. Here, the word 
'global' means 'independent of the size of initial values (in an ap
propriate space) and of the length of the time interval'. Because 
the first term in (3.50) gives this 'global' information only when 
A ::; 1 and since 

if and only if 
3d + 2 2d 

P>--=l+--
- d+2 d+2' 

we will consider two possibilities: 

a) p ~ 1 + dZ;2' i.e., A::; 1, 

b) p < 1 + dZ;2' i.e., A > 1. 

Ad a), p ~ 1 + dZ;2' Taking the supremum over all t E (0, T] (in 
(3.50)), we obtain the estimate 

(3.51) 
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Consequently, 
T 

10 Ip ( U N (t) ) dt ::; C . (3.52) 

Let us remark that 1 + d2;2 ~ 2 for all d ~ 2. Using (3.26) we 
finally have 

T 

10 IID2 u N II~ dt ::; C (3.53) 

and we are in the situation of (3.34) with P = 2 and (J = 1. Case 
a) is finished. 

Ad b), p < 1 + dz:.2' Because A > 1, the first term in (3.50) is 
negative. However, it can be moved across to the right-hand side 
and estimated by '\~l' Therefore, for A > 1 we can dispose of 

Due to different types of the lower estimates of Ip (u N) by means 
of some norms of the second derivatives of uN, compare (3.25) with 
(3.26), we further divide the proof into two subcases: 

(i) p ~ 2, 
(ii) p < 2. 

In what follows, we expect to find the lower bound for p. 

Ad (i). This case is nontrivial only for d ~ 3. Let us first show 
that (3.54) implies 

foT IID2 u N 11;11 dt ::; C with f3 = dp - 3d + 4 (3.55) in (d - 2)p - 3d + 10 
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if 

)../3 (3.47) 2(3 - p) _/3_ = 1 
1 - /3 dp - 3d + 4 1 - /3 {::::::} 

/3 = dp - 3d + 4 = 1 _ 2(3 - p) 
(d - 2)p - 3d + 10 (d - 2)p - 3d + 10 . 

Notice that 

/3E[i,~) 
/3E(O,~) 

for p E [2, 1n ' 
C (3d-4 1 2d ) lor p E -d-' + d+2 ' 

d= 3, 

d 2: 4. 

Thus, we have obtained the lower bound for p if d 2: 4. 
Having (3.55), we use 

W 2,2(D)d '--+ W1+ s ,p(D)d with s = 2d - (d - 2)p (3.56) 
2p 

and the interpolation inequality (see Lemma 2.18 in Chapter 1) 

1-!!. !!.. 

Ilvll1+O",p :::; cllvlkp' Ilvlli'+s,p (3.57) 

with 0 < a < s, in order to show that for chosen r E (l,p), 

. 2{3(p - r) 
w1th a = s ( (3) . rp-2 

(3.58) 

Once we have (3.58), the estimate of type (3.34), with p = r, follows 
immediately. Let us therefore verify (3.58). We have that 

iT (3.57) iT (1 ") ",. 
IluNII~+O",pdt :::; C IluNII~,p -~ lIuNlI2';2dt 

o (3.56) 0 

WId iT 1/8' iT 1/8 
.o:::;er C ( IluNIIl',p) ( IluNII~~) 
meg. 0 0 

(3,10) 
:::; C. 

(3.55) 

The last inequality holds provided that 

1 = ~ + ~ = ar + :C(1-~) =:c +a:C(P- 2(3), o Of 2{3s P s P s 2{3p 

which implies that 

2{3s P - r 
a=---. 

r p - 2{3 
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Thus, (3.58) is proved and the sub case (i) is finished. For d ~ 4, 
the proof of Theorem 3.4 is complete. 

Ad (ii), p < 2 (which in fact reduces to the case p E (d~2' 2) for 
d = 2,3). As a simple consequence of (3.54) and (3.25) we obtain 

p dt < C. i T IID2uN 112 
o (1 + IIV'uNII~)>'(l + IIV'uNllp)2-P -

(3.59) 

Let us first show that (3.59) implies 

T 

10 IID2uN 11;i3 dt :::; C 

with 
p((d + 2)p - 3d) 

(3 = 2 ( _ p2 + (d + 5) p - 3d) . 

Indeed, denoting the integrand in (3.59) by K(uN), we have 

loT IID2uN 1I;i3 dt 

= loT (K(uN ))i3 (1 + IIV'uNII~)>'i3 (1 + IIV'uNllp)(2-P)i3 dt 

~:Ker (loT K(uN))i3 (loT (1 + IIV'uN II~) ~ 
(. )~ ) l-i3 x (1 + IIV'uNllp) 2-p 1-1' dt 

(3.60) 

(3.59) (( ~ ( )~ )1-i3 
:::; C Jo (1 + IIV'uNII~) 1-1' (1 + IIV'uNllp) 2-p 1-1' dt 

:::; C (iT (1 + IIV'uNllp)(2-P).,-!:T, dtf-i3 

( {T ~ (. )~ )1-i3 + C Jo (11V'uNII~) 1-1' (1 + IIV'uNllp) 2-p 1-1' dt 

== I;-i3 + Ii- i3 . 
(3.61 ) 

Using the interpolation inequality 

(11+2)]1-211 11(2-'1) 

IIVl12 :::; IIVllp 2" Ilvll~' 
d-I1 

and the continuous imbedding W 2,p(f1)d into W 1'£P(f1)d, we find 
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that 12 in (3.61) is less than or equal to 

as far as 

1 = ~ + ~ = (2 - p + (d + 2)p - 2d >..) _13_ 
8 8' p p2 1 - 13 

>.. d(2-p) 
+ 1 - 13 2p , 

where>.. is defined in (3.47). It follows from (3.63) that 

13 _- [(d+2)p-3dJp __ 2(_p2+8p-9) I = , { 
(5p-9)p 'f d 3 

2( _p2 + (d + 5)p - 3d) (2p-3)p if d = 2. 
(p-l)(6-p) 

Since 13 must be positive, the lower bound for p, namely 

3d 

is obtained. Notice that 

f3E(O,~) 

f3E(O,t) 

p> d+2 

for p E (~, 2) , 

for p E (~, 2) , 

d= 2, 

d= 3. 

(3.63) 

(3.64) 

Integral h is finite, because of (2-p)~ :S p, and the first a priori 
estimates (3.10). 

Thus we can finally conclude using also (3.61) and (3.62), 

i T iT!.=.ft o IID2uNII~{3 dt:S C + c( 0 IID2UNII~ dt) 6/ 

Applying Young's inequality, we obtain (3.60). 
Proceeding similarly to the subcase (i), it is possible to choose 

r E (l,p) and to find (J > 0 such that (3.60) implies the required 
estimate 

with 
2f3(p - r) 

(J = .. 
r(p - 213) (3.65) 

In order to prove (3.65), we start from the interpolation inequality 

IlvllI+<7,p :S C Ilvll~:;<7l1vll~,p. 
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Using (3.60) we obtain 

provided that 1 = t + b = (l-pO-)T + ~;. This easily gives the 

formula for (j. The subcase (b) is finished. 
The proof of Theorem 3.4 is now complete. _ 

The following remark contains some other weak formulations 
equivalent to (3.7) which are satisfied by the weak solution u of 
the problem (NS)p. We will also show that whenever p :2: d~2' 
we have u E Cw (1; H) and ~~ E £I (I; y*) and whenever p :2: 

(d±~ 3d) h au L1 (I' V*) max d±2 'd±2' we ave at E 'P' 

Let us recall that Y =: {u E Wl;~; (!!)d; div u = 0, fo u dx = o}. 
By Cw (1; H) we denote the space of weakly continuous functions 
with values in H, i.e., 

Cw (1;H) =: {u E L=(I;H); lim (u(t),h) = (u(to),h), 
t.~t.() 

\fh E H, for a.a. to E I}. 

Remark 3.66 In the proof of Theorem 3.4, we have found the 
following a priori estimates: 

IluN IIV'(l;"",,) :::; C, 

IluNIIL~'(I;H) :::; C, 
ouN 

IIDtIIL~(I;Y*) :::; C, 

IluNIIL'(I;WI;,~rr'(o).J) :::; C, 

I' > 1, 
(3.67) 

which allow us to find a subsequence still labelled uN such that 

UN ~ u weakly in £P(I; y;,) , 

uN ~ u weakly-* in L=(I; H), 

uN -+ u strongly in Lq(I; H), q:2: 1 arbitrary, 

V'uN -+ V'u strongly in LT(I; L~er(!!)d2), 
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r E (l,p) arbitrary, and 

ouN AU at ~ at weakly in P(1; Y*). 

Then an equivalent form of (3.7) is also 

faT (~~,<p)y + faT J) -UjUi~:; + Tij(e(u))eij(<p)] dxdt 

= iT(f,<P)dt (3.68) 

for all <p E D(O, T; V). Since V is dense in Y, and the integrals 

are finite§§ for u E LOO (1; H) n U (1; Vp ) and <p E D(O, T; Y) if 
p E U:2' d~2)' we obtain another equivalent formulation of (3.7), 
namely 

iT (~~, <p) y + iT 10 [Uj ;~; \Oi + Tij (e(u) )eij (<p)] dx dt 

T 

= i (f,<p)dt (3.69) 

for all <p E D(O, T; Y). Taking in (3.69) <p E Y independent of t, 
we get 

i
T / OU(t)) iT r 8Ui(t) 

o \ -at'<P y dt+ 0 in Uj(t) OXj \Oi dxdt 

+ iT 10 Tij(e(u(t)))eij(<p)dxdt = iT (f(t),<p) dt 

(3.70) 

and due to integrability of all terms at least in L1 (1), the weak 
solution u E Loo(1; H) n U(1; Vp ) with 

AU L"Y(J' YO) at E , 

§§ In order to verify the finiteness of JOT Jo Uj ~rpi dx dt, one uses the 

same approach as in the proof of the second assertion of Lemma 2.44. 
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satisfies for all cP E Y the identity 

/ au(t)) r aUi(t) 
\ ---at' cP y + Jo Uj(t)~'Pi d.T 

+ LTij(e(u(t)))eij(cp)dX = (f(t),cp) 
(3.71) 

for almost all tEl. 
Now, let us show that u satisfying (3.71) belongs to Cw(I;H). 

Since u E LOO(/; H), we know that 

Ilu(t)112 ~ C V tEl \ 5, where 151 = o. (3.72) 

Integrating (3.71) between to E 1\5 and tEl \ 5, using (2.46) 
from Chapter 1, we obtain 

(u(t), cp) - (u(to), cp) = 1t (f(s), cp) ds 
to 

-1t r Tij (e(u(s)))eij(cp) dxds (3.73) 
to Jo 

1t] aUi(S) 
- Uj(S)--'Pi dxds. 

to 0 aXj 

However, the right-hand side of (3.72) vanishes as t ---+ to. There
fore, 

(u(t), cp) --+ (u(to), cp) Vto E 1\5 and V cp E Y. (3.74) 
t---+to 

But due to (3.72), we extend (3.74) also for all cp E H. Thus, 

u E Cw(I;H). (3.75) 

Finally, we want to show the validity of the weak formulation 
(3.7) for test functions cp E V( -00, T; Vp ). According to the second 
part of Lemma 2.44, the integral 

iT] au 
Uj -' 'Pi dx dt < +00 

o 0 aXj 
(3.76) 

for u E LOO(/; H) n U(/; Vp ) and cp E LOO(/; Vp ) whenever p ::::: 

(d±~ 3d) Th f h th 1 d th max d±2 'd±2' ere ore, we ave on e one Ian e 
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weak formulation 

loT in [-Ui~~ +Uj~~;<Pi+Tij(e(U))eij(cp)]dXdt 
= loT (f, cp) dt + (UO, cp(O)) 

for all cp E V(-oo,T;Vp). On the other hand, using (3.76), we 
immediately find that 

au 1 ( *) at ELI; Vp . (3.77) 

The same argument as in the first part of this remark implies that 
u E Cw (/; H). Since u E U(I; Vp ) and T satisfies (1.21), the oper
ator B defined by 

(B(u(t)), cp)v" == in Tij (e(u(t)))eij(cp) dx, cp E Vp , 

maps V; onto V* We conclude' ifp > max (d±~ ..14..) then 
p p . • - d±2' d±2 ' 

weak solutions of the problem (NS)p satisfy 

u E Cw (I; H) n U(I; Vp ), 

au 1 ( *) at ELI; Vp , 

and for almost all tEl and all cp E Vp the identity 

\ aUa(t) + Uj(t) aau(t) + B(u(t)), cp) = (f(t), cp)v. 
t x· l' , J v" 

(3.78) 

is fulfilled. 

5.3.3 Extensions 

In this section we will extend the validity of the assertion of The
orem 3.4 to a larger class of initial values and a broader classes of 
extra stresses. More precisely, we consider two kinds of extensions 
for the extra stress TE. Firstly, we will admit singular nonlinear 
tensor functions, as, e.g., T(e(u)) = le(u)IP-2e(u), p E (1,2), using 
the assumption (1.8h instead of (1.8h considered in the problem 
(NS)p. Secondly, we will also admit perturbations of the constitu
tive law, cf. (1.58) in Chapter 1. We will assume that the extra 
stress TE is given by the relation 

TE(t,x) = T(e(u(t,x))) + u(e(u(t,x))) , 
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where T satisfies (1.6), (1.7), (1.8h and (1.9) and (7' is, roughly 
speaking, an arbitrary tensor function controlled by T. See (3.88)
(3.90) for precise assumptions on (7'. For p E (1,2), the assumption 
(1.8h is in this case also possible. 

The following theorem shows that the same result as in Theorem 
3.4 holds under weaker assumptions on uo, namely Uo E H. 

Theorem 3.79 Let Uo E Hand f satisfy (3.3). Further, let p 
satisfy (3.5). Then there exists a weak solution u : QT --+ ]Rd to 
the problem (NS)p such that 

u E Loo(I; H) n LP(I; Vp ) 

and (3.7) holds for all t.p E V( -00, T; V). 

PROOF: The proof coincides basically with the proof of Theorem 
3.4 until the inequality (3.48) is derived. This inequality reads 

~dd (1 + IIV'uNII~)I-A + C1Ip(u N ) (1 + IIV'uNII~rA 
1 - A t (3.80) 

::; C (1 + IIV'uNllp)P. 
Since Uo ~ V2 we cannot immediately integrate (3.48) between 
(0, t), t ::; T. Let us first define for 8 > 0 a cut-off function ~ E 
C 1 (I) such that ~(t) E [0,1] on I and 

~(t) = { ~ iftE[O,~J, 

if t E [8, TJ, 

and multiply (3.80) by ( We obtain 

~ dd (~(1 + IIV'uNII~) I-A) + Cl~ Ip(u N ) (1 + IIV'uNII~rA 
1- A t 

::; C (1 + IIV'uNllp)P + 1 ~ >. ~; (1 + IIV'uNII~)I-A . 
(3.81 ) 

Since>. ::; 1 for p :::: 1 + d~2 :::: 2, the last term in (3.81) is estimated 
as follows: 

_1_ d~ (1 + IIV'uN II~) (I-A) < { I~A ~ (1 + IIV'uN II~), if >. < 1, 
1 - >. dt 2 - _1_ £ if >. > 1 

A-I 8 ' . 

Therefore, integrating (3.81) between 0 and t, t E [8, TJ, we obtain 

~(1 + IIV'uN(t)II~)I-A + t Ip(u N )(l + IluNII~)-A ds::; C. 
1- A J8 
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Since the last inequality coincides with the inequality (3.50), we 
can proceed in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.4 in 
order to derive (for chosen j5 E (l,p) and appropriate (j > 0) the 
estimate 

As we already know, the last estimate is crucial for proving 

rT r Tij(e(uN))eij(cp)dxdt ---+ rT r Tij (e(u))eij(cp) dxdt 18 10 N~oo 18 10 
(3.82) 

for all cp E 1)(-00, T; V). However, V'u and V'u N are uniformly 
bounded in U((O, T) x n). Therefore, for all E > 0 there is a 8> 0 
small enough such that for all cp E 1)( -00, T; V), lIV'cplloo,QT ::; I, 

118 10 (Tij(e(u N)) -Tij(e(u)))eij(cp)dxdtl 

::; 2 C4 11V'cplloo,QT (18 
(1 + IIV'uN IIp)P dt) 7 (InI8) lip 

::; E. (3.83) 

Finally, (3.82) and (3.83) imply that the limiting process 

faT 10 Tij(e(uN))eij(cp)dxdt ---+ faT 10 Tij(e(u))eij(cp)dxdt 

can be justified. The proof of Theorem 3.79 is finished. _ 

As emphasized in Section 1.1.4, the extra stress rE of the fol
lowing form: 

rE = r(e(u)) = le(u)IP-2e(u) (3.84) 

with p E (1,2), plays an important role in modelling flows of non
Newtonian fluids, while the model (3.84) with p > 2 is of no interest 
from the point of view of mechanics of non-Newtonian fluids. How
ever, the assumption (1.8h does not allow us to take (3.84) into 
consideration. Let us therefore replace (1.8h by (1.8h. 

Then the following theorem holds. 

Theorem 3.85 Let Uo E Hand f satisfy (3.3). Let us assume 
that the tensor function r satisfies (1.6), (1.7), {1.8h and (1.9). 
Let p E (d~2' 2). Then there exists a weak solution u : QT ---+ IRd 
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to the problem (NS)p such that 

u E L oo (1; H) n U(1; Vp ) , 

and (3.7) holds for all r.p E D( -00, T; V). 

PROOF: If we change the definition of Ip(u) such that (instead 
of (3.22)) Ip(u) is given by 

Ip(u) == L le(u)IP-2eij(:~)eij(:~) dx, (3.86) 

then the proof is identical with the proof of Theorem 3.4. This 
comes from the fact that the assertions (3.25) and (3.27) of Lemma 
3.24 remain valid also for Ip(u) defined in (3.86). • 

In the remainder of this section we will consider incompressible 
fluids whose extra stress rE is given by 

Ti~(t,X) = Tij(e(u(t,x))) + O"ij(e(u(t,x))) (3.87) 

for all t :::: 0, x E n. Here, we assume again that r has a po
tential, i.e., that the assumptions (1.6)-(1.9) are fulfilled (with 
the convention that (1.8h is considered only for p E (1,2)), and 

(j : ~;m ------t ~;m fulfills 

O"i.i(e)eij::::O \jeE~~m' (3.88) 

We shall also require that for i, j = 1, ... ,d, 

100'J(e)l:::; Cl1 (1 + lel)P-1. (3.89) 

Finally, we shall assume that there exists a constant C12 > 0 such 
that for i, j, k, £ = 1, ... ,d, 

(3.90) 

Now, we will define the corresponding extended problem and give 
a definition of weak solutions t.o it. Let f : QT ------t IE.d and Uo : 

n ------t IE.d be given and satisfy for some p E (1,00) the assumptions 
(1.6), (1.7), (1.9), (3.88)-(3.90) and (1.8h. (If p E (1,2), (1.8h can 
be replaced by (1.8)d 

We look for u : QT ------t IE.d and 7r : QT ------t IE. solving in QT 

aU+ Uk au =-\77r+divr(e(u))+div(j(e(u))+f, 
at aXk (3.91) 

divu = O. 
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and satisfying the initial condition 

u(O,') = uo in 0, (3.92) 

and the space-periodicity requirements 

ul = ul rj ri+d' 
(3.93) 

wi - wi rj - ri+d' 

J = 1, ... , d. We will refer to the problem (3.91)-(3.93) as the 
problem (NSext)p. 

Let us suppose that 

uo E H and 
if p ~ 2, 

if p < 2. 

Definition 3.95 Let uo, f satisfy (3.94). A function 

u E Cw (1; H) n U(I; Vp ) 

with 

au L 1(1' YO) at E , 

(3.94) 

is called a weak solution to the problem (NSext)p if the identity 

/au(t)) ( aUi(t) 
\ ---at' c.p y + io Uk(t) aXk rpi + Tij (e(u(t)))eij(c.p) dx 

+ 10 (}ij (e(u(t)))eij(c.p) dx = 10 !i(t)rpi dx 

(3.96) 

is fulfilled almost everywhere in 1 and for all c.p E Y. As before, 
Y == {u E W;~;(O)d; divu = 0,10 udx = o}. 

A general result is formulated in the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.97 Let uo, f satisfy (3.94). Let p satisfy (3.5). Let 
also 

(3.98) 

Then there exists a weak solution to the problem (NSext)p. 

PROOF: The proof follows the same lines as the proof of The
orem 3.4 except for small modifications. First let us note that 
we can assume uo E V2 because of Theorem 3.79 and its proof. 
Even if the Galerkin system now contains a new term, namely 
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Jo G'ij(e(uN))eij(W T ) dx, we notice that the first a priori inequal
ity coincides with (2.27) due to the assumption (3.88). Also, the 
second energy inequality has the same form as (3.19), except for 
the coefficient in front of Ip(u N ), where instead of C1 we have 
C1 - C12 d2 . This coefficient is positive due to (3.98). 

The proof of Theorem 3.97 is finished. • 

5.4 Incompressible non-Newtonian fluids and strong 
solutions 

We continue in the analysis of the properties of weak solutions u 
to the problem (NS)p; the existence of these has been proved for 
p > d~2 in the previous section, if d ::; 4. The aim of this section 
is to present three types of results: 

1. To prove the global existence of strong solution (for p 2: 151 if 
d = 3 and for p > 1 if d = 2) and its uniqueness for p 2: 1 + d~2' 
A function u is said to be a strong solution if u is at least 
a weak solution to the problem (NS)p and if u satisfies the 
following semi regularity properties: 

u E C(1; H) n LOO(1; V2 ) n L2(1; Y), (4.1) 

u E Loo(1; Vp ), (4.2) 

au 2 at E L (1; H). (4.3) 

Recall that Y == {u E W;~;(n)d; div u 
p E (1,2) then (4.1) is replaced by 

O}. If 

In order to prove (4.1) and (4.4), the assumption Uo E V2 is 
needed, while for proving (4.2) and (4.3) we will have to assume 
Uo E Vp. 

2. To find conditions on the size of data (resp. on the length of 
time interval) under which the global in time existence of strong 
solutions for small data (resp. local in time existence of strong 
solutions for arbitrary data) can be proved. This problem will 
be studied for p < \1 and d = 3 only, since otherwise strong 
solutions exist without any restriction on data. We will prove 
both kinds of conditional existence results for p > ~. 
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3. To find fractional estimates for the L 2-norm of the time deriva
tive of uN as well as for the LP-norm of the second derivatives 
of uN for p E U:2' 1 + }1-2)' 

All assertions and proofs will basically deal with two- or three
dimensional domains. 

5·4·1 Global existence of strong solutions and uniqueness 

This section consists of four theorems and their proofs. The first 
one, Theorem 4.5, deals with strong solutions to the problem (NS)p 
if p 2: 1 + d~2' Under the assumption Uo E Vp we will prove (4.1)
(4.3) without any restrictions on the size of data. 

The next theorem, Theorem 4.21, strengthens the result in two 
dimensions. It will be shown that a strong solution exists for all 
p> 1. The space-periodic setting is essential for the proof. 

The remaining two theorems give an answer to the following 
question: When is a weak solution unique? If Uo E H, then Theo
rem 4.29 gives uniqueness for p 2: ~. If Uo E V2 , then the weak 

solution is unique according to Theorem 4.37 for p 2: 1 + d~2' 
Notice that the lower bounds on p are the same in two space di
mensions. 

Theorem 4.5 Let Uo E Vp , f E L2(Qr) and p 2: 1 + d~2' Then 
the weak solution u of the problem (NS)p has the semiregularity 
properties (4.1)-(4.3), i.e. u is a strong solution. 

Remark 4.6 It is worth focusing upon changes of the assertion 
of Theorem 4.5 if the assumption on Uo is weakened. Assuming 
Uo E H, we obtain 

au P'(l'V*) at E 'P 

and by Lemma 2.45 from Chapter 1 and (3.6), 

u E C(I; H). 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

The other regularity properties in (4.1)-(4.3) are still valid pro
vided that the interval 1 is replaced by h == [8, T), 8 > 0 arbitrary. 

Finally, as far as Uo E V2 and Uo ¢ Vp , (4.1) holds without any 
change, while (4.2) and (4.3) requires 1 to be replaced by 16 . These 
modifications of Theorem 4.5 can be proved by means of the cut-off 
function technique explained in the proof of Theorem 3.79. 
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PROOF (of Theorem 4.5): Using the Galerkin approximations 
{uN} defined in (2.21)' we derived the first and second a priori 
estimates, see (3.9), (3.10), (3.51) and (3.53), 

IluNIILoo(I;H) + IluNllv'(I;V,,) ::; C, (4.9) 

IluNIIV(I;Y) + lIu N IIL=(I;V2) ::; C, (4.10) 

which have been essential for proving the existence of weak solution 
u to the problem (NS)p. Since u was found as a weak limit of uN 
and since balls in Banach spaces are weakly closed, we see that the 
a priori estimates (4.9) and (4.10) are valid also for u. Thus, 

u E Loo (/; H) n £P(/; Vp ) n Loo(/; V2 ) n L2(/; Y). (4.11) 

According to the third part of Lemma 2.44, Uj g:, E £P' (/; Vp*). 

Consequently, ~~ E £P' (/; Vp*) and by Lemma 2.45 in Chapter I, 

{ au I * } u E £P(/; Vp); at E £P (/; Vp ) '-+ C(/; H). (4.12) 

Thus, (4.1) is proved. 
In order to demonstrate (4.2) and (4.3), we will derive the third 

kind of a priori estimate for {uN}. For that purpose, multiply 
(2.21) by ftc;' (t) and sum up over r = 1, ... , N. As a result we 
obtain 

( 4.13) 

Applying the Schwarz inequality to both terms at the right-hand 
side of (4.13) and using (1.6), we get 

1 ouN 2 d 1 N -//-1/ + - U(e(u)) dx 
2 at 2 dt Il 

::; c Ilfll~ + c L lu N 121VuN 12 dx . 

Let us denote by I the integral JIlluNI21VuNI2 dx. 

(4.14) 

If d = p = 2, then using Ilvll oo ::; cllvll~/2I1D(2)vll~/2, we obtain 

I ::; IluNII~IIVuNII~ ::; clluNI121ID(2)uNI121IVuNII~. 

Thus, due to (4.9) and (4.10), JoT I dT ::; C. 
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For p 2 d (p > 2 if d = 2) we can estimate I as follows: 
T 

10 Idt 

(4.15) 

where the second inequality expresses the imbedding W 1,2(n)d ~ 

L~ (n)d valid for -:/!:2 :S d~2' which is P 2 d. 

It remains to estimate I for d = 3 and p E [~1,3). We know (see 
(3.52)) that 

(4.16) 

On the other hand, taking particularly q = 2 in (3.27), we have 

II\7uNII~p :S Ip(u N ). (4.17) 

Hence 

foT Idt 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

Due to (1.37) and Korn's inequality (1.11), 

II\7uN (t)llp :S C "It :S T. 

Therefore, 

8uN 
IITt IIL2(I;H) :S C, (4.20) 

IluNIILOG(I;Vl') :S C, 

and the same estimate is valid also for u. Thus (4.2)-(4.3) hold .• 
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Theorem 4.21 Let Uo E Vp n V2, f E L2(QT) for p 2: 2 and 
fEU' (QT) if p < 2. Provided that n is a two-dimensional cube, 
a strong solution to the problem (NS)p exists for all p > 1. 

PROOF: If p 2: 2 then the result follows from Theorem 4.5. Let 
p E (1,2) in the sequel. According to (3.20)-(3.21), 

_J _ __ , ___ ,_ dx = 0 . 1 auN auN auN 

o aXk aXj aXk 

Then (3.19) turns into 

~ :t IIV'uNII~ + C1Ip(uN) :::; I(f, ~uN)I· (4.22) 

Integrating (4.22) between 0 and t and using Remark 3.29, we 
obtain for almost all tEl, 

IIV'uN (t)II~ + C lot Ip(uN) dT:::; IIV'uoll~ + Cllfll~'''(QT). (4.23) 

This implies 

(4.24) 

and 
T 1 Ip (u N) cit :::; C . ( 4.25) 

By (3.25), (4.24) and (4.25), 

( 4.26) 

Next, 

loT fo luN121V'uN12 dxdt :::; lT IIV'uNII~ IluNII~ cit 

i T (4.24) 
:::; IID(2)uNII;IIV'uNII~dt:::; C. 

o (4.26) 

Then it follows from (4.14) that 

auN 
II at 11£2(1;£2(0)") :::; C. ( 4.27) 
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From Aubin-Lions Lemma 2.48 in Chapter 1, using (4.26), (4.27), 
we obtain the strong convergence 

V'u N -+ V'u in LP(QT). 

Thus u is a weak solution. Clearly, by Lemma 2.45 in Chapter 1, 
we have u E C(I; H). Moreover, u satisfies all estimates (4.24), 
(4.26), (4.27). The proof of Theorem 4.21 is complete. _ 

Now, we shall prove two uniqueness theorems under different 
assumptions on the regularity of the initial value uo. If p ~ 1 + l;'2' 
then a weak solution u to the problem (NS)p satisfies the weak 
formulation in the form 

( ou(t) ou(t)) 1 
----;-t + Uj (t)~, cP + Tij (e(u(t)) )eij (cp) dx 

u uX) v" n 

= (f(t), cp) (4.28) 

for almost all tEl and for all cp E Vp , which follows from (3.78) 
and the semi regularity properties (4.1 )-( 4.3). 

Theorem 4.29 Let Uo E H, fEU' (QT)' If 

d+2 
P >--- 2 ' ( 4.30) 

then there exists a unique weak solution to the problem (NS)p. 

PROOF: Let us suppose that there exist two weak solutions u, 
v to the problem (NS)p with the same initial value Uo. Put w == 
u - v. Subtracting the weak formulation for v from the one for u 
and taking w(t) as the test function in the resulting equation, we 
obtain ~~ 

~~llwll~ + r (Tij (e(u)) - Tij (e(v)))ei)(w) dx 
2 dt In 

= - Uj-' - Vj-' Wi dx 1 ( au Ov) 
n OXj OXj 

= - Wj-'Widx- Vj-'widx l ou law 
n ax) n OXj 

1 OUi 
= - Wj -;--Wi dx , 

nuX) 

" We will not write the explicit dependence of u, v, w on t. 

(4.31 ) 
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where we have used the fact (see (2.12)) that 

1 OWi 
Vj-Widx = O. 

SI OXj 

By Holder's inequality, 

I { Wj OU'widxl:::; (lwI2 1V'uldx:::; IIV'ullpllwll~· (4.32) lSI OXj lSI ,,-1 

Combining (4.31), (4.32), (1.25) and (1.11), we obtain 

1d 2 2 2 I 2 
--d Ilwlb + K2 C6 11V'w11 2 :::; lV'ullpllwll2L.· 2 t ,,-1 

Because of the interpolation inequality (4.36) proved in Lemma 
4.35 below, we obtain 

( 4.33) 
Ineq. 

Finally, 

( 4.34) 

Since w(O) = 0 and u E LP(I; Vp), we can use Gronwall's lemma 
3.5 from the Appendix if 2;~d :::; p, which is equivalent to (4.30). 
As a conclusion of Gronwall's lemma we obtain 

Ilw(t)1I2 = 0 Vt:::; T. 

Thus, u(t) = v(t) almost everywhere in I. 
Theorem 4.31 is proved. • 

Lemma 4.35 Let v E W~~;(n) and q E [2, d~2J for d 2: 3 and 
q E (2, +(0) if d = 2. Then there exists c > 0 such that 

( 4.36) 

'th - 2d-q(d-2) 
Wl a - 2'1 
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PROOF: First let d 23. Then W 1,2(0) ~ L~ (0) and therefore 
there exists c > 0 such that IIvllt='2 ~ cllV'vlll,2. Combining this 

with the interpolation inequality (see Corollary 2.10 in Chapter 1) 

a = _2d_----=-q('-d_-_2-'-) 
2q , 

we obtain the assertion (4.36). 
If d = 2, then Wl,2(0) 'f+ Loo(O). Nevertheless, for s = 7' 

ws,2(0) ~ Lq(O) and Ilvllq ~ cllvll s ,2. Due to Lemma 2.18 in 
Chapter 1, we have 

2 
a= -. 

Putting both inequalities together gives (4.36). 

Theorem 4.37 Let Uo E V2, f E £P' (QT). If 

2d 
P >l+--

- d+2' 

q 

• 

(4.38) 

then there exists a unique weak solution to the problem (NS)p. 

Remark 4.39 In two dimensions, the lower bound 1 + l;2 coin

cides with £¥ and the uniqueness of a weak solution follows from 
Theorem 4.29. Thus, the assertion of Theorem 4.37 is new only for 
d 23. 

PROOF (of Theorem 4.37): Let us consider three-dimensional do
mains 0 only. Since Uo E V2 , we know (see (4.1)) that 

(4.40) 

Following the proof of Theorem 4.29, we can start with the in
equality 

1 d (4.36) 1 ~ 

:2 dt Ilwll~ + K~C611V'wll~ ~ IIV'ul12l1wlli IIV'wlli 
Young 2 2 4 2 
~ K2 C611V'wlb + ClIV'uII21IwIl2· 

ineq. 

Hence, 

:t Ilwll~ ~ lIV'ull~llwll~ 
together with (4.40) and Gronwall's lemma finishes the proof. • 
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5.4.2 Existence of a strong solution under some restriction on 
data 

This section deals with the conditional existence of strong solu
tions in three dimensions. We will first show the existence of such 
solutions for p E (i, V) provided that some norms of f and Uo are 
small enough. Later, we will formulate an assertion saying that it 
is possible to find a (short) time interval on which strong solutions 
exist for arbitrarily large f and uo. Throughout this section, we 
will assume that 

and 
if p 2: 2, 

if p < 2. 
(4.41 ) 

The method of the proof is again based on the second a priori 
estimate which finally reads (compare with (3.48)) 

1 ~ .x (1 + IIV'uN (t)II~)l-A 

+ lt Ip(uN )(l + IluNII~)-A dT (4.42) 

t 1 ~ c Jo lIV'uN II~ dT + Cr + 1 _ .x (1 + IIV'uoll~)l-A . 

~ By (3.47), we know that .x = 3P=~ > 1 for p < 151 . For 'global' 
estimates the negative term 

( 4.43) 

was moved to the left-hand side and estimated by A~l there. In 
order to obtain the results mentioned above, the term (4.43) will 
enter essentially into the proof. 

More precisely, we rewrite (4.42) as follows: 

1 1 ~cp fat lIV'uN IIPp dT + Cr 
.x - 1 (1 + IIV'uoll~V-1 Jo 

1 1 
( 4.44) 

+ .x -1 (1 + IIV'uN(t)II~)A-1 . 
The first a priori estimates, see (2.28), give the existence of a con
stant Ca depending on Iluolb, Ilfllv"(QT)' T and Inl such that 

T 1 IIV'uN II~ dt ~ Ca· (4.45) 
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Then it follows from (4.44) that 

IIV'uN (t)ll~ ::; 1 + IIV'uoll~ . 
[1 - (cpca + Cf)('\ - 1)(1 + IIV'uoll~)>'-l] 1/(>.-1) 

(4.46) 
Now, whenever 

1 
CpCa + Cf < (,\ _ 1)(1 + IIV'uoll~V-1 (4.47) 

then we will get an uniform bound of {uN} in Loo(1; V2 ), which is 
a springboard to a proof of the existence of a strong solution. Since 
this last statement has been clarified for example in the proof of 
Theorem 4.21, the remaining task is to show that Ca can be made 
as small as needed and depending only on norms of Uo and f (and 
not on In!!). 

The reason why n appears at the right-hand side of (2.28) comes 
from the coercivity condition (1.20). If one uses the condition (1.23) 
for p E (1,2) or (1.24) for p ~ 2 instead of (1.20h, the dependence 
of the right-hand side of (2.28) on Inl can be removed. Let us 
illustrate it only for the more complicated case, p E (1,2). Then 
we have from (2.26) and (1.23) that 

~dd lIuNII~ + C3 r min (le(uN)12, le(uNW) dx 
2 t In 

::; fo If· uNI dx. (4.48) 

Denoting BN ::::::: {x E n, le(uN)1 ::; I}, eN ::::::: {x E n, le(uN)1 > I} 
we obtain from (4.48) that 

~~lluNII~ + C3 r le(uNW dx + C31 le(uNW dx 
2 dt lBN eN 

::; cllfll p ' (1Ie(uN)llp,BN + lIe(uN)llp,eN) 
, C3 C3 

::; cllfll~, + 21Ie(uN)II~,eN + cllfll~' + 2"e(uN)I~,BN 

and thus 

IluN (t)ll~ + c310t (1Ie(uN)II~,eN + Ile(uN)II~,BN ) ds 

T 

::; Iluoll~ + C 10 Ilfll~: + Ilfll~, dt ::::::: c(uo, f) . 
( 4.49) 
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( 4.50) 
As a conclusion of the above considerations we obtain the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 4.51 Let Uo and f satisfying (4.41) be such that (4.47) 
holds. Then there exists a strong solution to the problem (NS)p for 

p> i (d = 3). 

The local existence of a strong solution is treated in the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 4.52 Let uo, f satisfy (4.41). If p > i (d = 3) then 
there exists a t* > ° such that a strong solution to the problem 
(NS)p exists on (0, to). This solution is unique for p 2: 2. 

PROOF: We will proceed similarly to before. For simplicity, how
ever, we assume that f is independent of t and we denote a given 
p > i by Po· Let us assume that instead of (4.44) we have 

1 1 1t--L.. 
A,,-l(l+llV'uoll~)A,-l :::;cp 0 lIV'uNII~+'dT+tcc 

1 1 (4.53) 

+ A" -1 (1 + IIV'uN(t)IIDA,-l . 

where A" ::::::: A,,(p) -t A as E -t ° and A,,(po) > 0. By Holder's 
inequality, 

1t lIV'uN II~ dT :::; (1 t 
lIV'uN II~ dT) 1~' tli:< :::; cat 1+, . 

As in (4.46), we have 

whenever 
~ 1 

Cp cat1+' + tcc :::; (AE -1)(1 + lIV'uoll~)A,-l . (4.55) 

Thus, for all t* satisfying (4.55), the existence of a strong solution 
on (0, t*) follows. 
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In order to derive (4.53) we have to return to Section 5.3, and 
to modify the calculations between (3.42) and (3.48). Instead of 
(3.44), we require the condition 

( 2- q ) P 
Q2 + -2-Q3 8' = 1 + E 

to hold. It is clear that for E sufficiently small, Ac(pO) > o. 
The uniqueness proof coincides with the proof of Theorem 4.37. 

The restriction P 2: 2 is due to (1.25). 
The details are left to the reader. • 

5·4·3 Fractional derivative estimates 

In this section we will find exponents (3, 'Y such that 

foT IID(2)uN 11;,6 < +00, 

rT ouN 2')' 

10 IITtl12 <+00. 

(4.56) 

Here, uN denotes Galerkin approximations to the problem (NS)p' 
We have already proved several estimates of the type (4.56) in 

Section 5.3. Let us recall them: 

• If p 2: 1 + d~2 then (4.56) holds with r = 2 and (3 = 'Y = 1. 
• If moreover d = 2 and p E (1,2), then (4.56) holds with r = p 

and (3 = 'Y = 1. 
• If d = 3, then (4.56h holds with 

r=2 and 
3p - 5 

if p E [2, In, ;3=--
p+l 

r=p and (3 = !!. 5p - 9 
2 (_p2 + 8p - 9) 

if PE(t,2). 

Compare these results with (3.60) for p < 2 and (3.55) for p E 
[2, 151 ). 

In this section we will show the estimates of the type (4.56h. 

Lemma 4.57 Let d = 3 and p E [2, 151 ). Then the Galerkin 
approximations uN to the problem (NS)p satisfy (4.56Jz with 

(3p - 5)p 
'Y-

- 5p2 - 15p + 16 . ( 4.58) 
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Remark 4.59 Taking p = 2 in (3.55) and (4.58), we obtain 

( 4.60) 

(4.61) 

As emphasized in Example 1.62 in Chapter 1, the classical Navier
Stokes system is a particular sub case of the model (NS)p, when 
p = 2. For a weak solution of that system, the estimates (4.60)
(4.61) were derived in FOIAS, GUILLOPE AND TEMAM [1981] (for 
the space-periodic problem) and in DUFF [1990b] (for the Dirichlet 
problem). 

PROOF (of Lemma 4.57): In order to prove (4.56h with "( defined 
in (4.58), we multiply the rth member of the Galerkin system by 
-:kc;:(t) and sum up. Following the same lines as in (4.13)-(4.14), 
we obtain, applying Holder's inequality, 

1 GUN d 
211TtII~ + dt IIU(e(uN)) IiI 

::; cllfll~ + lIuNII~IIVuNII~· 
( 4.62) 

3-1' G1J-G 

By the interpolation lemma (see Corollary 2.10 in Chapter 1), we 
have 

Taking q = 2 in (3.27), we obtain 

IIVuNII~p ::; Ip(uN). (4.64) 

Then (4.62)-(4.64) imply 

1 GUN 2 d N 
211Ttll2 + dt"U(e(u ))liI 

t-:. 4 12-[,Z) 

::; cllfll~ + IIVuN 11;"2- {Ip(uN)} 2" 

(4.65) 

By (3.54) we know that 

loT Ip(uN)(T)(l + IIVuN (T)II~) -A dT ::; C, ( 4.66) 

where A = 2 33p~P5' According to (1.36) and Korn's inequality (1.11) 
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and after some algebraic manipulation it is possible to find a con
stant c > 0 such that 

"V'v"~:::; c(l + IIU(e(v))IIr). (4.67) 

Using (1 + IIV'uNII~) ::; c (1 + IIV'uNII~), (4.66) and (4.67), the 
inequality (4.65) turns into 

( 4.68) 

Let J.L > O. Multiplying (4.68) by (1 + IIU (e(u N )) IiI rl-', integrating 
between 0 and t, t :::; T, we get 

( 4.69) 

Because of the uniform estimates (4.66), we apply Holder's inequal
ity on the last term in (4.69) together with the requirements 

1 1 
-;5+8"=1, 

( _ .x12-5p 5P -4)0=1 
J.L + 2p + 2p , 

12 - 5p 0' = 1. 
2p 

Solving (4.70) we get 

J.L= 
2(p2 - 5p + 8) 

p(3p - 5) 

(4.70) 

(4.71) 
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Since 

t (l.3(i) ( 
Jo (1 + IIU(e(uN))lld dT ::; cJo (1 + II'VuNII~) dT 

(4.72) 
(3.10) 

< C, 

it follows from (4.69)-(4.72) that 

iT Ila~; II~ 
-(-----"( "'---'-==--) -),.,." dT < C. 

o 1 + IIU e(uN) Ih -
(4.73) 

Next, 

loT Ila~tN II~' dt::; loT (1Ia~; 11~(1 + IIU(e(uN))111)-I'r 

x (1 + IIU(e(uN))lld 'lf dt. 

By Holder's inequality, using (4.73) and the same argument as in 
(4.72), we obtain 

loT II a~tN II~' ::; c with 
p(3p - 5) 

1= 5p2 - 15p + 16 . 

Thus, (4.58) is found and Lemma 4.57 is proved. 

5.5 Compressible non-Newtonian gases and 
measure-valued solutions 

(4.74) 

• 

The objective of this final section is to prove the existence of 
measure-valued solutions to an initial-boundary value problem for 
a flow of compressible gases undergoing isothermal processes in 
bounded domains. 

The result that we will present here has been proved by MATU§tJ 
AND NOVOTNY [1994]' using considerations from NECAS, NOVOT
NY AND SILHAVY [1989, 1990] and NOVOTNY [1992]. A different 
kind of measure-valued solution has been studied in NEUSTUPA 
[1993] for barotropic flows and by KRONER AND ZAJACZKOWSKI 
[1996] for the Euler equations of compressible fluids. 

Let us emphasize that the global existence of weak solutions 
for the problem studied in this section is not known. Very inspir
ing in this direction is the paper of Padula (see PADULA [1986]); 
unfortunately some conclusions are not correct as pointed out in 
PADULA [1988]. For perfect isentropic gases, where the pressure is 
given by p = rep', I > 1, the global existence of weak solutions has 
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been proved very recently by LIONS [I993a, 1993b] for l' 2: /d2. 
A promising method in the direction of the investigation of the 
properties of weak solutions seems to be the method of decomposi
tion proposed in NOVOTNY AND PADULA [1994]. This method has 
already been successfully applied for studying steady flows of the 
isentropic perfect gases, see NOVOTNY [1995, 1996]. 

Let us now formulate the problem. Let 0 C JRd be a bounded 
domain with 80 E CO•l , d = 2 or 3. For T E (0,00), we use the 
notation I == (O,T) and QT == I x O. We also set Ot == {(t,x) E 
QT;X EO}. 

Let f : QT -+ JRd, Po : 0 -+ JR, Uo : 0 -+ JRd and r : ~:m -+ ~:m 
be given. Assume that there exists apE (1, 00) and Cl, C2 > Osuch 

d 2 
that for all 1] E ~ym' 

r(1]) '1] 2: cll1]IP, 

Ir(1])1 :::; C2 (1 + 11]I)P-l . 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

By the problem (CF)p we denote the initial-boundary value prob
lem to find U = (Ul,' .. ,Ud) : QT -+ JRd and P : QT -+ JR solving 
the system of (d + 1 )-equations 

8p 8 - + -(pu) = ° (5.3) 8t 8xj] , 

8 8 8p 8 
<:It (pUi) + ~(pUjUi) + ~ - ~Tij(e(u)) = pli, (5.4) 
U ux] uX t ux] 

i = 1, ... ,d, and satisfying the initial and boundary conditions 

u(O, x) = uo(x) , 

u(t,x) = 0 

p(O,X) = PO(X) , Vx EO, 

V(t,x) E I x 80. 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

Recall that 2e = vu + (vu)T. We refer to Section 1.1.4 for more 
comments on the system of equations. 

Let 

Po E c l en), Po > ° in nand Uo E wg,2(0)d, (5.7) 

f E C(I; L'~o(O)d). (5.8) 

It is possible to weaken the assumptions on Po, Uo and f, if we 
regularize the data in appropriate parts of proofs. Nevertheless, 
we prefer to put stronger assumptions on Po, Uo and f in order to 
retain the main ideas. 
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Besides Sobolev, Bochner, Lebesgue spaces, and spaces of Radon 
measures, we will use also Orlicz spaces here. See Section 1.2.5 for 
definition and an exposition of basic properties of these spaces. 

Let w(t) == (1 + t) In(l + t) - t be a Young function. 

Definition 5.9 Let Po, Uo and f satisfy the assumptions (5.7), 
(5.8). The triple (p, u, v) is called a measure-valued solution to 
the problem (CF)p if 

P E L"'0(I; Lw(n)) , p ~ 0, 

u E LP(I; W~,p(n)d) , 

v E L~(QT; Prob(JRd2 )), 

satisfy 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

r )..dvt,x()..) = V'u(t,x) for a.a. (t,x) E QT, (5.13) 
I~.d2 

rT r p aa'¢ dx dt + r pUj aa'¢ dx dt + r Po'¢(O) dx = 0, 
io in t in Xj in (5.14) 

V'¢ E D( - oo,T;D(n)), 

and 

_ rT ( r PUi atpi dX) dt _ rT ( r PUjUi atp, dX) dt 
io in at io in ax) 

+ rT r eij(cp) r Tij(e()"))dvt,x()")dxdt- { r patpi dxdt 
io in i[{d2 io in aXi 

= loT 10 P!itpi dx dt + 10 POUOitpi(O) dx, (5.15) 

for all cP E D( - 00, T, D(n)d). 

Theorem 5.16 Let Po, Uo, f satisfy (5.7), (5.8). If p > d then 
there exists a measure-valued solution in the sense of Definition 
5.9. 

The proof of Theorem 5.16 will be presented in the rest of this 
section. For fJ > 0 we will first define a singular perturbation to 
the problem (CF)p, denoted by (CFpert)~. Then we will construct 
an approximation of the problem (CFpert)~ and we will show the 
existence of a solution by a fixed point argument combined with 
the method of characteristics and the Galerkin method. By passing 
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to the limit, we will prove the existence of a weak solution (global 
in time) to the problem (CFpert)b' Finally, letting f.1 ---> 0+, we 
will demonstrate the existence of a measure-valued solution to the 
problem (CF)p and the proof will be finished. 

We will split the exposition of the proof into the following four 
steps: 

• Definition of the problem (CFpert)b and its approximations. 
• The solvability of the approximate problems. 
• The existence of a weak solution to the weak problem (CFpert)~. 
• The existence of a measure-valued solution. 

• Definition of the problem (CFpertjb and its approximations 

Let f.1 > 0 and let (C, ')h denote a scalar product in wg,2(n)d. 
1 

Then II . Ih,2 = ((-,. ))l. We say that a couple ({f', ul-') is a weak 
solution to the problem (CFpert)b' if 

ul-' E Loo(1; wg,2(n)d) n £P(1; w~,p(n)d), 

a;; E £P' (1, £P' (n)d), 

pi" E LOO(QT) n L2(1; w1,2(n)), 

apl-' E L2(Q ) 
at T , 

and if the following identities are satisfied: 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

(5.19) 

(5.20) 

r pl'a'l/Jdxdt+ r pl-'uj~'l/Jdxdt+ r p~'l/J(O,x)dx=O, JQT at JQT uXJ J0. 
(5.21) 

for all 'l/J E D( - 00, T, D(n)), and 

(5.22) 

for all <p E D ( - 00, T, D(n)d). 
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Remark 5.23 There are many possibilities for defining the per
turbation (CFpert )i~. Basically, we add to the term a~j TiJ (e( u)) 
another linear operator of sixth order and of course we have to 
increase the number of boundary conditions. For our presentation 
the precise form of the boundary conditions (which disappear when 
11 ---> 0+) and the form of the elliptic operator are not important. 
We refer to NEtAS AND SILHAVY [1991] for introducing multi
polar fluids that could be convenient for that purpose. See also 
NEtAS, NOVOTNY AND SILHAVY [1989, 1990] or NOVOTNY [1992]. 

Let us fix 11 > 0 and for simplicity, let us denote (pIL, u IL ) by 
(p, u). Then (pN, uN) will denote the solution of the approxima
tion to the problem (CFpert )i~. As presented in Theorem 4.11 and 
Remark 4.14 of the Appendix, we can construct a basis {WT}~l c 
wg,2(n)d consisting of solutions to the eigenvalue problem 

Then w T are orthonormal in L2(n)d, and due to the regularity of 
elliptic systems we can assume that w T E Coo(n)d, if an is smooth 

enough. Defining pN u == Z=~=1 (wT, u)w T , we know, from (6.4.12)
(6.4.13), that 

IlpN u113,2 ::::; Ilu113,2 , 
IlpN ul12 ::::; lIu112. 

(5.24) 

Let us put uN (t, x) == Z=~=1 cr: (t)wk(x). Then functions (pN, uN) 
are called approximations of the problem (CFpert)~ if they 
satisfy 

apN aNN --;::;- + -;-(p Ui ) = 0 in n, 
ut uXi 

(5.25) 

r ( N auf' N N auf' apN N) T Jll P at + p U j aXj + aXi - p Ji Wi dx 

+ kTij(e(uN))eij(wT)dX+I1((uN,WT)h =0, 

(5.26) 

r = 1, ... , N, with initial conditions 

(5.27) 
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UN (0) = pN Uo , (5.28) 

respectively . 

• The solvability of the approximate problems 

Lemma 5.29 Let (Po, uo, f) satisfy (5.7), (5.8). Then, for fixed 
N, the system (5.25)-(5.28) has a solution (pN, uN), where 

pN E C1(Qr), 

uN E C1 (J; W5,2(n)d). 
(5.30) 

In order to prove the existence of (pN, uN) solving (5.25)-(5.28) 
we will proceed as follows: For fixed N E Nand L > 0, we define 

BdO) === {c E C(J)N; IlcllC(I)N ::; L}. (5.31) 

Let c E BdO) be such that 

Ck(O)===(Uo,wk), k=1,2, ... ,N. (5.32) 

Setting 
N 

uN(t,x) === LCk(t)Wk(x), (5.33) 
i=1 

we will seek pN, by the method of characteristics, as a solution of 

apN a ( N-N) at + aXi p Ui = 0 , (5.34) 

Having pN, we will finally look for uN E Cl(I;Coo(n)d) in the 
form 

N 

uN(t,x) = LCk(t)Wk(x), (5.35) 
k=1 

solving the Galerkin system 

j ( Naul( N_Naul( apN _ Nf.) T 
P at + p u) a . + a. p ,Wi o x) x, 

+ 10 Tij(e(uN))eij(wT) dx + J-t((uN, wT)h = 0, r = 1, ... , N. 

(5.36) 
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Getting uN as a solution of (5.36), we define 

S : eN E BdO) f-+ eN . 

If we verify that S satisfies the assumptions of the Schauder Fixed 
Point Theorem, we will finally find a solution of (5.25)-(5.28). 

Let us denote 

k(N):= sup ma~lV'wk(x)l. (5.37) 
k=l, ... ,N xEO 

Further, let uN E Cl(I;coo(O)d) be given by (5.33), e E BdO). 
Then the characteristics zN to (5.34) are determined as a solution 
of 

dZN(T;t,X) _-N( N(. )) 
dT - U T, Z T, t, x , (5.38) 

zN(O;t,x) = x, 

or in the equivalent integral form 

ZN(T;t,X) =x+ ltuN(s,ZN(S;t,X))dS. (5.39) 

Since Ilellc(1) ::; L, the method of successive approximations will 
provide the existence of a solution for all tEl; see any book 
on ordinary differential equations for details. Taking (5.38) into 
consideration, equation (5.34) becomes 

d ( N( N( )) . -N( N dT lnp T,Z T;t,X) = -dlvu T,Z (T;,t,X)). (5.40) 

Hence, for t ::; T, 

pN(t,x) =PO(zN(O;t,x)) 

( t ) (5.41) x exp - Jo divuN(T,zN(T;t,x))dT . 

Thus pN Eel (QT) is the uniquely defined solution of (5.34). More
over, 

where 

Pl := mi!! po(y) exp( -L k(N)T) , 
yEO 

P2:= ma~po(y)exp(Lk(N)T). 
yEO 

(5.42) 
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Taking (pN, uN), we will find the coefficients (cf:)f:=l' such that 
(5.36) holds. The system (5.36) is a system of ordinary differential 
equations, that can be rewritten as 

dCN 
A- =F(cN ) 

dt ' c N (0) = co, (5.43) 

where A = (aij)f,j=l has components 

aij = LpN (t, x)wi(x)wj (x) dx 

and the vectors F(c N) = (Fr (c N));!=l and Co = (CO r );!=l are de
termined by 

F ( N) N(t)-N(t)l NOw; s rd l opN rd 
T C = - Ck Cs P -0 . WjWi X - -0' Wi X 

o XJ 0 Xt 

+ L pN jiW; dx - L TiJ(e(uN))eij(wr) dx 

- f.Lc~ ((w T , wr)h , 

COr =(uo, w T ) • 

Since A is invertible, we get, from (5.43) 

c(O) = co. (5.44) 

The local solvability follows from Theorem 3.4 in the Appendix, the 
global solvability is obtained exactly in the same way as in Section 
5.2, where we proved the solvability of the Galerkin system (2.21). 
This means that global a priori estimates for c N have to be derived. 
We will find them first for the equations (5.25)-(5.26) and then for 
the equations (5.36). Let us recall that w(~) == (1 + 0 In(l +~) -~. 

Lemma 5.45 Let (pN, uN) be a solution of (5.25)-(5.28). Then 

• there ,exists a constant C > 0 independent of f.L and N such that 

r pN dx = r Po dx, 
JOt Jo o 

(5.46) 

it pN luN I2 dx + it W(pN) dx ::; c, 

f.L fat IluNII~,2dT + K; fat II\7uNII~dT::; C; 
(5.47) 
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• there exists a constant C ( t) > 0 and p* = p* (t) > 0 such that 
for t :S T 

i t a N it 
IlpN 1100,Q, + a II ;t II~ + a IIV' pN II~ :S C( t) , 

pN(t,x) 2: p*, 't/(t,x) E QT, 

loT II a;; II~ + fLlluN IIL=u;w,;2(st)") :S C(t)· 

(5.48) 

(5.49) 

( 5.50) 

PROOF: Let 9 be any function (scalar, vector or tensor) defined 

on QT. Then, * = SJft + Uk ** and by the Transport Theorem 
(see CHORIN AND MARSDEN [1992] or FEISTAUER [1993]), 

!L,gdx= 10, (~~ +9diVU) dx. (5.51) 

Thus, from (5.25), 

and (5.46) follows. 
Also, 

diN d p dx=O, 
t st, 

dd f (1 + pN) In(l + pN) dx 
t 1st, 

=_ f pNau;' dx+ r In(l+pN) auf dx. 
l stn ax; 1st, aXj 

(5.52) 

(5.53) 

Now, if we multiply (5.26) by clj (t), sum up over r = 1, ... , N, use 
(5.1) and the generalized Korn inequality (1.11), we obtain 

~ ~ j pN luN I2 dx + K; jlV'uN1P dx + fL((UN, uN)h 
st, st, (5.54) 

:S r pN aauf dx + f pN !;u;' dx . 
1st , x, 1st , 

Let us denote 
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If we add (5.53) and (5.54) and subtract (5.52), we obtain 

~ EN (t) + DN (t) :s 10, pN fiUf dx 

Since 

and 

I lot In(l + pN) ~~ dx I 

= I lot (In(l + /"))! (In(l + pN))! ~~ dxl 

:s ~ lot [(1 + pN) In(l + pN)] !1V'uNI dx 

(5.55) 

:s r ll1(pN) dx + r Po dx + K: IIV'uNII~ + C. 
lnt ln 2 

We finally obtain, for all t :s T, 

EN (t) + fat DN (T) dT :s cr,p() + fat EN (T) dT + EN (0). 

The Gronwall lemma 3.5 in the Appendix finishes the proof of 
(5.47). 

In order to prove (5.48)-(5.50), let us first observe, from (5.47), 
that 

it N 2 c 
Ilu 113 2 dT :s - , 

o ' f-L 
t :s T. (5.56) 

By (5.41), 

IIPolloo exp (_faT II divuNlloo dt) 

:s IlpNlloo:S Ilpoliooexp (faT II divuNlloo dt) . 
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Since for t ::; T, 

loT II divuNlloodt::; loT IluNI13,2dt::; (~r/2 JT, 

we obtain 

( ( C)1/2 ) 
p* == IIPolloo exp - p: JT 

(( C)1/2 ) ::; IlpNlloo ::; IIpollooexp p: JT, 

273 

( 5.57) 

which is (5.49) and a part of (5.48). The further estimates in (5.48) 
follow from the formulae (5.41) differentiated with respect to t and 
Xi, (5.25), and the estimates (5.56) and (5.57). We will skip the 
details. 

Note that, due to (5.49), 

*llouN l1 2 < 1 Nl ouN l2dx. p at 2- p at 
Ot 

(5.58) 

Let us finally multiply the rth equation in (5.26) by d~; and sum 
up over r = 1, ... , N. One of the terms we obtain reads as 

i Tij (e(uN))eij (a;;) dx. 

In order to avoid estimating this integral, we will strengthen the 
assumptions on T slightly. Namely, we will assume that there exists 
a non-negative potential U : ~:m --+ ~ for T, i.e., that :e~j = Tij 
holds. See Section 1.1.5 for some examples of such T. Then, 

i Tij (e(uN))eij (a;;) dx = ! i U(e(uN)) dx 

d 
= dt llU (e(uN ))111' 

Therefore, the inequality which is derived from (5.26) has the form: 

p* II ouN 112 J-t d N 2 d ( N) 2 8t 2 + 2' dt Ilu 113,2 + dt IIU e(u ) III 

::;C(IIV'pNII~+ r IpNI21fl2dx (5.59) JOt 
+ it IpN121u N121V'uN12 dX) , 
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where we have used (5.58) and Young's inequality many times. 
Since all terms on the right-hand side of (5.59) can be estimated 
by means of (5.56) and (5.48), the proof of Lemma 5.45 is complete . 

• 
Lemma 5.60 Let N be fixed. Let uN be in the form (5.33) with 
eN E BL(O). Then for L big enough there exists a t* such that the 
coefficients eN satisfy 

JJeNJJc([O,t.]) :::; L, 

deN 
II dt II C([o,(*]) :::; C. 

From (5.49) we have 

and 

Je NJ2 :::; ~ r pNJUNJ2 dx 
p JOt 

IdeNI2 < ~ r pNIauNI2 dx. 
dt - p* JOt at 

(5.61) 

(5.62) 

Since the proof of (5.61)-(5.62) is based on multiplying (5.36) by 

c~ (t) and dC~t(t) , respectively, we proceed in the same way as in the 
proof of Lemma 5.45. Moreover, we can use the fact that N is fixed, 
i.e., k(N) defined in (5.37) is finite, and that JJeN IiC([O,T]) :::; L. 
Essentially, it is possible to obtain an estimate 

Je N (tW :::; c(uo, p*) + c(T, f), 

where c(T, f) ---. 0 if T ---. O. Thus, taking L > c(uo, pO), we see 
that it is possible to find a t* such that (5.61) holds. We leave the 
details to the reader. • 

It follows from (5.61)-(5.62) that 

S: eN f---' eN 

satisfies all assumptions of the Schauder Fixed Point Theorem. 
Thus (5.25)-(5.28) has a solution at least on (0, to). But the a 
priori estimates (5.46)-(5.50) hold on the whole interval (0, T). 
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Let us therefore assume that the maximal solution to (5.25)-(5.28) 
exists on [0, to). We want to show that to must be T. Let us assume 
that to < T. Then there exist a solution eN : C([O, to)) ~ C([O, to)) 
and some L > 0 such that leN (t)1 ::; L for all t < to. But then also 
eN (to) == lim eN (t) satisfies 

t-+to 

leN (to)1 ::; L, 

and we extend the above procedure to some interval (to, to + t*), 
which gives the contradiction . 

• The existence a of weak solution to the problem (CFpert)~ 
Now, /.1 > 0 is fixed and we will first look for (pI-', ul-') solving 

(5.21)-(5.22). Then we will derive other estimates on (pI-', ul-') in
dependent of /.1. 

For simplicity we will drop the index /.1. 

Lemma 5.63 Let p > 1 and /.1 > O. Let (Po, uo) satisfy (5.7), 
(5.8). Then there exists a weak solution to the problem (CFpert)~. 

PROOF: Since approximations (pN, uN) satisfy the estimates 
(5.48)-(5.50), we can extract a subsequence, labelled again by 
(pN, uN), such that 

pN ~p weakly* in LOO(QT) , 

apN ~ ap 
weakly in L2(QT) ' 

at at 
\1pN ~ \1p weakly in L2(I; L2(f!)d) , 

uN ~u weakly in L2(I; Wg,2(f!)d) , 

auN au 
weakly in L2(I; L2(f!)d) , --~-

at at 
and by Aubin-Lions Lemma 2.48 in Chapter 1, 

strongly in L 2 (QT) , 

strongly in U(QT)' 

(5.64) 

(5.65) 

(5.66) 

(5.67) 

(5.68) 

(5.69) 

(5.70) 

Let r.p E D( -00, T). By Vitali's theorem 2.11 in Chapter 1, see also 
(3.11)-(3.14), we obtain 

rT r Tij(e(uN))eiJ(wT)dxr.pdT 
Jo Jo, 

~ rT r TiJ(e(u))eij(wT)dxr.pdT. Jo Jo, 

(5.71) 
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Also, 

(5.72) 

The other terms are treated by combining strong and weak con
vergences. Since these limiting processes will be also studied later 
(even under worse circumstances), when we will prove the exis
tence of measure-valued solution to the problem (CF)p, we will 
skip these limiting processes now. _ 

Let us set cp(O == e~ -~ -1, CP2(~) == ee -1, w(~) == (1 +0 In(l + 
o -~, and let Wl!2 denote the complementary Young function to 
CP2' Since p > d, there exist 'Y < 1 and c > 0 such that 'Y(p - c) > d. 
Then by Remark 2.34 and Example 2.39 from Chapter 1, 

Wg,2(f!) ~~ W~'P(f!) ~~ W6',P-C(f!) 

~ L<I>2(f!) ~ L<I>(f!), 
(5.73) 

and 

Lw(f!) ~ LW 1 / 2 (f!) ~ [WI',P-C(f!)]* 

~~ W-1,P(f!) ~~ W-3,2(f!). 
(5.74) 

Lemma 5.75 Let (pI-', ul-') be weak solutions to the problem 
(CFpert)~. Then there exists a constant C > 0 independent of 
f-l such that 

j pI-' luI-' 12 dx + Il pI-'IILoo(I;L,d!1)) ::; C, 
!1 t 

f-l fat Ilul-'ll~,2 dT + K; fat IIV'ul-'ll~dT::; C, 

Il pl-'uI-'II Loo(I;h1/2(!1)d) ::; C, 

Ilpl-'u~'ujllL2(I;L'I<1/2(!1)) ::; C, i,j = 1, ... ,d, 

Il apl-' II < C at L2(I;W- 3 . 2 (!1)) - , 

a(pl-'ul-' ) 
II at 11L2(I;w-3.2(!1)d)::; C. 

Moreover, 
pI-' ;::: 0 a.e. in QT . 

(5.76) 

(5.77) 

(5.78) 

(5.79) 

(5.80) 

(5.81) 

PROOF: Because (pI-', ul-') are obtained as limits of approxima
tions (pN, uN), (more precisely (pNI-', uNI-')), the estimate (5.76) 
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follows immediately from (5.47), and (5.81) follows from (5.49). 
Further, let us take ip E L<I>2 (f1), d( 1>2, ip) ::; 1. Then from the def
inition of Orlicz spaces it follows that ip2 E L<I> (f1), d( 1>, ip2) ::; 1. 
Therefore, for i = 1, ... ,d, 

Thus, 

Ilpf.LutIILOO(I;L'~1/2(1l)) = esssup sup r I pf.Lutip I dx::; C, 
tEl 'PEL'I>2(1l) Jll 

d(<I>2;'P)<;1 

and (5.77) is proved. Next, 

(2.27), Ch.l rT ( ) 
::; Jo Ilul'lloo Il pl'ul'llh1/ 2 (1l) + 1 

(5.77) (5.76) 

::; C (1IuIL II£2(I;W1.1>(Il)d) + 1) ::; C, 

where we have used W 1,p(f1)d '-+ Loo(f1)d, P > d. So (5.78) holds. 
In order to prove (5.79) and (5.80), let us take 'l/J E L2(J; Wg,2(f1)), 
11'l/J11£2(I;W(~.2(1l)) ::; 1. Then it follows from equation (5.21) that 

liT in 8::L'l/Jdxdtl ::;C(Po)+ iT inPILlul'IIV'l/JldX 

::; C(Po) + faT Ilpl'UI'IIL'~1/21IV·ljJlIL,.2 
(5.73) 

::; c(po) + IlpILUILIIL2(I;hl/2(Il)d)II'ljJII£2(I;wg.2(1l)) 

(5.77) 
::; C, 

which implies (5.79). 
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Let us consider r.p E L2(1; Wg,2(D)d), /lr.pIlL2(I;Wg,2(f2)d) < 1. 

Taking (5,22) into consideration, we have 

I faT 1n OP;tU;' 'Pi dx dtl = I faT 1n pl'ur O~i dx dtl 

(5.22) iT 1 O'P O'P ::; I pI' uj'u;' ~ 1 + I pI' ~ 1 + I pI' fi'Pi 1 dx dt 
o f2 UXJ uX, 

+ faT 1n!Tij (e(ul') )eij (r.p)1 dx dt + Ii faT ((ul', r.p ))sdt + C(Po, uo) 

::; C faT (1Ipl'luI'12111 + IIpl'lll + (1 + IIVul'llp)P-l) II Vr.p 1100 dt 

+ faT IIflloollr.plloollpl'lll dt + Ii faT IluI'I13,211r.plh,2 dt + c(Po, uo) 

(,5.76) rT 

::; c io 11r.pllb dt ::; c, 

Thus, (5,80) is valid and the proof of Lemma 5,75 is complete, • 

• The eX1stence of a measure-valued solution 
Let p > d, Letting Ii -+ 0+, and using the estimates (5,76)

(5,80), we will finish the proof of Theorem 5,16, We will first find 
a subsequence of (pI', ul'), denoted again by (pI', ul') such that 

pI' ~ p weakly-* in Loo(1; Lw(D)), (5.82) 

Ul' ~ u weakly in U(I; W~'P(D)d), (5.83) 

pi' -+ P strongly in L2(1; W-l'P(D)) , (5.84) 

pl'UJI -+ pu strongly in L2(/; W-l'P(D)d) , (5.85) 

pJIuruj" ~ PUiUJ weakly-* in L2 (I; LWI/2 (D)) , (5.86) 

as Ii -+ 0+, 
Let us prove (5.82)-(5,86). The first two assertions follow im

mediately from (5,76) and the fact that (LcI>(D))* = Lw(D). By 
(5,74), 

Lw(D) '---*'---* W-1,P(D) '---* W- 3 ,2(D). 

Then the Aubin-Lions lemma 2.48 in Chapter 1, (5.76) and (5.79) 
imply (5,84). Similarly, because of (5.77), (5.80) and 

LWI/2 (D)d '---*'---* W-1,P(D)d '---* W- 3 ,2(D)d, 
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we obtain 

pl'Ult ----+ pu strongly in L2(1; W- 1,P(f1)<i). 

In general we obtain only the existence of Z E L2(1; W- 1,P(f1)<i) 
such that pltul' ----+ z. However, for all 'P E D(1; W~'P(f1)d), 

11' /' (pl'1L~' - P'lli) 'Pi d.T = j.T /' (pi' - p)1L;"'P; dx 
o Jo. T' 0 Jo. (5.87) 

+ 1 ! p(v.;' - 1L~')'Pi dx = 11 + 12 . 
o ,n 

Letting /L ----+ 0+, 1111 ----+ 0 due to (5.84) and (5.76), while h ----+ 0 
owing to (5.83). Thus, (5.85) holds. 

Finally, (LWI / 2 (f1))* = L1>1/2(f1) and (5.78) gives for i,j 
1, ... , d, 

It I' It ~ '.. 11 _*. L2(I'L (n)) p 1Li 1Lj e'l wea( y 1Il ,W I /2 H . 

Let us show that Cij = P1Li1Lj' Taking 'P E COO (1; D(f1)), we have 

1T l (pI' 1L;' njt - P1L;1Lj)'P cLr 

= 11' C (pl'1L;' - Pv,;)1Lj"'Pdx Jr, (5.88) 

j 'T /' 

+ 0 Jo.P1Li(nl/-1Lj)'Pd:z: 

=h +h. 

Again, Ih I ----+ 0 due to (5.85) and IlultIILl'(I;w,;"'(o.)d) ~ c, and 

h ----+ 0 due to (5.83) and P1Li'P E W- 1,P(f1). Thus (5.86) holds. 
Take cp E D( -00, T; D(f1)d), and consider the system (5.21)

(5.22) under the limit as /1, ----+ 0+. Then 

(5.76) 

~ cvJi· 
Thus, 
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In order to characterize the limit of the nonlinear term given by 
T, we will apply Corollary 2.10 from Chapter 4. Because {\lulL} is 
bounded uniformly in LP(QT)d2 and the c~mponents of T satisfy 
(5.2), we put in Corollary 2.10 from Chapter 4 zj = \lulL, T = Tij, 
q = P - 1, 8 = d2 and Q = QT, and we obtain the existence of 

v E LOO(QT; M(lRd2 )) 

such that 

and 

lim rT r Tij(e(uIL))eij(<p)dxdT N--;ooJo Jo 

= rT r eij(<p) r Tij(e(>"))dvt,x(>")dxdT Jo Jo JIR ,,2 

\lu(t,x)~' r >"dvt,x(>"). 
JRd 2 

The passage to the limit in the other terms appearing in (5.21)
(5.22) follow from (5.82)-(5.86). Justifications of these limiting pro
cesses in fact use only modifications of (5.87)-(5.88) and we will 
leave this to the reader. The existence of a measure-valued solution 
to the problem (CF)p is proved. 

The proof of Theorem (5.16) is complete. 
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A.l Some properties of Sobolev spaces 

Lemma 1.1 Let f! ~ JRd be an open set. Let ao 2 0 be given and 
let G E C1 (JR). We assume that there are constants M, k = k( ao), 
such that 

IG'(OI::; M, 

IG(~ - ao)1 ::; kl~l· 
(1.2) 

Let u E W1,P(f!), 1 ::; p < 00, and denote v == u - ao. Then Go v 
belongs to W1,P(f!) and 

\7(G 0 v) = G' (v)\7v a.e. in f!. (1.3) 

PROOF: The following proof is only a slight modification of a 
similar result by KINDERLEHRER AND STAMPACCHIA [1980]. Since 
u E W1,P(f!), there exists a sequence un E C1(f!) such that un -+ 

u in W1,P(f!) and almost everywhere in fl. Let us denote vn == 
un - ao, then obviously \7vn -+ \7v in LP(f!)d and vn -+ v almost 
everywhere in f! (but in general not v n -+ v in LP(f!)). Further we 
have Go v n E C1(f!) and due to (1.2h, Go vn , Go v E U(f!). 
Now, from 

we obtain that 

Go v" -+ Go v in U(f!). 

We will show that also 

~G(vn) = G'(v,,)av n 
-+ G'(v)~ 

ax, ax; ax; 
in U(f!) . (1.4) 
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Indeed, 

G'(vn) avn _ G'(v)~ 
aXi aXi 

= G'(vn) (~vn _ ~v) + (G'(vn) _ G'(v)) ~ 
uX, uX, aXi 

== An + Bn. 

Now, obviously, An converges to zero in LP(D) and Bn converges 
to zero almost everywhere in D. Since 

IBnl P ::; (2M)pl ::i I
P 

, 

we conclude from the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem 
that Bn converges to zero in LP(D). Since the derivatives of G 0 v 
in the sense of distributions are the limits of a~i (G 0 v n ) in LP(D), 
we obtain immediately (1.3). • 

Remark 1.5 Note that if v E W 1,P(D) is such that v : D' ~ 
(a,,8), for some D' c D, and G E C 1 (a,,8), then (1.3) holds in D'. 

Lemma 1..6 Let D ~ jRd be an open set and let u E W 1,P(D), 
1 ::; p < CX), and again set v == u - ao for given aD 2 o. Then for all 
1 ::; i ::; d we have 

av 
-=0 
ax; 

a.e. in E = {x E D;v(x) = O}. 

PROOF : see for example KINDERLEHRER AND STAMPACCHIA 
[1980, Lemma A.4, page 53]. • 

Note that this lemma also holds for E = {:r E D;v(x) = a}, 
a E jR fixed constant. 

Now we are able to give a slight generalization of Lemma 1.1. 

Lemma 1.7 Let D ~ jRd be an open set. For u E W 1,P(D), 
1 ::; p < 00, and a given constant aD 2 0 put v == u - aD. Then 
v+ == max(v, 0) belongs to Wl,P(D) and 

\7v+ = H(v)\7v a.e. in D, (1.8) 

where H(O = 1 if~ > 0, H(~) = 0 if~::; o. In (1.8) the convention 
that both sides are zero on the set {x E D;v(x) = O} is used. 
Moreover, the mapping u 1--* v+ is continuous in W 1 ,P(D). 
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PROOF: The first part follows immediately from Lemma 1.1 and 
Remark 1.5 with n' = n \ {x E n; v(:r) = a}. Lemma 1.6 justifies 
the convention used in (1.8). It remains to show the continuity 
of the mapping U 1-+ v+. Put F(O == max(~,O). From (1.8) and 
IF(~ - ao)1 -:; I~I we get 

(1.9) 

which is the boundedness of the (nonlinear) mapping U 1-+ v+. 
From (1.9) follows that for a given sequence Un --+ U in W1,p(n) 
we can extract from v;t == F 0 (un - ao) a subsequence still denoted 
{v;t} converging weakly in W1,p(n) and having then necessarily 
the limit v+. Indeed, 

r Iv;t - v+IP dx -:; r Iv" - viP d:r = r Illn - ulP dx, (1.10) in in in 
where we used the fact that the constant of Lipschitz continuity of 
F is equal to 1. Relation (1.10) is nothing other than the strong 
continuity of U 1-+ v+ in LP(n). Further we have, 

10 lV'v;t - V'v+I1' dx 

= r IH(vn)'vvn - H(v)V'vll' dx in 
-:; c 10 IH(v,,)I"IV'Vn - V'vl1' + IH(vn) - H(vWIV'vl1' dx 

-:; c r lV'un - V'ull' dx + c j' IH(vn) - H(vWIV'ul" d:r in . n 
= An + En, 

(1.11 ) 
where we used IH(OI -:; 1 and V'vn = V'IL,,, V'v = V'u, respectively. 
The sequence An converges to zero clue to 'Un --+ 7L in W1,p(n), 
while En converges to zero due to the Lf~besgue dominated con
vergence theorem. Therefore we have F(vn ) --+ F(v) in W1,p(n) 
which completes the proof. • 

Remark 1.12 Note that for the special case of ao = 0 we can 
extend the previous lemma also for G(O == I~I. Thus we have for 
v E W 1,1'(n), 

8 8v 
-8' Ivl = sgn (v)-8" 

./, i .f" 
a.e. in n . (1.13) 
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Lemma 1.14 Let T > 0 and let ao 20 be a given constant. Let 
u E W(T) == {u E L2(0,T;W 1 ,2(JRd)), ~~ E L2(0,T;W- 1 ,2(JRd))}. 
Set v == u - ao again. Then 

v+ E L2(0, T; W 1,2(JRd)) n C(O, T; L2(JRd)) , (1.15) 

and, for almost all ° :S tl < t2 :S T, 

2 Jt
2 (:~ (8), V+(8)) d8 = Ilv+(t2)lli2(JR<l) - Ilv+(tdlli2(JRd)' 

tl 

(1.16) 

PROOF: The assumption u E W (T) implies for almost all t E 

(O,T) that u(t) E W 1 ,2(JRd) and thus Lemma 1.1 gives v+(t) E 
W 1,2(JRd). Further we have for F(~) == max(~, 0) that 

IF(~ - ao)1 :S I~I, IF'(OI:S l. (1.17) 

Formulae (1.8) and (1.17) imply 

Ilv+(t)llw1.2(JRd) :S Ilu(t)llw1.2(JR<l) a.e. in (0, T). (1.18) 

Thus we obtain v+ E L2(0, T; W 1,2(JRd)) and 

Ilv+ II £2(O,T;Wl.2(JR<l)) :S Ilull £2(O,T;W1.2(JRd)). 

Let us first show (1.16) for u E W 1 ,2((O, T) x JRd): Lemma 1.1 
implies v+ E W 1,2((0, T) x JRd) and since v+ F'(v) = v+ (almost 
everywhere), we obtain 

+ov+ _ +F'( )ov _ +ov v - -v v - -v -
ot ot ot 

a.e. in (0, T) x JRd. (1.19) 

From (1.19) it follows that 

/ ov , v+) = r ov v+ dx = r ov+ v+ dx , 
\ ot JJR<l ot JJRd ot 

which, together with the partial integration formula (2.46) from 
Chapter 1 for u = v = v+, implies (1.16) for u E W 1,2((0, T) x JRd). 
Now we use the density of W 1 ,2((0, T) x JRd) in W(T). Let u E 
W(T) and let {un} S;; W 1 ,2((0,T)xJRd) converge strongly in W(T) 
to u. Let vn == un - ao. We want to show that 
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We know that W(T) '----+ C(O, T; £2(JRd)) and therefore it follows 
(see (1.17)) that 

II(vn)+(t)IIL2(JRd) :S lIun(t)IIL2(JRd) Vt E (0, T), (1.21) 

II(vn)+(t) - (vn)+(s)llp(JRd) :S Ilun(t) - un(s)IIL2(JRd). (1.22) 

From (1.21) and (1.22) we find that (v n )+ E C(O, T; £2(JRd)). In 
the same way we obtain 

max II(vn)+(t) - v+(t)IIL2(JRd) :S max Ilun(t) - u(t)IIL2(JRd) 
~,TJ ~.n 

which implies 

III (1.23) 

However, Lemma 1.7 shows that u(t) ~ v+(t) is a continuous 
mapping in the space W I,2 (I~d), which implies 

II(vn)+(t) - v+(t)lIw1.2(JRd) ---+ ° 
From this and (1.18) we obtain 

for a.a. t E [0, T]. 

(1.24) 

In order to finish the proof we must justify the limiting process in 

j t2 (avn ) 2 --;:;- (s ), ( V n) + (s ) ds 
tt ut 

= lI(vn)+(t2)lli2(JRd) - II(vn)+(tdlli2(JRd). 

This is possible in the first term due to the boundedness of a;;' (= 
a;:;') in the space £2(0, T; W- I,2(JRd)) and due to (1.24). On the 
right-hand side we use (1.23). • 

A.2 Parabolic theory 

Let us consider the following Cauchy problem 

au 
- - c:b.u + AU = f 
at 

u(O,') = 'UO 

in (0, T) x JRd , 
(2.1 ) 

where T E (0,00], A 2': 0, c: > 0. We have the following existence 
and regularity result. 
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Theorem 2.2 Let uO E L2(JE.d), f E L2(0,T;W-l,2(JE.d)). Then 
(2.1) has a unique solution u E W(T) == {u E L2(0, T; Wl,2(JE.d)); 
~~ E L2(0, T; W-l,2(JE.d))}, satisfying (2.1) in the following sense: 
for almost all t E (0, T) we have 

for all <p E W 1 ,2(JE.d). 

PROOF: See LIONS AND MAGENES [1972a, Chapter 3J. • 

Remark 2.3 Recall that W(T) '---+ C(O, T; L2(JE.d)) and therefore 
the initial condition (2.1)2 is meaningful in the classical sense. 

Theorem 2.4 Assume that for some m 2: 0, mEN, we have 
uO E wm,2(JE.d), f E L2(0, T; wm-l,2(JE.d)). Then the solution of 
(2.1) satisfies 

u E L2(0, T; W m+1,2(JE.d)) n C(O, T; wm,2(JE.d)) , 

~~ E L2(0, T; W m- 1,2(JE.d)). 

PROOF: See LIONS AND MAGENES [1972b, Chapter 4J. 

(2.5) 

• 
In the case of a smooth bounded domain n c JE.d and T E (0,00) 

we consider 

au 
- - Et:.U + .Au = f 
at 

u(O,·) = UO 

in (0, T) x n, 

in n, 
u = u D on (0, T) x an, 

(2.6) 

where uO and u D are supposed to satisfy appropriate compatibility 
conditions. Then we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.7 Let uO E L2 (n), u D E L2(0, T; W 1/ 2,2(an)) n 
W 1/ 4,2(0, T; L2(an)), f E L2(0, T; W- 1,2(n)). Then there exists 
a unique solution u E W(T) == {u E L2(0, T; W 1,2(n)); ~~ E 

L2(0, T; W- 1,2(n))}, satisfying (2.6) in the following sense: for al
most all t E (0, T) we have 
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for all tp E W~,2(1l). Moreover, for almost everyt E (O,T),t 

D 12 1I.(t) - U (t) E Wo' (H). (2.8) 

PROOF: See LIONS AND MAGENES [1972b, Chapter 4]. • 

Remark 2.9 For the initial condition (2.6)2 we argue in the same 
way as in Remark 2.3. 

Theorem 2.10 Let f E £2(0, T; wm-l,2(1l)), 11.0 E wm,2(H) and 
'IlD E £2(0, T; wm+l j 2,2(81l)) n wm+l j 1,2(0, T; £2(811)) for some 
'171, E N U {O}. Then the solution of (2.6) satisfies 

'It E £2(0, T; w m+1,2(1l)) n C(O, T; W m,2(H)) , 

~~ E £2(0, T; W rn - 1,2(1l)). 
(2.11) 

PROOF: See LIONS AND MAGENES [1972b, Chapter 4]. • 

A.3 Ordinary differential equations 

Let us consider for c : 10 == (to - b, to + ti) ---+ ]RN, the system of 
ordinary differential equations 

d 
-e(t) = F(t, c(t)), 
elt 

e(to) = Co E ]RN . 

t E 10, 
(3.1) 

Assume F : Io x K ---+ ]RN, where K == {e E ]RN, Ie - col < ~} 
for some ~ > 0. 

Definition 3.2 A function F : 10 x K ---+]RN is said to satisfy 
the Caratheodory conditions if 

• t f-+ Fi(t, c) is measurable for all i = 1, ... , N and for all e E K, 
• C f-+ Fi (t, c) is continuous for almost all t E 10, 
• there exists an integrable function G : Ih ---+ ]R such that 

!Fi(t, c)1 ::; G(t) V (t, e) E 10 x K, Vi = 1, ... , N. (3.3) 

Theorem 3.4 Let F satisfy the Caratheodory conditions. Then 
there exist ()' E (0, ti) and a continuolls function e : 101 ---+ ]RN 

sHch that 

t From the assumption on u D it follows that there is a uD(t) E W 1,2(Sl) 
such that u D (1-) = uIJ (I) on an for almost all t E (0, T) in the sense 
of traces. This observation makes (2.R) meaningful. 
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• ~~ exists for almost all t E It;" 
• c solves {3.1}. 

PROOF: See for example CODDINGTON AND LEVINSON [1955, 
Chapter 2] or WALTER [1970, Chapter 1]. • 

Lemma 3.5 (Gronwall) Let y : (0, T) ~ JR and 9 : (0, T) ~ JR 
be non-negative functions, 9 E Ll (0, T). Let the inequality 

y(t) :s: c + lot g(s) y(s) ds (3.6) 

hold for t E (0, T) with C E JR. Then 

y(t) :s: C exp lot g(s) ds, t E (0, T). (3.7) 

PROOF: See for example WALTER [1970, Chapter 1]. • 

A.4 Bases consisting of eigenfunctions of an elliptic 
operator 

Let D C JRd be a bounded domain with a Lipschitz boundary aD. 
We will investigate (construct) bases of spaces of divergence-free 
functions. For s ::::: 1 and p > 1 let us define 

V =={cp E V(D)d;divcp = O}; (4.1) 

H == the closure of V in the L2(D)d-norm; (4.2) 

Vp == the closure of V in W 1,P(D)d 

with II V' (-) lip-norm ; (4.3) 

V S == the closure of V in WS,2(D)d_norm. (4.4) 

If s = lor p = 2, then V will denote the spaces V2 , VI, respectively. 
The scalar product in H is marked by (', .) while the scalar product 
in VS is marked by ((-, ·))s. 

Remark 4.5 The spaces Vp and VS can be characterized as fol
lows: 

Vp = {u E W~'P(D)d; divu = O}, 

vs = {u E W S,2(D)d; I'(u) = 0 at aD, divu = O}, 

where l' is a trace operator defined in (2.14)-(2.15) in Chapter 1. 
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The characterization of H requires a definition of an appropriate 
trace operator. Let 

denote an usual trace operator introduced in (2.14)-(2.15) in Chap
ter 1. By H- 1/ 2(aO)d we mean the dual space of H 1/ 2 (aO)d, i.e., 
the space (Hl/2(aO)d)*. Defining 

E(O) == {u E L2(0)d; div u E L2(0)} , 

it is possible to construct a trace operator 

;:;; : E(O) '----+ H-l/2(aO)d , 

such that ;:;;( u) = u . n for u Eel (n), n being an outer normal 
vector. Then it holds that 

H = {u E L 2 ( 0 ) d , ;:;; ( u) = 0, eli v u = 0 in Vi ( 0) } . ( 4.6) 

We refer to CONSTANTIN AND FOIAS [1988], TEMAM [1977] and 
GALDI [1994a, 1994b] for proofs of these and other detailed results 
about the space H. 

In some parts of the book, we consider spaces of space-periodic 
functions. For this purpose, it will be necessary to change slightly 
the definition of V in (4.1) to 

V = {<p E C;':r(O)d;div<p = 0,10 <pdx = O}, (4.7) 

where 0 is a cube in ]Rd. 

Let us introduce the projector 

sometimes called Leray's operator. 

Definition 4.8 The operator A == -1P'~u : H ----* H with the 
domain of definition D(A) = W 2,2(0)d n V is called the Stokes 
operator. 

It is worth recalling that in general (for Dirichlet boundary con
ditions) the operators IP' and ~ do not commute. But if the space 
periodic problem is taken into consideration, then 

Au = -1P'~u = -~u. (4.9) 
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We will study the following spectral problem: find w T E VS and 
AT E ffi. satisfying 

(4.10) 

Theorem 4.11 There exists a countable set {AT }~1 and a corre
sponding family of eigenvectors {wT}~1 solving the problem (4.10) 
such that 

• (w T,w S )=6TS \fr,sEN, 
• 1 :::; Al :::; A2 :::; . .. and AT --* 00 as r --* 00 , 

• ((~';;)S=6TS \fr,sEN, 

• {wT}~1 forms a basis in VS . 

Moreover, defining HN == span{w 1, ... ,w N } (a linear hull) and 

pN (v) == ~~1 (v, w T ) w T : VB ---+ H N, we obtain 

( 4.12) 

(4.13) 

Remark 4.14 If we consider instead of (4.10) the problem of find
ing w T E W~,2(n)d and AT E ffi. satisfying 

(( T)) \ (T ) \..I,,, E rx'Os,2 (o)d , I: W , Cf' s = AT W ,Cf', V T VY , ~ G (4.15) 

all conditions of Theorem 4.11 hold, too. A particular case, s = 1, 
is used in Chapter 4 of this book. 

PROOF (of Theorem 4.11): 
• The existence of wI 

Define 

sup (v, v). (4.16) 
II v ll,.29 

(Note that ;, :::; 1). Then there exists a sequence {vk}~1 such 
that 

1 
(vk,vk) --* ),1 and Ilvkll s ,2 = 1. 

Consequently, there exists WI E VS and a subsequence {Vk'} C 
{ v k } such that 
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Clearly, \\W I\\s,2 S 1. In fact, \\W I\\s,2 = 1. Indeed, if \\W1\\s,2 < 1 
then w == Wi 1\\W I\\8,2 fulfills 

\\W\\s,2 = 1 and 
(WI,W I ) 1 

(w,w) = \\w l \\ . > -:\' 
8,2 I 

which contradicts the definition of )'1, see (4.16). It remains to 
show that w I is an eigenvector. 

Let h E V s. Defining 

we obtain 

<I>(t) == (Wi + th,w 1 + th) , 
((Wi + th, Wi + th))s 

= i <I>()\ = 2(w l ,h)((w l ,W 1 ))s -2(W I ,W I )((w l ,h))s 
o dt t t=o ((wl,wl))~ 

_ 2(w l ,h)-f;((w l ,h))s 
- ((WI ,wI)); 

This implies 

Y hE V S • 

• Iterative construction 
Let us assume that the existence of the first N, N :::: 1, eigen

vectors {wi }~I and corresponding eigenvalues {A;}~I has already 
been proved. Define 

WN == {v E V S ; ((v,wi))s = 0, i = 1, ... ,N}. 

Then the same construction as in the first part of the proof allows 
to find W N + I such that 

From this construction we see that 

1 SAl S A2 S ... S AN+l S ... , (4.18) 

(wr,ws)=O ifr-::ps, (4.19) 

((wr,ws)ls=ors Yr,sEN. (4.20) 
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• AT --+ 00 as r --+ 00 

Let lim AT = A < 00. Since IlwTlls 2 = 1 we have 
T---+CXJ ~ , 

W T, --+ W in H, as k --+ 00 . 

Simple calculations give 

2 = ((w T/. - WTP,W T" - WT1))S = An(WT",wTk _ WT1 ) 

- A (W T1 wT" _ WTI) Tp, , 

(4.21) 

and due to boundedness of AT, and (4.21), we can make the right
hand side arbitrarily small letting k, e --+ 00. 

• {AT}~lare all eigenvalues of (4.10) 
Let us assume for contradiction the existence of A E IR and w E 

VS such that A i= AT for all r E N, Ilwll s,2 = 1 and ((w, cp))s = 
A(W,cp) for all cp E VS. Clearly, there is an i E N such that Ai < 
A < Ai+l' Since ((wk,w))s = Ak(W\W) and ((w,wk)) = A(W,W k ) 

for all k = 1, ... ,i, we see that (W,wk) = 0 for all k = 1, ... ,i. 
Therefore w E Wi. However, 

1 1 
(w, w) = '\ > ~ = sup (v, v), 

/\ /\t+l Ilvll".2=1 
yEW' 

which is a contradiction . 

• {WT}~1 is a basis in VS 
Put X == span{w 1 , ... ,w N , ... }. Assume that X i= VS. There

fore there exists \(I E Vs, 11\(Ills,2 = 1 such that ((\(I,wT))s = 0 for 
all r E N. Then we have for all r E N, 

1 
sup (v, v) = '\. 
YEW"~ /\r 

Il vll.<.2=1 

Since L --+ 0, \(I has to be zero element of VS. This contradicts 
the fact that 11\(Ills,2 = 1. 

• Renormalization of basis 
We have already proved that {WT}~1 satisfies (4.19), (4.20) and 

(4.10). Setting QT == WT IA we see that QT solves again (4.lO) 
with eigenvalues AT' Moreover, QT are orthonormal in H. 

Replacing {WT}~l by {QT}~l the proof of the first four asser
tions is finished. 
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• The continuity of pN 
Consider now v E V 5. Then 
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N N i 2 

II N( )11 2 "'( i)2(( i i)) '" ((v, w ))5 f( i i)) P V 5,2=~v,w w,w s=~ >.2 ,w,w 5 

i=1 t=1 t 
N 

'" (( Wi ))2 2 ::; ~ v, A 5::; Il v 11 5,2 . 

i=1 

Thus (4.12) is proved, since pN is a selfadjoint operator. Finally, 
(4.13) follows immediately. 

The proof of Theorem 4.11 is complete. • 

We will consider henceforth the eigenvalue problem (4.10) for 
the special case s = 1, i.e. VI = V. Then the eigenvalue prob
lem (4.10) is equivalent to the problem of finding eigenvalues (and 
eigenvectors) for the Stokes operator A defined in (4.8), if an is 
smooth (C 2 , for example), and we have 

>'r(w r , uN) = (Aw r , uN) = (\7w r , \7uN ). (4.22) 

Let us consider the so-called Stokes system, studied in detail in 
GALDI [1994a, 1994b]: 

-,6. u + \7 p = F in n , 
div u = 0 in n, (4.23) 

u = 0 at an. 
If an E C 2 , then from the regularity result for the Stokes system 
follows (let us refer again to GALDI [1994a, 1994b] and references 
therein) that for all F E L2(n)d, 

Ilu11 2,2 + Ilplll,2 ::; C 11F112 , (4.24) 

where c = c(n, d). Taking F = Au E H, we have in particular (see 
also Proposition 4.7 in CONSTANTIN AND FOIAS [1988]), 

Vu E D(A). (4.25) 

From Theorem 4.11 it follows that the operators pN are continuous 
in V = VI. The inequality (4.25) allows us to prove the continuity 
of pN also in D(A). 

Lemma 4.26 Let A = -IP,6.u, D(A) and pN be as above. Then 
there exists C = C(n, d) > 0 such that 

IlpN u112,2 ::; C Ilullz,2 VuE D(A) . (4.27) 
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PROOF: Let us first prove that ApN (u) = pN Au a.e. in n. It 
suffices to show that 

(ApN u, v) = (pN Au, v) 

However, (ApN u, v) = ((pN u, v)h and 

VVED(A). ( 4.28) 

N N 1 
(pN Au, v) = 2)Au, wT) (w T, v) = L AT (Au, wT) ((w T, v))r 

T=l T=l 
N N 

= L ;T ((u, wT))r ((w T, v))r = L(wT, u) ((w T, v))r 
T=l T=l 

= ((pN u, v)h . 

So (4.28) holds. 
Now we have 

(4.25) (4.13) 

IlpN u112,2 ~ C IIAPN ul12 = C IlpN Aul12 ~ C IIAuI12' 
But IIAul12 ~ IluI12,2, and (4.27) follows. • 
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